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TREE OF HEAVEN
TODD DAVIS

In my dream the pond opens at the center
of the field, and the field itself overflows
with the white heads of Queen Anne's lace,
When night comes on the water dims,
and it's impossible to tell where the clouds
reflected in the pond conclude and where
the flowers of the field commence. I'm certain
if I walk near the edge of the pond
I'll be pulled in, dragged downward
into its fullness. It's clear there's a choice
to be made, but I'm not ready to make it.
Years ago when I lived in Illinois I was
called to serve on a jury at a coroner's inquest.
We were told it was our job to determine
whether the deaths were accidents or suicides.
For some, money was at stake; for others,
salvation. If the death was an accident,
the insurance company could pay
what the policy said the life was worth;
if it was planned, the priest said the soul
could not enter heaven. That day in the room
with seven others-farmers and housewives
and teachers-I saw photographs and slides,
learned the way in death the body slumps
in a tub, the places in the ceiling where
you'll find bits of skull embedded
if the angle of the gun is right.
We were advised of the make and model
of cars, informed if a hose was wrapped
around the muffler and strung
through the rear window. Who is to say
whether a mother put her head in the oven
7
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out of sadness, or because she was cleaning it
and didn't realize the gas was on
or the pilot light out? Because I was a teacher
I knew some of the families whose hopes
hung like a noose around our decisions,
Days later when I returned to my classroom,
I didn't say where I'd been. I picked up
the lesson right where we left offHemingway's story about fishing
in northern Michigan after the war.
We continue to dream some dreams for years.
From the second grade until high school graduation
I dreamt of Judy Garland running through fields
of poppies. When you live with a dream for that long,
certain things disappear, others are added. For instance,
the pond, even when the night is its blackest, doesn't tug
at me anymore. And now there's a field of poppies
where once it was Queen Anne's lace. As I walk
through the field sometimes I find a ruby slipper
or a tuft of hair. As much as I wish for Judy Garland,
she never appears. Now when I dream, at the top
of a distant hill there's a grove of ailanthus, better known
as tree of heaven. Brought over from China
more than a century ago, it spreads quickly,
nothing more than a trash tree whose roots break
apart drains, invading wells and springs. Every year
I cut and drag and burn it. Every year there's more.
I must admit, even though their flowers are wretched,
the fruit is a beautiful reddish-green, and the tree's arms
sprawl like the ones we don't know the names for
in National Geographic.
Sometimes I'm sorry for what I do, and for what others do
as well. Sometimes I wish it was all an accident, or a dream.
But when I think about the way these trees keep coming back,
the way they take over everything-topple old barns, consume
rusted tractors, wrecked plows and baling machines-I can't help
believing, like a tornado in Kansas, the wideness of heaven
might hold us all.
Pennsylvania State University at Altoona

AT THE FOOT OF MT. ETNA
MARIA FRANCES BRUNO

In the 1950s, we all lived as one big extended family in a large
brick house in a Detroit Italian neighborhood. My grandmother,
Nonna, a widow since she was thirty, lived in the downstairs flat,
returning nightly from the small grocery store she owned in the inner
city of Detroit. She managed to fill the house with cooking smells:
tomato sauce, fried green peppers, and breaded zucchini sizzling in
hot olive oil. There was always a pot of thick coffee brewing, or
loaves of Italian bread split open on the table ready for dipping into
a meat sauce or a bean soup she called "pasta fazoo?' My Aunt
Yolanda lived there too with her husband and three children. I'd see
her ready for work every day, dressed for her government job as a
social worker, a stack of books under her arms to be read on the bus
trip to the core of the city. Once I saw, sandwiched between two
books on Christian Science, a copy of Betty Friedan's The Feminine
Mystique. I remember this clearly because I had trouble pronouncing the M word for months, trying to figure out what it meant.
And I remember my mother going off to work every day too,
dressed in a white uniform and white wedged shoes for her job at
Lucille's Beauty Emporium. I'd watch her as she walked briskly out
the door towards the back alley, her large canvas purse tapping her
hips as she moved.
On Saturdays the three of them stood in the big back yard hanging clothes, wooden pins in their mouths, hoisting wet muslin sheets
onto the ropes. We'd play Davy Crockett at their feet, kicking up dirt
and dead grass. I owned a coonskin cap and demanded to be called
"The Queen of the Wild Frontier" while I fired off two cap pistols
housed in two leather silver-studded holsters.
"There is no Queen of the Wild Frontier!" my cousin Jimmy
argued. He was one year older than me and carried a Red Ryder BB gun. "There are only kings;' he'd say, and the other boys nodded
as if they were part of some great conspiracy.
9
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When they finished hanging the wash, my grandmother, always
in a print dress, knee-high hose, and black leather shoes (with holes
cut in the sides to let her coms breathe) would head into the kitchen
to prepare for Sunday's meaL There was always something cooking,
The kitchen was filled with silver pots, large wooden spoons, giant
cans of olive oil with a foreign script I could not decipher, or homemade noodles drying on spindly racks.
Besides being a consummate cook, Nonna was uncanny when it
came to female reproductive cycles. Some say she practiced magic.
She could place her hand on a pregnant woman's belly and recite the
gender, hair color, and general lifetime temperament of the baby. It
would go something like this: "A boy. Redhead. Full of piss and
vinegar, he'll be. But a good boy. A very good boi'
Often there were things she would not say, as if she were struggling with a knowledge that was unspeakable. Perhaps it was a case
of spinal meningitis in the child's fifth year, or a suicidal bout with
depression at the onset of puberty, or a bad love match that ended in
divorce. Whatever it was, Nonna confined herself to the light questions more appropriate for party games and struggled on her own with
the deeper knowledge of the future.
She had a gift, they used to say. Aunt Rose and Aunt Philomena
said she was born with the caul on the Feast of St. Ann in Randazzo,
Sicily. She could lift fevers from sick children, cure rickets, increase
male sperm count with the cup of one hand, although this fact alone
caused much consternation on my part just thinking about the logistics. My brother Tony and I were enormously healthy during our
childhood, drinking Nonna's herbal tea as if it were holy water, sipping the red sauces from demitasse cups as if they were magical
potions.
In my Sicilian family, when the women get older they start to
shrink, wear black, and grow mustaches. Suddenly they're keeping
plastic on the lampshades and couches and dressing like little
gnomes, with black scarves and widows' dresses and orthopedic
shoes. The women pace the house, stopping at the thermostat to ask,
"Is ithot in here, or is it meT They huddle at kitchen tables and whisper, dipping crusts of white bread into bowls of thick red sauce and
sipping red wine from Catania. They take on an aura of mystery.
My mother always resisted this transformation. In my childhood,
she was in love with everything modern. She purchased plastic
Melamine dinnerware and turquoise fiberglass drapes decorated with
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erratic black triangles that resembled miniature televisions leaping
into space. She prepared us Kraft Macaroni and Cheese every Friday
and stocked cans of Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee ("Who is this Chef-Boy-Ar
Dee?" my grandmother used to ask me in halted English. "Is he
French? .What kind of a name is that? What business does he have
making sauce?"). She served soft-processed Wonder Bread every
night instead of making the daily trek to the Italian bakery. Once I
caught my mother opening a large jar of Ragu into a spaghetti pot, a
sin in our family, a major betrayaL She dropped a few basil leaves
into the cold pot, sprinkled some dried oregano, and clamped the lid
tight as if to hide a dark secret. She wiped her hands on a frayed towel
and carefully wrapped the empty jar in newspaper before she put it
in the wastebasket. "Not a word!" she said, as I stood frozen in the
doorway. "Don't tell your father!"
My mother had gone to beauty school and worked at a local salon
perfecting the finger perm and the Rita Hayworth eyebrow she had
memorized from Photoplay and Modern Screen. The Hayworth arch
was just two plucks away from an earlier version of Betty Boop's,
and it was accompanied by a sweeping hairstyle that often hung over
one seductive bedroom eye. My mother dyed her hair a bright
mahogany, many shades lighter than anyone in our family, and carefully managed the roots so there was no hint that she was remotely
Italian. Because she had red freckles, people often guessed she was
Irish or Scottish, but never Italian, even though she had dark, almost
black eyes. By the sixties, she had her hair washed and set stylishly
every week into a "bubble;' the kind of hairdo Jackie Kennedy wore
under her Oscar de la Renta felt pillbox hat. Momma never wore
black ("That's for old ladies and witches!"), settling mostly on greens
and yellows that looked good with her auburn hair. And she wore
high heels whenever she could, shunning anything remotely orthopedic. She favored open toed so she could paint her toes scarlet, even
in late autumn.
"I don't believe in that La Strega stuff like my mother does;' she
often told me. "We're in America now:'
And it often seemed she was embarrassed by my father's loud
family, their sweeping hand gestures, their love of large plates of
pasta consumed passionately as if they were competing in some contest at the Michigan State Fair. "They're Calabrian;' she'd say, as if
that summed all their boisterousness up in one bitter word. "They eat
fast and talk with their hands!" she said, looking as if she were embar-
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rassed. The Brunos loved everything Italian: Frank Sinatra, the
Roman aqueducts, Leonardo da Vinci's flying machine, Joe
DiMaggio.
After we had moved to the suburbs in 1956, my mother became
the Queen of "Shush:' She practiced the art of scrutiny, especially
with her daughter, making sure I was not loud or expressive like the
Calabrians. I took to sitting on my hands. She also watched carefully
what I ate, portioning out the food as if she were a dietician in an obesity ward. Thirty years later, my therapist told me, "She had no
capacity for joy:'
The damage had been done. I had internalized her disdain for
most things Italian. All through junior high school I changed my
name to the Waspish "May Brown;' a monosyllabic name that referenced, perhaps, a small town in the British countryside instead of
southern Italy or worse yet, Sicily, home of the Cosa Nostra. I wanted
to be silent and demure and Anglo-Saxon like Muffy and Boo, two
very popular girls who established the feminine ideal for all of us. I
straightened my hair daily with a Steam and Press iron, peroxided
platinum two spit curls on either side of my face, and swore off pasta
as an enemy of my expanding hips.
So there was often a tension between the old and the new. I had
romanticized the old world, giving my grandmother almost goddess
status, treating her elaborate meals and her homespun magic as religious rituals. And as much as I loved everything modem-The
Beatles, my miniskirts and fringed go-go-boots, the new SmithCorona my parents purchased so I could write the Great American
Novel-I often resented my mother for turning her back on her heritage.
There was something so wonderful about those communal
Sunday meals she often greeted with a sour expression, as if they took
too much of her energy. On some Sundays, after we had a grand
meal, and the men left to watch the Detroit Tigers, smoke cigars and
yell at the TV screen, the women and the children would sit at the
dining room table and talk. I enjoyed listening to the family stories.
There were stories of my grandmother's arranged marriage and her
work in the Pennsylvania textile mills as a child, bad men and lost
opportunities, cousins who got rich, married well. There were stories
of my mother: how she fed the iceman's horse-as I did-with the
small leaves from the shrubbery of the house we both grew up in,
how she first saw my father when she was sixteen and knew instantly
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she was going to marry him. Nonna would never talk of magic or her
disregard for organized religion at any family meals. Although she
revered the Virgin Mary, she had pretty much abandoned the Catholic
Church and relied more on the old ways taught to her by her mother
and her aunts. So the conversations always headed toward the dishes
to be done, the tomatoes to be canned for the winter, meat to be
ground for sausage for the week, clothes to be ironed and mended.
My mother would go upstairs to wash her uniform. I still remember
her freshly polished shoes sitting like two tired birds on the Sunday
paper by the back door.
My father's sisters thought it was a shame that my mother and her
sister went to work every day. They would sigh and mumble every
time the subject came up, as if it were a dark mark on my father's
ability to provide for the family, even though he was an elementary
school teacher with a master's degree. They spent most of their time
in the kitchen grinding fresh pesto and shaping small potato gnocchi
in one hand as if they were born to do it. Their Calabrian spaghetti
sauce was thick and sweet, with sugar added at the last minute to calm
the acidity. I lived for my Aunt Mary's "sauce of the seven fishes;' as
she called it, on Christmas Eve. I loved these women and their laughter and their devotion to their children. But mostly they just wanted
me to eat and to find a husband, preferably a nice Italian boy who got
a lifetime job at one of the auto factories.
But my mother and Aunt Yolanda wanted to venture out into the
world. They did not romanticize domesticity and the traditions of the
family. My mother loved to give permanent waves; the pungent solution stayed on her fingers for days and she didn't care. She felt she
was changing lives by giving women just the right hairstyle and
beauty regimen. I'd stop by Lucille's Beauty Emporium once in a
while and watched her maneuver the silver scissors, tufts of hair flying everywhere, her hands furious like Michelangelo's carving out a
new form, a new life for an aging woman whose husband left her for
the fan dancer at The Motor City Strip Club. She'd pluck and arch
another woman's brows with the concentration and tenacity of a brain
surgeon, sometimes doing Rita Hayworth, other times a thirties Betty
Boop, depending on her client's level of nostalgia. Women often
emerged from her chair with hair sprayed tight like meringue, ratted
high into tangerine crowns. They'd smile, leave a big tip, and step
regally out the door.
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It was clear my mother did not want to shrink, wear black, and
adjust the plastic on her lampshades. She seemed embarrassed by
these women who huddled on street corners in covens, holding their
big black purses, whispering gossip and recipes into the warm summer air. She was not married to the kitchen and the large silver pots
steaming with herbs and tomatoes. Sometimes I'd catch her dancing
the tango alone in the dining room; all that was missing was a rose in
her teeth as she dipped and soared and twirled around the large
mahogany table.
So for a while in high school, I continued to sleep in giant-sized
orange juice cans and Steam and Press my hair over the ironing
board, sometimes accidentally frying my nose into a bulbous red, the
nose of clowns and heavy drinkers. I began to pour cups of pure peroxide over my hair in hopes of a Marilyn Monroe platinum. I still
held my hands together when I talked so as not to call attention to any
familial traits that might embarrass me in front of Muffy and Boo, or
that cute Rick Kirkby with the toothy smile who wore preppie madras
shirts and khaki chinos. I did not want to end up dating boys like the
legendary Dominic Cassella, who lit his farts with a butane torch
under the Fifteen Mile viaduct. ~o I plucked my brows, whitened my
teeth with baking soda, wore a dime store bullet bra that made my
breasts pointy and that left circles on them like the rings of old trees.
And I continued to diet and refuse pasta, even though my grandmother assured me it held medicinal properties. I had now changed
my name to "Marie;' a lighter, less burdensome name that was not
grounded in a southern Italian identity. I went into hiding, so to speak,
and became Queen of the Wasp Frontier, in a lonely terrain where
showing even a bit of southern European passion could skew your
high school career forever.
But one day during my senior year everything changed. I was in
the cafeteria with a few of my friends. I wore one of those monogrammed circle pins on a starched white Peter Pan collar so tight I
could barely breathe. I toyed with my Tater Tots, using my fork to
separate them, and refused to eat the goulash that was served every
Monday. My best friend Anne, who sat across the table, recited something long and turgid in Latin, a speech by Cicero, I think. I tuned out
and turned to see sitting a few seats down from me the handsome
Rick Kirkby, impeccably dressed in Kelly green, pointing his finger
at someone. It was Maria Prisciendaro, a small black-haired Italian
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girl with dark eyes and a long angular nose. She was in my gym class
and she had a wonderful boisterous laugh for such a small person.
"Look, she has one long black eyebrow!" Rick said gingerly to
his cohorts at the table. They all laughed at Maria as she passed by.
She stared straight ahead, not knowing the cause of their scrutiny.
"Do you think she braids her armpits?" Rick said loud enough for her
to hear. This girl, who shared my first name, walked by slowly and
looked at me to gauge my reaction. I showed her I did not think it was
funny but I did nothing more.
That evening I came home after theater rehearsal to find Nonna
in the kitchen. She was spinning meatballs in her open palm like they
were planets in orbit. She dropped them into hot oil, poking them
gently with a fork as they sizzled in the pan. I could smell the sauce,
which seemed to take on a life of its own. It bubbled red and sent
clouds of steam into the air like angels in flight.
She was also watching one of her favorite shows, Bewitched, on
the small television in the kitchen. "Mary Frances. Come look.
Samantha Stevens keeps a spotless kitchen and she can turn her husband into a rat terrier;' she said, eyeing me carefully.
I sulked into the kitchen.
"You've had a bad day?" she asked, looking at my sullen face.
I nodded yes.
"We need a spell;' she said, stirring briskly the bottom of a can of
Contadina plum tomatoes with a metal whisk. She sprinkled the
tomatoes with basil and oregano and placed the can near three glass
candles, eliciting the aid of not only Our Lady ofMt. Carmel, but the
Virgin of Fatima and the Black Madonna as well. Our small kitchen
was awash with candles, tea lights and statues blessed by some cardinal with a big ring who ol).ce visited Our Lady of Perpetual Mercy
on Six Mile and DeQuindre. "Now make a wish:'
I could have wished for better hair, or smaller thighs, or a
boyfriend who did not hang out at the viaduct, or maybe even winning an Oscar starring in a movie opposite Troy Donahue. But all I
wished for was that everyone would leave Maria Prisciendaro alone,
for I felt she was a kindred spirit and I had somehow let her down.
"Here;' Nonna said, handing me a deep-fried zeppole shaped like
angels' wings. "Eat. You'll feel better:'
Forty years later, I had just returned with my second husband
from Randazzo, the small mountain town in Sicily where Nonna
spent her childhood in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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She had lived in a two-story home made of volcanic rock taken from
Mt. Etna, the snow-covered volcano that loomed in the distance like
an angry goddess. Our family still owns the home, built in the 1600s,
but the land, once an olive oil vineyard, has been sold and portioned
off into commercial properties. Next door is a garage that services
Fiats; across the street is a gas station. But Nonna's dusty black childhood home, which stands alone amid all the recent modernization,
serves as a reminder of times past.
There was not much inside the house of interest, for most things
valuable from the past had been removed. No one had lived in the
house since the thirties. What caught my attention was the large
hearth that stood in the far left corner. This must have been the heart
of the household for centuries, a place to stay warm, a place for conversation, and a place to prepare sauces and homemade pasta cooked
by generations of Sicilian women. Several black pots hung from
hooks over the fire pit, which was filled with ashes and kindling made
from olive tree branches. Long metal spoons clung to nails on the
hearth's volcanic rock fa~ade. I took a spoon and poked into the
ashes, hoping to feel how my great-grandmother felt as she readied
the fire. Eight children would have swirled at her feet; outside, her
husband Antonio supervised the pressing of olives into oil. Nonnathen Frances Caruso-would have arrived at the hearth carrying a
basket of ripe figs she had picked from the orchard of fruit trees nestled at the foot of Mt. Etna. She said she often knelt at the base of the
volcano and made wishes. Sometimes the volcano would sputter and
steam and release rivulets of hot red lava as ifin response. She knew
then her wishes would come true.
Something caught my eye; my spoon unearthed a small statue
from the ashes, having been lost there for decades. It was a small
ceramic replica of the Virgin Mary, dressed in blue, her arms outstretched and her eyes staring forward. This was not the usual passive eyes closed, hands folded into prayer Virgin Mary I remembered
from my childhood that people often suctioned to their dashboards
for some kind of holy protection against head-on collisions.
I was convinced this Randazzo Virgin Mary could turn anyone
into a rat terrier.
One day I stood cooking in my kitchen. I shredded parmesan by
hand the way Nonna had taught me and placed it into a bowl of soft
ricotta from Roma's specialty store. I added two teaspoons of sugar
and freshly chopped parsley and mixed it all together with a wooden
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spoon. I was stuffing shells for my daughter's rehearsal dinner the
night before she was to be married. I thought about my mother and
her sisters and their tensions and struggles emerging from the repressive fifties. Perhaps the only way for them to reconcile their ambitions was to turn away from generations of female tradition. I had
gotten my doctorate, become a professor and had even taught The
Feminine Mystique in a graduate seminar, so it seemed I had transcended the purely domestic roles set up for me. I thought about
Nonna and her traditions and rituals and realized it was wrong for me
to turn into the perky, Anglo-Saxon May-then Marie-Brown in
adolescence, seeking the empty power of beauty and gaining male
attention. But I was a typical adolescent, and I eventually forgave
myself for this transgression. For years after I yearned to be who I
was, and I gradually made my way back there, for there is power in
respecting and learning from both points of view.
Now I love to be in the kitchen following recipes I heard in whispers and hushes from gnome-women dressed in black as if they were
secrets to be kept from non-Italians. I love the large pot of sauce
steaming on the stove, the canisters of imported olive oil, the ferny
green vegetables and herbs waiting to be chopped on a cutting board.
I love the tall glass candles in the kitchen. I have one that burns constantly for protection against malocchio. It is the Virgin from Trapani,
otherwise known in my family as the Virgin with the Staring Eyes.
Michigan State University

Murder in Rustbelt City: A Return to Lorain, Ohio

MURDER IN RUSTBELT CITY: A RETURN TO
LORAIN, mllO l
NICK KOWALCZYK

" .. .I return
Only in memory now, aloof, unhurried,
To dead Ohio, where I might lie buried,
Had I not run away before my time:'
- James Wright,
"At the Executed Murderer's Grave"
Ohio prison inmate A51008, Shawn Patrick Kelley, a convicted
murderer, played football with me at Lorain Catholic High School.
He is now serving thirty-one years to life. In high school, he was a
starting defensive tackle on our team of twenty-three. I remember
him as large -6'2" and 275 pounds-but too oafish to be intimidating. Everyone knew he had repeated third grade in public school a
damning fact because we were private school kids in a poor to~n,
middle to lower-middle class, and among us smart wasn't cool but
neither was dumb. Shawn's dimwittedness, coupled with a receding
hairline and an embarrassingly hairy body, earned him the nickname
"Teen Wolf;' which he rejected with unconvincing toughness: "Don't
fuckin' call me that. My name is Shawn. I'll beat your asses?'
I remember him yelling, us howling, then him asserting his
authority. Once his voice cracked, and from then on we howled in
falsetto.
Another time he claimed birds ate grass. That's why they peck the
ground-not for grain, bugs, or worms, but for grass-and he never
outlived this blunder. He never outlived it because he couldn't admit
he was wrong. We'd argue and give him facts but Shawn would force
his point like a petulant child, as if equating obstinacy with
machismo, admission with vulnerability. His bluster was distinct:
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"No, you're ... you guys are stupid. You guys are dumb. BIRDS EAT
GRASS. I know that for a fact. Period?'
It's grim nostalgia to recall this now.
My Lorain life ended a decade ago, more or less, when I left for
Ohio U~iversity four comfortable hours away, where I studied journalism because English seemed impractical. Like a blue-collar boy
w~o adores muscle cars because they symbolize strength and escape,
I hitched myself to newspapers, believing they could provide my getaway. Still though, I feared Lorain wanted to absorb me.
On my refrigerator I keep a reminder of home. It's a Christmas
Day headline fr.om The (Lorain) Morning Journal the year after I finished college and left Ohio, which declares, "'There is no joy in people's hearts.'" I'm sure it was the handiwork of a mischievous copy
editor but to me it emblematizes the place I left behind.
Cloudy all year, Lorain is a Lake Erie harbor town of 67,000 people thirty miles west of Cleveland. From 1894 to 1970 the city
boomed with shipbuilders, car manufacturers and, for a time, 13,000
steel workers. In the years since 1970, shipbuilding sank, Thew
Shovel closed, and the mill slashed 10,000 jobs. When I was three
almost a quarter of Lorain was out of work. Today it is a graveyard
of smokestacks, abandoned plazas, and poor people stuck in service
jobs, taking pay cuts, praying more factories won't close, living
unemployed and uninsured, or scheming for government help
b.ecause they're laid off, can't get good work and it's too damn expensive to move. Only twenty-four square miles, Lorain has ten checkcashing businesses, no bookstorF.s, and liquor sold via drive-thru.
Parents are depressed, children are disadvantaged, and property taxes
for schools are falling. Welcome to the American Rustbelt.
On January 3, 2005, I called an old friend who was surprised to
hear from "Schnooky;' my nickname in high school, a butchered version of "Nicky?' My friend was six months away from graduating
from Lorain's community college and was applying for jobs as a
financial advisor. For several months he had been off marijuana and
cocaine-two drugs, along with booze, that had kept him in college
for six years.
W~ had ~arely talked since I moved to Kansas City for a job
reportmg on ItS runaway wealthy suburbs and then became a corporate publicist. I considered myself a big shot: two companies in three
years and a good salary. It didn't matter that I was scrambling or that
my success came from telling myself, "Don't get stuck in a rut, Don't
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stay in one place too long, Don't be another fncking loser from
Lorain;'
I congratulated my friend on his initiative,
"Well thanks, gay-boy;' he said.
That's Lorain-speak for men who like reading, art, and school. At
least he says it affectionately.
"You're not calling about the murder, are you?"
I didn't understand.
"Hang up and look at The Morning Journal or The ChronicleTelegram. Then call me back:'
"What the hell?"
"Do if'

The stories called it a "New Year's rampage" and "a bloody
weekend incident:' The murdered woman was from West Virginia
and the other victims lived in Lorain. One newspaper showed Shawn
in prison garb. He had a scruffy beard and a balding head. He'd ballooned to 350 pounds.
I dialed my friend back.
"Shawn Kelley?!?"
"Crazy, huh? I swear he's who I thought you were calling about.
Everybody's talking about it. I was wondering who told you way out
there:'
I had never considered Kansas City very far.
"Will he have a trial?"
"I heard he's saying he's innocent:'
"Innocent? Then who did it? Who was in the house?"
"Well, the stabbed guy is my girlfriend's cousin, or second
cousin, or he dated one of her cousins-I dunno. But that guy was
about to die. I guess his girlfriend was there, too. Then the dead girl.
Then Shawn:'
"How could he not have done it? Four people: one dead, one
stabbed, one beaten, and Shawn:'
"Yeah. Pretty crazy, eh? Teen Wolf:'
Seventeen months later I returned home. By then I'd switched
jobs and states again; now I was a graduate student in Iowa teaching
college kids and finishing an MFA, a "gay-boy" degree to old friends
who say they'll shun me if I write poems.
I had begun suspecting Shawn's crimes-drugs and murder-fit
well into the fabric of our town. But that's not the only reason I drove
ten hours and spent two weeks, six to eight hours daily, reporting on
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somebody I hadn't given a damn about for ten years, if ever. Silly as
it sounds, I felt pulled back, like I had to witness the ruin of my hometown and the ruin of an old teammate in order to understand more
about myself and where I come from. Why did I get out but not
Shawn? How did I become a college teacher and he become a murderer? I ieft Iowa thiniCing about these questions.
Once in town, I visited Lorain Catholic, which closed five years
after I graduated. In its last year, LC's total enrollment dropped to
250 kids because Lorain:s residents, though dominantly Catholic,
could no longer afford tuition. Therefore, my alma mater was thirtyseven acres of abandoned buildings and grass so tall it poked through
the stadium bleachers.
It had been Shawn's dream to become LC's head football coach.
He had been an assistant coach when my younger brother played,
although Ben hadn't respected "Coach Wolf:'
"Oh, he was retarded;' Ben told me. "We just laughed at him. He
didn't know what he was doing:'
"How's thatT I asked.
"He's just stupid. Didn't he say something once about birds eating grass?"
I took in Lorain's other sights: Tl;1e grocery where I first worked
was a discount store. The Ford plant that once manufactured
Econoline vans was four million square feet of emptiness. Weeds
pushed through the cracks in the pavement. But Ford already had
axed so many jobs-2,700 in 1989; 6,400 in 1990; 200 to Kentucky
in 1997-that the final indignity of 750 layoffs and a shutdown
seemed fitting, like beat-up old Lorain had it coming.
But nowhere looked worse than the one-fifth of the city covered
by the steel mill, which now pumped surprisingly little smoke.
Employment at the mill hovered around 2,000 and I didn't see a single car on 28th Street that afternoon, perhaps because South Lorain
turns lively after dark with bars the cops bust every night, and a
neighborhood so violent it's had four murders in three years, the last
one a teenage girl shot in the head when someone fired bullets into
the wrong house.
The first day of Shawn's trial was an LC reunion of sorts. His
family had hired the area's most famous criminal attorney, Jack
Bradley, a well-tailored, soft-spoken man whose daughter Jaclyn had
graduated with Shawn and now lives in Los Angeles working as the
personal assistant to tabloid fixture Danny Bonaduce. No kidding.
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Entering the small, full courtroom I sat near Bradley's wife, who
looked as she did ten years ago. What a health preservative wealth
can be. Mrs. Bradley smiled, widely, when I told her I was in graduate school. "There's so many Lorain Catholic kids doing good!" she
exclaimed, apparently forgetting the occasion.
Shawn's other attorney was Wayne Nicol, who had played baseball with Shawn at LC but, like me, hadn't been pals with him either.
Wayne used to tease Shawn but he was also savvy enough to let all
the jocks copy his homework before school. In court, he and Shawn
represented the dichotomy of post-Lorain Catholic life: Wayne in a
suit, Shawn in a cheap polo shirt; Wayne physically fit and Shawn
grossly obese; Wayne shrewd and serious, and Shawn dim and smiling self-assuredly, both of them sporting the same silly haircut: a
"high and tight" along the back and sides with a sprout of hair on top,
Marine-style, macho, one of Lorain's most popular looks. All three
of us wore it as teenagers but those two still did.
I wondered how the trial would unfold. The little "inside information" I knew I'd learned from Wayne, whom I'd called before the
trial began. In high school I'd kept my distance, as he struck me as
less than genuine. In his office, he explained that he wanted Shawn's
total exoneration, but absent that, to keep him off death row-which
basically spanned the continuum of possibilities. He kept saying
"God forbid" and looking earnest whenever he mentioned capital
punishment. For kicks I asked what Shawn's case could do for him.
"There's no lawyer one year out oflaw school sitting second chair
on a capital case;' he told me, leaning back. "I'm looking forward to
it: it'll be great experience for me:' He added, "I also want to help
Shawn:'
As is customary, the prosecutor made his case first. He was a
stocky, beady-eyed man named Mike Nolan, who had retired from
Cleveland's D.A. office only to join Lorain's. Something about
Nolan made me think he actually enjoyed prosecuting, convicting
and humiliating anyone he even suspected was a criminal and that
Shawn's case excited him.
He spent a week and a half detailing the events of one night.
On December 31, 2004, Shawn ended his Friday shift operating
machines at Henkel, the duct tape company, and withdrew money
from an ATM for cigarettes, an IS-pack of Coors Light, and $50.00
worth of cocaine. He was twenty-seven and living at home.
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At his drug dealer's duplex, Shawn snorted his coke off a mirror
and drank twelve beers and watched the ball drop on TV.
At midnight he called his ex-girlfriend-his only ex-girlfriend.
Six months before, after two and a half years together, she'd blindsided hil!l by saying, "You'll never be able to provide me a life that
I'd want:'
Their "Happy New Year" call didn't last long.
Around 2 a.m., a friend named Lee arrived who had just finished
working at a drive-thru liquor store and wanted drugs, drinks, and
some last-minute fun in the bars. Shawn said he was game and they
left in Lee's pickup and stopped at Time-Out Tavern, where Lee's
mom waitressed and they figured would still be serving. But TimeOut's bartender said no, and they decided to call it a night.
Lee's truck, however, wouldn't start, and it wouldn't start
because he unknowingly was using the wrong keys. After parking,
Lee had asked Shawn to hold his keys, and Shawn had returned his
own keys to start Lee's pickup, and neither one detected this error.
So when Lee re-entered the bar asking for help, well, that's how
Shawn came to meet his victims.
Out of the bar Lee brought Barry, a scfuffy auto mechanic in his
forties; Alice, Barry's sometime-girlfriend, also around forty, who
bore a disquieting resemblance to Tim Curry in The Rocky Horror
Picture Show; and Lucy, a single mother of twenty-nine, who was the
woman Shawn would strangle. All of them were drunk.
.
No mechanic can start a car with wrong keys and Barry was no
exception, though he tried while Shawn talked to the women, mostly
Lucy, about drugs and partying and where the night might take them.
Lucy wanted cocaine, and once Lee realized the key screw-up, he
and Shawn brought her back to their dealer's place. But their dealer
was half asleep and wouldn't sell. He said get the hell out, leaving
Lucy with no drugs and no ride.
She convinced the guys to take her to Barry~s house by letting
them think it was a party.
Shawn followed separately in his car.
Nobody was at Barry's except Barry, who was near comatose
after beginning 2005 with beer, Southern Comfort, Mudslides, and a
Puerto Rican eggnog called coquito, and Alice, who had told Lucy
how to find the house.
As soon as Shawn walked in, he smelled mildew.
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He and Lee accepted the Orange Zimas that Barry was offering,
and Barry also brought in a spare case of beer from his shed and
defrosted shrimp for cocktail.
Lee and Shawn sat in the living room listening to Lucy complain
of her man troubles. She had a teenage boy being raised by her father
in North Carolina and a five-year-old daughter living with her in her
mother's house in Lorain, and her boyfriend lived with them, too. He
installed carpets, and they'd dated five months before he moved in.
Lucy called her boyfriend "Bobby Hill" after the mumbling hillbillies on The King of the Hill cartoon, and that night "Bobby Hill"
had gone home early because he "didn't want to get caught by no
law"driving drunk with a suspended license, and by 4:30 a.m. he was
mad "his woman" still wasn't home.
Lucy received a text message- "maybe u have found a better life
in the bars. I hope u are happy. And enjoy your new life in the bars"
-but chose not to reply. Instead she, Lee and Shawn asked Barry for
a plate so they could snort Shawn's leftover cocaine. The plate Barry
gave them was dirty. So they used the surface of Barry's bathroom
sink, although they had to clean the sink first.
After the coke, Shawn asked Lee which of the women he wanted.
To Lee it was obvious Alice was Barry's, at least for the night, and
Lucy clearly had a guy. Neither, Lee replied. This must've left Shawn
feeling entitled to try for them both. With Alice, he started rubbing
her ankle when this much-older woman had her feet on the couch.
Alice responded by putting her feet on the floor.
After this, Lee abruptly left, leaping off the couch and getting a
"where you going?" look from Shawn.
Alice went upstairs to bed around 7 a.m., and Barry followed her
for drunken sex, leaving Shawn and Lucy alone for approximately
two and a half hours.
The police found Lucy half naked lying against Barry's love seat
with her legs open, her bra pushed up, her panties askew, and her neck
arched backward 90 degrees. DNA experts found Shawn's semen on
her panties and his spit on her neck and nipples, proving sex of some
sort had occurred.
The defense called it "groping" and "rubbing:' The prosecutor
argued it was rape.
Either way, Nolan claimed that Shawn's hands squeezed Lucy's
throat for five to seven minutes, which is how long the coroner said
asphyxiation takes. Nolan speculated that after Lucy died, Shawn
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reasoned his getaway required him to kill Barry and Alice, so Shawn
donned a pair of Barry's mechanic's gloves and borrowed a steak
knife from the kitchen.
Barry testified: "I woke up and somebody was on top of me stabbing me. Then he rolled me over, stabbed me some more, and slit my
throat:' He said Shawn had stabbed him near his spine and the base
of his skull, cut through nerves in his arm, and punctured one of his
lungs.
Next Shawn chased after Alice, who testified, "I woke up and I'm
wondering what's going on. So I flipped over and I seen Shawn
Kelley over the right side of the bed over Barry. I assumed at first he
was hitting him ... punching him. I sat up in the bed and said, 'What's
going on, what's going on?' I said, 'Barry, what's going on; and I
pushed my hand at him and he didn't answer me right away. When I
pushed and I said, 'What's going onT I felt my hand slide in blood:'
Alice, completely naked, had run downstairs and seen Lucy dead.
She tried opening the locked front door but hero hands were too
bloody. She ran to the back door and knocked two garbage bags out
of the way.
Shawn carne up behind her and pulled her hair. Alice felt her scalp
coming off.
She testified: "I couldn't breathe hardly, so I took my two hands
and pried his two hands off my mouth and begged him not to ,kill me
... then I seen the knife coming at me ... I reached up and grabbed
the blade and snapped it:'
She hunched over to stab Shawn's legs as he beat her across the
back. Out of the corner of her eye she saw Barry, looking dazed,
bloody, and dressed in blue jeans, and she said, "Barry, Barry please
do something; he's trying to kill me!"
"What the hell are you doing?" Barry said to Shawn, who
punched Barry, knocking him backward and making him notice his
chest looked like a red sweater. Finding the hole in his neck, Barry
shoved two fingers inside and grabbed a frying pan to hit Shawn over
the head.
Alice thought the first blow was weak. "Harder! Hit him harder!"
she yelled.
Barry did hit harder until the pan broke and he "looked at it,
thought how cheap it was;' and returned to beating Shawn while
Alice stabbed at him, too. After subduing him, they ran and called
911 from different neighbors' houses.
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It was 9:45 a.m., a Saturday.
"Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Oh God .. ." Alice had pleaded
to the dispatcher.
Barry forgot 911 's number, but once connected he said deliriously, ''Fire, please help, a guy cut me ... stabbed ... ."
"Who stabbed you?" the dispatcher asked.
"Please help. Please help. Please help."
"Who stabbed you?"
"A big fat fucker!" Barry said.
When police arrived, Shawn was unconscious with his wrists cut
on the couch opposite Lucy. The prosecutor said he'd tried suicide,
which would mean Shawn failed at three consecutive murders and
probably didn't intend to commit the first.
Some days I avoided the trial. On one such day I visited Gram on
East 33rd in the neighborhood where my family's history spans three
generations: Mom grew up with Gram on 33rd, and Dad grew up on
34th in the same house where I was born. My parents knew each other
as kids and almost shared a backyard. And Gram grew up on this
block, too. Her mother Victoria, my great-grandmother, owned a corner grocery above which she lived and raised Gram and Gram's seven
siblings. That grocery building, long ago abandoned, burned down.
when I was a boy.
But when my brother and I were small, we spent every summer
day and after school evening in Gram and Grandpa's white, threebedroom bungalow, where they raised eight kids and sat on their
porch to enjoy their afternoons. I don't think she's sat there since
Grandpa died.
When I was a kid, the neighborhood already was poor. Grandpa
and I used to walk around the block to Lopez Market to buy The
Journal when it still was an afternoon paper, and on the way we'd
pass a big white house I swear was covered with two hundred
pigeons. Only later would I discover that my great-grandfather
Lucas, Victoria's husband, was the man who built that house before
it became so rundown.
Sitting at her kitchen table, Gram asked me if Iowa was boring.
An eighty-three-year-old woman large in size and generous in an
elderly Polish way with food, conversation and curiosity, Gram has
a henhouse chuckle and a motto that says, "Keep smilin'." I am
ashamed to be grateful that her health-two bad knees, a bad back,
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and diabetes-keeps her indoors, not even able to go to Mass, which
she now watches on TV.
The less she sees of her city the better.
"Oh, Nicholas;' she said. "What's new? Same old shit?"
I told her about teaching in college, my dating life and how
excited I was to be in grad school.
"You really like those books, don't you;' she smiled.
"Yes, Gram. I really like books."
As usual, we talked about Grandpa, a concrete mason with whom
I had traded John Grisham novels before prostate cancer took him
away.
"You know once he walked down Broadway from here to downtown taking pictures of every building;' she said. "You know, history.
I was thinking of that the other day and I said, 'Damn, that was a project.' Henry loved little things like that, community things."
She paused and asked, "Do you think you'll ever move back?"
Pulling into the driveway 1'd seen the house ;rext door for sale.
Later I checked realty information. It has three bedrooms, was built
in 1921, and is valued at only $58,000. The local newspaper recently
ran a story saying residents are so poor they're arguing with the
county assessor's office because they cannot pay their tax bills.
According to one man, "The property value hasn't gone up around
here at all. The streets, sidewalks, and neighborhoods have all gone
downhill." He fought to get his house, which once was his parents'
house, which once, I imagine, was the house where he spent his childhood, re-assessed from $61,000 to $50,500. According to his address
in the newspaper, this man shares a zip code with Gram.
"I don't think so, Gram;' I said, opening a jar of peanuts. She
always has a jar of peanuts.
She offered a sad version of her laugh.
"What would you do anyway?" she said. "It's not like there's
.
jobs. Not for you."
Unsure how to respond, I looked out her kitchen picture window,
seeing what she sees every day. One of my uncles had installed a fourfoot chain fence to keep intruders out. It was chain rather than wood
so as not to spoil her view, which is of a neglected German shepherd
her neighbor keeps chained outside, even in the cold, and the bleak
fac;:ade of a shutdown dairy where my parents used to get ice cream.
From an old LC acquaintance who worked for the sheriff's
department and to whom I had spoken when he was slobberingly
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drunk at a bar, I learned that Shawn had been telling his jailers, "the
truth would come out" at his trial, which of course left me anxious to
hear his story. I wanted to believe he was innocent, that somehow he
could be the victim of bizarre circumstances-a stupid and depressed
person, sure, but not a killer.
Shawn began testifying by talking about his poor relationship
with his father, whom I remember as an old, fat, mean man who
owned concession stands at a youth baseball diamond, the sort of fellow who hit his teenage employees with his cane rather than say,

"Pardon me:'
Shawn was the youngest child offive, his mother's baby, and she
died of cancer when he was in seventh grade. He testified that he neither recovered from her loss nor his father's betrayal of her memory
months later when Mr. Kelley married Shawn's babysitter.
The marriage lasted half a year.
"It was too soon;' Shawn said, still bitter fifteen years later. "I didn't take that well. Not at all;'
Shawn talked about sports as if it were a religion, which is a popular faith in Lorain, where twenty percent of the residents don't have
a high school diploma and only a tenth have bachelor's degrees, but
every boy dreams he could be a hero, somebody who matters, with a
rubber ball and hard-earned athleticism.
I understand those fantasies, because how else could I make sense
of Lorain having a volunteer-run, tax-exempt sports hall of fame that
canonizes any jock, however insignificant, who has become known
outside of Lorain-all while the house at 2245 Elyria Avenue, the
birthplace of Nobel Laureate Toni Morrison, Lorain's native daughter who depicted our city in The Bluest Eye, is not a museum or learning center but just another dilapidated rental with chipped white paint
and rusted auto parts in the yard?
My home community is indifferent to education and art. So in that
sense I was an outsider in Lorain and high school taught me that I
always would be.
Shawn, however, fit right in.
After LC, he went to Walsh University to play football and
flunked out before making it into a game. He testified his "body
broke down;' but really he was of questionable talent and academically ineligible. Later he tried Bowling Green State University,
intending to focus solely on school but dropped out after a semester.
He testified, "It took me two days to find all my classes;' Back at
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home Shawn worked in a gas station. For two years he was a baggage handler for DeltaAirlines, but he quit because the Cleveland airport was too far away.
On the side, he coached Little League baseball and LC football,
junior hillh. He said it didn't matter LC paid him only $300 a year.
"I loved it;' he testified. "There was always somebody there for
me ... and I wasn't doing it for the paycheck-I was doing it because
(
I loved to coach;'
He later coached LC's defensive and offensive linemen on the
high school varsity team and I saw him, once, when I attended one
of my brother's games. Shawn looked so proud running onto the
field, and from the grandstands I scoffed at his pathetic attempt to
rekindle past glory. But it wasn't pathetic to Shawn. He coached LC
football at a time when anybody who wasn't either a believer in miracles or tragically self-deluded knew the school would close.
When the position of head coach became open, he applied
because he had convinced himself that his love for LC guaranteed
him the job.
He was passed over in favor of LC's only other applicant. The
school closed the following year. That same summer Shawn's girlfriend dumped him and he discovered cocaine.
"Why cocaine?" Shawn's lawyer asked.
"It was there;' Shawn shrugged.
"When you use it you feel good; you're always up and ready to
do something;' he continued.
Bradley asked if Shawn had been depressed.
"Not horribly depressed;'
But over what, Bradley asked.
"The breakup;' Shawn said. "And life in general, I guess;'
In a tape-recorded interview the morning of his arrest, Shawn told
a detective he hadn't harmed Lucy and didn't know she was dead
until police told him. "Sir, I did not do anything to that girl. I know I
did not do anything to that girl;' he pleaded. But he also stressed that
nobody else was inside the house except Barry, Alice, and Lucy, and
he assured the detective that had someone broken in-and had someone killed Lucy while he was nearby-the noise would've certainly
awakened him. The detective responded, "So had Lucy strangled herself?"
The stupidity of Shawn's defense was matched only by the
police's impotence to make a seemingly airtight case airtight. They
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were unable to retrieve fingerprints from Lucy's neck and they never
investigated other potential suspects, namely the angry boyfriend,
"Bobby Hill;' who in turn became "The Mystery Man" Shawn's
lawyers tried to pin Lucy's murder on.
The defense's theory went like this: Shawn woke up and went
upstairs to ask Barry if Alice (who was sleeping with Barry) or Lucy
(who was sleeping downstairs) needed a ride home. Barry mistook
Shawn for a burglar and lunged at him with a steak knife. Meanwhile,
"The Mystery Man" broke into Barry's house, strangled Lucy, and
locked the deadbolt door behind him (meaning "The Mystery Man"
had a key).
It was birds eat grass all over again.
Shawn testified: "I didn't really knock .... I said, 'What's going
on? Am I taking somebody home?" And Barry was on the other side
of the bed and he looked up and he had this, 'Who are you?' kind of
a look and I said, 'Well, I wanna know who I'm taking home: That's
when he jumped up and was coming around the bed:'
Shawn's lawyer asked, "Did you see anything in his right hand?"
"I could not see his right hand at that time?'
"And what happened?"
"When he got around the corner is when I saw the knife blade for
the first time?'
"Tell us what happened;' Bradley said.
"He came after me. He swung at me?'
"And what happened after that?"
"Um ... I know I got hit sometime right then but I don't know
exactly where. But I was able to overpower him ... I was able to take
[Barry] onto the bed and he went, we went, I went with him onto the
waterbed. And we struggled. He had the knife in his hand and he had
it in his right hand and I kept grabbing hold of it and just pushing
down. And the motion of the bed-he just, he was getting stabbed.
But [Barry] never stopped. He continued to struggle with me, and the
last time [Barry] struggled was because he was getting hit and he
actually turned the blade away so it wouldn't hit him. But at that same
time I pushed, he turned his head, and that's the one that went across
his throat. And at that point, [Barry] went limp. He just laid there?'
The problem with Shawn's story, beyond, of course, the absurdity that the oceanic motion of a waterbed could cause Barry to slash
his own throat, was the forensic evidence Shawn left behind.
The prosecutor grilled Shawn on this point.
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"I will show you the contents of that which has been marked as
State's Exhibit 337;' Nolan said. "Do you recognize these two
gloves?"
"From what I have seen here in court;' Shawn replied.
"Do you recognize these two gloves?"
"Yes;'
"You know from the Bureau of Criminal Investigation testimony
that your DNA appears on the outside and the, inside of these gloves.
You know that? You heard that testimony, did you not?"
"I heard there was multiple DNA on the inside?'
"No question about that. To include yours, Mr. Kelley!"
"And not to exclude it either;' Shawn said conclusively.
This was the only time I saw Nolan look flummoxed.
"To include yours, Mr. Kelley;' Nolan repeated.· '''Does not
exclude' means 'include: We had that discussion. You heard that discussion, did you not?"
"Yes;'
"So did the devil or somebody put your DNA outside and inside
these gloves?"
"I don't know how my DNA got on the gloves. I never had them
on;'
"As you recollect:'
"As I know;'
"As you recollect:'
"As I know;'
"Your memory has been extremely explicit up to the point you
enter that bedroom!"
"Yes;' Shawn said. "I remember the night, yes?'
Nolan diagnosed Shawn directly: "Let me suggest to you, Mr.
Kelley, that you knew what you did to Lucy, you knew that you purposefully killed her and it took her a long time [to die] and then you
got gUilt feelings. You had been rejected by two women that night.
You had been high or low on cocaine, high or low on beer. Your career
was in shambles. You knew what you did to Lucy! You tried to take
your life and now your memory is failing because you really don't
want to say that to your family or your friends!"
Shawn dipped his face to his microphone, declaring only, "That's
incorrecf'
Throughout the trial, my dad asked if he could come along. He
was curious to know what had happened to Shawn that had not hap-
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pened to me or Ben. In the five years since I moved away and Ben
left for San Diego State University, Dad has been lonely witbout us.
He knows we'll never move back and altbough he mourns our decisions, he doesn't blame us. Just recently over the telephone he told
me about a one-legged man on a scooter who was robbed of money,
his wooden leg, and his scooter and left beaten on Oberlin Avenue.
"This place is going down tbe fucking toilet;' he has said more
than once.
Dad came with me the last day I attended the trial.
In the car he asked if Shawn had noticed me.
"Yeah. Yesterday after he sat down after testifying, he turned
around, saw me, and tbanked me for coming:'
"Really?" Dad said. "Creepy:'
"I flashed him a peace sign;' I said. "I didn't know what tbe hell
else to do:'
Dad laughed.
Before we entered the courthouse, I reminded Dad he had to take
out his pocket knife, and once inside he looked at me with delight. I
think this was partly because an aggravated murder trial certainly
holds tbe power to make anyone (even a prodigal son) look good but
also because Dad loves that I became a journalist.
One summer I interned for The Plain Dealer's business desk and
wrote a front-page story about gas prices. It was an utterly mundane,
news-you-can-use piece requiring little creativity or initiative, but
Dad bought extra copies and showed tbem to everybody he worked
with. That was the last summer he worked, too.
One day my editor gave me a press release from Ferro
Corporation tbat read, "In tbe second quarter of 2001, tbe Company
implemented an employment cost reduction program as an element
of an overall cost reduction program;' and Ihanded it back immediately. "I can't write this up;' I replied. "My father worked at that factory twenty-five years to put me through college and he is part of that
'employment cost reduction program:" But if you want, I can write
a story about human weasels who speak in euphemisms.
That day I remember resenting more tban just Ferro. I resented
tbe whole Northeast Ohio factory economy, every city from
Cleveland to Lorain, and tbe ability of companies to chew up and
"reduce" workers, betray cities, and leave only depressed people
behind, including my Dad, a blue-collar man stuck witbout work,
who saved money for me to receive tbe BA he never received, and
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whose proud gaze during the trial left me feeling guilty and grateful
for tbe sacrifices he made. If anyone person got me out of Lorain, it
was him.
But the problems I am talking about, tbe Pwblems that enrage me,
problems far too large and systemic and embedded in tbe belly of this
money-hungry creature called America-these problems are too pervasive for me to address thoughtfully, though with some humility I
offer this inarguable trutb: these problems exist across America, not
just Lorain.
The jury took only eleven hours to find Shawn guilty of thirteen
of nineteen counts, sparing him tbe death penalty because they
believed he killed Lucy "in the heat of the moment:'
I wasn't in court tbe day tbe verdict was announced nor when
Shawn was sentenced to thirty-one years to life. Iwas in France on a
program partially paid for by my graduate program. Talk about two
tragically divergent lives-one privileged and tbe otber imprisoned.
I learned of Shawn's fate from the Internet, e-mails and news clippings.
One story said Shawn's father, witb oxygen tubes in his nose and
using a wheelchair because he was so obese, had slammed his hand
on a table and yelled, "Goddamn drugs!" after the verdict, as if Mr.
Kelley refused to believe Shawn's life could've been shit even before
cocaine.
Every story said Shawn never apologized to Lucy's weeping family and that after his conviction, a sheriff's deputy overheard him call
the jury "chicken shit" for not sentencing him to die. One newspaper
filmed a video during the sentencing, and while watching it I realized
how lost Shawn had become. Aside from his red eyes, he looked
downright stoic in prison garb, like any otberyoung bum who'd lived
caged and desperate in Lorain, scowling at tbe world while being
moved from one prison into anotber.
University ofIowa
NOTE

ICertain names have been changed in the interest of protecting the privacy of the victims.
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written in the landscape
mapping
inhabiting
with warm Chinook winds
the home country
of every telling.

-Kimberly Blaeser

It is the story
of rising and falling.

tides in a single
man or woman s sojourn

-David Radavich
Wben we think of regional writers typically associated with the
Midwest, James Wright would have to be one of the fIrst poets to
come to mind. There are a number of reasons his work is viewed in
this way, of course-he grew up in Ohio, after all. In fact, the canon
of Wright's most widely anthologized writing includes many poems
that are explicitly set there, often naming actual places such as "Lying
in a Hammock on William Duffy's Farm in Pine Island, Minnesota:'
"A Blessing" begins "Just off the highway to Rochester, Minnesota:'
Tragic characters portrayed in many of the early poems inhabit the
margins of Midwestern cities in what has popularly come to be
known as the Rust Belt. Wright's early work also reflects his belief
in the redemptive qualities of the natural world. Moreover, Wright's
close association with another writer closely linked to the Midwest,
34
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Robert Bly, the Arch Druid of Minnesota, further cements his relationship with the region.
')
Yet Wright lived and taught in New York City for many years,
arguably the most prolifIc period in his life. During this time, he
repeatedly made what amounted to pilgrimages to Europe in search
of high culture, history, and inspiration. In an interview originally
published in 1980, Wright explained, "I have some places I feel especially devoted to. In a way some of them are in Europe, some in the
United States. I have a peculiar kind of devotion to Martins Ferry,
although I haven't gone back there in at least twenty-fIve years ... I
have tried sometimes to write about what I knew" (Smith 5). It is
tempting to wonder if the old saw applies: you can take a
Midwesterner out of the Midwest, but not vice versa. As David
Radavich has established in his work on Midwestern drama, a number of major playwrights reared in the region went on to careers in
the theatre in places like New York yet often set their plays in the
Midwest. Moreover, they created characters like themselves-and
like Wright-who, having hailed from one place, must adjust to the
culture of another.
Discussing Mark Twain and William Dean Howells in relation to
the origin of Midwestern drama, Radavich observes that while they
were "born two years apart in Missouri and Ohio;' once they had "left
their home region to achieve recognition and opportunity in the
Northeast, their enterprise represented a reverse colonization of ideas
and precepts nurtured in the Midwest" (26). Perhaps the trajectory
of Wright's writing life can be seen in a similar light: a poet with sensibilities instilled in the Midwest teaching at Hunter College in New
York City. As critic Peter Stitt has suggested, Wright's sensitivity to
place is directly reflected in his writing: "the poet's quest has taken
him from man to nature, from city to farm ... James Wright has
mostly retreated from nature in his poetrY (his own life has taken him
from Minneapolis to New York intensifying his experience of the
city) except in some of [the late] poems based on the Italian and
French landscapes" (Smith 76). Indeed, as Andrew Elkins concludes, the trick is to reconcile the influence of multiple landscapes:
"the body of poetry is like a novel whose protagonist is James Wright,
the boy from Martins Ferry, Ohio, struggling to deny his heritage,
intent on being 'European: but fInally realizing that, amazingly, one
can be an Ohioan and an artist" (3). Suffice it to say, there is more
to "place" in literature than initially meets the eye.
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A volume of posthumously published letters between Wright and
Laguna Pueblo novelist Leslie Marmon Silko provides a window on
how these two writers regarded their relationship to place. As a contemporary Native American, Silko is keenly aware of her own mixedrace ancestry. She relates in the essay, "Yellow Woman and a Beauty
of the Spirit;' that even as a young child she recognized "something
about [her] appearance was not acceptable to some people, white and
Indian ... I knew the tourists didn't want me in their snapshot because
I looked different, because I was part white" (61, 63). Silko confides
in a letter to Wright, "My great-grandpa was from Ohio, and somewhere in the back of my mind I associate you and him and Ohio,
although Grandpa Marmon never went back" (36, letter dated
1124/79). Silko may view place through the lens of an indigenous culture with deep and ancient ties to the landscape of the Southwest, yet
while writing to Wright, she travels from coast to coast to teach.
Since a sustained correspondence between Silko and Wright
might seem improbable, it is worth considering briefly how it came
about. In 1975, Wright first met Silko at a writer's conference in
Michigan. Anne Wright-who edited these letters for publicationrelates how her husband first contacted Silko from Rhode Island
three years later after reading Ceremony in 1978: despite "the formality of their first few letters ... soon they were exchanging work,
discussing the difficulty of writing" (1985, introduction). Yet their
letters quickly grew in length, depth, and intensity right up until the
day of Wright's untimely death. As remarkable as it might seem, the
two appeared to find in each other not only a sounding board but a
kindred spirit.
Once the connection was made, their correspondence blossomed:
forty-seven letters in just over a year and a half (August 28, 1978March 24, 1980). Both were frequently on the move. Silko taught at
the University of Washington in Seattle and at Vassar College in New
York. Wright traveled throughout Europe with his wife, Anne, during a year's leave of absence that included extended stays in Italy and
France. And while the last letters were sent between their respective
homes in Tuscon, Arizona, and New York City, their journeys not surprisingly gave rise to contemplating place in their writing. The
premise of this essay is that the letters collected in With the Delicacy
and Strength of Lace reveal the mUltiple senses in which these writers perceive "place:'
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Consider how literary critics have typically portrayed Wright's
relationship to the Midwest-and how Wright himself characterized
it. According to Stitt, Wright's return to the country and reflection on
the redemptive qualities of nature coincided with his initial acquaintance with Robert Bly: "Wright at this time was teaching at the
University of Minnesota and living in Minneapolis, and Bly was living on his farm near Madison, in western Minnesota. What Wright
said he eventually found there was a twofold resurrection. The
Branch Will Not Break, as Wright has told the story, grew out of his
frequent visits to the Bly farm" (Smith 67).
Critics such as Andrew Elkins see Wright's return to the natural
world as central to Branch. The book's "rhetorical goal;' writes
Elkins, "is convincing us and himself that he truly has arrived 'in the
country again: This archetypal wanderer is straining through the
desert--occasionally snow-covered-for his promised land where
thorns and slag heaps have been banished and where horses,
Chippewas, Norwegians, and poets can rise above 'the Beautiful
white ruins / Of America'" (106). Similarly, David Dougherty examines how "Stages on a Journey Westward" is organized by "the need
to define one's self in relation to geography and cultural traditions
implicit in locations ... explained by the relation between actual
space and the dreams associated with each place" (62).
Traditions of dreams associated with place are arguably nowhere
more profound than among America's indigenous cultures. In the
case of the upper Midwest, the Ojibwe of Northern Minnesota traditionally followed seasonal "migrations" to camps to harvest rice and
other wild edibles. Ojibwe poet Kimberly Blaeser of the White Earth
reservation contrasts patterns of "literal" migration-seasonal habitation, traditional subsistence, tribal relocation, from reservation to
city (and vice versa)-with what she terms "symbolic;' "imaginative;' "spiritual;' "literary;' and "identity" migrations (McGlennen
10). Similarly, the letters between Silko and Wright reveal many
ways that "place" can be invoked. In the course of their correspondence, "place" can be seen to operate variously as 1) point of origin
and identity (individual or collective), 2) spiritual or ethical relationship, 3) journey or destination, and 4) memory or story. As writers,
both are also naturally interested in the way place enters into language and literature.
How exactly is place linked to our sense of identity, both individually and collectively? In her correspondence with Wright, Silko
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naturally addresses such topics from a Pueblo perspective, alluding
to oral tradition that ties tribal origin to place: "The stories grow out
of this land as much as we see ourselves as having emerged from the
land there" (24, letter dated 10/17178). Elsewhere, Silko postulates a
relationship between interior and exterior "landscapes:' Barry Lopez
suggests that story plays a role in bridging the two: "A story draws
on relationships in the exterior landscape and projects them onto the
interior landscape" (qtd. in B1aeser 27). For his part, Wright confides that his own ancestry is likewise associated with place: "It
makes me feel slightly formal to tell you that I am from Ohio. My
family goes very far and very deep back into Ohio and West Virginia"
(22, letter dated 10/12178). Here, place takes on overtones of both
kinship and history.
Biographer David Dougherty describes Wright's birthplace this
way: "The valley in which the Wrights lived provided a provocative
setting for the boy who would mature as a poet torn between love and
contempt for his native place. Then, as now, it was a study in contrasts. Natural beauty is everywhere. .. [yet] the land bears brutal
scars of human rapacity. Strip mines ... have not yet been reclaimed
and leave angry gashes in the hillsides" (4).
Silko describes how, from a Pueblo perspective, such environmental destruction amounts to a desecration of the sacred:
When the Army Corps of Engineers flooded the sacred shrines and
land near Cochiti Pueblo .... the strong feelings, the love, the regard
which the Cochiti people had for those places that were flooded,
those feelings and the importance of those feelings, memories and
beliefs are much more important than the physical locations .... The
idea or memory or feeling-whatever you want to call it-is more
powerful and important than any damage or destruction humans may
commit. (28, letter dated 11/1/78)
Silko recognizes that Wright's Midwestern roots-replete with
the clash of the industrial and the pastoral-are central to much of
his writing. She tells him, "That is what I love most in your writing,
Jim, the gully and railroad track, the sumac and coal smoke-all
could only be from the place you give us or that gives you to us, that
Ohio country. That Ohio country gives us your voice" (82, letter
dated 9/12/79).
Early in their correspondence, spiritual and ethical relationships
to place emerge. Silko enclosed a packet of poems in early October,
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1978, and provided background for one entitled "Deer Dance;'
describing the rituals of traditional tribal hunters:
In the fall the Laguna hunters go to the hills and mountains around
Laguna Pueblo to bring back the deer .... Late in the winter the Deer
Da)lce is performed to honor and pay thanks to the deer spirits
who've come home with the hunters that year. Only when this has
been properly done will the spirits be able to return to the mountain
and be reborn into more deer who will, remembering the reverence
and appreciation of the people, once more come home with the
hunters. (9-10)
Wright, in turn, observed that Silko's writing often involves an
equally spiritual evocation of place: "One of the great strengths to
be felt in Ceremony, for example, is your ability to describe beyond
description, so to speak-your way of dealing with landscape there
is not just a point up of details, but the evocation (I can't think of a
better word) of something-a spirit perhaps? Anyway, the effect is,
for me, that of almost hearing the landscape itself tell the story" (26,
letter dated 10128178).
Silko concurred that the idea of the land itself speaking through
us is intrinsic to her culture-a view that is indeed reflected in her
own writing: "You pointed out a very important dimension of the
land and the Pueblo people's relation to the land when you said it was
as if the land was telling the stories in the novel. That is it exactly,
but it is so difficult to convey this relationship" (27, letter dated
1111/78). Such relationships represent the very fabric of subsistence
cultures. "Subsistence gathering of animals and plants-not to mention the intrinsically related practices of collaboration, sharing,
sewing, dance, and song-is cultural glue. It binds together generations of people, [indigenous] and white, who are not merely using
this land but who are, in a way, created by it" (O'Neill 30).
How is it that landscape interacts with story? Silko tells Wright
that it involves shared knowledge: "Translations of Laguna stories
seem terribly bleak on the printed page ... if you do not know the
places which the storyteller calls up in the telling ... Laguna narratives are very lean because so much of the stories are shared knowledge" (24, 10/17178). Wright replies: "Stories [depend] in part ...
on shared knowledge, so that, in the telling alone, the proper audience can grasp the references and fill in the landscapes" (26, letter
dated 10/28178). That is, the "proper audience" is intimately
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acquainted with a shared landscape as well as narratives associated
with place.
Wright's poetry often stemmed from his travels, of course, suggesting another sense of "place": journeys and destinations as well
as the transformative potential of travel itself. It seems appropriate
that Wright's correspondence with Silko is set against a backdrop of
travelogue. As soon as their correspondence began in autumn 1978,
Wright outlined an ambitious itinerary for the coming year: "I am
here at Delaware as a visiting professor for the Fall semester. Annie
and I hope to be in Paris before Christmas, and we want to spend that
holiday in Chartres. Then we will be in Europe for eight months,
much of the time in beloved Italy" (22, letter dated 10/12178). Wright
realized that while such travel might curtail communication at times,
he hoped to tell her about the places he would visit: "Partly because
of our sometimes intricate journeys, I will be writing to you more or
less substantially once in a while, and more often sending you post
cards .... a way of sharing something, some place" (32, letter dated
11/16178, still in US). After arriving in Europe, his itinerary did
indeed prove to be an "intricate" one: "We arrived in Paris on the
morning of December 22nd and right now I am writing you from the
city of Nice, on the Mediterranean. Sketching our plans earlier, we
had thought of traveling to the town of Hosum in SchleswigHolstein, in northwest Germany. There's a kind of pilgrimage I still
want to make there" (33, letter dated 119179 from Nice, France).
Wright became a moving target. Receiving one of Silko's letters
in Toulouse, he replied from Albi, providing addresses for the coming weeks in Paris and Amsterdam. Later he reported receiving a letter forwarded to Amsterdam that Silko had addressed to Delaware.
Forever on the move, in early March he wrote "Very early Sunday
morning we will take the long train from Paris all the way to Verona,
Italy ... We've revised our itinerary" to include five destinations in
the country including Naples, Taranto, Bari, Sirmione, and ultimately
Venice (43, letter dated 3/9179). Then, in July, he reported that they
had "[j]ust returned from Tuscany and Umbria to Venice and preparing to go to Paris where we will spend the month of August before
returning to America" (63, letter dated 7/18179).
In the end we sense his weariness: "This European journey has
been a long one and, in spite of the beauty of Paris, I am ready to
come home" (79, letter dated 8/23179). Given the extent of Wright's
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travels in Europe that year, it is little wonder that journey and destination were such recurrent motifs.
Perhaps it was inevitable that by virtue of being writers, Silko and
Wright would be intrigued by how place operates in language and literature. For his part, Wright recognizes the importance of landscape
in both Silko's writing and his own: "Your descriptions oflandscape
in. your fiction .... in the novel, and the stories, do so much to create the stories that you are telling there" (26, letter dated 10/8178).
Moreover, "I can see, looking through the work that I have done [during the past year] that our discussions of the relation between people
and landscapes is very much at the heart of it" (32, letter dated
11!16178).
Silko describes her experience when reading literature of mapping the narrative onto a landscape she knows: "I love Camus so
much. I read and reread The Plague . ... He perhaps needed to know
the blue coast was there, was possible, in order to go so deeply into
that windy chill winter of the Algerian plague city-somehow I
underst?od that 'place' so well. In New Mexico there are a few days
each wmter that are dark, and a bitterly cold wind blows dust with
bits of snow" (35-6, letter dated 1123179).
Struck by the beauty of Europe's old cities, Wright's letters
became richly descriptive:
The mist rose a little after we were settled at the hotel in the town
square. And so I found Bruges, a revelation. Among the low houses
with the delicacy of their roofs and gables, there are an astonishin~
number of towers, some of churches, others of municipal buildings.
And everywhere there are bells, from the deep-throated bell of the
church of St. Salvator to the carillons of the great tower of the city
hall. You must imagine what it would sound like, the one hundred
and thirty-five small bells of the great carillon all ringing out
together, the musicians inside providing intricate patterns like those
of a fine organist improvising, and the notes filling the air of the
entire town. (45, letter dated 3/14/79).

Visiting Sirrnione, he glimpses the broad sweep of literary history and even invokes classical authors such as Catullus and Virgilwhom he remembers having first read as a child in the Midwest:
It's interesting that you should have found Moments of the Italian
Summer in Tucson. Much of that little book was written right here
where I am sitting and writing you now. Yesterday or so I sent you
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a post card with a photograph by air of Sirmione. Beautiful Catullus,
who used to corne here and visit friends during the summer so many
centuries ago, called it almost an island, and, in a curious old phrase,
"the eye of all islands." I've always thought this must have been a
healing place for him. His poems about the people of Rome are brilliant beyond measure (55, letter dated 5128179).

And of Virgil: "Referring obliqnely to the beautiful works of art that
perished when Romans destroyed ancient Carthage, Virgil wrote,
sunt lac rimae rerum- 'These are the tears of things: The phrase has
stayed in my mind since I was a boy, likely a troubled boy, long ago,
in Ohio" (73, letter dated 8/8/79).
Meanwhile, teaching at Vassar, Silko marveled at the linguistic
diversity reflected in American English: "I literally have students
who corne, or whose families corne, from everywhere: Jamaica,
Haiti, Trinidad, Russia, Poland, Israel, Egypt, Palestine (yes, indeed)
and all over the United States. For a while, this was confusing, as it
had to be. Now, I am discovering, again and again, wonderful intelligences expressed through an incredibly rich rhythm of language"
(84-5, letter dated 9/18/79).
Yet she credits Wright's poetry with helping her to recognize how
our language has been enriched by cultural difference as well as the
grandeur of North America: "With your poems behind me I can speak
confidently now about a beauty which is purely from the American
heart. When I say 'American' language I mean it in the widest
sense-with the expansiveness of spirit which this great land and
many peoples allow" (81, letter dated 9/7/79).
On December 18, 1979, Wright wrote a pained letter to Silko disclosing that he had just been diagnosed with cancer. That letter
proved to be his last. Yet it reveals the depth that their friendship had
reached:
In determining who to tell, I have considered that I want to share the
worst of this news with a very few people whom I admire and value
the most, and it is interesting to me that you stand very high in my
mind among those--the people, I mean, who strike me as embodying in their own lives and work something-some value, some
spirit-that I absolutely care about and believe in. (96-7)
The very day before Wright died, Silko wrote to him for the last time.
She captures the brief trajectory of their friendship-from meeting
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in Michigan to the final visit in New York City-in a letter Wright
would not live to read:
In one present time, you and I can count the times we've met and the
minutes we've actually spent together. I think I was very shy in
Michigan when we were introduced, and think I just told you how
much I liked your reading .... And then in New York this February
with you in the hospital, I sat and talked and could already feel that
there is another present time where you and I have been together for
a long time and here we continue together. I cannot explain this.
Maybe it is the continuing or on-going of the telling, the telling in
poetry and stories. (104-5, letter dated 3124/80)

In the course of their correspondence, as we have seen, Silko and
Wright were both deeply interested in exploring place: whether place
as origin and source of identity, place in the sense of destination, or
indeed place as the journey itself. By writing repeatedly while traveling far from horne, their esteem for one another clearly grew-so,
too, their appreciation for the many ways that place shaped their
experience and emerged in their writing. Finally, as Silko's last letter attests, it is not only our poetry and stories-but our very lives as
writers-that are written in the landscape.
Purdue University
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THE MIDWESTERNER AS OUT-OF-TOWNER
GUY SZUBERLA

"I'm one of the nice, quiet, Midwestern guys that no one expects
to snap, but, when we do, watch it baby. "
-Steve Martin as Henry Clatk, The Out-of-Towners, 1999

The country bumpkin in the city, the innocent abroad, the ugly
American, the traveling salesman-these and dozens like them are,
at bottom, vatiations on a single chatacter type, familiat and sometimes funny. From the moment Renaissance dramatists first toyed
with the "affected traveler;' this character type, and similar out-ofplac~ chatacters, have held a recognizable role in comedy, high and
low. Ignorant of the customs of a strange country, supremely confident of his own manners and mores, the stranger wandering in a
strange land is bound to make mistakes and misjudgments and then
look foolish justifying them.
The Out-of-Towners, the fictional Midwesterners drawn into this
discussion, ate somewhat similat comic figures, deliberately distorted and precisely exaggerated. Midwestern humorists, from Ring
Latdner and James Thurber to Garrison Keillor, use the Out-ofTowner to represent a certain self-conscious sense of Midwestern
identity and, at the same time, to caricature a set of ideas about
regional difference. Needless to say, they also use Out-of-Towners
and their comic adventures for laughs. Like Steve Mattin's chatacter Henry Clatk (quoted above), the Midwesterners they create ate
given to feating and protesting what others, outside the Midwest,
expect of them. Latdner's Tom Finch protests, much too loudly, that
he will not be taken for one of the "small-time hicks" (Big Town 481).
And Garrison Keillor's comic hero, Larry Wyler, on arriving in New
York, "half-expected" that New Yorkers would see him as a freak
(Love Me 69).2 Their Out-of-Towners exist as naive Midwesterners
and as patodies of the comically conventional Midwesterner.
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For the most part, this chatacter type belongs to the twentieth century, and, as this might suggest, Out-of-Towners ate usually transients, urban and uprooted. Behind them, or rather before them, came
humor chatacters bound to the mythos of a rural Midwest. In the
1890s and eatly 1900s, James Whitcomb Riley, Geor,geAde, John T.
McCutcheon, Frank "Kin" Hubbard, and other Midwestern
humorists had cultivated a chatacter type dubbed the "rustic sage;'
As Norris Yates says in his study of American humor, the rustic sage
was presented as a solid citizen short on "book I' atnin but long on
common sense and mother wit" (Yates 20-22). He was "just folks;'
He represented an amalgam of proverbial wisdom, corny jokes,
Midwestern democratic virtues, and what James Shortridge memorably termed "rural self-righteousness;' That "self-righteous" attitude, according to Shortridge, grew out of the Midwest's response to
"Eastern laughter" at its small-town values and its "traditional pastoral view of [itself]" (The Middle West 49).
For many of the Midwestern humorists writing in the 1920s and
after, the old jokes that the rustic sage liked to tell had gone flat, and
his folk wisdom and sayings had turned sour. Nostalgia for a mythic
Midwest had itself become a soft tatget for their humor and stories.
Ring Latdner, among others, cracked jokes at the expense of the village philosopher in "Haircut" (1925); Don Matquis, in the "Old
Soak" tales told by Clem Hawley, patodied the rustic sage's commonsensical style and upended the local color conventions that represented the Midwest small-town mythos (The Old Soak 1921).
What Raymond Williams calls "residual and emergent forms of culture" playa part in framing their comic actions and contradictory sentiments. 3 If transplanted chatacters in Latdner, Ruth McKinney, and
others ridicule the "burgs" back home in Michigan and Indiana and
seem to embrace an emergent urban and cosmopolitan culture, they
also, in exaggerated and comic confusion, hold on to the residual culture of small towns and a rural past. The newer Midwestern
humorists, in short, created a regional consciousness that sometimes
traded on self-mocking patodies, inflating imagined and assumed
regional differences into comic conflicts.
McCutcheon, Hubbatd, and others had deployed the plainspoken
"hoss sense" of country folk to expose the corruption in big-city politics and to ridicule the ills and pretensions of modern living.
Latdner's Tom and Ella Finch (The Big Town, 1921), the sisters Ruth
and Eileen in McKenney's My Sister Eileen (1938), and Larry Wyler
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in Keillor's Love Me (2003) can seem as resistant to changing morals
and as puzzled by the ways of the world outside the Midwest as any
of McCutcheon's small-town folks or Kin Hubbard's Brown County
characters. But there's a barely concealed ambivalence in their
humor. Lardner ridicules both the boredom of South Bend and the
spectacle of New York's loose morality. Ruth McKenney's sisters,
Ruth and Eileen, are drawn to the glamour of New York, after chafing against the provincial constraints of suburban Cleveland. Once
settled in Greenwich Village, they wonder-in the musical version"Why, oh why, oh why, oh-Why did I ever leave Ohio?" (Wondeiful
Town 107). These Out-of-Towners answer "Eastern laughter" at the
Midwest with their own jokes about small-town ways and the "righteousness" inflating big-city social pretensions. They turn out to be
laughably at odds with both the Midwest and the world outside it.
The rhetoric of their fictions-the comic setups and the recurring
pieces of a master plot-sometimes reflects the discontents and
satiric impulses associated with the so-called Revolt from the
Village, which is not to say these humorists closely patterned their
jokes and comic characters after anything that could be found in
Sinclair Lewis's Main Street or Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg,
Ohio. The Out-of-Towners they put on display are, though, in flight
from something back home in a Midwestern village or suburban
town. If they cannot always name it precisely, they can joke about a
"cooped up" feeling (Lardner 483). And they can, in the same punch
lines, laugh at those outside the Midwest who laugh at such discontents.

The "wanderer" that he imagines is bathed in literary lights and
mock-heroic rhetoric. It's easy to see in him the emerging outlines
of a Walter Mitty. In his musings, Thurber's comic persona conflates
pieces of Conrad's Lord Jim with the story of Tondelayo in White
Cargo (a forgotten 1930 film). For all that, he cannot change or disguise his identity as a Midwesterner. Consider this extract from the
two middle paragraphs:

"WHY, OH WHY, OH WHY, OH-WHY DID I EVER LEAVE OHIo?"

Afloat on Conrad's South Seas and the even wider seas of his imagination, Thurber's persona still feels the tug and pull of Columbus,
the Baltimore Dairy, Broad and High, and the local memories that
define him and anchor him in place.
In short, Thurber's narrator, like others from Columbus, will
never make a "first rate wanderer:' What he becomes, when outside
Ohio, is an Out-of-Towner: transient, disoriented, and all too comically out of place. Like other Midwesterners who fit into this character type, he can be spotted easily, marked as he is by a telltale
appearance and his distinctive speech. His "Ohio accent" and "hornrimmed glasses betray" his identity. It does not follow, though, that
another change of clothing or a tightened mask of world-weariness
will ever disguise his Midwestern origins. A pith helmet and gestures

James Thurber's comic memoir, My Life and Hard Times (1933),
might seem an odd and unpromising place to begin a discussion of
the Midwestern comic opposition to a world outside. For nine of its
nine full chapters, Thurber's main characters are firmly planted in
Columbus, Ohio, and, except for a loony moment or two, express no
desire to leave town for places outside Columbus or anywhere outside the Midwest. Somewhat surprisingly, "A Note at the End;' the
four paragraphs that close the book, takes the narrator to the
Caribbean. Here, Thurber projects himself as a "wanderer;' a highly
fanciful version of his own prosaic and Midwestern identity.4

The mistaken exits and entrances of my thirties have moved me several times to some thought of spending the rest of my days wandering aimlessly around the South Seas, like a character out of Conrad,
silent and inscrutable. But the necessity of frequent visits to my
oculist and dentist have prevented this ..... Furthermore, my homrimmed glasses and Ohio accent betray me, even when I sit on the
terraces oflittle tropical cafes, wearing a pith helmet, staring straight
ahead, and twitching a muscle in my jaw. I found this out when I
tried wandering around the West Indies one summer. Instead of
being followed by the whispers of men and the glances of women, I
was followed by bead salesmen and native women with postcards.
Nor did any dark girl, looking at all like Tondelayo in "White
Cargo;' come forward and offer to go to pieces with me. They tried
to sell me baskets.
Under these circumstances it is impossible to be inscrutable and a
wanderer who isn't inscrutable might just as well be back at Broad
and High Streets in Columbus sitting in the Baltimore Dairy Lunch.
Nobody from Columbus has ever made a first rate wanderer in the
Conradean tradition. (177)
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borrowed from silent movie stars cannot cover up his essential character or erase the indelible markings of his Ohio beginnings. Because·
he is readily recognized, he becomes a mark, a prey for basket and
bead sellers, and for the thief who, at the end of this adventure, steals
"the pants to [his] dinner jacket" (178). Against the exotic and tropical background that he's imagined, his plain ordinary Midwestern
character stands out.
Lardner's The Big Town (1921) takes up the same paradox of
Midwestern normalcy. He sets Tom Finch and his wife Ella-a middle class couple from South Bend, Indiana-against the backdrop of
New York and its high society. Tom and Ella Finch are there to "give
New York a try;' For more than a year, they trade their comfortable,
ordinary, and boring life in the Midwest for New York's "gay White
Way;' In the end, wiser and worn down from their time as Out-ofTowners, they return home to the simple life in South Bend, Indiana
(545). Larduer's prefatory note summed up the plot in a single sentence: "[T]he book deals with the adventures of a man and his wife
and his sister-in-law who move to New York from a small middle
western city" (471). Their story, in fact, turns out to be packed with
incidents and reads at times like a guide to New York for small-town
Midwesterners.
Because it's told in Tom's wisecracks and plain-speak dialect, his
narration never matches Thurber's imaginary flights or literary allusiveness. In short, Tom never tries to disguise his Midwestern identity-he declares himself a Hoosier and, in a dozen ways, asserts and
belabors regional differences. His deflationary humor and his nearly
unbending skepticism of big-city ways make him sound, at times,
like an old-fashioned rustic sage. Unlike the farmers and small town
folks in Kin Hubbard's and McCutcheon's tales, though, the Finches
are generally more motivated by conspicuous consumption than by
traditional rural values, common sense, or nostalgia for the good old
days. Ella is not to be believed when she says the trip's "no big
splurge" (477).
Ella has grown tired "after being cooped up in a small town"
(483). Having inherited a large fortune, she wants to go to New York
"where they's Life and fun; where we can meet real live people"(477). She also hopes to find her sister Kate a suitable mate, one
with money. From the start, Tom Finch resists the idea of going to
New York. But his wife prevails, as she does in most all their contests of wills. Tom reluctantly gives in to her arguments and tears,
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confiding that "she hadn't never been there, and all that she knew
about it she'd learned iu books and magazines" (478). Though he's
closed-mouth about his own experiences iu the Big Town, he does
admit that he has speut "a few hours" there. He knows things about
New York that his wife will never learn reading her pile of glossy
magazines. She has fed on romantic stories of high society and
expects that in New York a handsome, moneyed suitor will fall for
her sister Kate (492).
Whatever Tom's experiences of New York have been, he makes
it clear that he has been primed to expect snubs and slights. We first
sense this on the train bound for the Big Town when his wife strikes
up an acquaintance with Francis Griffin, a New York stockbroker:
Griffin looked at me like I was a side dish he hadn't ordered. Well,
I don't mind snubs except when I get them, so I ast him if he wasn't
from Sioux City-you could tell he was from New York by the blue
collar.
"From Sioux City!" he says. "I should hope not!"
"I beg your pardon;' I said. "You look just like a photographer I used
to know out there:'
"I'm a New Yorker;' he said, "and I can't get home too soon:' (480)

Griffin, as it turns out, is a chiseler and a philanderer. Tom cannot
know this just yet, but he's on guard from the moment that his wife
iutroduces them. Quick with an insult and attuned to slights and
insults that others dish out, he knows just where to prick Griffin's
inflated pride by pretending to mistake the fashionably dressed up
Griffin for a photographer from Sioux City, Iowa. Griffin repays the
insult in kind, insinuating that Tom's one of the "small-time hicks"
that voted in prohibition (481). This is a charge that Tom happily
refutes. Over a bottle of bourbon that he's carried from South Bend,
the two share drinks in the train's washroom. Before the bottle's finished, they have built up enough good will "to forget national boundaries" (482).
During the months spent in New York, Tom's fear of being taken
for a "small-time hick" and his susceptibility to slights and snubs
never completely fade away. At the Baldwin Hotel, where he, his
wife, and Kate first take up residence, he senses an insult in the "oil-
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Ella attend follies and vaudeville shows like Ups and Downs.
Though he criticizes the performers' scanty costumes and grouses
about the price of tickets, he goes to the shows and enjoys them all
the same. In the end, Kate marries Jim Ralston, a Follies comic; Ella
grows tired of New York and "the Gay White Way:' If she had once
felt "cooped up" in South Bend, and pined for "life and fun" in The
Big Town, now South Bend suits her. Back home in Indiana, Tom and
Ella vow "never to razz the old burg again" (545).
For a variety of reasons, including the hard times of the
Depression years, Ruth McKenney tells a different story of the
Midwesterner away from home. Ruth and Eileen, the two sisters in
her semi-autobiographical My Sister Eileen (1938), leave the suburbs
of Cleveland for New York. Ruth intends to become a writer; Eileen,
with her gorgeous looks, aims to be an actress. Their story-built on
some conventional fictions about newcomers in the big city and wonderfully deft comic flourishes-uncovers a New York and New
Yorkers that the Finches had ignored in Ella's hunt for the "right
kind" of people (Lardner 492). Ruth and Eileen, within days of arriving, meet avant-garde artists, WPA poets, and an assortment of other
Greenwich Village characters. They are innocently open to this
world and every bit as vulnerable to its con men and sharpers as the
Finches.
The chapters of the book detailing their upbringing in Ohio
underline and define that innocence. Though they would never
express it in the same words, Ruth and Eileen had, like Ella, also felt
"cooped up" in the Cleveland suburbs (changed to Columbus in the
succeeding play, films, and musical adaptation). As Ruth puts it,
"my sister and I had a lot of trouble in our youth trying to get cultured" (62). The running joke through the chapters recounting their
preteen and early adolescent years is that the two longed for sophistication and urbanity without having the slightest idea of what they
were longing for. At the Ohio Theater in downtown Cleveland, they
stumble into The Vortex, a Noel Coward play. They puzzle over its
Oedipal themes and veiled references to a character's homosexual
past and "ruined life:' Still, they find the play and Coward's rip-roaring acting deeply "satisfying" (72). They will be just as confused by
the darkly obscure sexual misdeeds that they find in Michael Arlen's
novel, The Green Hat (68, 74-5).
Like Thurber's My Life and Hard Times, the foundations for
McKenney's book are set on firm, flat Ohio ground. Through most

haired" desk clerk's slow and indifferent service: "a regular Big
Town welcome" (484). When, several months later, they move to a
summer hotel on Long Island, he says, in studied understatement,
that after dinner ''Ella and Sis ... was usually in a hurry to romp out
to the summer parlor and enjoy a few snubs" (524). Among the Long
Island crowd, hob-nobbing with a Lady Perkins and her entourage,
his wife first says that she is satisfied to be with 'just the kind of people we want to know" (517). After a week or so at the Decker Hotel
she concludes angrily that some of these society people have all th~
while been treating them "like garbage" (523).
Though there are lapses in Tom's comically exaggerated opposition to New York and the ways of New Yorkers, almost without fail
he measures prices, styles, and morality against a Midwestern standard. He's regularly outraged by what he finds in "the Big Town:'
When he discovers that Griffin's made a pass at his wife, he goes to
his Wall Street office, knocks the offender down, and kicks him "for
eight goals from the field:' That beating's alluded to in a headline
twice quoted in the book's opening chapter: "HOOSIER CLEANS Up IN
WALL STREET" (490, 473). Tom's also outraged by the fortunes that
his wife and Kate spend on clothes and by the scantiness of the
evening gowns they've paid for so dearly:
[T]he gals finally got what they called dressed, and I wished Niles,
Michigan, or South Bend could of seen them. If boxers wore bathing
skirts I'd of thought I was in the ring with a couple of bantams ....
"Well;' I says, "don't you know that you could of went to any cutrate drug store and wrapped yourself up just as warm in thirty-two
cents worth of adhesive tape. Listen! I said, what's the use of my
paying a burglar for tickets to a show like Ups and Downs when I
could set around here and look at you for nothing?" (487)

His wife's been telling him, with equal sharpness, that his old clothes
make him look "like a South Bend embalmer" (485,490). For nights
on the town, he does reluctantly oblige her, putting on "a monkey
suit" (519). In the nightclub scenes, the Saturday Evening Post illustrations show him in top hat and tails, dressed exactly like the New
Yorkers around him.5
Tom may resist some of the Big Town's loose moral standards,
but he finds that he can ease comfortably into drinking bouts at its
speakeasies, nightclubs, and pool halls. Together with Kate, he and
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of the first dozen chapters, she dramatizes the happily eccentric and
innocent ways of the two sisters, their family, and the East Cleveland
characters in their suburban neighborhood. And yet, every one of the
four adaptations of My Sister Eileen begins at precisely the point
where McKenney's narrative turns toward its conclusion: the
moment when the sisters arrive in New York's Greenwich Village.
The 1941 play titled My Sister Eileen, the two films (same title, 1942
and 1955), and the Leonard Bernstein musical, Wondeiful Town
(1953), all frame the same beginning scene. Ruth and Eileen, hot and
tired after traveling to New York, bargain with Mr. Appopolous (originally Mr. Spitzer), a Greenwich Village landlord, avant-garde artist,
third-rate poet, and fIrst-class bully. They are conned into renting a
moldy, noisy basement apartment and pay a high price for the doubtfu privilege.
The adaptations, then, erase and elide the substance of the Ohio
chapters. For the most part, references to the sisters' Ohio past are
compressed into catch phrases or simplifying formulae. Betty
Comden and Adolph Green'slyrics for the song "Ohio" in Wondeiful
Town run these off as a litany of rhymed complaints. 6 Ruth and
Eileen, after some early disappointments in New York, wonder if
they had "better go home" to Ohio. The two then sing and, in singing,
remember "why" they left: "Ohio was stifling:' They were plagued
by "gossipy neighbors:' family and friends who were "Babbity:'
"stuffy:' and "provincial:' In the 1955 fIlm musical, the Ruth
Sherwood character makes her fIrst appearance wearing a small
straw hat and a red-checked gingham blouse, cliche reminders of her
innocence and her supposed rustic Ohio background. Ruth (played
by Betty Garrett opposite Janet Leigh's Eileen) will, as the film
unfolds, wear stylish business suits and fashionable evening clothes.
But for the film's fInal minutes, when a return to Columbus seems an
unwelcome certainty, she packs her bags and again puts on the gingham and the faux farmer hat. She's obviously preparing herself to
return to the rural hinterlands.
The conventions of musical comedy permit Eileen and Ruth to
make a quick change from fIgures bent down by despair into gracefully choreographed dancers, dancing arm in ann over the city streets
and sidewalks. From comically clumsy Midwestern innocents, they
are magically transformed into perfonners on the city's crowded
stage. Bob Fosse's choreography for the film musical My Sister
Eileen (1955) dramatizes their metamorphoses. One moment the two
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sisters are battered and tossed against their dreary surroundings; the
next, without any sense of a break, we watch them gliding over subway stairs, leading a conga line through apartments and back alleys.
They waltz into crowds as if they knew every street and broken curb
in the cit~.
"SOLIDLY MIDWESTERN"
The conventions that control the comedy in Neil Simon's screenplay for The Out-of-Towners (1983 and 1999) do not permit such
graceful, fairy tale transformations. The promotional blurbs for the
two films (printed on the DVD boxes) suggest that the
Midwesterners, the Out-of-Towners of the two films, must stay
locked in narrowly pre-scripted character types. The blurb for the
1983 version offers this summary of plot and character:
Jack Lemmon and Sandy Dennis are perfectly matched as the hapless Kellermans of Twin Oaks, Ohio, in Neil Simon's tumultuous
comedy hit. . .. George (Lemmon) accompanied by his wife Gwen
(Dennis) [take a] dream trip to the big city [that] turns into a nightmare of diverted flights, forfeited reservations, missed trains, sinister strangers, paralyzing strikes, lost luggage ... uproarious laughs
The 1999 version of The Out-of-Towners retains the same main story
line, squeezing in a subplot about the failing sexual lives of the two
main characters. The blurb teases the would-be viewer with this
description:
Farewell, Ohio. Hello, hilarity! Steve Martin and Goldie Hawn
reunite for this exhilarating comedy based on the Neil Simon screenplay. They play Henry and Nancy Clark, a married couple whose
passion cooled long ago. But now their last child has left the nest,
and the solidly Midwestern Clarks have a chance to relocate to New
York City. Anything can happen. And for the next 24 hours, everything does. Luggage is lost ... A rude hotel manager ....
What does happen, even with the shuffling of episodes and the invention of additional humiliating incidents, makes for repetition of jokes
and cartoon characterizations that ran through the first film. The two
principal characters, like the Kellennans in the 1983 film, show
themselves to be "solidly Midwestern:' which is to say figures offun,
easily confused, easily fooled and fleeced.
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York against the common sense advice of his wife Iris. In the novel's
loose-jointed scheme of things, she stands for the Midwest, for plainspeaking, intensely egalitarian values, and the simple life. Wyler, who
narrates his own story, thickens the pages with literary effects, parodying O.E. Riillvaag's Giants in the Earth (1927) and frequently paying homage to F. Scott Fitzgerald. Like a retro Fitzgerald hero, he
seems inexorably drawn to "glittering things"; he wants to be in a
world opposed to what he calls the Midwest's "smugness" (68).7
Wyler's unhappiness with St. Paul and the Midwest is spelled out
in dozens of ways, but he gives a powerful emotional turn when he's
thinking about leaving his city and neighborhood for New York.
Suitcase in hand, he surveys his part of St. Paul:

That, anyway, seems to be what's expected of "solidly
Midwestern" characters. At one point in the 1999 film, Henry Clark
(Steve Martin) boils down those expectations to a few angry words:
"I'm one of the nice quiet Midwestern guys that no one expects to
snap, but, when we do, watch it baby:' He says this near the end of
The Out-of-Towners, having spent a harrowing night sleeping in
Central Park and the early morning in jail. He stands in a New York
ad agency, his marriage in shambles, his job prospects lost, and his
self-respect crumbling away. The receptionist that he faces prattles
on the phone, bent on dismissing him from her sight. What she
expects of him, what the conventions of screen comedy require, is his
unnatural forbearance, a politeness so forced it becomes funny. No
wonder that Steve Martin delivers his lines through half-clenched
teeth and a maniacal smile. He's held tightly in the grip of the situation and an equally constricting typology of character. He is and
seems destined to remain "one of the nice quiet Midwestern guys:'
His angry outburst may contradict his words. But this comic reversal can be effectively comic only if we sense the emotional energy
exerted in breaking through the confines of being "solidly
Midwestern:' In the end, following an even more binding plot convention, he wins the job and, with a giddy Goldie Hawn, celebrates
becoming a New Yorker. His story moves down the wide narrative
lanes marked off by the several versions of My Sister Eileen, the
earlier Jack Lemmon production of The Out-of-Towners, and perhaps
dozens of other like-minded comic tales.

Sturgis Avenue seemed junkier, meaner than ever, as if years of hard
winters had kuocked everything loose. Homes atilt, walks bowed,
sidewalks cracked, trees bent, and depressing clutter and mishmash-as if everyone were too busy managing their alcoholism to
ever pick up a shovel or rake-Damn this is ugly, I thought. (48)
Several days later, having failed to persuade Iris to move with him,
he leaves for New York. When he arrives in the city, he passes
Central Park's Sheep Meadow where, he says, he sees "a thousand
courtly loafers in the Monet sunshine:' Invoking and quoting F. Scott
Fitzgerald, "my countryman;' he beholds "the great wall of hotels and
apartroent edifices [shining] along Central Park South" (68-9).8 The
implied contrast to St. Paul could not be drawn much more directly.
His ecstasy and the poeticized diction expressing it may be overdone,
but Wyler's feeling that he's left the smug dreariness of the Midwest
behind him seems sincere enough.
In the next moment, his mood suddenly changes. As his taxi carries him to the Bel Noir, the million-dollar apartment he's purchased,
he's jolted by a fugitive thought:

"SPACIOUS SKIES"
If any Midwestern writer writes with a nagging consciousness of
the caricatures and conventions defining the Midwest, it is Garrison
Keillor in the novel, Love Me (2003). Though he never quotes Neil
Simon's The Out-of-Towners and makes no overt reference to several
versions of the sisters Ruth and Eileen, the presence of such characters and the reverberations of their Midwestern stories can be felt all
the same. The comic hero of Keillor's novel, Larry Wyler, mimics
their adventures and parodies their sentiments. Wyler is a writer from
St. Paul, a lonely hearts columnist, English major, and graduate of the
University of Minnesota. When he writes the blockbuster novel
Spacious Skies, he collects an enormous advance for a sequel, moves
to New York, and joins the staff of The New Yorker. He moves to New

It was 76 degrees in the park at 3:08 p.m. said the sign at Columbus

Circle. I half-expected some New Yorker to yell, "Hey, You with the
hair! You're from Minnesota!" as if I were Blimpy the Human PinCushion or Koko the Dog-Faced Boy;' but nobody did. (69)
The comic fears and the cold shudder come from nowhere, a lightning bolt out of the bright blue Monet skies. The source for the fear
lies in Wyler's strained psyche. But the literary conventions that run
from Thurber's exposed masquerade through Lardner's The Big
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Town and McKenney's My Sister Eileen into Neil Simon's screenplay also lead to this passage. They frame Wyler's fearful expectations.
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same old nineteenth-century rustic characters, now distorted and disguised.
University of Toledo

CONCLUSION
NOTES

Comedy, it's often said, frees characters from the ordinary rules
of reality and the routines of social constraint. A comic hero can,
without the usual penalties or consequences, slap his boss, drive a car
through a storefront, break into a silly song and dance, or dangle from
a clock face hundreds of feet above the city streets. Such examples
need not be multiplied to underline the general point. But one additional example, grounded in the Midwest, may be useful here. Dave
Stohler, the young hero of Steve Tesich's film Breaking Away (1979),
was born and raised in Bloomington, Indiana. For long stretches of
time, though, he can convince himself-and a few coeds on the
Indiana campus-that he's an Italian exchange stndent. His daydreams of "breaking away" from the Midwest create a ruse bordering on the ridiculous. His impulses and his trumped-up Italian identity lead him in the direction that Thurber had followed in plotting his
course as a Conradian wanderer. Like Keillor's Larry Wyler, like so
many other Midwestern would-be wanderers, he cannot erase his
Middle American identity or finally leave his hometown.
By now, it should be obvious that such expressions of regional
identity and difference all build on comic exaggeration, if not on pure
burlesque and farce. Tom Finch's wisecracks, no less than Larry
Wyler's borrowed poetry, give them expressive form.
Midwesterners like McKenney's Eileen and Ruth stand out when
they appear in strange new places, especially those that they long ago
invented and imagined. Strange to say, even when their descriptions
of the Midwest are read as a collection of self-conscious fictions,
warmed-over jokes, and overblown parodies, they seem to display a
perdurable set of truths about a sense of place.
The pastoral
Midwest-and the simple, unsophisticated characters supposedly
attached to it-may be as imaginary as Thurber's idea of the South
Seas or Neil Simon's construction of Twin Oaks, Ohio. Most every
writer and jokesmith knows that Midwesterners are no more at odds
with the complexities of the modern and urban world than their bicoastal counterparts. But old jokes never die. They don't fade away.
They live to be repeated and retold in new ways, redone with the

lThe comic type of the "affected traveler" was already well established by the early seven. teenth century. In "Sir Thomas Overbury's Characters" (1607), "An Affected Traveler"
is described in these satiric terms: "his attire speaks French or Italian, and his gait cries,
Behold me. He censures all things by countenances and shrugs ... ; he would choke
rather than confess beer good drink:' For Overbury's complete text, see Character
Writings a/the Seventeenth Century by Various on the web at books.google.com.
Sir Politic, a supporting character in Ben Jonson's play Volpone (1607), also illustrates the type. According to John W. Creaser, Sir Politic-an English tourist and
"affected traveler" in Venice-is "inordinately on his guard among the Venetians (IV. i.
33ff), and inordinately punctilious over social trivia (IV. i. 27ff);' He combines "a vain
pretension to expertise" and an "unspoilt innocence;' See Creaser's Introduction to the
Volpone (London: Hodder, 1978), especially pp. 47 and 53.
2All citations to Ring Lardner, The Big Town refer to the text published in Ring Lardner's Best
Stories (Garden City: Garden City Publishing, 1938). References to KeiIlor's Love Me
(2003) will also be given parenthetically in the text.
3 In defining "residual" culture, Williams says that "some experiences, meanings and values,
which cannot be expressed in terms of the dominant culture, are nevertheless lived and
practiced on the basis of the residue--cultural as well as social-of some previous social
formation;' His discussion of "Residual and Emergent Cultures" appears in the essay
"Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory;' collected in Problems in
Materialism and Culture (London: NLB, 1980): 40-41.
4 Charles S. Holmes, in The Clocks a/Columbus (NY: Atheneum, 1972), points out that it
was E.B. White who first described Thurber "as both Conradian romantic wanderer and
anxiety-ridden man;' Thurber adapted the ready-made persona, "enlarged upon it, and
used it ... over the years as both a literary device and as a convenient mask for interviews
. . . (Holmes 157). E.B. White's burlesque characterization was given in his
"Introduction" to Thurber's The Owl in the Attic (NY: Grossett, 1931): xi-xvi.
5S ee the first two illustrations for the installment of The Big Town titled "Quick Returns;'
These originally appeared in The Saturday Evening Post, 192 (27 March 1920): 3,4. The
second of these illustrations-showing Tom in top-hat and tails-was reprinted in the
book, The Big Town: How I and the Mrs. Go to New York to See Life and Get Katie a
Husband (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1921). Its new caption reads: "Listen!" I said.
"What did them two girdles cost?"
6The full text of the song "Ohio" can be found in the libretto for Wonderful Town. See Betty
Comden and Adolph Green, The New York Musicals o/Comden and Green (1997): 107-09.
7The phrase "glittering things" has been borrowed from F. Scott Fitzgerald's much-anthologized short story, "Winter Dreams;' It appears in the first paragraph of section II.
Fitzgerald teUs the reader that the story's hero, Dexter Green, "wanted not association with
glittering things and glittering people-he wanted the glittering things themselves?' See
The Short Stories ofF. Scott Fitzgerald, ed. Matthew J. Bruccoli (NY: Scribner Paperback
Fiction, 1989): 220-21.
SHere, Keillor quotes and restates descriptions of New York that he has taken from
Fitzgerald's essay, "My Lost City;' For the most pertinent sections, see The Crack-Up,
edited by Edmund Wilson (NY: New Directions, 1956): 32-33.
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DRAMATIZING THE MIDWEST
DAVID RADAVICH

Among major regions of the United States, the Midwest is the
least understood and has only recently received the kind of analysis
and assessment other areas have long since enjoyed. "To some the
Middle West is a place of idealism and democratic temperament, but
to others it is bland, materialistic, and conservative" (Shortridge 1).
John T. Flanagan, writing in 1961, called the Midwestern states
"probably the most heterogeneous group in terms of population in the
entire Union" (qtd. in Stryk vii). James R. Shortridge points out that
in popular national perception, the Great Plains are often conflated
with the Old Northwest states of the upper Mississippi River basin
(85). The consensus among most scholars has settled on a Midwest
comprised of twelve states, from west of the Allegheny Mountains in
western Pennsylvania-Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri-to the eastern portions
of the Dakotas, Nebraska, and Kansas, to the west of which begin the
Great Plains and wide-open spaces. The northern regional limit is
Canada, while the southern border runs along the Ohio River and the
southern edge of Missouri and Kansas.
It is important to delineate such borders because a number of
America's best plays and playwrights have arisen from an intersection of regions. William Inge, one of the leading Midwestern dramatists, hovers in Bus Stop and Picnic near the Kansas border of the
West. Marsha Norman, born and raised in Louisville on the Ohio
River, foregrounds a border sensibility in Getting Out and 'night,
Mother that combines Midwestern and Southern features in a way
that Beth Henley's plays, for instance, do not. Both George S.
Kaufman and August Wilson arose out of Pittsburgh. Kaufman spent
most of his later life in the New York orbit, but he continued to collaborate with Midwestern authors, among them Edna Ferber and
Ring Lardner. Wilson has set a series of plays in Pittsburgh and lived
and worked productively for years in Minneapolis-St. Paul while
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achieving his remarkable run of successes at the Yale Repertory
Theatre.
The novelist Kurt Vonnegut has argued that the Midwest is distinguished not only by the "nasal accent" of its native speakers but,
more importantly, by the "tremendous bodies of pure water like our
Great Lakes ... incredible quantities of fresh water all around us, in
lakes and streams and rivers and raindrops and snowdrifts, and no
undrinkable water anywhere!" Vonnegut also celebrates the "millions and millions of acres of topsoil ... as flat as pool tables and as
rich as chocolate cake" ("To Be a Native Middle Westerner"). The
Midwest is carved, indeed, by the vast northern tributaries of the
Mississippi River, from western Pennsylvania all the way to the
doorstep of the Great Plains, between whose boundaries prehistoric
glaciers deposited unimaginably rich topsoil that even today serves
as the nation's breadbasket.
Diane Quantic, focusing more on the Great Plains than on the
states in the Great Lakes collar, has pointed out their shared pattern
of extreme weather patterns and dramatic thunderstorms punctuating
a seemingly uneventful landscape. This meteorological dialectic is
a representation of a broader Midwestern psychological opposition
between surface placidity and sudden eruption that appears frequently in drama from the region, most iconically perhaps in the
plays of William Inge. While it may be true that "in Midwestern history, like Midwestern fiction, not much seems to happen;' a dramatic
shift in register between quotidian ritual and cataclysmic interruption
has often disconcerted critics of theatrical writing from the Midwest
(Cayton 141).
Historians have made particular progress in anatomizing the sociological contours of America's heartland. Andrew R. L. Cayton and
Peter S. Onuf's The Midwest and the Nation sees "the triumph of
bourgeois culture" in "the states carved out of the Old Northwest
Territory ... ' best exemplified in the democratic, egalitarian relationships of enterprising Midwesterners" (xvii-xviii). Pointing out
the importance of rivers and railroads in the region's development,
Cayton and Onuf argue that "the Midwest embodied ... the truest
and fullest expression of a liberal, capitalistic society. The apotheoses of middle-class values and the Midwest were one and inseparable" (84-85). As we shall see later, these regional dispositions make
themselves manifest in the subjects and characters represented in
Midwestern drama.
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Shortridge has provided a helpful analysis of the enduring association of the Midwest with the national myth of pastoralism: "The
region has come to stand as a symbol for this important aspect of
American culture and thereby has derived a measure of prestige" (I).
His research suggests that the notion of "the Middle West as a mature
paradise filled with wholesome, progressive people was virtually
unchallenged between 1898 and 1915" (36). But this analogy
became increasingly fraught as cities in the Midwest began emerging as technological centers: "Detroit's urban-industrial success was
not incorporated into this regional model, presumably because its
urban imagery was so strong that it would have threatened pastoral
themes" (Shortridge 10). The continuing evolution of the heartland
has "produced a host of contradictions, distortions, and misunderstandings" (1).
Another helpful paradigm detailed by Shortridge is the life cycle
analogy. Whereas the East is often perceived as mature, or even in
decline, the West has commonly been regarded as dynamic and
youthful. The Midwest, by contrast, is characterized as "simultaneously youthful and mature" (32). The nation's midsection is associated with the entire span of the human life cycle- "youth, maturity,
old age" (Shortridge 31). Imbedded in this life cycle analogy is also
the perception of the Midwest as a balanced and balancing, or mediating, region of the country, grounding the more extreme aspects of
the two seacoasts.
For all these reasons--egalitarian social structures, pastoralism,
and balanced cycle oflife- "the Middle West came to symbolize the
nation and to be seen as the most American part of America"
(Shortridge 33). Historically, "the year 1920 marks a clear apogee
for the Middle West;' as the confident blend of pastoralism and technological progress signified by the St. Louis World's Fair of 1904 and
other Midwestern celebrations ran headlong into challenging and disorienting realities (Shortridge 38). To a significant degree, the heartland became, in subsequent decades, the battleground between the
national myth of pastoralism and the developing industrial teChnology that contradicted and undermined it.
If the Midwest does represent "the most American part of
America;' such status often comes at the cost of masking conflictive
realities that do not fit into the nostalgic pastoral vision imposed from
outside. Ethnically speaking, the heartland is far more racially
diverse than the "whitebread" myth would suggest, incorporating
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Native Americans, blacks, Asians, and a wide range of Europeans,
along with increasing numbers of Latino immigrants. This intersection of cultures is not always easy or comfortable; as Quantic points
out, "the myth of the melting pot brings a mixture of hope and denial"
(93). The region has long since become significantly urbanized, yet
"the welfare of the small farm and global corporate growth seem to
be mutually incompatible" (Herr 141). The pastoral myth leaves no.
room to imagine the widespread bankruptcy of family farms, takeover by globally oriented agri-business, or disintegration of small
towns with few economic prospects.
Despite certain resonances between Midwestern culture and
national mythology, successes of the region have not always been
understood by outsiders. James Hurt argues in Writing Illinois: The
Prairie, Lincoln, and Chicago that Chicago "was by the end of the
[nineteenth1century first among modem cities: a new phenomenon
that also could not be read in traditional languages" (4). For Hurt,
the supposed "nothingness" of the Midwest is simply "the new;' the
prairie, Lincoln, and Chicago all representing "versions of the
American other" that outsiders were unprepared to encounter (3-4).
Midwestern writers who became successful nationally, like William
Dean Howells, Ernest Hemingway, Sinclair Lewis, and Rachel
Crothers, have been interrogated for their deceptively plain style and
moral tone, two major features of the Midwestern aesthetic that have
not always translated well to a critical establishment based largely in
the Northeast.
No currently existing critical theory seems·ideally suited for analyzing Midwestern drama, though many approaches offer general
guidance for understanding the broader culture of the region.
Conventional dramatic theory, from Aristotle to Bertolt Brecht and
beyond, is, of course, essential to interpreting and understanding the
structure and performance of Midwestern plays. However, such thee
ory does not take us far in delineating the Midwesterness of drama
written about or in the central US as distinct from that originating
elsewhere. Any detailed study of theatre from the heartland needs to
consider standard generic features and structures in light of manifestations of regional geography and cultural disposition.
Leonard Lutwack's investigation of the "rhetoric of place" has
direct relevance to drama. His classic study, The Role of Place in
Literature, argues that "all places serve figurative ends .... " both
"as attitudes about places that the writer picks up from his social and
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intellectual milieu ... and as materials for the forms he uses to render events, characters, and themes" (32, 12). Lutwack distinguishes
between scene, setting, and landscape, analyzing such features as
centrality, horizontality, and concepts of time, motion, objects, and
activity emcted on or within particular spaces. By mapping out linkages between, for instance, the forest and sexuality or particular
buildings and the body, we can better understand the "moral geography" of how humans adapt to and interact with their environments
(32).
Another field of inquiry that offers great potential for future
exploration is performance theory. This cultural approach expands
beyond conventional analysis of playscripts and acting before an
audience to a much broader consideration of identity formation and
"patterned behavior" in society (Carlson 3). In 1973, Richard
Schechner, in a seminal introduction in The Drama Review, advocated a broader study of "performance in everyday life;' including
ritual, sports, public behavior, patterns of communication, and other
features of community life (Carlson 11). Performance theory, when
combined with insights from the geography and culture of the region,
can help articulate the ways the Midwest has been performed: how
Midwesterners "perform" their native region for themselves and
others; how the heartland has been "staged" for and received by a
national and international audience.
Effective analysis of Midwestern drama requires an eclectic
approach, borrowing methods and insights from cultural studies, performance theory, critical regionalism, and related disciplines.
Common threads recur-among them a bias in the heartland toward
practicality, restraint, understatement, fecundity, cyclical thinking,
social equality, and performative masking, among other traits and
dispositions-that seem more marked than in the drama of other
regions. But the Midwest revealed in theatrical performance differs
in substantive ways from the same region depicted in fiction, poetry,
memoirs, travel writing, or popular media. The limits of the dramatic
genre itself-for instance, the necessity to restrict locatidh to a performable minimum-.focus more attention on iconic place, dialect,
and character. Nonetheless, the portraits of the Midwest that emerge
from plays set in the region or written by its inhabitants and visitors
are strikingly evocative and little understood as expressions of cultural identity.
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In terms of iconic Midwestern themes, one could hardly improve
on Illinoisan Frank Baum's The Wondeiful Wizard of Oz, with its
Kansas farm and folksy lifestyle twisted by storms and taken, astonished, through animated fields to a city of glittering skyscrapers. This
masterwork insightfully juxtaposes the region's most salient dramas:
flamboyant weather, the tension between wanting to stay rooted in
home and soil or to escape for adventure, the aliveness of nature
which can aid or torment, the sharp, glistening verticality of cities rising insistently from flat or rolling landscapes. These are quintessential dramas of the Midwest, which remain fixed in our imaginations
from an astonishingly small number of books and movies, among
them State Fair, Field of Dreams, and A Thousand Acres (all, interestingly enough, set in the typological state of Iowa).
The classic 1939 film incarnation of Baum's novel with Judy
Garland in the title role conveys several different perspectives on
landscape. At the outset and again at the end, the settled Midwestern
farmhouse, rendered in black and white with comfortable rhythms
enacted among trees, fields, and livestock, operates as a framing
locus of nurture and stability. Soon, however, the tornado twists apart
Dorothy's comfortable waking-world assumptions with an alternately dreamlike and nightmarish vision of defamiliarization. This
dialectic between extremes of placidity and violence seems peculiarly Midwestern. Lurking in the regional placidity is a potential for
boredom or stultification to erupt into sudden violence having the
power both to kill and to renew and transform.
The story begins with repression and a strong desire to escape,
for which Dorothy will later be made to feel gUilty. The neighbor
spinster, Miss Myra Gulch, whose very name conveys her dry barrenness, calls down the law on the Gale family for Toto's disobedience in her garden. Dorothy calls Miss Gulch "a wicked old witch;'
foreshadowing her re-appearance as the Wicked Witch of the West
later, and longs for "a place where there isn't any trouble:' She gets
her wish after running away from home to the gypsylike wagon of
itinerant Professor Marvel, whose crystal ball evokes her guilt for
wrongdoing. A sudden tornado, appearing as if to rebuke her selfishness, causes Dorothy to run home, but the door to storm cellar
safety is locked and she falls against the bed, knocked unconscious
by an unmoored window pane.
Initially, Dorothy's imaginary departure from her quotidian
world is cinematic, as she watches scenes pass by her floating bed-
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room window. Once landed in Oz, however, she experiences a radical shift from black-and-white cinematography to color, her landscape thereby transfigured in vibrant dimensions. In contrast to the
no-nonsense devotion to chores like feeding the chickens and hogs
that denominated farm life at the outset, here the society seems
almost European in its refinement and glamour, though conspicuously reduced in size. Dorothy literally towers over the Munchkins,
who are dressed largely in Elizabethan costumes and in one instance
in lederhosen. She evens appears sturdy and reliable beside her protectress, Glinda, the Good Witch of the North. This imaginary world
is strikingly ceremonial and festive, with widespread dancing and a
horse-drawn carriage on which Dorothy and Toto are paraded as
heroes for having vanquished the regionally symbolic Wicked Witch
of the East.
Once Dorothy and her three companions begin their journey
along the Yellow Brick Road, the landscape becomes very alivewith vitality, with magic, and even with torment. This development
signifies a Midwestern understanding of landscape having its own
power and dynamism, at least partly beyond the control of humans.
Glittering Emerald City serves as an idealized version of many urban
vistas in the heartland that rise abruptly out of the relatively undramatic woodlands or fields, with glass towers that glint in sparkling
contrast to the exposed open windows and blowing curtains of the
original farmhouse. The dialectic thus enacted between urban and
rural is consistently reinforced, as is the paradigm of departure and
return, home and away.
Within this series of settings, Dorothy operates as a quintessential Midwesterner. She is conspicuously wide-eyed and innocent,
archetype of the surprised naIf we see in Howells's plays, or in the
Vietnam trilogy of David Rabe. Dorothy is also iconically "nice" and
good hearted in a stereotypically Midwestern way. On the other
hand, she remains practical, straightforward, and no-nljlnsense in her
actions and dealings with others. She also has no tolerance for sham
and pretense. Her unveiling of the fraudulent wizard near the end
represents an archetypal example of Midwestern insistence on truthtelling. Dorothy also stands up for the weak and against injustice,
most noticeably in her encounter with the Wicked Witch of the West,
when she rescues Toto and innocently destroys her opponent.
Dorothy's three companions all represent deficiencies: of heart,
mind, and courage. Interestingly enough, the conglomeration of ani-
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mal (lion), vegetable (scarecrow), and technological (tin man) brings
together three major components of Midwestern life, inextricably
woven together in economic and social dependency. On the other
hand, we are made powerfully aware of their individual shortcomings and the desire each one has for completion. In classic Joseph
Campbell style, the completeness is achie,ved through a common
quest involving journey and return, augmented by trials, mentors,
and spiritual apotheosis.
The Wizard of Oz, himself a native Midwesterner, signifies the
emigrant who left the region and, like William Dean Howells, Mark
Twain, or Johnny Carson, performed colorful tricks for outsiders.
The wizard masks himself in performance designed to obscure his
humble, plain-speaking origins. Dorothy's outing of him is satisfying theatrically in a paradigmatic way, but the wizard also reveals a
pitiable side as someone who tried to play a game of glamorous
appearances and, for all his masquerading, is nevertheless found out.
This reinforces Midwestern disapprobation of dishonesty while displaying the lengths to which natives hide, or feel the need to hide,
their regional identities.
Yet the wizard does enact a series of what could be called practical miracles, reinforced by maxims of sensible morality. He awards
an honorary degree to the scarecrow, a medal for bravery to the lion,
and a ticking heart to the tin man, each presentation delivered with
down-to-earth truisms. Earlier, Dorothy told the scarecrow, "You
could be another Lincoln, if you only had a brain;' reinforcing the
Midwestern democracy of opportunity available to anyone willing to
work for it. The wizard also orchestrates a plan for Dorothy to return
home-by means of a hot air balloon marked "State Fair, Omaha?'
Though he fails in his pompous, technology-based performances
designed to impress, the wizard nonetheless does "complete the
quest" for three of the four companions by means of his down-home
wisdom.
The final moral lesson of Oz comes from Glinda, given to
Dorothy just before her return. The Good Witch tells her that, ''you
always had the power to go back to Kansas?' The magic incantation,
"There's no place like home;' seems almost frighteningly astute in its
enunciation of Midwestern ideology regarding the home. As we shall
later discover, this ideology undergirds most of mainstream drama
from the heartland, rooted in domestic realism yet spinning periodically into astonishing worlds of longed-for desire or haunting tor-
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ment. The movie provides at least two other final twists: once
DorotllY has awakened in her familiar, black-and-white Kansas bed
surrounded by family members, she cannot convince those gathered
around to believe her astonishing narrative of "a truly alive place?'
Despite her sense of alienation, however, she intones a pledge of
social confonnity: "I'm not going to leave here ever, ever again?'
. Unlike many portraits of the Midwest by outsiders, particularly
on television or in popular films, The Wizard of OZ does not gloss
over pain and struggle, despite its upbeat surface and ending. It also
revels in crops and landscape and innocence, refusing to apologize
for its provinciality. Obviously, the film I have discussed cursorily
does not do justice to Baum's more complex vision expressed over a
range of interconnected works. But the classic motion picture has
lodged itself in the American consciousness in ways that few other
works have, The Music Man or State Fair among them. Its visual
iconography is easily and clearly understood by viewers. Baum's
masterpiece marked the ascendancy of Midwestern culture at the turn
of the twentieth century. The Wizard of Oz also prepared the way for
later appreciation of Midwestern habits of thinking and being, down
to the encoded Germanness of the Munchkins.
For more than a century, the preferred dramatic mode in
Midwestern plays has been domestic realism, which nonetheless
almost invariably turns transcendent at key moments during the
action. This characteristic does not mark all plays from the region;
the most experimental works, like those of Adrienne Kennedy, for
instance, escape into more abstract theatrical territory. And one may
legitimately question whether Midwestern plays are inherently realistic, or only those that have reached the national public and won
recognition and awards. Certainly, the national bias, like the regional
one, has been toward "expanded realism" since the arrival of Twain
and Howells. But the Midwestern preference foqiomestic realism
encompasses defining features that set it apart from other varieties in
the same mode, suggesting a deeper causality.
A sizable majority of Midwestern plays have been set in the
home, certainly those that have become most famous and successful.
This assertion even applies to works like David Mamet's American
Buffalo, where the seedy pawn shop functions as the only real
"home" the three characters know. The domestic pattern dominates
the stage works of the originators of Midwestern drama, Twain and
Howells, which are not set in the heartland but in the East. Yet the
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full implications of characteristic Midwestern elements clustered
around domestic realism can be most clearly seen beginning with The
Faith Healer (1909) by William Vaughn Moody, the first significant
drama actually set in the Midwest.
The horne, of course, is a central setting in virtually all cultures
and in every region of the country. But the Midwestern horne differs
in key respects from the Northeastern, Southern, or Western homes
in the United States, at least as depicted on stage. The domicile in
the nation's midsection is portrayed as deeply rooted in its environment, whether rural or urban, fundamentally egalitarian (and middle
class), and without significant history or legacy. It typically offers
grounding and solace for its occupants and can be relied upon for stability. Dramatic characters occupying the horne exhibit fewer (if any)
class barriers compared to other regions. In many plays the horne
serves as a kind of character in its own right, much like Eugene
O'Neill's New England homes, but without the menacing, haunting,
or imprisoning qualities.
The uniqueness of the Midwestern horne can be seen most clearly
by comparing it to those located elsewhere. It lacks the strong historicallegacy of the Northeast, with echoes of Puritanism and witch
hunts on the one hand or exclusive social hierarchy on the other.
William Dean Howells's Boston plays focus precisely on this social
exclusivity and its injustice to talented Midwesterners like himself.
The Southern horne, by contrast, is inescapably shadowed by the
tragic legacy of slavery and the Civil War. Not even the contemporary domestic setting of Beth Henley's Crimes of the Heart (1986)
can escape the long arm of this racial dynamic. The Western horne
lies at an opposite extreme; as plays by William Saroyan, Sam
Shepard, and others make clear, the Western domicile is transitory
and fragile. The region's inhabitants understand the inherently transient nature of domesticity that began with tepees, wagons, and mining camps. One only needs to compare the Midwestern farmhouse
of Shepard's Buried Child to his Western motel in Fool for Love or
the trashed-up apartment in True West to see the stark difference.
In establishing the domestic setting, the Midwestern playwright
typically provides an extended depiction of daily chores. Great
emphasis is placed on rising, making breakfast, going to work,
returning from work, preparing and eating supper, and going to bed.
These activities occur in plays from other regions, of course, but the
typical play from the heartland does not just feature eating or sleep-
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ing. Most often, characters are shown actually performing chores
like washing dishes, ironing, or cooking as part of the dramatic
action, so the audience gets a sense of their disposition toward work
and social responsibilities. Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun
enacts these daily rhythms with particular care and loving detail. The
various chores or tasks serve to delineate character and familial relationships.
These daily activities, moreover, are most often rendered
emblematically, suggesting a rhythm of daily life that seems routine
and ~ornfortable, even comforting. So the cooking of dinner, or
Bermece's evocative ironing of her daughter's hair in August
Wilson's The Piano Lesson, functions not merely as stage business
but embodies a more fundamental pattern of living and relating to
other people and the physical environment. This emphasis on simplicity has historical precedence: "the moral tone of Middle-western
life acted as a deterrent to ostentation and arrogance" (Shortridge 30).
Thornton Wilder blatantly calls attention to these unadorned rhythms
in his revolutionary one acts and Our Town by denuding the stage and
forcing audience attention on iconic quotidian gesture and language.!
In collaboration with these daily rhythms, the Midwestern understanding of time differs from that seen elsewhere. Residents of
MidAmerica are strongly influenced by the regular cycle of seasons
experienced in their midst, whether they are farmers or gardeners or
not. Unlike the long months of cold in the high Rockies, with an
organizational focus on skiing and other winter sports, or the beach
attractions and long summers of golf of the coastal South, the progression of Midwestern time through planting, fertilizing, weeding,
wat~ring, harvesting, and wintering over has become deeply imbedded III both the mental and social landscapes of the region. Not surprisi~gly, enactment of time in Midwestern plays is strikingly cyclical Without, at the same time, calling much attention to itself. Again,
Wilder's Our Town and The Long Christmas Dinner offer perfect
examples of cyclical time enacted according to its own structuring
rhythms, within which the Midwestern horne is firmly situated.
Within the foundational frame of domestic realism in Midwestern
~rama, another crucial ingredient makes itself known: at some point
m nearly every Midwestern play of this persuasion, the language or
the situation turns choric or transcendent. I use the term "choric"
because not infrequently, as in the plays of Wilder or August Wilson,
the dramatic action actually leads to a chorus of characters chanting

,
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together. In many African American plays, the choric element originates in African chant or slave songs or spirituals. In other plays,
like those of Moody, Howells, or Lanford, a ghost speaks, or a gramo- .
phone or tape recorder-always some other-worldly presence outside the quotidian that shifts the plane of the characters' experience.
It is as if Midwestern drama begins in domestic realism, is grounded
in it, but then challenges its assumptions by spinning off into
unknown psychic territory far from the reliable everyday.
From its historic beginnings, the Midwest has distinguished itself
as a more egalitarian area of the country, with a higher percentage of
middle-class wage earners. Blacks escaping from the South and
immigrants from many cultures, despite lingering racism, could own
farms and businesses and work alongside whites in factories. Many
unions were racially integrated fairly early. Women also enjoyed
greater freedoms compared with other regions. For these and other
sociological reasons too complicated to consider in detail,
Midwestern drama reflects that emphasis on social justice and civil
rights from Twain and Howells onward. The region produced a
bumper crop of important female playwrights during the first three
decades of the twentieth century, clustered around the passage of the
Nineteenth Amendment to the US Constitution guaranteeing equal
suffrage for women. The range of African American dramatists from
the Midwest is second to none.
A number of commentators have remarked on the laconic understatement characteristic of Midwestern discourse. Compared with
the stereotypes of the fast-talking Easterner or the story-telling
Southerner, the classic Midwesterner seems distinctly linguistically
challenged, at least shy or cautiously spoken. Yet the Midwest as
enacted on stage often forms a dialectic between rhetorical litotes and
emotional outburst. Mark Twain's stage Missourians are flamboyant
talkers, a complete contrast to Howells's subdued Midwestern gentlemen. Any number of characters in the plays of Crothers, Glaspell,
Wilder, Inge, or Lanford Wilson speak in clipped sentences, only to
erupt later in a barrage of words no doubt set loose by a general pattern of linguistic repression.
A similar dialectic operates on the level of social pressure toward
conformity fighting against desires for individuality of expression or
action. Strong communal forces can be witnessed in a number of
Midwestern plays, particularly those of Glaspell, Wilder, and lnge.
Our Town articulates both this collective ethos and the tragic toll such
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norms can take on someone like Simon Stimson, who commits suicide. The same oppressive dynamic appears in Anderson's
Winesburg, Ohio. The pathetic downfall of characters who do not fit
into the Midwestern small town-or the stalwart rebellion of a character like Miss Lulu Bett, who fights back-stands in sharp contrast
to the Southern indulgence, even celebration, of the "madwoman on
the porch:' Whereas eccentricity is valued in the South as an assertion of individuality and colorful distinction, often the central drama
in a Midwestern play features a misfit suffering alone and unsupported, seeking to escape the entrapments of social convention and
language. William lnge, in his pathological shyness, seems like a
perfect embodiment of this phenomenon, which led to his premature
death, by his own hand, in 1973.
Practicality receives especially strong emphasis in Midwestern
plays. Characters are often judged on their competence to complete
tasks or solve problems. The many incarnations of William Dean
Howells's "natural gentleman" from the Midwest include several
engineers and/or inventors who literally solve mechanical problems
like a stalled elevator between floors. On a more subtle level, the
beleaguered husband in Rachel Crothers's As Husbands Go launches
a subdued but highly effective, concrete counterattack to win back
the affections of his wavering wife. Tennessee Williams's Jim
O'Connor, featured in two of his St. Louis playS. as Gentleman Caller
in The Glass Menagerie takes night classes, attends a conference on
future development in Chicago, and plans soon to be married. From
Williams's perspective, such characters know how to function effectively and productively in the world.
On the level of ideas, certain dialectics imbedded in dramatic
conflict emerge with particular frequency in Midwestern plays. One
of these involves the struggle between staying put and dealing with
challenging realities versus escaping to what seems like greater
opportunity or freedom elsewhere. This paradigm is deeply rooted
in the early history of the region, when thousands of settlers decided
either to remain in the heartland or to pull up stakes and move to
California for cheaper land or for gold. In twentieth-century drama,
the playwright most haunted by this dilemma was Tennessee
Williams. More than a dozen of his plays are set in the Midwest, and
most of them deal with precisely this conflict. The most important,
certainly, is The Glass Menagerie, long since established as an
American classic but rarely recognized as Midwestern.
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Another related dialectic involves the clash between individual
desire and conununity pressure. This fundamental conflict also oper- .
ates in much fiction from the region; Sherwood Anderson and
Theodore Dreiser spring inunediately to mind. Again, the immigrant
history of the Midwest, occurring considerably later than in the
Northeast and much of the South, required the forging of small towns
and cities through the fires of different ethnic perspectives and frequent sacrifice of individual liberties and prerogatives. William Inge
and Lanford Wilson devote considerable attention to this foundational conflict, but it surfaces in many plays given strong pressures
toward social conformity in the Midwest, where misfits are often
driven underground or expelled. The flip side of this conflict, however, often results in a conununity that broadens itself to include new
and divergent voices, as seen at the end of Moody's The Faith Healer.
Yet another conflict derives from the heartland's diehard contention with language. Midwestern characters are frequently
depicted as struggling to articulate and come to terms with their
desires, which, often as not, are repressed to fit in with social norms
but then explode into full view. Obviously, this tendency is not just
a matter of language but a much broader emotional articulation
involving action and, frequently, violence. Inge's Come Back, Little
Sheba offers a particularly clear instance of this paradigm, with a
nightmarish depiction of Doc's drunken attack on his wife. Inge's
other works encode the same pattern of calm erupting into storm,
while the departing characters in Tennessee Williams's st. Louis
plays likewise struggle to name their discontent.
A particularly striking example of this "coming to language"
occurs at the end of Adrienne Kennedy's powerful Ohio State
Murders. The central character, who as a student at Ohio State
University was confronted by appalling, arbitrary racial prejudice,
also has to endure the brutal kidnapping and murder of her twin
daughters. The police fail to investigate the murders, pressured to
cover up what was feared would develop into a citywide scandal. At
the end of this deliberately understated renarration of tragic events
never explored or prosecuted, Suzanne responds to her critics simply, "And that is the main source of violent imagery in my work.
Thank you" (173). Here we have, in the final line of the play, not
only characteristically clipped, powerful Midwestern speech but also
the bringing of language to frame a reality that, until then, had no
name.
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Compared to other regions of the country, the Midwest seems
especially "karmic;' to rely on a culturally slippery term. This trait
results probably from the region's fundamental ties to food crops and
cash livestock nourished in the nation's breadbasket. Unlike, say,
tourism or tobacco farming, or tin and copper mining, the main products of the Midwest are literally eaten by the populace and harvested
for livelihood and export. In the West, rapacious exploiters can and
do sweep into town, excavate or chop down all the resources, and
then abscond to new sites, leaving local residents to cope with the
denuded results.
In the Midwest, by contrast, overuse of pesticides or fertilizers
can literally lead to poisoned water and crops and ruin profits and
lives. So a built-in system of agricultural retribution ricochets consequences rather quickly and dramatically back on the residents,
whereas exploitation elsewhere-for instance, bad shore management on the Atlantic or Gulf Coast or overfarming of cotton that
leaches the soil-has fewer direct consequences on the physical well
being of the natives. This difference is one more of degree than of
kind, but Midwesterners can suffer almost inunediately and certainly
viscerally from polluted crops and livestock.
This karmic element can be seen especially clearly in Arthur
Miller's two Midwestern plays, The Man Who Had All the Luck and
All My Sons. Particularly in the former work, a kind of Jewish, Old
Testament retribution, inversion of the Job narrative, operates with
devastating consequences. In the plays of August Wilson, the karmic
influence almost always involves the legacy of slavery and racial violence directed against blacks, which shadows characters escaping to
the North and haunts them even in the relatively freer and more
benign Midwest. The Piano Lesson enacts this dynamic not only in
the central conflict but also in the very piano which occupies the center of the stage, with its elaborate, artistic carvings of Southern black
victims. The Midwest, as depicted on stage, is not a region where
one can escape the consequences of one's actions.
The preceding elements dominate Midwestern plays, particularly
those that have gone on to win national recognition and awards.
However, more experimental, nonrealistic features have also marked
Midwestern drama as a countertrend or alternative dynamic, dating
back at least to William Dean Howells's verse satire, Priscilla, and
other early plays. This avant-garde (for lack of a better term) strain
in drama from the heartland runs through the feminist experimenta-
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tions of Rachel Crothers and Susan Glaspell in the first third of the
twentieth century. Also in the 1920s, the Little Theatre movement in
Chicago and elsewhere revitalized dramatic performance in the
region and explored new theatrical terrain.
Thornton Wilder's fusion ofPirandellian and Brechtian elements
with the Midwestern tradition achieved national exposure in the
1930s in a way that revolutionized American theat:(e. In some of her
late, posthumously produced plays, particularly What Use Are
Flowers?, Lorraine Hansberry moved beyond conventional realism
into an apocalyptic aesthetic. Perhaps the most radically experimental of all major playwrights from the Midwest, however, is
Adrienne Kennedy, whose challenging, evocative, surreal plays have
jolted audiences out of traditional assumptions into entirely new theatrical experiences of fractured time-space, layered symbolism, and
fundamentally destabilized character interactions.
Such thoroughgoing experimentation also grows from
Midwestern roots and the paradigms outlined above, in many cases
through a fundamentally egalitarian regional mindset carried to logical, practical extremes. In the case of Howells, the assertion of
Midwestern dignity and values against the Northeastern hegemony
enacts an overturning of regional inferiority. Crothers and Glaspell
assert female rights, while Wilder anatomizes oversimplified notions
of "middle-American" habits and culture. Hansberry's experiments
often decode race issues, while Kennedy's are yet more radical: not
only an equation of rights between blacks and whites, males and
females, upper and lower classes, but also an inseparable, interpenetrating connectedness of history and legacy. Experimental drama
along these lines is grounded in bedrock Midwestern principles of
equal rights and pragmatism enacted against various forms of oppression.
Obviously, not every play set in the Midwest exhibits the mainstream patterns characteristic of the region. In addition to experimental works that defy easy categorization, plays written by visitors
to the heartland like Arthur Miller exhibit their own crossregional
traits. Nonetheless, it is surprising how dominant this regional disposition has remained for more than a century. The plays of Twain
and Howells, though not set in the authors' home region, nevertheless encode the recognizable features. A perfect example to illustrate
the workings of these various regional elements can be found in
William Vaughn Moody's The Faith Healer, the first stage master-
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piece actually set in the Midwest. The defining elements evident in
this play recur right through the century, with some accretions
through African American drama, all the way to David Auburn's
Proof, which won the Pulitzer Prize in 2001.
The Faith Healer is one of two great plays Moody wrote before
his untimely death, both using geography to represent aspects of the
American character. The Great Divide (1906) is set in both the mining area of Arizona and a sitting room in Massachusetts, enacting a
dialogue between East and West. The Faith Healer, by contrast, is
set in a "farm-house, near a small town in the Middle West" and never
leaves its rooted place (3). The entrance door "opens upon the side
yard, showing bushes, trees, and farm buildings" (3). Though the
weather improves from persistent fog to resplendent sunshine on
Easter morning at the end, it seems to enwrap the play and its inhabitants, offering security, solace, and renewal.
The language and emotional longing are kept in check, enacted
through a pattern of daily chores, until the arrival of the Faith Healer,
an "otherworldly" drifter from the West, who brings along an Indian
boy he revived after three days, now called Lazarus. Biblical allusions permeate the play. Martha concerns herself with chores and
running the household, while her sister MarY, incapacitated since the
drowning of her brother five years before, and the emotionally
wounded Rboda respond immediately to the ministrations of the
Faith Healer. Mary experiences compelling visions that deracinate
her from everyday routine and annoy her down-to-earth husband, a
devotee of Darwin and Spencer.
On one level, The Faith Healer enacts a contest between religion
and science, belief and material evidence; on another, a clash
between true religion and false. Rev. Culpepper, the local minister,
rejects the Faith Healer's brand of ministry as fakery and the multitude who surround the farmhouse as misguided idolaters. Mr. Beeler,
on the other hand, rejects the Faith Healer as a modern-day Pan, who
seduces women and believers with "this hoodoo business" (57).
Both can be seen as representatives of Midwestern common sense
under challenge.
For his part, the Faith Healer experiences a crisis of faith while
staying at the settled farmhouse, temporarily losing his vaunted healing powers. After decades of wandering in the West, he falls in love
with the grounded Rboda and sees "the vision of another life" (30) in
her. Initially, he shrinks from what he fears will be a contest between
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his divine calling and more earthly love. Eventually, he recognizes
that Rhoda's pure (if wounded) heart is part of "the new-risen hope"
he has found in the Midwest, his confidence and healing powers
return, and he enables Mary to walk for good after five years in her
chair (157).
In the context of paradigms presented earlier, The Faith Healer
can be seen as enacting the "coming to language" pattern of
Midwestern plays. Although much of the action entails a conflict
between individual desires and community norms, and to a lesser
extent the karmic remnants of earlier events, the central dynamic,
arrived at particularly by the end, involves Mary, Rhoda, and the
Faith Healer all coming into their own proper articulations of their
deepest selves. Only part of this involves actual language as such,
but the larger process of articulation through behavior and action
leads not only to healing and fulfillment of hitherto unmet individual
needs but also to productive resolution of conflict and integration into
the community.
Mary, Rhoda, and the Faith Healer are thereby renewed in this
place, ~n .concert with the movement through Good Friday to Easter,
and.religIOn has been restored to some balance with science and pragmalism. The Faith Healer is a rich play with an overall momentum
from sickness, allied with guilt and loss, to renewal and health. The
process takes place in the settled Midwestern home, under biblical
auspices undergirded by romance and realization of dreams.
Common sense and pragmatism, embodied in domestic realism, do
battle with idealistic or mystical longings, manifest in ritual, music
and religious prayer and chants. For his period, Moody's neglected
masterpiece features surprisingly strong and complex female characters in balance with men.
The national success of The Faith Healer and later Midwestern
plays, especially those in the broad mainstream of transcendental
realism, derives in significant measure from the region's unprepossessing habits of thinking and expression. The heartland often seems
appealing for its straightforwardness that is neither exclusive nor
condescending. Hierarchies are almost invariably disdained in
Midwestern writing, though communal pressures like those experienced by the invalid Mary can be debilitating. With less focus on
ancestry and tradition, works from the region like The Glass
Menagerie or Come Back, Little Sheba can be more accessible than
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those from elsewhere. Their emphasis on direct speech and everyday rhythms speaks to the American mainstream with immediacy.
On a deeper level, the rootedness of the Midwest feeds on
American nostalgia for a simpler life located somewhere in the
mythic p.ast. The myth includes comfortable daily ritual, reliable and
meaningful hard work, and connectedness to the environment,
whether rural or urban. In this construct, mirrored in classics like Our
Town, neighborliness is crucial to survival, and both people and life
seem to "matter:' This is a sentimental notion, but the myth is significantly true, and so deep is the longing in the American psyche for
this imaginary heartland that Midwestern drama has continued to resonate well.
Stylistically, the common sense tuFIJ. of Midwestern thinking and
expression is embodied in domestic realism, mixed or in tension with
fantasy, surrealism, or abstraction. This combination transfers easily
to television and film, bridging the gap between American pragmatic
materialism and a longing for spiritual or otherworldly experience.
Midwestern plays seem tailor-made for the cinema in a way that
those of Eugene O'Neill, for instance, do not. William Inge's four
major plays moved seamlessly from Broadway to Hollywood and
became great hits in the 1950s, pulling the two coasts closer together.
In the subsequent era of civil rights, feminism, and gay liberation,
Midwestern plays gave voice to those concerns in a down-to-earth
way that effectively integrated those ideals into a realistic context
that permitted wider acceptance and dissemination.
The element of communal pressure restraining the individual in
the Midwest may not resonate as well nationally in an era of rampant
individualism. But for its other signature qualities, Midwestern
drama remains central in twentieth-century American theatre,
embodying many of the iconic preoccupations and conflicts in our
national life. The very invisibility of Midwestern drama-the way
playwrights like Howells, Glaspell, Wilder, Rabe, and Mamet move
to New York, California, or beyond without notice or trespass-has
been a hidden strength, permeating and reflecting the culture to itself
in a way that is neither surprising nor disconcerting. Midwestern theatre is recognizable and comfortable, so deeply resonant with the
national consciousness as to be accepted as simply "American:'
Eastern lllinois University
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iFor a fuller discussion of Thornton Wilder's strong connections to the Midwest, see my
essay, "Wilder's Dramatic Landscape: Alienation Effect Meets the Midwest;' American
Drama 15:1 (2006): 43-61.
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MIDWESTERN HISTORY AND MEMORY
IN ROBINSON'S GILEAD!
BETH WIDMAIER CAPO

"History could make a stoue weep;' Marilynne Robinson writes
in her 2004 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, Gilead (190). The history
in her novel is specifically a Midwestel/ll history recreated through
the personal memories of her narrator, John Ames. Robinson's interest in and knowledge of history are evident in interviews and in her
1998 essay collection, The Death of Adam, Gilead is written in this
same vein and exposes many thematic and stylistic similarities with
her nonfiction: Both reveal knowledge of American political and religious history in a reflective and rhetorical tone. In the Introduction
to The Death of Adam, Robinson states, "I propose that we look at
the past again, because it matters. . .. By definition it is all the evidence we have about ourselves, to the extent that it is recoverable and
interpretable, so surely its complexities should be scrupulously preserved" (4). In Gilead, the past matters to the narrator, John Ames, as
he attempts to leave a lasting record to his young son; the past also
matters to readers, who enter into an intimate recollection of national
history,
Is Gilead a historical novel? Is it, in fact, even a novel? Reviewer
Mona Simpson calls this designation into question when she writes,
"One hesitates to define Gilead exactly as a novel. It is a beautiful
book of ideas" (138), Perhaps Simpson's hesitation stems from the
novel's lack of action-driven plot, its reliance on the reflections and
musings of one old man that create a sense of eavesdropping on a personal conversation. Robinson herself questions strict boundaries that
seek to fit narrative into the binaries of fiction and nonfiction:
"Anyone who reads and writes history or economics or science must
sometimes wonder what fiction is, where its boundaries are, if they
exist at all. The question implies certain distinctions, as between fiction and fact, or, more cautiously, between fiction and nonfiction. I
79
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would suggest that, while such distinctions are real, they are also profoundly relative, conditional, and circumstantial" (The Death of
Adam 76). This transgressing of boundaries is evident in Gilead, an
epistolary account whose narrative voice, that of the Reverend John
Ames, weaves together personal memory with family, local, and
national history.
From its opening line, Gilead establishes a tone of intimacy and
tenderness. "I told you last night that I might be gone sometime, and
you said, Where, and I said, To be with the Good Lord, and you said,
Why, and I said, Because I'm old, and you said, I don't think you're
old" (1). This opening frames the narrative situation: John Ames is
seventy-six years old and suffers from a heart condition; this
extended letter to his young, not-quite-seven-year-old son is his
legacy, full of gentle advice, family history, and a strong sense of
love. It is this narrative voice, that of a third-generation preacher and
an elderly father, that bridges personal, family, local, and national
history. Ames drifts from the past to the present, from ruminations on
sermons to observations of the family cat, but throughout it all is the
tone of intimate conversation. Unable to have serious, extended conversations with his young son, he seeks to leave his words in written
form as evidence of his love and of his son's heritage. He tells his
son: "For me writing has always felt like praying ... You feel that
you are with someone ... And there's an intimacy in it. That's the
truth" (19). The character Ames is here echoing Robinson's own
statement about art, which Robinson says is "an utterance made in
good faith by one human being to another" (The Death of Adam 4).
Writing of any kind becomes an act of art, as Ames tells his son: "A
good sermon is one side of a passionate conversation" (45). The narrative's consistent tone places the reader in the son's place, giving us
insight into Ames's character while creating the sense that we are at
his knee, alternately receiving advice, hearing a sermon, and learning a history lesson.
Structurally, the novel drifts gently, conveying the sensation of
Ames's stream of consciousness as his mind wanders. Memories of
his sermons lead to recollections of the historical context, such as
Spanish Influenza during the Great War: "It was like a war, it really
was. One funeral after another, right here in Iowa. We lost so many
of the young people. And we got off pretty lightly. People came to
church wearing masks, if they came at all" (41). A national epidemic
is personalized, made local to the experience of a small Iowa town.
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Memories of historical significance are interspersed with childhood
memories: of pranks with his best friend, of his first wife Louisa as
a girl, and of his father and grandfather. Throughout, Robinson maintains a high degree of historical accuracy. For instance, the narrator
remembers going as a child to watch Bud Fowler, the first African
American in professional baseball, who played one season for
Keokuk, Iowa (46). All history is narrative, but historical fiction filters events through personal experiences, as when John travels with
his father to Kansas during the drought of 1892 to search for his
grandfather's grave. Thus, history is provideg,as the lived experience
of the common people, complete with memories of traveling on foot,
the boredom, blisters, dust and hunger (11-14, 104). In this,
Robinson's novel utilizes a more recent trend in historiography, "bottom up" history that depends on personal narrative, blurring the
boundaries of fact and fiction.
Many historical events are touched on in the novel, but the town
of Gilead's role in abolition and the Civil War recur and are central
to the history ofJohn Ames's family and to the town itself. This focus,
and Robinson's choice to set the present moment in 1956, create an
underlying theme of American racial history. The narrator has lived
in Gilead for most of his life, as he tells his son early in the novel:
"At this writing I have lived seventy-six years, seventy-four of them
here in Gilead, Iowa, excepting study at the college and at seminary"
(9). Gilead is not a real place name in Iowa, but the town is modeled
after Tabor, Iowa. Robinson's choice of "Gilead" as her setting's
name references the ancient city in Palestine depicted in the Old
Testament as a place of refuge, witnessing, and bloodshed ("Iowa").
All three meanings are relevant to Robinson's fictional Gilead.
Is place important to Robinson's novel? John Ames understands
the ambivalence toward small Midwestern towns. His brother
Edward told him when he was a boy: "This is a backwater-you must
be aware of that already. Leaving here is like waking from a trance"
(26). Ames reflects on Edward's loathing of Gilead, deciding that
"[h]e thought he would do me a favor, taking a bit of the Middle West
out of me ... But here I am, having lived to the end the life he warned
me against, and pretty well content with it, too, all in all" (24). His
parents, too, suggested he leave Gilead, yet Ames loves the place for
its history and beauty. He states with wonder, "I love the prairie! ...
Here on the prairie there is nothing to distract attention from the
evening and the morning, nothing on the horizon to abbreviate or to
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delay. " to me it seems rather Christlike to be as uuadorned as this
place is, as little regarded" (246). But beyond the physical nature of
place, it is Ames's appreciation for its history that holds him there.
Consistent with the notion of a people's history, Gilead has been forgotten by the historians who focus on leaders and battles, but Ames
tells his son: "There have been heroes here, and saints and martyrs,
and I want you to know that. Because that is the truth, even if no one
remembers it" (173). In his decision to include this admonition in his
written history, Ames ensures that someone will remember.
Midwestern towns like Gilead- "forgotten little abolitionist settlements;' as John Ames calls them (58)-played a crucial role in our
national history. These towns became especially important after the
Kausas-Nebraska Act of 1854 opened territories to slavery if voters
approved: proslavery "Jayhawks" and antislavery "Free Soilers"
poured into Kansas through the Iowa border towns, planning to influence the vote (Etcheson). Settlements along Iowa's border such as
Gilead were home to Underground Railroad stations. John Ames
recounts for his son a story he had heard of a town so enthusiastic to
help hide runaway slaves that they built a tunnel so large it collapsed
and left a depression in the middle oftown (58-63). Tabor, the town
on which Gilead is based, was the starting point of an overland route
into Kansas territory and was where antislavery emigrants would
gather and arm before crossing the border. The infamous John Brown
passed through Iowa on his way to Kansas many times between 1856
and 1859 and came to Tabor in 1857 to buy guns (Byers). According
to one account, written in 1888, "He was so often and so closely connected with the state that people almost forgot that he was not an Iowa
man" (Byers 1). Jim Lane, a "Mexican War hero and former
Congressman from Indiana;' also led his militia "army" into Kansas
from Tabor (Bristow). Both John Brown and Jim Lane are mentioned
in Gilead, tying the town's history, and John Ames's grandfather's
work, to abolition.
The narrator's grandfather, also named John Ames, had moved
from Maine to Kansas 'Just to help Free Soilers establish the right to
vote" (75). Although too old to join the regular Union Anny, he volunteered as a chaplain and lost his eye in the battle of Wilson's Creek,
the ''first major Civil War eugagement west of the Mississippi River"
(National), "on the day of the death of General Lyon" (Robinson 31).
The narrator's grandfather is characterized as a fervent abolitionist
representative of what historian John Stauffer has called a Radical
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Political Abolitionist. The narrator recalls his impression of his
grandfather: he "seemed to me stricken and afflicted, and indeed he
was, like a man everlastingly struck by lightning" (49). Like John
Brown, Grandpa saw himself as a prophet "preparing for a new and
glorious age-a new America that would be free from sin and oppression .... ' In their quest for a perfect society, they accepted righteous
violence" (Stauffer 2). John Brown is perl!'aps best known for his
failed raid on Harper's Ferry in Virginia in 1859, after which he was
hung, but prior to that he was one of many who led the violence
between Jayhawkers and Free Soilers after 1854 that earned the territory the nickname of "Bleeding Kansas:'
The narrator recounts that "[i]n course of time I learned that my
grandfather was involved pretty deeply in the violence in Kansas
before the war" (85). He used his church once to hide John Brown
(105-110) and may have killed a man. The blood on the church floorboards from the wouuded John Brown is a fitting image, as his grandfather used his pulpit to preach a radical message of righteous violence. Indeed, we are told, "He did preach those young men into the
[Civil] war" (88). His grandfather's role in history created a rift with
his own son, the narrator's father, who became a pacifist. Thus
Robinson accurately reflects a divide that is still relevaut over the role
of clergy in a time of war. By embedding a renowned historical figure like John Brown into her narrator's personal recounting,
Robinson asks readers to reconsider historical violence and John
Brown himself. While Brown himself is a marginal figure to the
novel, the narrator's grandfather is a figure whose righteous calls to
violence echo Brown's. In this revisionist history, Gilead acts much
like works by novelists Russell Banks and Bruce Olds, and indeed
like some historians, which seek to complicate our perhaps too comfortable and simplistic national mythology (O'Rourke). Robinson
also indicates that this history is important to the present by passing
it on to a son who would be Robinson's own age.
What happens to those places where historical events occurred?
If a significant battle takes place, a monument or national park might
be erected. For instance, the Battle of Wilson's Creek, where the narrator's grandfather lost his eye, has been commemorated as a
National Battlefield site. But this does not happen in the little towns
that served as fueling points for those battles. Do we only remember
history that has been written down in official textbooks or consecrated with memorials? Grandpa's words during a Fourth of July
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speech roughly thirty years after the Civil War are largely ignored by
the crowd, but his words point to a forgotten past: "The President,
General Grant, once called Iowa the shining star of radicalism. But
what is left here in Iowa? What is left here in Gilead? Dust. Dust and
ashes" (176). The passionate belief that fueled historical events has
been lost amidst complacency. Over sixty years after his radical
grandfather's speech, the narrator ruminates:
A stranger might ask why there is a town here at all. Our own children might ask. And who could answer them? It was just a dogged
little outpost in the sand hills, within striking distance of Kansas.
That's really all it was meant to be. It was a place John Brown and
Jim Lane could fall back on when they needed to heal and rest. Ther.e
must have been a hundred little towns like it, set up in the heat of an
old urgency that is all forgotten now, and their littleness and their
shabbiness, which was the measure of their courage and passion that
went into the making of them, now just look awkward and provincial and ridiculous, even to the people who have lived here long
enough to know better. (234)
Many of these small Midwestern towns are today returning to this
history, touting it on Chamber of Commerce websites as a way to
draw tourists and bring needed money to dwindling coffers. Grandpa
would no doubt disapprove of a quaint historical fayade unless it was
supported by continued urgent activism.
Gilead makes use of more recent history to reveal the unacknowledged legacy of race relations in the Midwest. While Gilead
had played a role in abolition, the "Bleeding Kansas" debate, and the
Civil War, the one Negro church in town was burned by arsonists
"some years ago, and what was left of the congregation moved to
Chicago" (36). The novel is set in 1956, two years after the Brown
vs. Board of Education decision that ended school segregation, and
months before the Montgomery Bus Boycott that kicked off the modern Civil Rights Movement. This temporal setting is deliberate. In an
interview with Carin Besser, Robinson says: "In 1956, the country
was beginning to learn again, as if for the first time, what the abolitionists could have taught them. This alarming lapse of collective
memory has seemed to me to be worth pondering-the fact that such
a great, hard-won advance of justice could have been lost so completely that almost no one knew it had ever been made:' Robinson
points to the way history becomes fragmented in our national mem-
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ory, allowing us to remember a glorious past that supports a patriotic
nationalism while selectively forgetting the political activism, the
sacrifice for "justice" and equality, that might trouble our current
comfort. The complexity of history as a shared memory whose meaning can change is explored in the narrator's ruminations: "I have
thought about that very often-how the times change, and the same
words that carry a good many people into the howling wilderness in
one generation are irksome or meaningless in the next" (176).
Robinson implies that it is not historical events and heroes themselves we need to remember, but the passionate principles that motivated them. In a separate interview Robinson remarked that the novel
began with an interest "in the problem of how it is that people have
in the past done the right thing" (O'Rourke). John Ames himself has
not followed his grandfather's example but has lived more like his
father, attempting to do the "right thing" for his community and family by acting in a pastoral capacity. The novel ends with Jack
Boughton, the narrator's godson, realizing that he cannot bring his
"colored wife" and mixed-race son to live in Gilead, despite its history of fighting slavery (Robinson 228). The question of the "right
thing" to do is not answered beyond the message implicit in the entire
narrative: reflect, communicate, remember, and believe.
Readers and critics alike have hailed Gilead as a quiet novel of
"big ideas:' one that "appealingly dramatizes the act of puzzling over
charged questions" (Boler, O'Rourke). The text presents a complex,
layered narrative, a history of loss and love that is at once personal
and national. Its popularity with Book Clubs and readers ensures that
the narrative voice of Gilead will become another strand shaping our
popular understanding of American history. While reading this novel
might not improve failing test scores in our nation's schools and will
not provide a comprehensive account of the history of race in
America, it can quietly question the boundaries of "history" and
"memory;' "past" and "present:' in our personal lives. In Gilead,
memory, like official history, can both "sanctify" (96) and "make a
thing seem to have been much more than it was" (66). The history in
this novel contains a translucent quality as filtered through one man's
voice. "A moment is such a slight thing, I mean, that its abiding is a
most gracious reprieve:' Ames writes to his son (162). A sense of
timeless wonder that transcends place and time inhabits Gilead, as
exemplified in one beautiful passage: "This morning a splendid dawn
passed over our house on its way to Kansas. This morning Kansas
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rolled out of its sleep into a sunlight grandly announced, proclaimed
throughout heaven-one more of the very finite number of days that
this old prairie has been called Kansas, or Iowa, But it has all been
one day, that first day" (209-210). All of history is one day, this day,
as it circulates in our memories.
Illinois College
NOlE
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version of this article was presented at the American Literature Association conference,
May 28, 2006.
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..
REREADING HAMLIN GARLAND'S
THE BOOK OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN
MATTHEW Low

This trip to Indian Territory turned out to be a very important event
in my life. .. It gave me an enormous amount of valuable
material and confinned me in my conviction that the Indian
needed an interpreter...
-Hamlin Garland, A Daughter of the Middle Border
Though Hamlin Garland is mostly known as a writer interested
in chronicling the hardships, disappointments, and tragedies faced by
those who first attempted to settle and farm in the American Midwest,
the scope of his fiction was, in fact, much broader. At the same time,
little attention has been given to authors writing in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries who took as their subject matter the
increasingly unjust treatment of indigenous Americans, who were
being pushed further west as the century progressed. Indeed, as Lucy
Maddox states in her work Removals: "[I]n our reading of nineteenth-century literature, we have generally assumed that only a
handful of writers were actively concerned with the politics or the
ideology of Indian-white relationships, and that the only major one
among them was James Fenimore Cooper; the rest were minor frontier writers, western local colorists, or negligible sentimentalists" (6).
Maddox goes on to claim that Melville, Hawthorne, and Thoreau
were just some of the writers equally concerned with the themes that
made Cooper so famous, including the relationship between EuroAmericans and the natives they displaced. Building somewhat on her
work, I would like to resist further such limited readings by examining an understudied work of Garland's that departs significantly from
his usual subject matter and looks instead to the "politics" and "ideologies" of the "Indian-white relationships" noted by Maddox.
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Specifically, I would like revisit Garland's The Book of the
American Indian, comprising fifteen short stories and one novella, a
work published in 1923 but largely researched and composed from
1895 to 1905, during which time Garland visited numerous reservations in the Midwest, Plains, and West, conducting interviews and
gathering information precisely for the purpose of writing and publishing material on this topic. The years that Garland visited these
reservations were vastly important for the history of indigenous people living in America. Though Maddox begins her work in 1830,
with the signing of the Removal Act by Congress and the establishment of the Indian Territory west of the Mississippi, she stops in the
1850s when, as she notes, "the attention of the general public shifted
from the problem of the Indians to the problems of slavery and sectionalism" (7). This assertion is problematic, however, because
regardless of the fact that the "attention of the general public" may
have shifted, American Indians nonetheless continued to receive
unfair treatment. The years of the late nineteenth century, just before
Garland began his research, were particularly significant, as the passage of the Dawes Act in 1887 and the massacre at Wounded Knee
in 1890 were two hugely significant events to occur in postbellum
America.
Furthermore, indigenous scholar Vine Deloria, Jr. has noted in
God Is Red that "[fJrom the 1890s until the 1960s Indians were truly
the 'Vanishing Americans' and most people believed that the tribes
had largely been exterminated" (1), giving further proof that
America's interest had shifted elsewhere. Thus, the mere fact that
Garland was writing about these very issues at this time warrants
closer scrutiny of The Book of the American Indian. Some scholarship on Garland's American Indian writing does exist, but it was
mainly produced in the 1960s and 1970s by such critics as Lonnie E.
Underhill, Daniel F. Littlefield, and Roy W. Meyer, and while it helpfully contextualizes Garland historically, the typical conclusion
drawn by scholars in this group depicts Garland as a "sympathetic"
writer who was a "friend to the Indians:' However, the stories contained in The Book of the American Indian warrant a greater, an
updated, and a more intricate reading of the issues involved in
Garland's research, composition, and publication of fictionalized
accounts of indigenous Americans, many of which are told in the first
person. Reading through the lens of indigenous literary and critical
theory, such as the work done by Deloria and his successors in this
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field, I contend, allows for a reading that recognizes such complexities. Indeed, recent work by Deloria, Gerald Vizenor, Paula Gunn
Allen, and Robert Allen Warrior-to name a few-has opened up a
new way of approaching nineteenth and twentieth-century texts by
or about American Indians. Turning contemporary indigenous scholarship back on material written by Euro-Americans during these
years of removal and hostility can-much like recent postcolonial
readings of Conrad, Forster, and Orwell-produce alternate readings
of canonical texts and new readings of understudied texts.
Because God Is Red serves as an early touchstone of indigenous
studies, it is possible to document something of an "indigenous
agenda" coursing through its pages, many points of which have been
picked up by later scholars and theorists. More than anything,
Deloria's work is about reclaiming and restoring indigenous
American cultural traditions. As the title of his work implies, for
Deloria this starts with religion. Another major theme established by
Deloria is the importance of physical places and landscapes to
American Indian religious and cultural experience. Along with physical space, Deloria is also concerned with preserving abstract, intellectual spaces unique to indigenous society. Finally, Deloria also
spends a large amount of time in God Is Red-but even more so in
his work Custer Died for Your Sins-on the topic of self-governance
and political sovereignty. These themes-concerning religion,
nature, culture, and governance-not only form the bulk of indigenous literary and critical work of recent years, but also were of great
concern in Garland's time. The problem was, as Deloria points out,
they were largely ignored by mainstream American culture.
How these indigenous themes also manifest themselves in The
Book of the American Indian is worth attention because of the histori cal lens it provides, the contribution it makes to indigenous studies, and the impact it has on Garland's status in the American canon.
For example, a story like "Rising Wolf-Ghost Dancer" gives the
close reader an accurate depiction not only of what the Ghost Dance
was, but also some of the political motivations that lie behind it. The
story follows Rising Wolf as he first becomes a powerful medicine
man-telling the narrator that he "could do many things white people never see" (53)-and then, after he is driven off his land by white
ranchers, puts his faith in a "wonderful man" who "is the friend of all
red men;' but also "is white, but not like other white men. He has
been nailed to a tree by the whites" (55). The conflation of this new
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"messiah" for the Indians with themes of the JUdeo-Christian tradition is an idea Deloria revisits frequently in God Is Red. Namely, the
shifting of homelands and sacred sites-mixed with a continual barrage of Christian theology by American missionaries-often resulted
in a loss of traditional practices and the adoption of confused hy brid
religions that sold a quick remedy and forsook ancient customs.
Deloria touches on this development when he notes that "[tJhe hazard that appears within the spatial conceptions of religion is the effect
that missionary activity has on its integrity when it tries to leave its
homeland" (69). In other words, native religions rooted in physical
places are susceptible to corruption when forced to develop new traditions in foreign lands. Thus Rising Wolf, desperate for a way to
help his people by driving out the white settlers and bringing back
elements of traditional culture-such as the buffalo-not only learns
the Ghost Dance, but teaches it to others in a last-ditch attempt to
reclaim the life and land of his people. His efforts are in vain, however. The dance is performed for four days under the watchful eye
of the white agent and his troops-as prescribed by the Messiahbut it fails to drive them off their land. After the agent tells Rising
Wolf that "[yJour Great Spirit can do nothing. Your Messiah lied"
(61), he is forced to concede that "[tJhe trail of my people [isJ
ended"and to "follow the white man's trail" (62) is his only option.
Garland, pulling this story from his interviews with American
Indians resettled to reservations, has established a clear theme that
pervades his stories and indigenous writing-specifically, the tumultuous situation experienced by native religions during these times of
continual removal and relocation. That Christian missionaries
ignored the importance of place and the land to traditional religious
practice only made things worse, a fact Garland is clearly conscious
of throughout The Book of the American Indian.
Garland's story, "Drifting Crane;' is also centered on the importance of place to indigenous cultural practices. This story is one of
many emphasizing the prevalence oflandscapes that serve as sites of
cross-cultural interaction and conflict, or borderlands. Gloria
Anzaldua's work, BorderlandslLa Frontera, is perhaps the most
helpful indigenous text for defining such sites. Centered on the
USlMexico borderlands, Anzaldua nonetheless claims that "the
Borderlands are physically present wherever two or more cultures
edge each other, where people of different races occupy the same territory;' also asserting that "[iJt's not a comfortable territory to live in
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. .. Hatred, anger and exploitation are prominent features of this
landscape" (19). Such a definition is certainly applicable to almost
every story in The Book of the American Indian but is especially relevant to "Drifting Crane;' in which almost all of the action is located
in the "borderlands;' with the invading culture forcing the other off
its traditlonallands. The story opens amicably enough, stating how
"[tJhe valley was unsurveyed for the most part, and the Indians naturally felt a sort of proprietorship in it, and when Wilson drove his
cattle down into the valley and squatted, the chief, Drifting Crane,
welcomed him, as a host might, to an abundant feast" (112).
However, it doesn't take long for the "hatred, anger and exploitation"
mentioned by Anzaldua to set in. Soon enough the rancher Wilson,
through the authority of the United States government, makes a claim
on the land, telling Drifting Crane that "I'm here to stay. This ain't
your land; this is Uncle Sam's land, and part of it'll be mine as soon
as the surveyors come to measure it off" (116).
Garland's characterization here of the western rancher-which
he also describes as "the unflagging energy and fearless heart of the
American pioneer"-reflects the conflicting ideas about space and
place elaborated upon by Deloria in God Is Red. Wilson and the
white settlers look upon the land with what has been called the "gaze
of development" by Joel Martin in Sacred Revolt, his study of the
Muskogee Red Stick revolt of 1813-1814. Briefly, Martin defines
this uniquely Western phenomenon as "that cultural and economic
grid and logic through which Anglo-Americans unrelentingly
processed all land" (92). Martin places this in contention with Native
American land use, which he sees as much less rigidly defined and
far more communally oriented. Deloria is interested in these conflicting views of land use as well, noting in God is Red that "Indian
tribes combine history and geography so that they have a 'sacred
geography,' that is to say, every location within their original homeland has a multitude of stories that recount the migrations, revelations, and particular historical incidents" (121). This observation is
also reminiscent of what Keith Basso has observed of the western
Apache in his work Wisdom Sits in Places. Specifically, he writes
that "what matters most to Apaches is where events occurred, not
when, and what they serve to reveal about the development and character of Apache social life" (31). Garland's fiction adds a nice balance to the theoretical work of Martin, Deloria, and Basso, as he
clearly picked up on similar sentiments in his travels and interviews.

,
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Drifting Crane is just one of many indigenous characters in his fiction who come in conflict with white characters looking to cash in on
their established homelands. And despite Wilson's change of heart
at the end of the story, saying that "[t]here's land enough for all ofus,
or ought to be" (118), it doesn't change the fact that he and the
American government did all they could to take these sacred lands
away and exploit them for their fullest economic potential.
Yet indigenous homelands are not the only thing white settlers
intended to appropriate and exploit. Deloria and other indigenous
scholars have made it clear that intellectual sovereignty was also at
stake in the cultural conflicts occurring in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Similarly, Garland's fiction is full of examples of this more abstract effort to dominate the indigenous population through propaganda, misinformation, and linguistic subversion.
Indeed, the collection opens with "Wahiah-A Spartan Mother;' a
story that very much builds on these three ideas. However, "The Iron
Khiva" perhaps most explicitly deals with the painful experience of
having a group's intellectual traditions taken away. This narrative
recounts the story of a remote group of American Indians, who "were
on the maps of Arizona, but of this had no knowledge and no care"
(25). Moreover, the intellectual leaders of the community-the
"priests and the soothsayers"-play a more prominent role in this
story than in others, and Garland writes of how they "deeply resented
the prying curiosity and the noisy impertinence of the occasional
cowboy who rode across the desert to see some of their solemn rites
with snakes and owls" (25). Inevitably, this indigenous group is beset
by Western missionaries who move onto the land and build the
eponymous iron khiva to teach the "new religion:' However, the
intellectual leaders are resistant, telling the missionaries that "[w]e
do not need a new religion. Why should we change? Our religion is
good. We understand it. Our fathers gave it to us. Yours is well for
you-we do not ask you to change ours" (27). The iron khiva stays,
however, and eventually the children are forced to attend.
Deloria's underlying critique throughout God Is Red is that the
intellectual sovereignty exercised by pre-contact indigenous communities did a far better job of meeting the spiritual, religious, and
educational needs of a society than did the forced teachings of
Christian missionaries. Similar sentiments are forwarded by the
indigenous scholar Robert Allen Warrior, whose text Tribal Secrets
builds on much of Deloria's earlier writing on intellectual sover-
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eignty. In this work Warrior identifies the years 1890-1916-the
very time in which Garland happened to be researching and writing-as among the most damaging to American Indian intellectual
and religious traditions. Indicative of this time period was Richard
Henry Pratt's Carlisle Indian Industrial School, which aimed to take
American Indian children from their native communities in the West
and send them to this eastern boarding school. However, Warrior
identifies an implicit agenda, writing that "[t]he general intent of
Carlisle and other eastern boarding schools was to turn young
Natives againstthe traditions of their communities by any means necessary, including beatings and forced separation from family" (7).
Indeed, this agenda turns out to be the ultimate motivation of the missionaries in Garland's story, who are not satisfied with the re-education undertaken in the iron khiva-thus, they insist on sending six of
the children back East, to a boarding school no less. At first the
Indians resist, threatening to fight, though they ultimately give in and
agree to send their children. It is only when two of these children run
off into the desert and kill themselves, rather than be forced to leave
behind their homes, that the Christian missionary agrees not to force
any children to leave. Such an act is a dramatic illustration of the
actions to which a desperate community will resort if pushed hard
enough, a truth Garland surely learned through his interviews on
Western reservations.
Finally, as Deloria and other indigenous scholars have frequently
pointed out, at the heart of conflicts over religion, land, and education-among many others-is the much larger fight by indigenous
communities to be allowed to function as self-sustaining,
autonomous governments outside of the reach of federal, state, and
local regulations. Many indigenous writers and theorists, from as
diverse a group as Vine Deloria, Paula Gunn Allen, Gerald Vizenor,
Taiaiake Alfred, and Ward Churchill, have addressed this issue and
see it as the core problem when tensions arise between Indian and
Euro-American communities. Deloria's stance in God Is Red is that
even though there is "no sense of national coordination" among the
diverse groups seeking sovereignty and self-governance, all at least
agree on the "issue of restoring the old ways and raising the question
of people and their right to a homeland" (7). Though this solution is
obviously not a cure-all for all of the problems in the relationship
between American Indians and the United States government, many
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indigenous scholars see it as a good place to start for resolving many
other issues.
Garland is most conscious of this desire for self-governance in
the novella that concludes The Book of the American Indian, "The
Silent Eaters:' This story chronicles the hardships faced by Sitting
Bull in resisting occupation of his homelands by the American government. As Garland reveals throughout the story, what is at stake is
not just land, but the ability to choose where one lives and how one
governs his own people. Obviously, this stance results in frequent
conflict with the US Army, including the Battle of Little Big Horn.
Indeed, one of the most interesting aspects of this novella is
Garland's decision to challenge continually the established story of
this battle. Several times throughout, Garland-writing again in the
first person as an "educated" Sioux-makes statements such as "You
have heard that my people ambushed Custer. This is a lie" (159), or
"You have heard it said that we outnumbered Custer ten to one. This,
too, is false" (160). Likely taken directly from indigenous sources
interviewed by Garland, these perspectives certainly would have
been provocative to most white Americans in Garland's day. Yet this
is the strength behind "The Silent Eaters"-Garland's continual
effort to subvert the accepted beliefs of his culture, in which he recognized that he was also implicated. So throughout the novella
Garland frequently challenges his readers-who mainly would have
been white Americans-with statements such as "How can I make
you understand? Can you not see that we were facing the end of our
world? ... In all the history of the world there has been no darker day
for a race than this when midwinter fell upon us in that strange land
of the north" (178). Garland may not have been able to change the
outcome of the story of Sitting Bull, or any of the characters he chronicles in The Book of the American Indian, but he can register a voice
for those being suppressed within mainstream American culture.
Thus, his work can be read as a place where legitimate American
Indian concerns were put into circulation, at least until the second
half of the twentieth century, when indigenous scholars began to get
a foothold themselves and establish their own forms of scholarship,
literature, and criticism. Indeed, in this way the novella serves as an
interesting companion piece to James Welch's Killing Custer, which
works to much the same end by retelling the story of the Battle of
Little Bighorn through the first-hand accounts of the Sioux,
Cheyenne, and Crow warriors that fought there.
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As a way of conclusion, at least one indigenous scholar offers a
perspective that may challenge this reading of The Book of the
~m£:rican Indian. Specifically, Vine Deloria's son Philip J. Deloria,
III his work Playing Indian, takes issue with the numerous ways white
Americans have appropriated-typically for their own benefitAmerican Indian identity. He gives examples such as the Boston Tea
Party and the Tammany societies of post-Revolution New England
as key examples of this hijacking of Native American culture, in
:-vhich ~he participants literally appropriated "Indianness" by dressIllg up III traditional garb, speaking in "Indian" language, and enacting "Indian" customs. While these events are critiqued for their use
of both costume and performance, Deloria does note other forms of
"playing Indian" that are more subtle. One example that he notes
from the middle of the nineteenth century, just before Garland started
writing himself, is his concept of "salvage ethnography:' For
Delori.a, "salvage ethnography" is a specific type of anthropological
study Illterested in "the capturing of authentic culture thought to be
rapidly and inevitably disappearing:' However, as are all things critiqued in Playing Indian, this endeavor is filled with contradictory
assumptions, such as "[tlhe salvage workers are required to believe
in both disappearing culture and the existence of informants knowledgeable enough about that culture to convey worthwhile information" (90). Based on this definition, it is difficult to argue that Garland
was not implicated in the practice of "salvage ethnography"----{:ertainly anyone arguing this point would have a strong case. However,
to me at least, there is something different about Garland's choice to
produce fictional stories, as opposed to strictly ethnographic observations. Garland did, indeed, write some of these as well but the
stories contained in The Book of the American Indian-not'to mention other works of fiction like his similarly themed novel, The
Captain of the Gray-Horse Troop-work strongly enough outside
the strictures of nonfiction ethnography as to be fictional accounts
not necessarily trying to "salvage" indigenous culture. Instead, his
goal ~eemed to be to portray a still thriving and autonomous culture,
not Simply the "vanishing Indian;' no longer a relevant part of
American life and culture.
University of Iowa
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TELL ME OVER AND OVER AGAIN:
THE GENDERING OF THE VIETNAM WAR AND THE
CYCLES OF TRAUMA IN TIM O'BRIEN'S
IN THE LAKE OF THE WOODS

Roy SEEGER
At a time when the silencing of the nonhuman facilitates its
devastation, what seems to matter most is "presenting"
the nonhuman within human discourse in a way that counters
destructive attitudes and behavior (Gilcrest 44).
He found dead dogs, dead chickens. Farther along, he
encountered someone'sforehead. Hefound three dead
water buffalo. He found a dead monkey. He found
ducks pecking at a dead toddler (O'Brien 106).
It was spook country. The geography of evil: tunnels and
bamboo thickets and mud huts and graves (O'Brien 103).
In the Lake of the Woods, Tim O'Brien's novel about John Wade,
a senatorial candidate whose political career was ruined because he
falsified records of his service in the Vietnam War, often juxtaposes
violent war images with those of an exotic landscape. In one case,
when a soldier in Charlie Company is shot by the enemy, O'Brien
describes the wound as an outpouring of "his brains smooth and liquid;' while the next sentence flatly states, "It was a fine tropical afternoon" (O'Brien 39). This janing transition becomes complicated
when we consider some of the premises of eco-feminist theory, which
suggest that the Other, in this case the Vietnamese people, becomes
interchangeable with their landscape due to their direct dependence
upon it for their survival. In In the Lake of the Woods, O'Brien illustrates the social and personal dangers of the suppression, redirection,
and re-imagining of soldiers' actions through veteran John Wade and
97
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his involvement with the disappearance and possible murder of his
wife, Kathy.
John Wade, when he is in Vietnam, is nicknamed "Sorcerer"
because of his ability as a magician, a name that works to relocate
him both topographically and morally, due to his affinity with the
mysterious or feminine, placing him, along with a Native American
soldier, Richard Thinbill, on the outskirts of the gender division.
Unlike Thinbill, however, Wade seeks to use his position to exploit
the Other in the service of American interests. As Sorcerer, Wade
could "whisper a few words and [make a] village disappear" (65). By
naming Wade "Sorcerer;' his platoon is attempting to co-opt the mysterious unknowable forces that get labeled feminine. They give Wade
special treatment because of his talents while simultaneously condemning him to the group's outskirts as a mediator of Otherness.
The interconnectedness, for the American soldier, between the
Vietcong, the Vietnamese civilians, and the Vietnam landscape make
it an interesting example of how American hegemonic relationships
with the feminine persist even in a foreign setting, often in exaggerated ways that are dangerous when we consider Lawrence Buell's
premise that "[p]lants and animals are, after all, bound together; bodies and worlds are caught in a network of dependence" (283). This is
no more the case than with Vietnamese farming villages like My Lai
(Thuan Yen). For the American soldier it was hard to separate the
landscape, and those who utilized that landscape, from the enemy. In
fact, Lieutenant Calley, the only nonfictional soldier brought up on
charges for My Lai (which O'Brien incorporates into his fictional
narrative), finds there to be no difference between the South
Vietnamese soldiers and the landscape when O'Brien has him say,
"'Kill Nam' . .. [As] he pointed his weapon at the earth, burned
twenty quick rounds;' (O'Brien 103). Calley's action works to polarize the landscape as the primary opposition.
However, to read the Vietnam War solely, as Susan Jeffords suggests, as "a conflict of gender;' runs the risk of merely repolarizing
factions in terms of good and evil, of right and wrong (xi). Labeling
Nature as "good" does not dissolve its conflict with culture, which is
then relabeled "evil:' Not only do these labels ignore ecological and
human concerns for the sake of semantics, they work to oversimplify
the complexity of the American soldier's psychological landscape
during the Vietnam War, which could be more accurately defined as
multigendered. This oversimplification of gender roles is detrimen-
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tal, not only to the soldier's relationships with his landscape and the
feminine, but also to his readjustment to society. To vilify soldiers
and their often violent actions is to renounce America's patriarchal
agenda while perpetuating its systems of subjugation which encourage the commodification of Vietnamese corpses by initiating, as
Jeffords points out, "rewards of three-day passes. .. to those who
'produced' the most" (7). This reward system, reminiscent of frontiersmen trading Native American scalps for money, shows the tendency of American culture to exploit other cultures in a way that leads
to the continued feminization and exploitation of its people and landscape, as well as the repetition of similar human atrocities on both
the global and domestic level.
For an American soldier in Vietnam, however, different cultural
rules apply. By forcing soldiers to oppress/deny these exaggerated
culture rules, we are forcing them to place these emotions and beliefs
in a state of psychological limbo where their resurfacing is sudden
and oftentimes violent. Laurie Vickroy explains the process of this
resurfacing as:
A psychology of oppression [emerging] from these dehumanizing
and conflicted situations, wherein a process of internalizing oppression brings about social and psychic manifestations of trauma, such
as emotional restrictions, fragmented or split identity, dissociation,
and problems with self-knowledge. (36)

It is only through the voicing of this internalized oppression that we

might begin repairing the damage caused by that oppression.
The template for the actualization and internalization of these
new feminized structures, in In the Lake of the Woods, is Richard
Thinbill, a Chippewa soldier in Charlie Company who does not participate in the killings at My Lai except to shoot "some cows"
(O'Brien 193). Thinbill's confession about the cows implies that he,
unlike most of Charlie Company, was able to distinguish between
animals and humans, while further suggesting that he was partially
susceptible to American cultural pressures despite his Native
American heritage. That Thinbill and Wade feel gUilt over their
silence places them into what Vickroy identifies as "situations of subjection and colonization [that] have fostered many of the conditions
for feelings of hopelessness and helplessness that create trauma"
(36). However, they each respond differently to this trauma-Wade
by erasing his experience both physically and psychologically and
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Thinbill with his sudden obsession with flies and his eventual confession. On one level, the flies represent the literal waste the soldiers
make of the landscape. However, the flies contain multiple meanings,
able to represent Thinbill's conscience while metaphorically acting
as Nature's response to the slaughter. Thinbill's witness of this
response causes him to act as the landscape's voice, repeatedly drawing attention to the flies or the "evidence:'
The fact that Thinbill is Native American is not arbitrary; not only
does he physically connect the events of My Lai with similar events
of Native Americans' destruction, feminization, and oppression
throughout American history, but he is able to implicate similar colonial forces in each instance of destruction. Thinbill embodies the possibility of our overcoming a gendered dichotomy by presenting a different cultural template to help Americans re-imagine our
relationship with landscape as multigendered (or nongendered). By
remembering our historical subjugation of other cultures, we might
understand that the ramifications of that subjugation are long term.
Wade's strained connection to and dependence upon the demonized
Vietnamese landscape for his sense of identity, however, is a more
difficult one to navigate.
It is John Wade's confusion over differing systems of behavior
that, upon his return, transforms his prewar habit of stalking Kathy
into a dangerous parallel of a combat mission as he blurs the line
between his identity as Wade and his resurfaced Sorcerer persona.
These multiple personas struggling for dominance illustrate the
Vietnam veteran's struggle to reclaim a socially acceptable belief
system while simultaneously finding an outlet for his repressed
trauma. In this instance, Wade re-enacts a cycle of trauma upon Kathy
through his stalking. It is important to note that this manipulation did
not begin, for Wade, with his involvement in the war, but with his
involvement with women. His prewar stalking of Kathy may be a less
violent form of control rooted in a prewar trauma, but it is no less
symptomatic of a larger cultural problem-a need to know and therefore possess those things labeled feminine.
For John Wade during the Vietnam War, this antagonism targets
a hostile feminine landscape. However, Wade rejects this wartime
relationship with the feminine in favor of his more intimate and
domestic ones after he returns horne. However, this repressed violence emerges in Wade when, after he loses his election for falsifying his Vietnam records and his connection to My Lai, he pours boil-
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ing water over all the houseplants of their rented cottage, killing them
and creating a humid stink that recreates the smell of the Vietnamjungles, thereby bringing Vietnam and its set of repressed rules to the
domestic realm. This symbolically violent act shows Wade reasserting his repressed masculinity by killing the feminine, claiming it was
"not rage. It was necessity" (O'Brien 50). The fact that Wade cannot
remember whether or not he poured boiling water over Kathy shows
Wade's blurring of the difference between Kathy and the cabin's
house plants.
The navigation of these differing belief systems is dependant
upon each soldier's ability to justify his wartime actions as "duty;'
forget them, or distort them, as John Wade does, with mirrors. These
mirrors act as a complex metaphor that engenders John Wade, at an
early age, as feminine, identifying him as secretive and mysterious.
However, Wade's mirrors not only become a metaphor for his
repressed and transformed feminine qualities, but also act as a survival mechanism he uses to deflect the unbearable truth of his
actions, a tactic used by many veterans as they return horne to a society that not only reviled them but a government that renounced the
questionable actions they ordered those same soldiers to carry out.
However, in order to assimilate themselves back into society, veterans had to change many of the accounts of their actions. This process
begins for Wade with his letters horne to Kathy. He quickly learns of
her dislike of his Sorcerer persona when, after referring to himself as
"Sorcerer" in a letter, Kathy writes back, "you scare me" (O'Brien
38). What follows, the repression of Wade's Vietnam experience
when writing Kathy, strains his interaction with the feminine within
a system that mirrors America's own dichotomy that rewards the subjugation of the feminine in various economic ways. This subjugation
resurfaces in Wade's marriage when he forces Kathy to have an abortion for the sake of her husband's political career and again the night
before Kathy disappears, when he boils all the houseplants and considers doing the same to Kathy (49-50).
That these violent actions work to silence Kathy's voice is obvious when she disappears into the Minnesota landscape and her disapproval of Wade is eliminated, as is his apparent need to compromise in their relationship. Wade's hypothetical antagonism toward
Kathy, redirected through the plants, targets a hostile feminine landscape during the Vietnam War and correlates this relationship with
his marriage after he returns horne and outwardly readopts his old
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belief systems. However, his repressed knowledge of Kathy's disappearance enacts Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe's theory that, in
such cases: "[T]here has disappeared the possibility of establishing a
general theory of politics on the basis of topographic categoriesthat is to say, of categories which fix in a permanent manner the
meaning of certain contexts as differences which can be located
within a relational complex" (180). Kathy's death, in this equation,
is a metaphor for the death of hope.
Wade's struggle to navigate these cultural systems that are normally separate topographies only becomes politically productive,
however, after it is discussed in the chapters entitled ''Evidence;'
which consist of a list of quotations concerning Wade's trial, mostly
from fictional characters. However, interspersed among the fictional
testimony are genuine quotations that act as a historical record of
American violence toward what is labeled Other. The piecing
together of this information works to create in the reader what Laclau
and Mouffe call "the moment when the democratic discourse
becomes available to articulate the different forms of resistance to
subordination, [a time when] the conditions will exist to make possible the struggle against different types of inequality" (154). Where
In the Lake of the Woods becomes productive from this standpoint is
in the dialogue it initiates over the historical documentation that leads
the reader to detect those patterns of thinking that repeatedly lead to
violent oppression and to recognize them as problematic. This is the
case when O'Brien cites other seemingly unrelated sources as
"Evidence;' such as American General William Tecumseh Sherman's
statement that his soldiers must "act with vindictive earnestness
against the Sioux, even to their extermination, men, women, children" (O'Brien 257). O'Brien also connects My Lai to other travesties by referring to the Nuremberg trials, and the United States' own
use of guerrilla tactics during the American Revolution and the
response of invading British soldiers. To this end, O'Brien cites
British Lieutenant Frederick Mackenzie, who stated that "[Our
British troops] were so enraged at suffering from an unseen enemy
that they forced open many of the houses ... and put to death all those
found in them" (O'Brien 259).
In the Lake of the Woods illuminates Wade's conflict on mUltiple
levels through fragmentation, multiple perspectives, historical parallels, and the exploration and possibility of multiple outcomes of the
same story. These strategies act, according to Kurnkum Sangari, to
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"[fix] the social locus of the production of meaning" (906). It is only
through the collection of numerous Vietnam War experiences that we
are able to contextualize those experiences and identify possible
sources for continued acts of arbitrary aggression. In fact, in In the
Lake of the Woods, the repeated testimony of soldiers who describe
their vioient acts at My Lai as a response to the landscape suggests
not only a personal moral collapse but a flaw on the institutional
level. Perhaps this collapse is, in part, the result of the American soldier's inability to distinguish between ally and enemy, but it is also
exacerbated by the government's silencing and treatment of its soldiers, which O'Brien illustrates by including as "Evidence" a newspaper article in the Boston Herald about a homeless veteran involved
in the My Lai massacre who was "killed in a booze fight" (O'Brien
261-2). This death shows not only how the trauma of killing women
and children in a war setting debilitated American soldiers but, more
importantly, how the government that ordered these killings has often
ignored the physical and psychological problems of those soldiers.
For John Wade, these psychological problems culminate, in In the
Lake of the Woods, with his inability to recall his own actions surrounding Kathy's disappearance, which ironically acts as the catalyst
to Wade's quest for self-knowledge.
It is through the identification of the parallels between the soldiers'relationships with landscape in Vietnam and the more complex
domestic relationships upon their return that we are able to see both
extremes of this oppression/suppression and the commodification of
the Other, in this case Kathy Wade. All the evidence O'Brien compiles, then, is not only evidence against John Wade but also evidence
against America and, more specifically, against the ambiguous
American interests in Vietnam. That these interests remain ambiguous for the soldiers fighting for them becomes a matter of commercial strategy as Jim Neilson offers, "the United States government
made the war unintelligible, but for politically intelligible reasonsthat is, to sell a war that needed selling" (qtd. in Neilson 163).
Ironically, it was John Wade's need to "know" Kathy completely,
combined with his need to sell himself as a normal husband and
politician, which formed the foundation of their domestic problems
that manifested due, in part, to Wade's desire to possess her more
completely, or as Wade says, "sutnre [their] lives together" (O'Brien
71). However, Kathy's sister, Patricia, claims in one of the
"Evidence" sections that "Kathy had troubles, too, her own history,
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her own damn life!" (O'Brien 263). This revelation and its tone of
frustration, show not only that these gender issues extend well before
and beyond the Vietnam War, but also imply that neither Wade nor
anyone involved in the investigation seriously considered Kathy's
own set of traumas and their role in her silencing. Only after Wade
begins to hypothesize about Kathy's disappearance and his implication in it does he consider her as not only an object or an ideal but
also a human being and a partner.
O'Brien ultimately leaves Kathy and John Wade's fate up to the
readers, forcing them to sift through and label evidence in chapters
with crime drama titles such as "Hypothesis" and "Evidence:' This
narrative strategy encourages the readers to piece together the fragments of Wade's history and work to make their own connections
between the fiction and the truth of Vietnam and the reasoning behind
America's recurring use of violence to commodify aspects of other
cultures and the feminine throughout history. This burden on the
reader parallels John Wade's burden first to navigate his fragmented
and revised memory and then to reconcile what he finds there. The
ambiguous ending reflects the uncertain future for the United States
in regard to these gender conflicts. To this end, O'Brien, in a footnote, offers the possibility that Kathy is not John Wade's victim but
a co-conspirator, offering that, "he might have joined her on the shore
of Oak Island, or Massacre Island, or Buckete Island" (O'Brien 300).
The implication here is that they are able to start a new life free
of mirrors and ties to the hegemonic relationships established by
American culture. This "happy" ending implies that John and Kathy
Wade communicated the truth of their problems to each other and that
through this communication they were able to create a new system
of belief in which the landscape and the feminine are less defined by
their opposition to cultural forces and more by a collaboration of
those forces. O'Brien suggests that the possibility of their future and
happiness is "a matter of taste, of aesthetics, and the boil as one possibility that I must reject as both graceless and disgusting" (O'Brien
300). The problem with the boil, however, is more than an aesthetic
concern. The problem is with the connection this violent act has with
countless avoidable travesties like My Lai. By believing the boil and
the possibility of Kathy 's murder by Wade's hand, the reader is rejecting Wade's potential to overcome his traumas and change his own
belief in the systems of oppression that orchestrated those traumas.
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The possibility that Wade and Kathy start a new life seems to
depend upon Wade's ability to come to terms with his personal traumas, to navigate his fragmented consciousness, identify points of
transgression, and, most importantly, accept and restructure those
points along less antagonistic lines. The actualization of this restructuring is dependant upon John Wade's ability to transcend his role as
Sorcerer and politician and enter into an open, honest dialog with
Kathy. By rejecting the possibility of Wade's gUilt in Kathy's implied
murder, O'Brien shows his own interest in restructuring the hegemonic relationships established by American culture and manipulated by our government during the Vietnam War. It also reveals
O'Brien's belief in the possibility of this restructuring. Wade, by subjecting himself in the end to the Minnesota landscape, acts to merge
with it, not only physically but also philosophically.
It is in this area of uncertainty over John and Kathy Wade's fate
that not only the most danger lies, but also the chance to understand
and correct our history of subjugating those things American culture
labels feminine.
University of South Carolina Aiken
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Shadows on the Rock: Cather's Anodyne of Hope: Cecile

eve~ when placed in extreme historical times or severe landscapes
that Isolate us from places and people we love. Cecile demonstrates
this most strongly in Shadows when she is strengthened by hope and
love for all that is French Canadian.
~e~France was founded in 1608, and Quebec City became its
capital m 1663 when the population was just 1,950. Count de
Frontenac was appointed governor general of New France in 1672 by
King Louis XIV. He served ten years, was recalled to France for
seven, then returned to Quebec to serve again until his death in
Nov~mber 16~8. During his later years, he unsuccessfully petitioned
~~ king for his return to France. His death marked a political transitton from the old to the new and encouraged the British, who had
unsuccessfully attacked Quebec City in 1690 in King William's War.
However, eventually the British were successful in 1759 when they
fought on the Plains of Abraham for control of the region.
Fortunately for the Quebecois of 1759, England allowed religious
freedom and accepted the region as French speaking and Catholic.
Cather's characters in Shadows retain and allude to most of this history ("History of Quebec").
Cather's fiction anticipates the Quebecois of 1759 as she creates
th~ Auclair family and the patronage bestowed on them by Frontenac.
It IS ~t ~rontenac:s invitatio.n to follow him to Canada as his personal
P~yslclan that brmgs Auclair, apothecary and philosopher, to Quebec
City. J;Ie tra~e~s with his wife .and four-year-old daughter, Cecile.
Cather ~ dep.lc~on.of Quebec City establishes the Lower and Upper
town With dlstmcttons that follow historical accounts. The Lower
town is an economic center, while the upper town features those
offices concerned with government and religion (Murphy and Stouck
400). Situated on the north shore of the St. Lawrence River, the major
sea:-vay into North ~erica, Quebec depended on shipping as its
mam source for supplies and contact with France. Seasonal conditions created a natural cycle of arrivals and departures to which the
people soon adjusted. Winter conditions imposed isolation on
Quebec, but Cather is quick to describe the place as "the little capital which was just then the subject of so much discussion in Europe,
and the goal of so many fantastic dreams"(4). It is clear that Cather
wants readers to see that hope infused those who strove to achieve
fantastic dreams this landscape promised.
It is through Cecile, the primary character of the novel, rather
than through Auclair or Frontenac that Cather conveys hope and heal-
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Shadows on the Rock, published in 1931, is Cather's tenth novel.
As in her earlier novels, Cather borrows from historical events, influential people, and exceptional landscapes. Her reputation as a North
American Francophile encourages acceptance of the point of view
offered in the novel. It should be no surprise to those who know
Cather's work to see her expertly spotlight a historic Quebec Citya city rich in French culture, history and extreme geographical conditions. She creates fictional characters to complement and interact
with historical figures as a means to explore cultural crisis and development during a transitional year, 1697-1698, the last year of Count
?e Fron~enac's governorship and life. Pastoral tendencies that appear
m prevIOus novels, such as My Antonia, 0 Pioneers!, and Death
Comes for the Archbishop, continue in Shadows, but in this tenth
~ovel, Cather also integrates hope as a controlling trope. Hope nmc~Ions to control t~~tual development and to support events occurring
m thiS deeply spmtual year. For many characters it compels a "transcendental epiphany of place" similar to that which William Barilla
recognizes in 0 Pioneers! (67). Like Antonia of My Antonia, Thea
Kronberg of The Song of the Lark, and Alexandra Bergson of 0
Pione.ers!, Cecile ~uclair of ~hadows is another young female protagomst who mamfests a conung of age and a destiny to become the
"mother of true Canadians:' Moreover, as a means to comfort herself, Cather creates a heroine who dispenses and receives hope, for
during the years while writing Shadows, Cather was forced to manage ~ersonal ~ansitions of her own when death and illness fell among
fanuly and fnends. She naturally gravitated to her own art form for
comfort and leaned on the reliability of history and place as literary
devices that had worked for her in the past. In Shadows on the Rock
she celebrates the human heart and its ability to adapt and survive
106
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ing. Cather's conscious decision to feature a single transitional year,
a pivotal year that is both personal and political, follows the minimalist approach she took in The Lost Lady. During this year,
Frontenac falls ill and dies. Auclair and Cecile are forced to face the
loss of their beloved governor and friend and what it means to lose
the benefits forthcoming from his patronage. Although born in
France, Cecile was brought to Quebec as a young child. She does not
remember France and is content in Quebec, recognizing it as her geographical and spiritual home. Auclair, on the other hand, yearns for
and expects to return to France when Frontenac is recalled. At the
point when Frontenac offers to send Auclair back, even though he
himself has not been recalled and is facing death, Auclair remains
loyal to Frontenac and refuses to return. Auclair reaches a spiritual
crisis when Frontenac dies, but Cecile sustains him, and he eventually experiences his own epiphany of place when he accepts his destiny to remain in Canada. Most of the tension in the novel is created
by juxtaposing Auclair's yearning for France with Cecile's fear of
leaving Quebec. They experience and survive Frontenac's last year
and face their own fears by sustaining hope.
The transition that Cather's characters experience is similar to the
ones that Cather herself had been living through. In 1928 Cather
returned to Red Cloud for her father's funeral. That same year, she
visited Quebec City twice and began writing Shadows on the Rock.
At the end of that year, her mother had a stroke and Cather traveled
to California early in 1929 to be with her. She also made two trips to
Quebec for pleasure and research. After her mother entered a sanatorium, Cather traveled to France, returning to Quebec City via ship.
Cather was able to see her mother one last time in 1931 but was
unable to attend her funeral. However, she did return to Red Cloud
that same year for a family reunion, and Shadows on the Rock was
published (Urgo 37).
A reviewer for the New Mexico Quarterly in November 1931
believed that "[t]he shadows are the people who strangely have
picked this spot for the founding of a town, to which ships each summer make their way across the treacherous Atlantic to bring dispatches and supplies" (389). The first ship Cather places in the harbor is La Bonne Esperance, or in English "The Good Hope:' Yet this
ship is not arriving; it is departing Quebec. The people watch until
the "last tip of white slid behind the curving shore, they [then] went
back to their shops and their kitchens to face the stern realities of life"
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(Cather 7). We know from Edith Lewis that Cather's life during the
time that surrounds Shadows was a time of great loss, a time that
forced her to face the stern realities of her own life. She had moved
out of 5 Bank Street, "taken refuge in the Grosvenor Hotel" (Lewis
151), wituessed her father's first attack of angina while in Red Cloud
for Christmas, and then in March "she got the news of his sudden
death" (Lewis 152). She also watched the long two-and-a-half year
illness of her mother (Lewis 156), whose eventual death in 1931
meant "the final breaking up of the family and the Red Cloud Home"
(Lewis 163). Her long-time friend, Isabelle Hambourg, began a long
illness as well during this period (Lewis 158). The people closest to
Cather were leaving her. During this time, Cather made three trips to
Quebec, spent time at Grand Manan writing Shadows, and traveled
to Paris and southern France where she visited various historical
spots, including the site where Frontenac's heart is buried. She
returned from France on "one of the Empress boats, which docked at
Quebec" (Lewis 160). Lewis tells us "the whole voyage became a
sort of home-coming to Shadows, and the slow progress up the St.
Lawrence, between woods on fire with October, was its climax-a
dream of joy" (160). Cather stayed in Quebec and continued to visit
historic sites that would appear in the novel (Lewis 160). We can easily envision Cather as a woman who has lost people around her and
fears to lose more. She submerged herself in history of place, of people and of the spirit that created new culture out of old. Such a submergence into history invites a hope against hope because each generation typically believes it can learn from the mistakes of the
ancestors. People believe they will succeed even when conditions
nearly guarantee failure. A serious look at history additionally promotes feelings of survival and strength that ignite hope. Cather, who
often traveled by ship, knew how to survive and enjoy a sea voyage.
She knew first hand how it felt to enter Quebec harbor after a voyage that invited reflection, remembrance, and inspiration-all of
which subsequently appear in Shadows. The shadows in this novel
are not the characters that Cather creates to tell her story; they are the
shadows of the people and the events in her own life that call for her
personal need of an anodyne of hope. Cather herself said about
Shadows on the Rock that "[w]riting this book ... was like a happy
vacation from life, a return to childhood, to early memories" (qtd. in
Winsten 400).
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Considering the shadows that had grown so large in Cather's life,
it is easy to see her need for a vacation, a respite, a healing period
sustained by hope. What better way to vacation than by creating a
pathway for a transcendental epiphany of place and by conjuring an
obedient little girl of hope and love who develops into the emblem
of Canadian sensibility? Through Shadows, Cather creates and
restores herself. She finds an anodyne of healing in artistry and uses
hope in her work much as Auclair uses poultices for swelling or as
Cecile imbibes the mysticism of the Canadian martyrs to restore her
own hope of permanent residence in Quebec. The Good Hope may
have been sailing out of the harbor but not before it unloaded a full
cargo-a cargo full of medicine and loving reminders of France-a
cargo containing "everything to comfort the body and the soul"
(240).
Shadows on the Rock contains seventy-nine medicinal references. These include elixirs, tinctures, tonics, poultices, powders,
herbs, pills, purgatives, sedatives, ointments, bandages, and others.
We see these natural remedies prescribed for a range of illnesses and
both the apothecary, Auclair, and his daughter, Cecile, dispense them.
Hope also functions as medicine that they use to heal people. Of the
sixty-two references to hope, Cecile dispenses hope in twenty-three
of these passages and she receives hope in twenty-five to sustain herself. The remaining references contribute to conditions or atmospheres that create the environment in which the community members
reside. Careful textual analysis of Cather's novel reveals that hope
controls the well being and behaviors of most of the characters far
more strongly than tinctures or elixirs and that Cecile, rather than her
father, is the key ambassador of hope. Consider what hope is. The
Second College Edition of Webster's New World Dictionary defines
eight types: 1. expecting to get what one wants; 2. inspiring; 3. a
desire accompanied by expectation; 4. trust; 5. reliance; 6. to look
for; 7. akin to; and 8. to want very much. Hope against hope, a common adage, means to continue having hope though it seems baseless.
All these forms of hope appear in the novel and evoke various cultural, spiritual and personal responses.
Cather implicitly establishes hope from book one when she introduces readers to Auclair as the educated authority on natural remedies and up-to-date theories of healing, even when these remedies
and theories are contrary to popular opinion and practice. Hope lies
at the foundation of healing, for it is a given element in the physi-
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cian's efforts to diagnose and treat illness, just as it is an essential element in the patient who strives to be healed. In books one through
five, Cather infuses hope into the text, but she waits until book six,
as she reaches a turning point in the novel, to give Auclair an explicit
statement about hope as a healing agent. When Bishop Saint-Vallier
urges him to use more popular practices to heal the dying Frontenac,
Auclair answers, "I shall do nothing to discourage my patient,
Monseigneur, any more than I shall bleed him, as many good people
urge me to do. The mind, too, has a kind of blood; in common speech
we call it hope" (290). Although Auclair speaks these words, close
reading will show us that the primary dispenser of hope is Cecile, for
when Auclair is in crisis and has lost hope of ever returning to France,
Cecile sustains him with her own hope against hope.
At age twelve Cecile already has assumed the role of healer. We
first see her as a little girl singing. We hear a child's voice and then
immediately Cecile speaks of ways she helps her father dispense
medicine (14). She has already cared for a dying mother and a grieving father. Then we see her mothering a little boy, Jacques, always
concerned about his body and soul. When her father is absent from
the apothecary, she dispenses the traditional medicines he has prepared, but outside the apothecary, she also moves about the town dispensing hope and love to those she deems needful. We see various
conditions in characters, including her father, improve through her
ministrations. She dispenses and receives hope as an anodyne, so that
by the end of the novel, all the main characters are firmly grounded
in contentment, good health, and prosperity. Fear of relocation, fear
of permanent exile from France, fear of loneliness, and fear of the
future, are all remedied. Auclair is happy to remain in Canada, Cecile
is married to Charron with four sons, Jacques is enjoying a seafaring
career and residing with Auclair when in port. Saint-Vallier, wiser,
but regretful of youthful beliefs and actions, is hopeful and appears
content to live his remaining life in humble conditions "on the rock:'
Ironically, Vallier's epiphany occurs not in Quebec, but in England
where he was jailed for five years as a prisoner of state. When he is
finally allowed to return to Quebec City, he is old and greatly changed
by his hard times in England and France, and he erroneously sees
Quebec as a place where "nothing changes:' While his epiphany has
not given him greater political insight, it has made him appreciate
Quebec City. The book finishes with Cecile on a pedestal. Cather
places her "in the Upper Town, beyond the Ursuline convent ...
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[and] well established in the world" (319). This is an important geographical location, because it is safely out of range of ship cannons.
Quebecois retreated to this distance when the city was fired upon during British attacks. Even Saint-Vallier states that Cecile is the mother
of the "Canadians of the future" (320), and her father acknowledges
her as someone who "would be quicker than anyone to sense the
transformation" (321) brought to Saint-Vallier. Both men feel hope
for the future, because they see it is in the hands of Cecile's sons.
The view of hope as an anodyne can be explicated further by juxtaposing references to it with medical references throughout each of
the six books and epilogue that form the novel as well as the pages
given over for these references. We also can get a stronger view of
the way Cather uses Cecile in each book by identifying when Cecile
dispenses and receives hope (see the chart below for quantified
occurrences). In terms of pages used, the University of Nebraska
Press scholarly edition presents the novel in 321 pages; thirty-four
contain medical references, but sixty-five reveal hope. No wonder
then that William Lyon Phelps, who reviewed the book in October
1931, noted that Cather had written "a book of healing" (qtd. in
Murphy 361).
Medical

C. Disp.

14

Hope
9

C.Ree.

Book L The Apothecary
Book II, Cecile and Jacques
Book III, The Long Winter
Book IV, Pierre Charron
Book V, The Ships from France
Book VI, The Dying Count
Epilogue

8

20

15
4
27

6

5

12
1
0

9

3

3
3
6

9

7

2

6

2
2

2
0

Total

79

62

23

25

3

1
10

Cather immediately establishes the atmosphere of hope and healing at the beginning of the noveL As soon as The Good Hope leaves
Quebec, readers are introduced to Quebec as a place of dreams (8),
full of Norman Gothic architecture that symbolizes fingers pointing
to God as in prayers of hope. This symbolism is both religious and
sociaL The river, as the avenue to the world, symbolizes the path of
hope that arises out of connection to nature as well as out of a connection to culture. We see that Cecile lives on Mountain Hill Street,
a street Cather describes as the link between the lower and upper parts
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of town. This street provides equal access to all the people and situates them in a strong location for dispensing medicine. Mountain Hill
Street, as a roadway, is social and political, yet its name of Mountain
Hill is a link to the natural geographical terrain of Quebec. We meet
Blinker and learn that he is "one of the cares ... inherited" from her
mother (21). Cecile's role as a nurturer and a provider of hope is
extended by this relationship. With Blinker, Cecile provides cultural
and emotional hope. It is natural, then, for her to provide even closer,
well-tended care for her father by spending evenings with him cooking, reading, talking, and walking about the town. We learn that order
and household regularity are important to Cecile because it is her
mother's wish for Cecile to carryon "our way" (32). This "way" provides security and acts as a salve for homesickness in others. People
come to visit their home to partake of its atmosphere because in it
their hope and longing for France is assuaged (32). Again, Cecile is
essential to promoting a hope of preserving and maintaining French
culture.
Two years after her mother's death, in book two, Cecile assumes
responsibility for Jacques's spiritual growth and some of his basic
care. She brings hope into his life. When he needs shoes, she turns to
the Count in hopes that he will become Jacques's benefactor. We see
Cecile creating hope and achieving this goaL Even the drummer boy,
Georgio, acknowledges Cecile's importauce and value with his silent
drum roll when she arrives at the count's door. During the iuterview
with the count, Cecile describes her life as more play than work and
we can surmise that there is more hope in play than in work. When
Jacques and Cecile take refuge in the Church of the Infant Jesus
Cecile becomes Jacques's catechism teacher. From her, he learns of
saints and heaven. He learns that the little Jesus is a source of joy and
hope and readers see a child's view of heaven. This is an innocent
view, full of hope. Cecile establishes herself here as a dispenser of
hope that is both spiritual and religious, and when she and Jacques
euter the cobbler's home, both the cobbler and his mother rise to greet
her almost in homage of her personage. They accept and welcome
Jacques because he receives her patronage. Then Cather inserts into
book two a great deal of detail about All Saints Day; St. Edmond, the
boy saint; and the recluse of Montreal, another young girl of saintly
power. This section culminates in Cecile's offering Jacques her silve.r cup, a sign of security and privilege that gives him hope, as a
pnest offers wine during communion. And when Jacques's mother
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enters the scene as a foil to Cecile, readers are reminded that in this
society of Quebec, Cecile is not the mother of Jacques. Yet her role
as spiritual mother is undeniable. We also learn in book two that
Cecile desires and hopes to remain in Quebec rather than to return to
France. Throughout book two, All Souls Day, the day of the dead,
links Cecile to the martyrs and great missionaries. It helps create her
transcendental epiphany of Quebec. Even Holy Family Hill, where
she and Jacques go sledding, implies hope of special things in
Canada. Madame. Pommier and Cecile envision this and afterward
Cecile invites Madame Pommier to visit her on Christmas Day. This
is an invitation in which they all find hope, and we see Cecile carrying on as her mother would do or would wish her to do. We see Cecile
sustaining cultural and spiritual hope that creates greater French
Canadian cohesion. As book two closes, we learn of Cecile's fears
of France and her hopes to stay in Canada; we also see her fulfilling
hopes for many people through the Christmas party she prepares.
Jacques foreshadows Cecile's role as the mother of Canadian sons
when he gives his carved beaver for the creche. The little beaver, a
symbol of Canada, becomes his permanent gift to Cecile and it reinforces Cecile's French Canadian identity. Here Cather is celebrating
a creation of a new identity, not one that is only French or only
Canadian, but one that is both.
Book three introduces readers to the young and arrogant antagonist Bishop Saint-Vallier. Additional references to the recluse and to
St. Catherine of Sienna help provide background for Pierre Charron
as well as establish the Canadian hope for miracles. Cather defines
miracles for us as "the flowering of desire" (160). Then she connects
hope to medicine when Auclair treats Antoine Frichette's rupture.
Devotion appears as a "natural grace in women;' and Cecile's true
devotion to Canada is placed within this context and recognized by
Father Hector. Auclair then uses confession as a medicine when he
hears Blinker's story. Auclair administers laudanum for sleep, for
relief from the waking terror of memory that Blinker expresses. Hope
is likewise an anodyne in this passage, because hope for forgiveness
and relief from worldly affairs is at the heart of confession. Auclair
blends spiritual hope and natural medicine at this point but does not
explicitly remark about hope as he does about laudanum. Moreover,
while he is listening to Blinker, he consciously chooses to protect
Cecile from Blinker's worldly struggles by administering to Blinker
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as Cecile sleeps through the night. Auclair seeks to preserve her innocence and pure state of being by shielding her from worldly ugliness.
Book four contains the fewest references to hope and medicine,
yet in it Cather places Cecile's coming of age experience in which
many hopes are received. Spring arrives, and with it the handsome
Pierre Charron. After a long winter, spring sings of hope in a way
unlike any of the other seasons. Cather makes the reader aware that
this section of the novel marks a special period of hope through
rhetorical strategies, plot, and character development. Pierre is the
embodiment of spring; he is profiled as a strong Canadian, a man of
many natural resources. We learn of his and Cecile's history and of
her hopes to travel within Canada to places she has heard about from
priests and missionaries. We see Pierre respond to her hopes when he
takes her to the Ile d'Orieans. He satisfies her desires for travel. This
short journey away from Quebec, only four miles down river (211),
exposes Cecile to the "country style" (216) of living that is so different from her own. When what her mother calls "our way" is so
vividly juxtaposed with another way, Cecile's new and complete
vision of "our way" automatically transforms her into a young adult.
It forces her to realize that, "one made a climate within a climate' one
made the days-the complexion, the special flavor, the special 'happiness of each day as it passed; one made life" (227). The differing
pastoral qualities and the power they evoke in cultural responses to
them are felt by Cecile and bring about her transcendental epiphany
of place. At this point, we see that Cecile's mother's hopes for Cecile
have all manifested. This is a climatic point in the text and the rest of
the plot is nearly predictable.
Cather gives book five the title "The Ships from France" as a
rhetorical device that emphasizes hope. With each spring, five ships
return from France with goods, news, and people. For three days as
the ships are unloaded, the festival atmosphere surpasses even that of
great-feast days in Quebec (235). Great hope is abundant and all the
people receive it. Auclair unpacks his medicines; Pierre arranges a
little party with the captain of the ship. Discussion swings to their
return to France, and Cecile tells her father that she will never forget
her friends in Canada. She strongly wishes to remain in Canada and
feels homeless, full of despair when faced with leaving. She weeps
and prays to her mother, she worries about Jacques. She meets Bishop
Laval at the Cathedral and procures a promise from him to care for
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Jacques. She is comforted by Laval, and as she remembers the
Canadian martyrs, her hope is restored.
"The Dying Count," or book six, provides the falling action of the
literary structure and in it Cecile's greatest wish, the hope to remain
in Canada, is granted. Auclair finally declares hope as "blood for the
brain" (296). He loses all his hope when the count dies, but Cecile
attempts to restore it with warm milk and brandy. She is stronger than
her father at this point, even though she is likewise thrown off balance by the count's death. Her own strength, security, and hopes are
restored completely, however, when that true Canadian, Pierre
Charrori, appears at their door to spend the night.
The epilogue, a true denouement in this text, describes the main
characters fifteen years later, in approximately 1713. All are better
than ever. All hopes have manifested. Even the antagonist, Bishop
Saint-Vallier, is transformed and is content to stay in his humble
rooms "on the rock?' Cecile resides in the "Upper Town" and is well
established. She is married to Charron and has given birth to four
sons, the "true Canadians?' The final scene sends a grateful, older
Auclair to Cecile's to dine where she still dispenses hope for body,
mind, and soul. The final scene also illuminates the transitions evolving out of conditions described in the preface, which Cather borrows
from Marie of the Incarnation, an early settler, who wrote to her sister in August of 1653: "You ask me for seeds of the flowers of this
country. We have those for our garden, brought from France, there
being none here that are very rare or very beautiful. Everything is
savage here, the flowers as well as the men" (Murphy and Stouck
393). The people we see of 1713, two generations after Marie of the
Incarnation, are the French Canadian flowers of early European
seeds, but they are not savage. Their hopes, their dreams, their habits
of healing one another render beauty as well as cultural adaptation
and survival. And readers will again see parallels with 0 Pioneers!
When Alexandra Bergson states that "the history of every country
begins in the heart of a man or a woman" (0 Pioneers! 70), she
speaks wisdom that Cather extends and magnifies through Cecile's
destiny to recognize and respond to Canadian soil and to establish the
French Canadian tradition.
All through this novel, hope functions as a centralized essential
literary element that contributes to multiple levels of textual components. Cecile is the fulcrum on which it swings as she dispenses and
receives Cather's anodyne of hope. She is the ultimate symbol of
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hope and healing, not just for other characters, Quebec City, or readers, bu.t also for Cather, who at the time of writing this novel needed
a .resplt~, needed a vacation from the stem realities of her life.
Dlscermng readers can see how fiction itself becomes the balm, the
salve that heals, and that hope underscores Cather's creative endeavors to meet her own circumstances head on and on her own terms
Discerning readers will see Cather dispensing and partaking of he;
own anodyne-an anodyne of hope and place.
Central Michigan University
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Life Writing/Writing a Culture: Laura Ingalls Wilder

LIFE WRITING/WRITING A CULTURE:
LAURAINGALLSvnLDER
SUSAN LARKIN

While working on On the Banks of Plum Creek, Laura .Ingal~s
Wilder was asked to give a talk about being an aut~lOr of children s
books, and this talk offers some insight into the senes:
When I began writing children's stories I had in mind only one book.
For years I had thought that the stories my father once told me should
be passed on to other children. I felt th~t they ,:"ere much too good
to be lost. And so I wrote Little House m the Blg Woods. The book
was a labor of love and is really a memorial to my father .... I did
not expect much from the book but hoped that a few children might
enjoy the stories I had loved. ("My Work")
Considerably more than a few children have found pleasure in
Wilder's books. The Little House series represents some of the most
beloved children's literature written to date. The books have never
gone out of print in the seventy~plus years ~f their existence and have
spawned a series of accompamments that lllc1ude cookbooks, ~o~ls,
fictional stories of Laura's ancestors, the w.ell-kno,:,,~ tel~vlsl0n
show, and more recently, an appallingly bad Disney num-.senes.
Wilder published the first of the Little House books, Little H~use
in the Big Woods, in 1932 when she was sixty-five years old. Eight
more books followed, the last of which, The First Four Years, w.as
published posthumously. The nine books come together to depict
Wilder's life from shortly before her sixth birthday through the f~st
four years of her marriage, a span of about t~enty years. While
numerous biographies of Wilder have been wntten, none hav~ the
power or magnetism of the Little House books themselves. Wntten
with the help of her daughter, Rose Wilder Lane, the books capture
a spirit that has appealed to readers for ~enerations. and h~ve becon:e
one of the most widely read collectJOns of children s books III
America.
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This popularity has also prompted critics, historians, and biographers to explore and consider Wilder, her life, and her writings from
a number of different angles. What interests me, however, is looking at Wilder not as a writer of fiction, as she is most commonly perceived, but as a woman who is writing the story of her life and, in
doing so~ inscribing a culture for future generations.
The overwhelming popularity of these books means that Wilder
has brought her experiences and her culture to many others in a way
and on a scale that not many authors have managed. Readers are not
only hearing Laura's story but are also taking in Wilder's voicing of
a culture, a fact that she herself noted in a speech that she gave at a
1937 Detroit book fair:
I realized thai I had seen and lived it all-all the successive phases
of the frontier, first the frontiersman, then the pioneer, then the fanners, and the towns. Then I understood that in my own life I represented a whole period of American History .... It seemed to me that
my childhood had been much richer and more interesting than that
of children today even with all the modem inventions and improvements. I wanted the children now to understand more about the
beginnings of things, to know what is behind the things they seewhat it is that made America as they know it. (qtd. in Sampler 217)
Wilder's life did span an amazing time. During her life, she watched
people travel by covered wagon, train, automobile, and airplane. She
watched the American frontier move toward the Pacific Ocean and
lived as a pioneer, farmer, and writer. Wilder wanted children to
know how our country got to where it is now, and her stories
admirably do that even today, more than seventy years after the first
book was originally published.
Because the Little House books are still read, the frontier culture
that Wilder depicts is a part of our history of which many children
grow up aware. Her novels offer a glimpse into what it meant to be
a woman on the frontier. Elizabeth Hampsten has done a great deal
of work with Midwestern women's writings. Her studies bring to the
forefront a reading of the turn of the century that focuses on the
female perspective. Noting that writings by men from this period are
rich in descriptions of the land and its possibilities, Hampsten then
contrasts those with the writings of women who seem to prioritize in
a vastly different manner. The women whose writings she works
with speak of the others in the community, their work, and their fears.
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Using this disparity to critique other studies of frontier writings,
Hampsten explains, "Women, then, locate themselves in their immediate circumstances ... Women describe where they are in relation
to other people more than according to a spot on the map and its attendant history and economics. Often they even neglect to mention the
name of a place" (40). This observation makes sense, for women on
the frontier frequently lived an almost nomadic existence, thus having to rely on means other than place to create a sense of home and
self.
As depicted in Wilder's writings, the Ingalls women certainly had
become adept at creating a home in any environment. They moved
frequently, and only some of their travels are noted in the Little House
books. Ma finds a way to make their situation homelike no matter
where the family ends up. Whether they live in a shanty, a dugout, a
railroad camp, or a house with glass windows, Ma can establish a
feeling and sense of home and teaches her daughters both the value
of this ambiance and how to re-create it. When each new home is
created, it is christened by the placement of Ma's china shepherdess.
Laura first describes the doll as a very young child: "The little china
woman had a china bonnet on her head, and china curls hung against
her china neck. Her china dress was laced across in front, and she
wore a pale pink china apron and little gilt china shoes" (Big Woods
62). The fragile trinket is a frivolous item for the family to be carrying with them during their travels, but in every new home, Laura
comments on its placement on the bracket that Pa had carved for Ma:
The last thing, Pa hung the bracket on the wall by the front window,
and Ma stood the little china shepherdess on it .... That was the
same smiling little Shepherdess, with golden hair and blue eyes and
pink cheeks, her little china bodice laced with china-gold ribbons
and her little china apron and her little china shoes. She had traveled from the Big Woods alJ the way to Indian Territory, and alJ the
way to Plum Creek in Minnesota, and there she stood smiling. She
was not broken. She was not nicked nor even scratched, she was the
same little shepherdess, smiling the same smile. (Plum Creek 122)

In a life without permanency, touches like the china shepherdess help
to create a sense of home. Regardless of where the china woman
stood, she stood smiling. Wherever the Ingalls family lived, Ma and
the girls weathered the difficulties and built a home.
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Wilder's earlier writings, writings that depict her adult life, reveal
t?at Laura learned these lessons well. After Laura and Almanzo marned, the couple had to work through illness, financial troubles and
the loss of their house. The Wilders moved from tree claim to homestea? clai~ an~ backin De Smet, South Dakota; to Almanzo's parents .farm I~ Minnesota; to Florida; back to South Dakota; and finally
to Missoun, where the family finally settled. For the Wilders it is
not a china shepherdess but a glass bread platter that labels a pl;ce as
a h?me. Laur~ and Almanzo bought the platter as a gift to each other
therr first Christmas, and it survived a fire that destroyed their South
Dakota house and their many journeys. Little House on Rocky Ridge
one ~f Rose's stories told by her godson Roger Lea MacBride:
?esc~bes u?p~cking the plate when the Wilders reach their new home
In Mlssoun: Mama carried in the glass bread platter . . . . She
pr~pped it carefully on the fireplace mantel, where they could look
at It .... Hundreds of loaves of Mama's delicious bread had been
served on that platter" (234). A home is not created by anyone item,
but both Laura and her mother had something which served as an
emblem, anointing each new place a home after the necessary work
?ad been done. Dolls and dishes may get written off as unimportant
In many accounts of frontier life, but the shepherdess and the bread
plate .have gre~t meaning and significance, as they represent all that
goes Into making each new place into a home. These items and the
stones that go with them are often lost in histories but are remembered and passed on through Wilder's writings.
Although .wilder preserved specific details, such as the shepher~ess, she. did take creative liberties with other aspects of her life.
While. the Lzttle House books are autobiographical, Wilder was very
conscIOUS of t~e story that she told and how she depicted frontier culture, her family, and herself. The Little House books were not
Wilder's first attempts at authorship. Wilder was in her sixties when
she began writing her novels. She was new to writing for children
but had alread~ wri~ten an unpubliShed memoir and many newspa~
per and magazine pieces.
''Pion~er ~l" was \~lilder's first attempt at memoir. Although
well receIVed, It was rejected by several publishers who told the
author that there ~as little call for nonfiction at that time (Hill 133).
Lane prompted Wilder to rework parts of "Pioneer Girl" into a children's ~tory, and Little House in the Big Woods was born. Little
House In the Big Woods was not initially going to be the start of a
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series, but its popularity led to the writing and publishing of the
others. As Wilder crafted the later books, she began to construct her
story more carefully and because of this improvement in craftsmanship, there are several differences 'between "Pioneer Girl" and the
Little House books.
Isolation is an overarching theme of the Little House books and
perhaps the most carefully cultivated revision by Wilder. The fictional Ingalls family is far more on their own than the real figures
who actually lived. In Laura Ingalls Wilder: A Writer's Life, Pamela
Smith Hill points out that "Pioneer Girl" does not separate the family from others as the later published series of novels does: "In the
memoir, Wilder wrote eloser to the facts of her experience; in her
novels, she transformed these experiences into an almost mythic kind
of truth. She deliberately heightened her family's social and physical isolation, a transformation that ultimately strengthened not just
her first novel, but the remaining books in the series" (17). Hill
brings in many examples from the Ingalls family's real life to show
this change, but the most surprising is that the family was not alone
during the months depicted in The Long Winter; they actually had
George and Maggie Masters and their newborn child staying with
them (Hill 49). The omission is one of many and is key, for as Hill
notes, "The fictional family's isolation sets them apart, makes them
special, and gives their everyday lives an almost archetypal quality"
(17). This mythic feel is more customary in men's frontier writings,
but emerges fairly strongly in the Little House books.
Anita Clair Fellman remarks that the frontier that Wilder creates
"is not a simple depiction of the way things 'really were' in her childhood but a collaborative creation born of memory, wish fulfillment,
arlistry, and ideology" (114) and urges readers not to consider the
books to be a sacrosanct depiction of history. Looking back, Wilder
had to decide how to frame her life. In essence, she had to decide
whether to simply be or to perform for society. Wilder's writing is
undoubtedly at least partially performative. Sidonie Smith explains
that autobiography is inherently a performative genre in her arliele,
"Performativity, Autobiographical Practice, Resistance;' Arguing
that "There is no essential, original, coherent autobiographical self
before the moment of self-narrating" (17), Smith is instead asserting
that the sUbjectivity built into an autobiography is unique and newly
created during the autobiographic narration. The subjectivity that is
created as a result of the autobiographic narration is also dependent
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~n the :'int~ri~rity" that is foisted upon it by society. Explaining that
[tJhe mter:onty or self ~at i.s said to be prior to the autobiographical. ex£resslOn o~ re~ection 1.S an effect of autobiographical storytellmg (18), S=th IS explonng how autobiography is defined and
delineated by the social forces that are at work during its creation.
Thus, a?y autobiographic discourse is a performance whose shape
and dehvery are detennined by both internal and external factors
:-vith .th~ externa~ factors bei~g so pervasive that they impact even th;
mtenonty that IS revealed m the discourse. In essence even as
Wilder is writing the culture, the culture is writing her.
'
The combination of the interiority and the external factors create
a rich cultural depiction. In Wilder's writings, there are places where
we can see the conflicts between the desires of the self and of soci~ty. Laura's ~ver present sunbonnet is an example of this conflict, as
It reveals her mner desires, society's dictates on women, and Wilder's
attempts to reconcile 'these. Laura first comments on the limitations
of the sunbonnet in Little House on the Prairie after Ma tells her to
put the hated item on: ''Laura's sunbonnet hung down her back. She
pulled it up by its strings, and its sides came past her cheeks. When
her sunbonnet was on she could see only what was in front of her,
an~ that .was ~hy she was always pushing it back and letting it hang
by ItS stnngs tied around her throat" (123). The struggle with the sunbonnet continues through the books, serving as a metaphor of Laura 's
struggles to become society's proper woman.
In one notable scene when Laura is thirteen, Ma criticizes again
Laura's unkempt sunbonnet: '''It would be fresher,' Ma said, 'if you
took care to keep it so.' Laura's bonnet was limp from hanging down
her back and the strings were limp too. But that was Laura's own
fault" (Long Winter 17). It is Laura's fault that she is not becoming
the woman that Ma is or that society demands that she be. With this
exchange: :Wilder takes any blame from Ma and puts all of the
responsIbIlity on Laura for her less-than-ladylike moments. Even
when Laura would seem to have become all that she was supposed
to and has married Almanzo, the sunbonnet haunts her. Just as the
couple i~ driving off to their new home after all of the goodbyes have
been saId, Grace, Laura's youngest sister, makes sure that Laura
hears the message one last time:
When Almanza was lifting the reins, Grace came running with
Laura's old slat sunbonnet. "You forgot this!" she called, holding it
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up. Almanzo checked the horses while Laura took the sunbonnet.
As the horses started again, Grace called anxiously after them,
"Remember, Laura, Ma says if you don't keep your sunbonnet on,
you'll be brown as an Indian!" (Golden Years 284)

Everyone laughs, but the final sentiment that sends Laura off to begin
married life is a reminder of the expectations of her as a woman.
While Laura consistently chafes against gender constraints, she
eventually conforms to society's and her parents' expectations.
Whatever rebellion Wilder allows Laura, the texts also consistently
reflect an image of what the author felt that women should be. Laura
may never remember her sunbonnet, but the author never forgets to
rebuke herfor this. The reader, however, cheers Laura's escape from
the dreaded sunbonnet.
These messages are as revealing as they are conflicting. I agree
with Smith's notion that the SUbjectivity created in the moment of
writing is unique and reflective of multiple influences, not just the
moment that was lived. Thus, the fictional Laura is Wilder in her past
and in the moment of authorship, revealing some feelings and truths
of both perspectives. The sunbonnet shows society's expectations for
women, Laura's resistance and struggle to conform, and, in my reading, Wilder's sympathy for her younger self, even as she reinforces
the standards. With moments like these, with things that seem as simple as descriptions of sunbonnets, shepherdesses, and bread plates,
Wilder not only voices a culture, but also simultaneously celebrates
and critiques it.
I see more celebration than critique. Having read her books, I
know what it takes to get a house or a shanty or a dugout ready to be
christened a home by a china shepherdess. Laura came to learn this
too, for in 1919, Wilder, writing for the first time not as Mrs. AJ.
Wilder but as Laura Ingalls Wilder, wrote an article for McCall;so on
being a farm wife. She comments that "There has been a great deal
of pity spent on the farmer's wife" (qtd. in Sampler 133), but notes:
If you want to give, as well as to take; if you want to be your husband's full partner in business and homemaking; if you can stand on
your own feet and face life as a whole, the troubles and difficulties
and the real joys and growth that come from them; if you want an
opportunity to be a fine, strong, free woman, then you are fitted for
the life of a farmer's wife, to be his partner, the providence of your
own little world of the farm and bread-giver to humanity, the true
lady of the world. (qtd. in Reader 142-3)
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The Little House books work to show that true lady of the world and
how. she came to be. In doing this, they also draw a picture of a little. gIrl ~nd a young woman on the American frontier. Laura Ingalls
Wilder 1~ more than an author of popular children's literature; she is
a life wnter
. and the voice of a culture .
Virginia Wesleyan College
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Editing with Herb Martin

EDITING WITH HERB MARTIN
DAVID SHEVIN

There are so many wonderful stories about writers and editors. I
always treasured the tale of the transatlantic cable that came when
Scott Fitzgerald wanted a report of the sales on his latest book from
Maxwell Perkins. Fitzgerald saved on the bill by sending a single
character: a. question mark. Perkins cabled back an exclamation
point. Another tale of that era concerned the early days of The New
Yorker, when the staff got the bright idea that Robert Benchley would
make a dandy travel correspondent. Benchley arrived in Venice,
Italy. Back in New York, a dispatch quickly came from Benchley:
"STREETS FULL OF WATER. PLEASE ADVISE:'
I became an editor for two of Herbert Woodward Martin's books
partly by accident and partly by design. In the middle of the 1990s,
I had been doing quite a bit of editing with Larry Smith and with his
ambitious venture, Bottom Dog Press. (The name of that press, incidentally, comes from the age of Fitzgerald and Benchley: it is the title
of the class-based experimental novel by Kansas City writer Edward
Dahlberg, and delivered into press by D.H. Lawrence.) At the same
time that Larry and I were projecting some plans for the press,
Herbert Woodward Martin became the first artist in residence at the
Paul Laurence Dunbar House in Dayton.
Herb, true to form, did an energetic and high-profile job in that
post. Not only did he champion Dunbar's legacy, but he also set up
a high-profile set of readings by black poets and publicized these well
across Ohio. He wrote me in Tiffin, up in the Toledo corner of the
state; we had been friends and correspondents for a couple of years
by then. Among the readers were Pulitzer winner YusefKomunyakaa
and Central State University poet Deborah Ellen Stokes; Stokes was
to become the second artist in residence at the Dunbar House.
By the time that Deb Stokes began her tenure as the second resident artist at the House, I had come to admire both poets and their
divergent approaches to the Dunbar legacy. While Herb Martin had
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emb~aced the whole legacy of the "Negro Shakespeare;' including
the dialect poetry and the minstrelsy that Howells celebrated Stokes
too~ a more selective app~oach, leaning to Dunbar's political essays,
fi~tion, and standard English poetry as the source for her celebration.
?I~en that both very talented writers were appearing in sequence and
lifting the profile of literary Dayton, I proposed to Larry Smith at
Bottom Dog Press that a collection of the two writers would make a
good boo~. He. agreed, ~nd gave me a pretty free hand in the editing.
~orking With Martin and Stokes proved to be widely different
expe?enc~s. When I ran the book suggestion by the two writers,
Marti? qUickly got me the manuscript that became Galileo S SUnS.
Herb IS a wonderfully prol.ific writer, and a huge range of his experience.turns to poetry. I received a large envelope full of materials from
him m the mail-far more than a book's worth of material. I corresponded with him that we had only sixty to eighty pages to work in
for the project, ~nd he enc~uraged me to take a free hand in selecting
from the matenals. He did want to work with that title Galileo s
Suns: I;Ie said he had been thinking of the title for a lon~ time and
medltatmg on the challenges to religious and scientific orthodoxy
that Galileo represented. (Similarly, I have often focused on what the
conversations must have been like when former prisoner John Milton
went to Rome to welcome Galileo upon the latter's release from
prison.)
I looked for poems that went to narratives about struggle and
challenge as we went back and forth on the poems to be included in
the book. There was an embarrassment of riches in the manuscript,
so I found a thread of poems that ran from childhood memories to
current challenges. The poems remember ancestors meditate on
Midwestern segregation scenes, and intone observati;ns on nature
and ~uman nature. I was especially taken with the contemplations
o? his parents and on Hermin, the grandfather. Then there was a magmficent prose poem, "An Abundance of Words;' piecing together
~olklore a~d confrontations with the symbol of the coffin. ("The ironmg board IS shaped like a coffin;' the old woman in the poem says.
"Never take it out at night no matter what you do:')
If getting poems from Herb was easy, the task of working with
Deb ~t.okes was .apleasure of a different order. Deb's poetry is a mix
of spmtual preCISIOn and wild hilarity, and she is not always certain
about ,,:,hat she wan~s ~ put into print. She is immensely talented,
something of a protege of Martin. She knew him when she was a
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graduate student at the University of Dayton. She looked at the title
Herbert had given to his section of the book and wanted a parallel
verbal structure, a proper possessive and a noun for her title.
Fortunately, she had already written a wonderful paean to pleasure
called "Epicurus' Dominion:' This became the title of her collection
in a small anthology presenting the two books, Suns and Dominions.
I did not work with the same winnowing-the-wheat freedom Herb
offered me in assembling Epicurus' Dominion. I met with Stokes
often to select, adjust, and present the book. If Martin's approach to
putting a book together was adaptability, Stokes's was grooming a
child for church presentation. "Does this poem fit? Is this one too
personal? Does this resound right in its placement?" were typical
concerns. While Galileo's Suns was a process of selection and placement, Epicurus' Dominion was much more an exercise of birthing
and creation. The difference of method echoes a difference of temperament. Martin pours ideas onto the page generously, while Stokes
is more calculating in her crafting of a poem. Thus, one tends to be
far more prolific than the other.
Of course, Stokes need not have worried so much. The work is
strong, consistent, and uplifting. It is also interesting how the two
poets present humor so differently. Martin has a humor that emerges
from character and from foibles, while Stokes embraces wordplay:
in one poem, she celebrates her "crazy bugs;' "looney" friends;
another, entitled "America's a Holstein Cow;' is subtitled "Mooove
Over:'
The two collections did share a common love of the drama of
everyday experience. Martin's "What of the Pain in the Songs You
Sing" is as tactile and sensual as the ceremony Stokes recollects in
"Bathrite:' Now, almost a decade after the book came out, I still am
impressed at the way the poets complement each other in print as
much as they do in an ongoing friendship.
Martin's poem, "My Mother at the End of Her Days;' forecast the
next project in which I engaged with him. Martin wrote a cycle of
poetry concerning his mother's cancer battle, and we wrote back and
forth on placement and shaping of that manuscript.
The next project we had come to press was another Bottom Dog
book, the 2005 volume Escape to the Promised Land. On this one, I
again had a large amount of manuscript to work with, which arrived
unsectioned, like a long stream-of-consciousness epic. A lot had happened in Herb's career in rapid order. One award after another had
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been coming his way, he had edited a couple of Dunbar editions and
Ron Primeau's biography was at press as we worked on the book
The first ~eal issue that we debated was the title of the book. If m;
memory IS correct (our family motto is "Often Wrong Never
Uncertai~"), the t.itle on the papers that came my way was' Painful
Laughter. If that IS not exactly right, it was something similar, with
an old a~d brooding feeling to it, like a Sherwood Anderson tale out
of a gothic a~d forgot.ten prairie. I thought to myself, "This is fraught
WIth symbolIsm, but Just does not say what I think the book is about:'
. The phrase that really struck me was the title of a prose poem late
In the colleCtiOn, a reflection on leaving the young part of his life for
New York City. The poem was called "Escape to the Promise Land:'
I loved how the title caught an air of liberation, a theme present in a
lot of the book's poems. Too, the dropping of the final letter "d" on
"Promise Land" echoed the way that my students so often write their
speech. Instead of the participial form of the verb ("promised") Herb
had two nouns up against one another: "Promise Land?' ' Like
Lapland, or Candy land. The play inherent in this vernacular usage
was so appealing 1
!Ie~b liked the idea of using this as the title poem for the book,
?U~ InSIsted on correcting the usage. The "d" would go in, and he was
InSIstent. Now the book was Escape to the Promised Land, and I set
about settIng the collection into sections. We agreed by phone and
post on which poems were to be included, and which would go, once
agaIn attentive to a page count. There were also a number of small
suggestions about a line placement here, and a word choice there
Martin is ~ne of those writers who hear suggestions on poetry filtered
through his enormous skill as a musician. Each decision incorporated both. measures of sense and sound. I once had a songwriter
friend get uate over the posting of song lyrics all over the web: "Let
nobody ever forget that a song is words AND MUSIC 1" he proclaImed. f.'erb approaches poetry and the business of putting a book
together WIth the sense of a songwriting collaborator. The sweet note
goes with the deep sentiment, for access. The harsh note can mute
the hilarity. The downbeat can carry the motif that will follow.
T?e sectioning of the manuscript was suggested by the original
ordenng of the selections. Some moving of order was required, but
there were tones and themes that already suggested themselves. The
first works were incantatory and called upon both spirit and tradinons. The next poems grew from memoir. These often rested on per-
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sonal and literary friendships; most of the experiences in this part of
the book carry dedications to the other individuals involved. The
third section looks more outward than inward; here we find the interpretations of Walker Evans photographs, the trave~ notes, the ~treet
scenes and the process descriptions. The fourth section accomplishes
in verse what Ed Sanders calls "investigative poetry": what a reporter
does with the paragraph, Martin accomplishes with the verse. Here
we have essays on society and culture filled with carefully recorded
notes of voice and detail. Instead of a personal, we have an attentive
cultural memory at work. For example, we hear one story of an
amputation and another of a superstition taken far too seriously. In
another poem, an older black woman recounts Elvis Presley making
his first Ed Sullivan appearance: "It's dangerous to watch that young
man I from the waist down. He's pure sex" (Escape to the Promised
Land 55). The final section, in a very spiritual way, captures and
directs the lessons of deliverance that the book title suggests. The
same way that "Escape to the Promise Land" echoes a liberation theology of the underground railroad, the gospel, a~d the. sp!r~tuals,
these poems direct the book toward a quirky and hIghly mdlVldualized sense of freedom.
Take, for example, the poem, "Grapes;' which begins in images
ofthe desired fruit just out reach, suspended from a tree, like the harvest in Aesop's fable. Martin comes to a very different conclusion
than the Greek slave did: " ... what lies we ate in those days when
lightning electrified the air; Iwhen it burned the synapses and we took
axe to the tree./We found new implements of justice to change the
..
roots of growing" (Escape to the Promised Land 74)..
This final section ends with a remarkable personal mcantatlon,
'To Bedlam and Back;' where the singer tests the madness of our
times ("When Hate becomes a full fledged citizen;'I"When all the
songs oflove have vanished like wisps of smoke") and pleads repeatedly, "[T]ake me to Bedlam?' After leading the reader through
images from the commonplace to the visionary, the musician-poet
calls upon a soprano's voice to anoint a personal order:
0

When all the coca cola has been drunk
take me to bedlam
When all the lawyers have pleaded their owu guilt
0, take me to bedlam
When the last tobacco reed has been extinguished
take me to bedlam

I
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When Caballe has had the final opportunity to sing
I shall have arrived at the gate of bedlam.
(Escape to the Promised Land 80)

This theme of escape and deliverance was picked up well by publisher Larry Smith, who placed a panel from Jacob Lawrence's powerful "Migration of the Negro" on the book's cover. With the sections of the book now defined, I set to drawing titles, as for chapters,
from the poetry. This was a simple part of the organization, for
Martin's lyric intensity provided for memorable and surprising
phrases: "Hungry Dilemmas of Word and Spirit;' "The Hen Dips
Snuff;' "Angel Fury;' "A Spare Turnip in this Land;' and ''Blue
Unannounced Satellites?'
Approaching each of the books, the choices for organization
came by theme, rather than by tone or technique. For example,
Martin often writes in the prose-poem form. No attempt was made
to cull out prose poems from more traditional versification. Too,
there was a modernist tradition for a poet to cull the light verse from
the more weighty pronouncements; a famous example is that Eliot's
Old Possum S Book of Practical Cats is excluded from the Collected
Poems and bears no resemblance at all to the bulk of his work. Here,
too, no attempt was made to distinguish the devastating from the
hilarious. In fact, reading any of Martin's collections, the reader will
be surprised to turn from a page of solenm deliberation to a poem like
"Advertisement;' in which a woman posts a "Husband Wanted" personal:
... you must be willing to love any woman namedjulie ann pizza and
enter her life with hat in hand preferably riding a palomino of distinguished breed vowing to be a party to everything the horse is
inclined to do; you must hate zits and do everything to eradicate
them from the body politic; you must love bubble gum and children
on hot blue days as well as those days which are exactly opposite
because I am a woman who requires it. (Escape to the Promised Land
66)

The range of tones and topics that Martin manages to address in
a book reflects the lessons he has learned from his own practice and
from his mastery of the work of Paul Laurence Dunbar, who worked
effectively in poetry, fiction, and the stage libretto. As Larry Smith
and I planned the layout and the look of the cover for Escape to the
Promised Land, the remarkable, afftrntative author Carol Berge con-
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tributed some words for the bookjacket: "Although these poems are
thoroughly modern in their range and exploration of forms, their
innate classicism makes them feel like old friends to whom one can
turn for wisdom, humor, warmth and deep compassion toward the
human condition:'
In these qualities, the books are much like Herbert Martin himself, to whom friendship and literature are virtual synonyms.
Subsequent to the publication of these Bottom Dog Press books,
Kent State University Press brought out Martin's Inscribing My
Name" Selected Poems: New, Used, and Repossessed.
Approximately half of the poems from Galileo s Suns and a third of
the poems from Escape to the Promised Land are anthologized in this
new selected edition, and I was pleased to see that W. D. Snodgrass,
in his forward to the book, singles out many from the fIrst collection
as among his favorites. Both Snodgrass and the author comment on
the close associations of the compositions with the composition techniques in classical music. Reading the poems anew, this precision is
just below the surface on every page. On the surface are bright discovery, hard-won insight, wide-eyed recognition, and a whole heap
of fun.
Central State University
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Dadson-Alhassan, Sarah. The Rescue of Socrating ton Guv). Peoria, Ill.: N.pub., 2005.
Dams,Jeanne M. Crimson SIlOW (N). McKinleyville, Calif.: John Daniel, 2005. [South Bend, Ind.1
Damsgaard, Shirley. Witch Way to Murder (N). NY: Avon, 2005.
Daniels, Angie. When It Rains- (N). NY: Dafina, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Dan~owski, Jennife~. Crossroads to Tomorrow (N). Mustang, Okla.: Tate, 2005. [Mich.]
DaVIdson, MaryJaflIce. The Royal Paill (N). NY: Kensington, 2005. [N.D.]
Undead alld Unreturnable (N). NY: Berkley Sensation, 2005. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
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Davidson, Peter. Okoboji (N). Arnolds Park, Iowa: Sweet Memories, 2005. [Iowa]
Davis, Ed. The Measure of Everything (N). Austin, Tex.: Plain View Press, 2005. [Ohio]
Davis, Mark. Race Traitors eN). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Chicago, 111.]
DeFreitas, Sally. If the Shoe Fits (N), Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Mich.]
DeMay, KristenB., ed. Collecting Glances (A). EastLansing: Michigan State UP, 2005. [Mich.]
DePree, Traci. Aprons on a Clothesline eN). Colorado Springs, Colo.: Waterbrook Press,
2005. [Minn.]
Devine, Deanne. Live Armadillos eN). Deerfield Beach, Fla.: Lighthouse Press, 2005. [Ind.]
Dew, Robb Forman. The Truth of the Matter eN). NY: Little, Brown, 2005. [Ohio]
Di Musto, J.C. Cat Purple in Grosse Pointe (N). West Conshohocken, Pa.: Infinity, 2005. [Mich.]
Dixon, John. A Map of the Dark (N). Portland, Or.: Verse Chorus, 2005. [Wis.]
Dobyns, Stephen. Mystery, So Long (P). NY: Penguin, 2005.
Donovan, Marie. Her Body of Work (N). Don Mills, Ont.: Harlequin, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Downes, Claire van Breemen. Lost Luggage (P). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 7.
Drekonja, Otmar M. Following the Trail of Max Birnbaum (N). Collegeville, Minn.: O.M.
Drekonja, 2005. [Minn.]
Driscoll, Jack. How Like an Angel (N). Ann Arbor: U Michigan P, 2005. [Mich.]
Drue, Floreta. Trees That Listen (N). NY: Spenchan Press, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Due, Tananarive. Joplin's Ghost (N). NY: Atria, 2005. [St. Louis, Mo.]
Dunbar, Paul Laurence. The Complete Stories of Paul Laurence Dunbar (S). Edited by Gene
Andrew Jarrett and Thomas Lewis Morgan. Athens: Ohio U P, 2005.
Dunn, Anne M. Uncombed Hair (P). Bemidji, Minn.: Loonfeather Press, 2005.
Dymmoch, Michael Allen. White Tiger (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2005. [Chicago, IlL]
Eagle, Kathleen. A View of the River (N). Don Mills, 001.: Mira, 2005. [Minn.]
Eberz, Matthew. Tenth Man (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Ill.]
EchoHawk, Terry. Call Me Little Echo Hawk (juv). Springville, Utah: CFI, 2005. [Neb.]
Edwards, Cheri Paris. Plenty Good Room (N). NY: Warner Books, 2005. [Springfield, Ill.]
Edwards, D.L. Sweet Dreams (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio1
Efken, Meredith. SAHM I Am (N). NY: Steeple Hill CafE, 2005.
Ellinger, Ruth C. The Wild Rose oj Lancaster (N). Greenville, S.C.: Ambassador
International, 2005. [Ohio]
Elliott, Mark. Northem Heat (N). Victoria, B.C.: Trafford, 2005. [Minn.]
Ellis, Amber. Alta Fay's Allegiance (N). Lewiston, Mich.: Hardscrabble, 2005. [Mich.]
Ellis, David. In the Company of Liars (N). NY: Putnam, 2005.
Elrod, P. N. Song in the Dark (N). NY: Ace, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Embree, Michelle. Mansteolingfor Fat Girls (N). Brooklyn, N.Y.: Soft Skull, 2005. [St. Louis, Mo.]
Emmett, R.R. The Bennie (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Ill.]
Engerman, Niles P. Mr. Masque (S). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Ill.]
Engler, Jerry W. Just Folks (S). Marion, Kan.: 6-Mile Roots, 2005. [Kan.]
Erdrich, Louise. The Painted Drum (N). NY: HarperCollins, 2005. [N.D.]
Ernst, Kathleen. Dangeratthe Zoo (N). Middleton, Wis.:American Girl, 2005. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Ervin, Keisha Mina's Joint (N). Columbus, Ohio: Triple Crown, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Estleman, Loren D. Little Black Dress (N). NY: Forge, 2005. [Ohio]
_ _ . The Undertaker's Wife (N). NY: Forge, 2005.
Eugenides, Jeffrey. Early Music (S). New Yorker, 81 (10 Oct. 2005), 72-79.
Evans, Scott J. Breathe Deep the Passing Wind (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Ill.]
Faenzi, Carol. The Stonecutter's Aria (N). NY: Aperto Books, 2005. [Ind.]
Fairchild, B.H. Local Knowledge (P). NY: Norton, 2005.
Fairchild, Christa. Duchess 011 the Run (N). Goose Creek, S.C.: Vintage Romance, 2005. [Neb.]
Farrington, Tim. Lizzie's WareN). San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
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Ferris, Monica. Embroidered Truths (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2005. [Minn.]
_ _ . Patterns of Murder (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2005. [Minn.]
Ferriss, Lucy. Unveiling the Prophet (M). Columbia: U of Missouri P, 2005. ESt Louis, Mo.]
Finder, Joseph. Company Man (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2005. [Mich.]
Finlay, Charles Coleman. The Prodigal Troll (N). Amherst, N.Y.: Pyr, 2005.
Fitzgerald, Dawn. Gening in the Game Guv). Brookfield, Conn.: Roaring BrookPress, 2005. [Ohio]
Flanagan, Erin. The Usual Mistakes (S). Lincoln: U Nebraska P, 2005. [Midwest]
Fleming, Candace. Lowji Discovers America Guv). NY: Atheneum Books for Young
. Readers, 2005. [Ind.]
Fletcher, Ralph J. Marshfield Dreams Guv). NY: Holt, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Fluke, Joanne. Peach Cobbler Murder (N). NY: Kensington, 2005. [Minn.]
Flynn, Joseph. Hat Type (N). Springfield, 111.: Stray Dog Press, 2005. [Chicago, 111.; Hecht, Ben]
Foster, Linda Nemec. New Year (P). Midwest Living, 19 (Dec. 2005), 26.
Foster, Sharon Ewell. Ain't No Valley (N). Minneapolis: Bethany House, 2005.
Fougerousse, Matthew J. Can You Do Me a Favor? (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse,
2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
FrangeUo, Gina. My Sister's Continent(N). Portland, Or.: Chiasmus Press, 2005. [Chicago, TIl.]
Frangos,Amber. The Butterfly Net (N). Thonotosassa, Fla.: DDRPublications, 2005. [Ohio]
Franzen, Jonathan. Countdown (M). New Yorker, 81 (18 Apr. 2005), 155.
_ _ _. Two's Company (S). New Yorker, 81 (23 May 2005), 78-81.
Frazier, Ian. Out of Ohio: Leaving Home (M). New Yorker, 80 (10 Jan. 2005),40-45.
Freeman, Brian. Immoral (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Minn.]
Friedman, Mack. Setting the Lawn on Fire (N). Madison: U Wisconsin P, 2005. [Milwaukee, Wis.]
Fritter, Debbie. The Perfect Match (N). Casper, Wyo.: Whiskey Creek Press, 2005. [Wis.]
Frommer, SaraHoskinson. Death Climbs a Tree (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Ind.]
Fuentes, Leonardo Padura. Adios, Hemingway (N). NY: Canongate, 2005. [Hemingway, Ernest]
Funk, Lois J. Grandma's Hands (P). Peoria, Ill.: Brown Printing, 2005.
Gahl, Kathryn. wte, Again (P). Green Bay, Wis.: Neville Public Museum of Brown County, 2005.
Galligan, John. The Blood Knot (N). Madison, Wis.: Bleak House, 2005. [Wis.]
Gallik, Daniel. A Story ofDumb Fate (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Gamble, Terry. Good Family (N). NY: Morrow, 2005. [Mich.]
Gamer, Ron. Wild Chance: Whitewater Awakening (N). Cambridge, Minn.: Adventure
Publications, 2005. [Minn.]
Gann, Kirby. Our Napoleon in Rags (N). Brooklyn, N.Y.: Ig Pub., 2005. [Midwest]
Gardner, Mary. Salvation Run (N). Jackson: U P Mississippi, 2005. [Minn.]
Garlock, Dorothy. River Rising (N). NY: Warner Books, 2005. [Mo.]
Garrick, Benjamin. Detroit: AutumnRed (N). Bangor, Me.: Booklocker.com, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
_ _ . Detroit: Summer Blue (N). Bangor, Me.: Booklocker.com, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Ghosn, Saad. For a Better World 2005: Poems and Drawlilgs on Peace and Justice by
Greater Cincinnati Artists (P). Cincinnati: Ghosn Pub., 2005. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Gibson, Adam W. Behind the Dark Curtain (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Giff, Patricia Reilly. Willow Run Guv). NY: Wendy Lamb, 2005. [Mich.]
Gilbertson, Jay. Moon Over Madeline Island (N). NY: KenSington, 2005. [Wis.]
Goldbarth, Andrew. Budget Travel through Space and Time (P). St. Paul, Minn.: Graywolf, 2005.
Goldberg, Robert J. Agent Only (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Chicago, I1l.]
Goldman, Joel. Deadlocked (N). NY: Pinnacle, 2005. [Kansas City, Kan.]
Goldsborough, Robert. Three Strikes You're Dead (N). Memphis, Tenn.: Echelon, 2005.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Goldstein, Laurence, ed. Writing Ann Arbor: A Literary Anthology [A]. Ann Arbor: U
Michigan P, 2005. [Ann Arbor, Mich.]
Golembeski, Bill. The English Setter Dance (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Cold Tree Press, 2005. [Wis.]
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Goode, Caroline. Cupidity Guv). NY: Simon Pulse, 2005. [Ohio)
Goodheart, Barbara, The Wild Place (N), NY: ASJA Press, 2005, [Il1.]
Gorman, Carol. Stumptowll Kid (juv), Atlanta, Ga.: Peachtree, 2005. [Iowa]
Grant, Grace and P.J, MacAllister, Flyover States (N), Don Mins, Ont: Red Dress Ink, 2005, [Ind.]
Great Manhattan Mystery Conclave. Manhattan Mysteries (S). Manhattan, Kan.: KS
Publishing, 2005. [Kan.]
Greeley, Andrew M. The Bishop in the Old Neighborhood (N). NY: Forge, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
_ _. Irish Cream (N). NY: Forge, 2005. [Chicago, 1l1.]
Green, Mary. Rock Stall (N). Baltimore, Ohio; Fastype Publishing, 2005. [OhiO]
Greenburg, Dan. The Gilts Guv). Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt, 2005. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Greene, Charlie Jay. Varied Verse (P). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005.
Greene, Jennifer. Lucky (N). Don Mills, Ont.: Harlequin, 2005. [Mich.]
Greene, Stephanie. Queen Sophie Hartley (juv). NY: Clarion Books, 2005. [Ohio]
Gregory, Kristiana. Hope Springs Eternal (juv). NY: Scholastic, 2005. [Kan.]
Gregory, Susanna Bell. A Homefor Isabel (N). Baltimore: Publish America, 2005. [Mich.]
Grosh, Jerry. May I Have a Ride (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Grossman, Patricia Brian in Three Seasons (N). Sag Harbor, N.Y: PerrnanentPress, 2005. [Midwest]
Gruby, Donald J. A Little Of Eden (P). Maple Grove, Minn.: Gruton Publishing, 2005. [S.D.]
Guess, Catherine Ritch. Let Us Break Bread Together (N). Hendersonville, N.C.: CRM
Books, 2005. [Ohio]
Guilfoile, Kevin. Cast of Shadows (N). NY: Knopf, 2005. [Chicago, I11.]
Guill, Jane. Nectarfrom a Stone (N). NY: Simon & Schuster, 2005.
Gulley, Philip. A Change of Heart (N). San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2005. [Ind.]
_ _. The Christmas Scrapbook (N). San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2005. [Ind.]
Gump O'Brien, Roxann. Orchids Bloom (M). Zanesville, Ind: RondellGlen Publishing, 2005. [Ind.]
Gunn, Elizabeth. Crazy Eights (N). NY: Forge, 2005. [Minn.]
Gust, Bob. Liars Dice (N). St. Paul, Minn.: Syren Book Co., 2005. [Minn.]
Gustafson, Kay Brown. Aunt Gussie and the Grandfather Tree Uuv). Edina, Minn.: Beaver's
Pond, 2005. [Minn.]
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Double Identity Uuv). NY: Simon & Schuster Books for Young
People, 2005. [I11.]
Haden, Lon D. Long Trail to Ellsworth (N). Martinsville, Ind.: Airleaf Publishing, 2005. [Kan.]
Hahn, Cathe. Step Up! Uuv). Gretna, La.: Pelican, 2005. [Mackinac Island, Mich.]
Hahn, Susan. Self/Pity (P). Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern U P, 2005.
Hall, Donald. A Man Learns: Mostly True Memories and Musings (M). Minneapolis: Syren
Book Co., 2005.
_ _. Secrets (P). New Yorker, 81 (21 March 2005), 67.
_ _ . Tennis Ball (P). New Yorker, 81 (30 May 2005), 50.
Hall, Oakley. Ambrose Bierce and the Ace ofShoOls (N). NY: Viking, 2005. [Bierce, Ambrose]
Hambly, Barbara. The Emancipator s WIfe (N). NY: Bantam, 2005. [Ill.; Lincoln, Abraham]
Handeland, Lori. Dark Moon (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2005. [Wis.]
_ _. Hunter's Moon (N). NY: St. Martin's, 2005. [Wis.]
Hanie, Raquel M. My Daddy Never Died (M). Goleta, Calif.: Queenship Pub. Co., 2005. [Ind.]
Hardwick, Gary. The Executioner's Game (N). NY: Morrow, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Hardy, Jules. Blue Earth (N). London: Simon & Schuster, 2005. [Minn.]
Hardy, Rob. The Collecting Jar (P). West Hartford, Conn.: Grayson Books, 2005.
Harkrader, L. D. AirbalL' My Life in Briefs Uuv). New Milford, Conn.: RoaringBrook, 2005. [Kan.]
Harnash, F. (Rick). All My Life (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Ind.]
Harper, Jean. Rose City: A Memoir of Work (M). Minneapolis: Mid-List, 2005. [Ind.]
Harper, Karen. Dark Angel (N). Don Mills, Ont.: Mira, 2005. [Ohio]
Harper, Karen. The Frye Mirror(N). NY: St. Martin's, 2005.
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Ham.s, D~l W. The Nauvoo Years (N). Idaho Falls, Idaho: Harris Publications, 2005. [Nauvoo, TI1.]
H~s, Dick. Twogether (N). Edina, Minn.: Beaver's Pond Press, 2005. [Wis.]
Hams, S?aron ~nd Tarah L. Wolff, eds. Finding Your Way Home (A). Menahga, Minn.:
JackplOe Wnters' Bloc, 2005. [Minn.]
H~son, J~nis. Bindweed (N). NY: St Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Mo.]
H~son, JI~. The Summer He Didn't Die (S). NY: Atlantic Monthly, 2005. [Mich.]
Hamson, Kim. Every Which Way but Dead (N). NY: HarperTorch, 2005. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
- - ' The Good: the Bad, and the Undead (N). NY: HarperTorch, 2005. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
Harry, L?u andEnc ;teffinger. The High-Impact Infidelity Diet(N). NY: Three Rivers, 2005.
Hart, Alison. Anna s BUzzard (juv). Atlanta, Ga.: Peachtree, 2005. [Neb.]
- - ' A Spy on th~ Home Front Guv). Middleton, Wis.: American Girl, 2005. [Ill.]
Hart, Ellen. Iron GI~l (N). N~': St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
- _ . No ReservatIOns ReqUIred (N). NY: Ballantine Books, 2005. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Hartman, Bradley S. U.S. Avengers (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Ill.; Ind.]
Hassler, Jon. The New Woman (N). NY: Viking, 2005. [Minn.]
Heaney, Seamus. In Iowa (P). New Yorker, 81 (18 Apr. 2005), 129.
Helget, NIcol~Lea. !he SummerojOrdinary Ways (M). St. Paul, Minn.: Borealis, 2005. [Minn.]
Hel1ma~n, Libby FI~cher. A Shot to Die For (N). Scottsdale, Ariz.: Poisoned Pen, 2005.
[ChIcago, 111.; WIS.]
Hemingway, Ernest. Dear Papa, Dear Hotch: The Correspondence oj Ernest Hemingway
and AE. Hotclmer (corr). Albert 1. DeFaziO, 1lI, ed. Columbia: U Missouri P, 2005.
- _ . Hemingway and the Mechanism oj Fame: Statements, Public Letters, Introductions,
Fo~ewords, Prefaces, Blurbs, Reviews, and Endorsements. Ed. by Matthew Broccoli and
JUdIth S. Baughman. Columbia: U South Carolina p. 2005.
- _ . Under Kilimanjaro (N). Kent, Ohio: Kent State U P, 2005.
Henke, Roxanne. Always Jan (N). Eugene, Or.: Harvest House, 2005. [N.D.]
Herny, Angela The Company You Keep (N). Washington, D.C.: BET, 2005. [Ohio]
Henry, Ragene. The Barefoot Boys of Fayette (N). Auburn Hills Mich.: EDCO Publishing
2005. [Mich.]
"

Heri, Sesh. Wonder of the Worlds eN). Highland, Calif.: Lost Continent Library 2005
[Clemens, Samuel L.]
,
.
Herman, Michelle. Dog (N). San Francisco: MacAdam/Cage, 2005. [Midwest]
Herrmann, Duane L. Prai~ies ofPossibilities: New and Selected Poems (P). NY: iUniverse, 2005.
Heywood, !oseph. Runnmg Dark (N). Guilford, Conn.: Lyons Press, 2005. [Mich.]
Holden, c:rrug. The Narcissist's Daughter (N). NY: Simon & Schuster, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Holm, BIll, ed. There Is No Other Way to Speak (P). Minneapolis: Minnesota Center for
BookArts,2005.
Hopkinson, Deborah. Saving Strawberry Farm Uuv). NY: Greenwillow, 2005. [Ill.]
Hornbacher, Marya. The Center ojWinter (N). NY: HarperCollins, 2005. [Minn.]
Hornak, JoAnn. A~v~ntures of a Salsa Goddess eN). NY: Berkley, 2005.
Houghto~, John ~Ilha"!. R~ugh Magicke (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: Unlimited Pub., 2005.
Housewnght, DaVId. Tm CIty (N). NY; St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. ESt. Paul, Minn.]
Houston, John. The Trunk (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Ohio]
H~uston, Victoria. Dead Jitterbug (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2005. [WiS.]
Hnbal, C. 1. The Company Car (N). NY: Random House, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.; Wis.]
Hu?~ard, Charlotte. A Patchwork Family eN). NY Leisure Books, 2005. [Kan.]
HmslOga, Roger. I Don't Know Jack (P). Mahomet, Ill.: Mayhaven Publishing, 2005.
Hulme, Joy N. Lookout Brigade (juv). American Fork, Utah: Covenant Communications, 2005. [TIL]
Hulme, Lucy V. Passages Uuv). St. Paul, Minn.: CombS-Hulme, 2005. [Ohio]
Humphrey,Loren. Jolv-my Came Home (N). Jefferson City, Mo.: Modern Litho-Print Co., 2005. [Mo.]
Hunt, James PatrICk. Maitland (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
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Huscher, 1M., Matt Mason, and Don LearneD, eds. Slamma Lamma Ding Dong: An
Anthology of Nebraska's Slam Poets (P), NY: iUniverse, 2005.
Huser, Tom. Kansas (N). Pittsburgh, Pa.: RoseDog Publishing, 2005. [Kan.}
Hutchinson,Ron. MoonlightandMagnolias (0). NY: DrnmatistsPlay Service, 2005. [Hecht, Ben]
Hylton, J.D. Thief(N). Seattle, Wash.: Castle Pacific, 2005. [Iowa]
Hyzy, Julie A. Deadly Blessings eN). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Chicago, 111.]

Irby, Lee. 7,000 Clams (N). NY: Doubleday, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Irvine, Alexander C. The Narrows (N). NY: Del Rey, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Isherwood, Justin. Farm Kid (M), Oregon, Wis.: Badger Books, 2005. [Wis.]
Jackson, Joshilyn. Gods in Alabama (N). NY: Warner Books, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.J
Jackson, Neta. The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Real (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Integrity, 2005
[Chicago, m.]
_ _. The Yada Yada Prayer Group Gets Tough (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Integrity, 2005
[Chicago, lII.]
Jacob, C.A. Destiny or Deceit (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Midwest]
Jacobson, Bonnie, ed. Cleveland in Prose and Poetry (A). Cleveland, Ohio: League Books,
2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Jamell, Maria. The Mahjong Group (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2005. [Ill.]
James, Chantay M. Valley ofDecisions (N). Longwood, Fla.: Xulon Press, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
James, Claudell. 4:20 Miler (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Ohio]
Jameson, Mike. Tales from Deadwood (N). NY: Berkley Books, 2005. [Deadwood, S.D.]
Jenkins, Beverly. Block Lace (N). NY: HarperTorch, 2005. [Mich.]
_ _. Something Like Love (N). NY: Avon Books, 2005. [Kan.]
Jenkins, Buster. Talesftvm Wowon CoWlty(P; S). Leawood, Kan.: Leath", Publishing, 2005. [Kan.]
Jesme, Kathleen. Motherhouse (P). Baton Rouge: Louisiana State U P, 2005.
Joe, Yolanda. Video Cowboys (N). NY: Simon & Schuster, 2005. [Chicago, TIl.]
John, Sally. Moment of Truth (N). Eugene, Or.: Harvest House, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Johns, Rebecca. Icebergs (N). NY: Bloomsbury, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Johnson, Bill and Karen Johnson. Once Upon a Farm II (M; P). Avoca, Iowa: B. and K.
Johnson, 2005. [Iowa]
Johnson, Karen see Johnson, Bill
Johnson, Lindsay Lee. Worlds Apart (juv). Asheville, N.C.: Front Street, 2005. [Minn.]
Johnson, Megan. The Waiting (P). Iowa City: U Iowa P, 2005.
Jones, Nichole C. Bitter/sweet 2 (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Chicago, 11l.1
Jones, Russell O. Traitors and Tyrants (N). Boise, Idaho: HNKS Publishing, 2005. [Mo.]
Jone~ Thomas R. Last Survivor CNl. Springfield, TIl.: Pitch-BlackLLC, 2005. [Springfield, Ill.]
Jones, Veda Boyd. Emma's Secret(juv). Uhrichsville, Ohio: Barbour, 2005. [Cincinnati, Ohio]
_ _ . Maureen the Detective (juv). Uhrichsville, Ohio: Barbour, 2005. [Minn.]
Jordan, Judy. Sixty-Cellt Coffee and a Quarter to Dance (P). Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
UP, 2005.
Jude, Tracey. Mr. Topaz Takes a WaLk (juv). Fort Wayne, Ind.: T. Jude, 2005.

I

Kabak, Carrie. Cover the Butter (N). NY: Dutton, 2005.
Kadushin, Raphael, ed. Bamstonn: Contemporary Wisconsin Fiction (S). Madison: U
Wisconsin P, 2005. [Wis.]
Kahn, Wilma J. Big Black Hole (N). Owaneco, Ill.: Oak Tree Press, 2005. [Midwest]
Kaminsky, Stuart M. Denial (N). NY: Forge, 2005.
Kantner, Rob. Trouble Is What I Do (S). Holicong, Pa.: Point Blank, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Karwatowicz, Patricia. A Child's Song Guv). Colorado Springs, Colo.: FaithKidz, 2005.
Kaufmann, Mabel Jean. All Unforgettable Hurt (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Iowa]
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K~vers, Thomas J. What the Hyena Knows (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Ke~llor, Garrison. Daddy's GirL (juv). NY: Hyperion Books for Children, 2005.
Keith, Kathryn. ReveLation (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Mo.]
Kelley, D. Ann. Legacy (N). Peoria, Ill.: Lypton Pub, 2005. [Mich.]
Kelly, Leisha. Rorey s Secret (N). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Revell, 2005. [Ill.]
Kenyon, Jane. Collected Poems (P). St. Paul, Minn.: Graywolf, 2005.
K~nnett, Shirley. Time of Death (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Kinder, R. M. A Near-Peifect Gift (S). Ann Arbor: U Michigan P, 2005.
- - , Georgia R. Nagel, and James Henry Taylor, eds. Murder, Mystery, Madness Magic
and Mayhem II (S). Warrensburg, Mo.: Cave Hollow Press, 2005. [Mo.1
'
,
K~ngsbu~, Kare~.. Fame.(N). Wheaton, Ill.: Tyndale House, 2005. [Bloomington, Ind.1
K~rkpatnck, PatriCia. Onoles (P). Minneapolis: Accordion Productions, 2005.
~sor, Henry. A Venture Into Murder eN). NY: Forge, 2005. [Mich.]
Kjellberg, B. Courtnee: A Farm Girl (juv). Wheaton, Ill.: Kjellberg Inc., 2005. [Ind.]
- - ' Sandy: A City Girl (juv). Wheaton, Ill.: Kjellberg Inc., 2005. [Ind.]
Klise, Kate. Deliver Usfrom NormaL (juv). NY: Scholastic. 2005. [Normal, Ill.]
Kiuge, P.E Final Exam (N). Gambier, Ohio: XOXOX Press, 2005. [Ohio]
Knapp, Estelle. Blessings Deferred eN). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Mich.]
Koblas, John J. .The F. ScOtt Fitzgerald Caper eN). St. Cloud, Minn.: North Star Press, 2005.
ESt. Paul, Mmn.]
--.-' The Return of Jesse James (N). St. ClOUd, Minn.: North Star Press, 2005. [Minn.]
KOJa, Kathe. TaLk Guv). NY: Frances Foster, 2005.
Kola, Jay. House on Paddock Lane (N). Morrisville, N.C.: Lulu Press, 20.05. [111.]
Kondas, George S. Vengeance Trail (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Kan.]
Konrath, J. A. Bloody Mary (N). NY: Hyperion, 2005. [Chicago, III.]
Kooser, T~d. Flying at Night: Poems, 1965-1985 (P). Pittsburgh: U Pittsburgh P, 2005.
- - ' Lights Oil a Ground of Darkness: An Evocation Of a TIme and Place (M; P). Lincoln:
U Nebraska P, 2005.
Kopetz, Mar:k. Red Herrings at Rocklsland (juv). Ellison Bay, Wis.: Wm. Caxton, 2005. [Wis.]
Kostova, ElIzabeth. The Historian (N). NY: Little, Brown, 2005.
Kr~pf, Norbert. Lookingfor God sCountry (P). St. Louis, Mo.: Time Being Books, 2005. [Ind.]
Knesel, Michael. Chaslilg Saturday Night (P). Marshfield, Wis.: Marsh River Editions,
2005. [Wis.]
Kring, Sandra. Carry Me Home (N). NY: Delta Trade Paperbacks, 2005. [Wis.]
Kronenwetter, Michael. First Kill eN). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Wis.]
Krueger, William Kent. Mercy FaLLs (N). NY: Atria Books, 2005. [Minn.]
Kruger, James 1. WeLcomeAre Lands (N). West Conshohocken, Pa.: Infinity Publishing.com,
2005. [Minn.]
Kru.se, A~ron. River City Justice (N). Gilroy, Calif.: Bookstand, 2005. [Burlington, Iowa]
Kubcs, Richard Allen. Down Grove (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Ohio]
Kuntz, Dale O. Ten TaLes of Tazewell County (S). Pekin, Ill.: D.O. Kuntz, 2005. [Ill.]
Kuykendall, William Julius. Taste and See (P). Detroit: W.J. Kuykendall, 2005.
LaFoy, Leslie. Grin and Bear It (N). Don Mills, Ont.: Harlequin Next, 2005. [Kan.]
LaGreca, Gen. NobLe Vision (N). Chicago: Winged Victory, 2005.
Lake, Jay.. Rocket Science (N). Auburn, Wash.: Fairwood, 2005. [Kan.]
Lake, Lon L. ~ave <?un We'll Travel (N). Nederland, Tex.: Quest Books, 2005. [Minn.]
LaMar~he, Catin. WIlIletlte Daffodils Danced(N). Memphis, Tenn.: EchelonPress, 2005. [Mich.]
LandvIl<, Lorna Oh My Stars (N). NY: Ballantine, 2005. [N.D.]
Langer, Adam. The Washington Story (N). NY: Riverhead, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Lansdale, Joe R. FLaming London (N). Burton, Mich.: Subterranean Press, 2005. [Clemens,
Samuel L.]
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Laudat, Rean. If You Just Say Yes eN). NY: St. Martin's Paperbacks, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Lauger, Lloyd. What's Your Name? (N). Elgin, Ill.: State Street Publishing, 2005. [Mich.]
Laurie, Victoria. Better Read Than Dead eN). NY: Signet, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Lawson, Steve. A Distant Country Called Youth (D). NY: Samuel French, 2005. [Williams,
Tennessee]
Layton, Nancy. The Pink House (N), Idyllwild, Calif.: Crone House. 2005. [Iowa]
Learnen, Don see Huscher, J .M.
LeCrone, Ed. The Grave on the Point (S). Carmel, Ind.: Cork Hill Press, 2005. [Midwest]
Lee, Barbara. The Artist and the Cop (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [111.]
Lee, Marie G. Somebody's Daughter (N). Boston: Beacon, 2005. [Minn.]
Lee, Michael C. Chandler Park Drive eN). Detroit: M.C. Lee, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Leitch, Will, Catch (juv). NY: Razorbill, 2005. [Ill.]
Lenhard, Elizabeth. Chicks with Sticks Guv). NY: Dutton, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Leonard, Elmore. The Hot Kid (N). NY: William Morrow, 2005.
Leonard, Marcellus J. Shake the Thunder Down (P). Springfield, Ill.: Daybreak Press. 2005.
Lesmeister, Lauren. Going West (S). Bismarck, N.D.: Cante Witko, 2005. [N.D.] ~
Levine, Philip. I Was Married on the Fiftieth Birthday of Pablo Neruda (P). New Yorker, 81
(3 Oct. 2005), 50.
Levy, Laurie. The InLand Ladies (S). Minneapolis: Syren Book Co., 2005. [Midwest]
Lewis, David. Saving Alice (N). Minneapolis: Bethany House, 2005. [Aberdeen, S.D.}
_ _ . Bloodtrail (N). Bolivar, Mo.: Leonard Press, 2005. [Mo.]
Lewis, Stephen. Murderoll OLd Mission (N). Traverse City, Mich.: Arbutus Press, 2005. [Mich.]
Lichtman, Doreen. SurvivalfromMaLice (N). Lincoln, Neb.: iUniverse, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Liebig, Nelda Johnson. Carrie alld the Boarding House (juv). Milwaukee, Wis.: Midwest
Traditions, 2005. [Wis.]
Lindley, Michael. Seasons of the EmmaLee (N). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Sage River Press,
2005. [Mich.]
Lindow, Sandra 1., ed. Peace of the Valley (P). Eau Claire, Wis.: Linden Leaf Press, 2005.
Lisarelli, Lynn E. Prairie Storm (N). NY: Vantage, 2005. [Kan.]
Lockwood, Cara. Dixieland Sushi (N). NY: Downtown Press, 2005. [Chicago, IlL]
Logan, Chuck. Homefrollt (N). NY: HarperCollins, 2005. [Minn.]
Logue, Mary. Poison Heart (N). NY: Ballantine, 2005. [Wis.]
Lombardo, Billy. The Logic ofa Rose: Chicago Stories (S). Kansas City, Mo.: BkMk, 2005.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Lourik, Nina. Recollections of Infidelity (N). Raleigh, N.C.: Ivy House, 2005. [Ill.]
Lowe, Jonathan. Geezer (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Iowa]
Lucinda, Dee. Trickster (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2005. [Minn.]
Lutz, Norma Jean. Carrie s Courage (juv). Uhrichsville, Ohio: Barbour, 2005. [Minn.]
Lynn, David H. Year of Fire (S). Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt, 2005.
MacAllister, P.J. see Grant, Grace
McCarthy, Erin. A Date with the Other Side (N). NY: Berkley Sensation, 2005. [Ohio]
McClellan, Audrey. Magic Carpet Ride (N). Edina, Minn.: Beaver's Pond, 2005.
[Minneapolis, Minn.1
McDonald, Bill. At the Oasis (A). Victoria, B.C.: Trafford, 2005. [Minn.]
MacDonald, Roger A. With Malice TowardAll (N). Ely, Minn.: Singing River Publications,
2005. [Minn.]
Mace, Kenneth Curtis. The Acquitted (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Mo.]
McGauley, Pat. Hibbing Hurt (N). Hibbing, Minn.: P. McGauley, 2005. [Minn.]
McGoon, Cliff. Grannies 'Deadly Reunion (N). Belvedere, Calif.: Seecliff, 2005. [Ill.]
McGrath, Campbell. The Indivisibles (P). New Yorker, 81 (11-18 July 2005), 46.
McGuane, Thomas. Cowboy (S). New Yorker, 81 (19 Sept. 2005), 82-84, 86-87.
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_ _. Ice (S). New Yorker. 80 (24-31 Jan. 2005), 78-83.
Mcinerny, Ralph. Blood Ties (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaut, 2005. [Ill.]
- _ . Irish Gilt (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Notre Dame, Ind.]
McInto~h, Jan. Isaac's Runaway Cow (juv). Manhattan, Kan.: Riley County HistOrical
SOCIety, 2005. [Kan.]
McKade, M~ureen. Convictions (N). NY: Berkley Sensation, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
MacLeod,Mison. The Wave Theory ofAngels (N). London: Hamish Hamilton, 2005. [Chicago TIl]
McLeod, Allan. Death Spirits (N). NY: Lulu, 2005. [N.D.]
, .
McLi~n, Patricia. Baby Blues and Wedding Bells (N). NY: Silhouette, 2005. [Wis.]
McMIllan, Te~. The Interruption of Everything eN). NY: Viking, 2005.
McNaught, J~dlth. Every Breath You Take (N). NY: Ballantine, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
McNeIl, Damel J. Bearcat Pride (juv). West Conshohocken, Pa.: Infinity Publishing Com
2005. [Ind.]
.
,
MacPherson, Rett. Thicker Than Water (N). NY: St. Martinis Minotaur, 2005. [Mo.]
McVey, James. The Wild Upriver and Other Stories (S). Traverse City, Mich.: Arbutus Press
2005. [Mich.]
,
Magnuson, James. The Hounds oj Winter (N). Austin: Univ. of Texas Press, 2005. [Wis.]
Mahowald, Joan. The Longing (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Minn.1
Maley, Saundra Rose see Wright, James
Marlen, R.C. Inside the Hatboxes (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Marshall Writers' GUild. Once Upon a Time (A). Marshall, Mo.: The Guild, 2005.
Mart~n, D~vid Lozell. ~acing Rushmore (N). NY: Simon & Schuster, 2005. [S.D.1
Marun, Enc~ N. S.erelllty Place (N). Redford, Mich.: Second Time, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
-.. Stratght wah. No Chaser (N). Redford, Mich.: Second Time, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.1
Marun, Lee. The Brtght Forever (N). NY: Shaye Areheart, 2005. [Ind.]
Mar~no, Carmela. Rosa, Sola Guv). Cambridge, Mass.: Candlewick, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
MartIno, Joe. Becky Gets a Brother Guv). Madison, Wis.: Badgerland Books 2005
[Madison, Wis.]
,
.
- - ' The Storm (juv). Madison, Wis.: Badgerland Books, 2005. [Madison, Wis.]
- - ' Treasure Guv). Madison, Wis.: Badgerland Books, 2005. [Madison, Wis.]
- - ' Yar~ Sale Guv). Madison, Wis.: Badgerland Books, 2005. [Madison, Wis.]
Martone, MIchael. Unconventions: Attempting the Art of Craft and the Craft ofArt: Writings
011 Writing (A; crit). Athens: U Georgia P, 2005.
Mask, Dana. Enter-Brotherhood! (N). Martinsburg, W. Y.: Holy Fire, 2005. [Gary, Ind.}
Mason, Matt see Huscher, J .M.
Mathys, Ted. Forge (P). Minneapolis: .Coffee House Press, 2005. [Ohio]
Matthews, Christine see Randisi, Robert J.
May, Frances. The Rain Barrel (P). Ellison Bay, Wis.: Cross+Roads, 2005. [Wis.]
Ma~z~ella, Nicole: This Heavy Silence (N). Brewster, Mass.: Paraclete, 2005. [Ohio]
MeJdnch, Terry Oliver. The Devils KettLe (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Minn.]
Meno, Joe. Bluebirds Used to Croon in the Choir (S). Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern U

PlTriQuarerly, 2005.

Merr~ll, M.C: The Hon:ecoming (N). Yankton, S.D.: Unbated Productions, 2005. [S.D.]
MeITltt, Jackie and Lon Myles. Her Best De/ense (N). NY: Silhouette, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]

M~smer, Shru:on. In Ordinary Time (N). Brooklyn, N.Y.: Hanging Loose, 2005. [Chicago, 111.]
MIchael, JUdIth. The Real Mother (N). NY: Morrow, 2005. [Chicago, III.]
MIchaels, Lynn. Honeymoon Suite (N). NY: Ballantine, 2005. [Mo.]
M~lIer, Ad~enne. .The Coast ofAkro? (N). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005. [Akron, Ohio]
M~ller, JUdlt~. First Dawn (N). Mmneapolis: Bethany House, 2005. [Kan.}
MIller, Keisle R. 0/ Death, Drugs, Deceit & Dishonor (N). BlOOmington, Ind.:
AuthorHouse, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Miller, Martha. Tales/rom the Levee (S). NY: Harrington Park Press, 2005. [Springfield, 111.]

2
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Miller, Richard. Tanglefoot (N). Monterey, Calif.: DFI Books, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Miller, Susan B. Indigo Rose (N). NY: Bantam, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Miltner, Robert. N011hcoast. Ohio (P). Massillon, Ohio: Spare Change Press, 2005.
Minette, Liz, ed. North Country Sampler (A). Duluth, Minn.: Calyx Press, 2005. [Minn.]
Minnick, Sarah Rochelle. Beauty for Ashes (N). Bloomington, Ind: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Minn.]
Minshal~ Jerry L Santa Fe Cocktail (N). Nashville, Tenn.: Cold Tree Press, 2005. {Kansas City, Mo.]
Mitchard, Jacqueline. The Breakdown Lane (N). NY: HarperCollins, 2005. [Sheboygan, Wis.]
Mitchell, Ramona. My Chicago Prairie (N), Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Chicago, III 1
Monette, Sarah. MesuIine (N). NY: Ace, 2005.
Monson, Ander. Other Electricities (S), Louisville, Ky.: Sarabande Books, 2005. [Mich.]
_ _ ' Vacationland (P). Dorset, Vt.: Tupelo, 2005. [Mich.]
Monsour, Theresa. Dark House (N). NY: Putnam, 2005. ESt. Paul, Minn.]
Moore, Y. Blak. Slipping (N). NY: One World Ballantine Books, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Morris, Clifford 1. The Stone Children (N). Leawood, Kan.: Leathers Publishing, 2005. [Neb.]
Morrison, Marianne. Cappy's Lesson Guv). Ely, Minn.: Singing River, 2005. [Minn.]
_ _. Tuggy Isn't Scared Guv). Ely, Minn.: Singing River, 2005. [Minn.]
,
Mostoller, Gordon. To Catch a Falling Star(juv). Bloomington, Ind: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Minn.]
Mouritsen, Laurel. Between Two Shores (N). Provo, Utah: Stratford Books, 2005. [Nauvoo, TIl.]
Mueller, Eric H. The Outer Edge ofrhe Wave (N). Victoria, B.C.: Trafford, 2005. [S.D.]
Mulhauser, Travis. Greetingsfrom Cutler County (S). Ann Arbor: U Michigan P, 2005. [Mich.]
Muller, Cleo H. 71le New Garden ofEden(N). Leawood, Kan.: Leathers Publishing, 2005. [Kan.]
Munroe, Kevin. Olympus Heights (N). San Diego, Calif.: IDW, 2005. [Ind.]
Murray, Hannah. Jane and the Sneaky Dam (N). Akron, Ohio: EUora's Cave, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Myers, Alton 1. Sizzlin' Summer Surprise (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Myles, Lori see Merritt, Jackie
Nagel, Georgia R. see Kinder, R.M.
Nance, Kathleen. Jigsaw (N). NY: Leisure Books, 2005. [Mich.]
Neff, Alan. Blauser's Building (N). Edgewater, Fla.: Delingeris, 2005. [Chicago, 111.1
Nelscott, Kris. War at Home (N). NY: St Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Nelson, Maggie. Jane: A Murder (P). Brooklyn, N.Y.: Soft Skull Press, 2005. [Mich.]
Neve, Scott. A Sacred Vow (N). Kentwood, Mich.: Hope Harvest Publishing, 2005. [Mich.]
Nicholas, Denise. Freshwater Road (N). Chicago: Agate, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Nolan, Mary and W.K. Buckley, eels. Steel Shores (A). Gary, Ind.: Indiana University
Northwest, 2005.
Nolan, Robert. The Whitehurst Way (N). Columbus Junction, Iowa: C J Communications, 2005.
Nowlan, James Dunlap. The Editor's Wife (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [111.]
Nowlin, Lesley. Dirt Ball Bad(N). Bridgeton, Mo.: \\lices Books & Pub., 2005. [SI. Louis, Mo.]
Noyes, Katia. Crashing America (N). Los Angeles: Alyson Books, 2005. [Neb.1
Oates, Joyce Carol. Missing Mom (N). NY: Ecco, 2005.
Oberhauser, Sanny. Images (P). Caroline, Wis.: Plain Sense Printing, 2005.
Ohren, Peter. How It Is with Miracles (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Mich.]
Olafson, RobertB. The T.R. Connection(N). Bloomington, Ind. : AuthorHouse, 2005. [Neb.;S.D.1
Olin, Sean. Killing Brimey (juv). NY: Simon Pulse, 2005. [Wis.]
Oliver,Andrew. /fPhotos Could Talk (juv). Albany, Wis.:Adams-PomeroyPress, 2005. [Wis.]
Olson, Terry. Direct Actions (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Mich.)
OfNei1l, Elizabeth. Alfred Visits Ohio Guv). Martinsville, Ind.: Bookman Publishing &
Marketing, 2005. [Ohio]
Orchids in the Cornfield: Collected Writings of the Heartland Women{s Writers Guild (A).

Waterloo, Ill.: The Guild, 2005.
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Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse,

Palmer, Joe. Sand Castle (N). Miami, Fla.: Barnhardt & Ashe, 2005.
Paretsky, Sara. Fire Sale (N). NY: Putnam, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Park, Linda Sue. Project Mulberry (iuv). NY: Clarion, 2005. [IlL]
Parker, Alan Mlchae~. Cry Uncle (N). Jackson: UP Mississippi, 2005. [Ohio]
Parks, Ande and Chns Samnee. Capote in Kansas (N). Portland, Or.: Oni, 2005. [Kan.]
Parks, Gordon. A Hungry Heart: A Memoir (M). NY: Atria Books, 2005.
Paulsen, Gary. The Time Hackers (juv). NY: Wendy Lamb, 2005.
Paus, C.J. Murder in Madison (N). Salt Lake City, Utah: BedtirneBooks, 2005. [Madison, Wis.]
Pearsall, S~elley. Croo~ed River (juv). NY: Knopf, 2005. [Ohio]
Pearson, E?zabeth. Pomts to Ponder (P). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005.
Pears.on, ~ldle~. .Cut and Run (N). NY: Hyperion, 2005. [Midwest]
Peattl~ Eba WIlkinson.. Impertinences: Selected Writings of EUa Peattie, a Journalist ill the
Gdded Age (A). Edited by Susanne George Bloomfield. Lincoln: U Nebraska P. 2005
Pedersen, Laura. Heart's Desire (N). NY: Ballantine, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
,
.
Pekar, Harvey. The Quilt~r (N). NY: DC Comics, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Perona, T~ny. Angels Whisper (N). W~tervil1e, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Indianapolis, Ind.]
Peters, Jube Anne. Far
Xana~u Guv). NY: Megan Tingley Books, 2005. [Kan.]
Pe~er:sen, Elna M. Growmg up Damsh (M). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Iowa]
Ph~ll.IpS, Carl. Forecast (P). New Yorker, 80 (3 Jan. 2005), 40.
Phillip~ Ryan. After the Fall (N). Shippensburg, Pa: Destiny Image Fiction, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
Phdhps, Susan Elizabeth. f!atch Me /fYou Can (N). NY: Morrow, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
PhIllIpS, WIlham. Well, It s All Uphill from Here (P). Burlington, Iowa: Society of Great
River Poets, 2005.
Piercy, Marge. Sex Wars (N). NY: Morrow, 2005.
Platt, B:adley T. Deadstream (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005. [Mich.]
Poff, NICk. ~h~ Handyman's Dream (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Ind.]
Polacco, PatriCIa. Emma Kate Guv). NY: Philomel, 2005.
- - - ' The Graves Family Goes Camping (juv). NY: Philomel, 2005.
- - - ' Mommies Say Shhh! (iuv). NY: Philomel, 2005.
Pollack, Neal, ed. Chicago Nair (S). NY: Akashic, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Pom~et, Scott. Nothing Personal (N). Charleston, S.c.: BookSurge, 2005. [Ohio]
Pr~"':'Itt, J. Everett. Snake Walkers (N). Cleveland, Ohio: NPC, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Pr~bIsh,.Steve. Banners (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Ill.]
~ce~ LIly Lashley. Shadow ofthe Mountain (N). Charleston, S.C.: BookSurge, 2005. [Mo.]
PnncIpe, Sandra. Murder on the Mississippi (N). Galena, Il1.: Galena Publishing 2005
[Galena, Ill.]
,
.
Pritchard, Pat The Outlaw Groom. NY: Kensington, 2005. [Mo.]
Pull~n, Ke? .Rescue Me (juv). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
PullIam, VIrgIl. Father's Day (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.1

.t:0m

Qualey, Marsha. Just Like That Guv). NY: Dial, 2005. [MinneapOlis, Minn.]
, Radish, ~is. Dancin? Naked at the Edge of Dawn (N). NY: Bantam, 2005. [Chicago, III.]
Raffa, ElIssa A. Freemg Vera (N). Sag Harbor, N.Y.: Permanent, 2005. [Chicago, III.1
Ralph, LeAnn R. Cream of the Crop (N). COlfax, Wis.: L.R. Ralph, 2005. [Wis.]
Rand, Johnathan. AuSableAlli~at~rs (juv). Topinabee Island. Mich.: Audiocraft, 2005. [Mich.]
- - ' Great Lakes Ghost Ship Gu~). Topin.abee Island, Mich.: Audiocraft, 2005. [Mich.1
- - ' The Haunted Schoolhouse Guv). Topmabee Island, Mich.: Audiocraft, 2005. [Mich.]
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Randisi, Robert 1. and Christine Matthews. Same Time, Same Murder (N). NY: Thomas
Dunne, 2005. [Omaha, Neb.]
Randolph, Ladette. This Is Not the Tropics (5). Madison: U Wisconsin P, 2005. [Neb.]
Raney, Deborah. Over the Waters (N). NY: Steeple Hill Cafe, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rath, Sara. Star Lake Saloon and Housekeeping Cottages (N). Madison: U Wisconsin P,
2005. [Wis.]
Ray, Brian K. South Side Dreams (N). NY: Urban, 2005. [Chicago, II!.]
Rayburn, Aaron. The Shadow God (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 200S. [Ohio]
Raznick, Barbara see Schwartz, Howard
Reiley, Jim. Hard Gold Nuggets from the Mother Lode (N). Northfield, Minn.: Turnpike
Press, 2005. [Mo.]
Reiter, Lora K. aile Was Annie (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Kan.]
Reynolds, Laura. The Marsh King (juv). Waupun, Wis.: Waupun Public Library, 2005. [Wis.]
Rheinheimer, Kurt. Little Criminals (S). Spokane: Eastern Washington U P, 2005. [Midwest1
Richards, Dusty. The Ogallala Trail (N). NY: Signet, 2005. [Neb.]
Richards, Emilie. Blessed Is the Busybody (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2005. [Ohio]
Richardson, Randy. Lost in the Ivy (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Chicago, 111.]
Richardson, Sherri. BOlles of Contention (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Mo.]
Richelle, Kelly. Link to Friendship (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Mich.]
Riley, Kelle Z. Dangerous Affaires (N). Laurel, Md.: Echelon Press, 2005. [Ill.]
Rindo, Ron. UJve in an Expanding Universe (N). Moorhead, Minn.: New Rivers, 2005. [Midwest]
Risden, Edward L. A Second City Street Prophet Sings the Blues (P). Lewiston, N.Y.: Mellen
Poetry Pres~ 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Robinson, C. Kelly. The One That GotAway (N). NY: NAL, 2005. [Chicago, lI1.; Cincinnati, Ohio]
_ _ . The Strong Silent Type (N). NY: New American Library, 2005.
Robinson, Cheryl. IfItAill'tOne Thing (N). NY: New American Library, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.1
Robinson, Phyllis Jean. Royalty in a Cedar Box(N). BI?omington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005.
[Chicago, Ill.]
Roby, Kimberla Lawson. The Best-Kept Secret (N). NY: Morrow, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rochelle, Larry. Blue Ice (N). North Charleston, S.c.: BookSurge, 2005. [Kansas City, Mo.]
_ _ . Ghostly Embers: Visions of Toledo (P). North Charleston, S.C.: BookSurge, 2005.
[Toledo, Ohio]
_ _ . I Got da Ever Lovin' KC Blues (P). North Charleston, S.C.: BookSurge, 2005.
[Kansas City, Mo.]
Rodriguez Alcazar, F. Javier. El Escolar BriUante (N). Barcelona: Mondadori, 2005. [Mo.1
Roethke, Theodore. Four Unpublished Poems by Theodore Roethke (P). Michigan
Quarterly Review, 44 (Fall 2005), 636-47.
Rogers, Jack A. Deer Season (N). Snowflake, Ariz.: Cedar Hill, 2005. [Flint, Mich.]
Rogers, Patti ann. Firekeeper (P). Rev. and expanded ed. Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 2005.
Rohrer, IE. Dead Man Below Deck (N). Rochester, Minn.: lE. Rohrer, 2005. [Wis.]
_ _ . Dead Man in Galley (N). Rochester, Minn.: J.E. Rohrer, 2005. (Wis.]
_ _ . Dead Man to Starboard (N). Rochester, Minn.: J.E. Rohrer, 2005. [Wis.]
Romaine, Lynn. Leave No Trace (N). Richmond, Ky.: Wings ePress, 2005. [Mo.]
Romjue, NickeUJohn. Merry Town, Missouri, 1945-1948 (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005. [Mo.]
Rose, Karen. Nothing to Fear (N). NY: Warner Books, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Rothenbuehler, Steve. The Blackwater Incident (N). Cottage Grove, Minn.: S. Rothenbuehler,
2005. [Minn.]
Roush, R.V A Lesser Offense (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Dayton, Ohio)
Rude, Ron. Waiting for Otto (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [N.D.1
Ruhlman, Michae!. House (M). NY: Viking, 2005. [Ohio]
Rusch, Sheldon. For Edgar (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2005. [Ill.]
Russell, eM. The Thin Blue Line (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.)
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Russell, CarolAnn. Gypsy Taxi (P). Omaha, Neb.: Backwaters Press, 2005.
Sachs, Roberta. Would You Admit It, If It Were You? (N). Bloomington Ind.: AuthorH
2005. [Mo.]
,
ouse,
St. Robert, John. Desperate Deadline (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Minn.]
Samnee, Chris see Parks, Ande
Sandfor~ J~hn. Bro~ell Prey (N). NY: Putnam, 2005. [Minneapolis, Minn.1
Santer,Ri~. Front Nme, a Biography ofPlace (P). GlenEllen, Calif.: KulupiPress, 2005. [Ohio)
Sargent, I?runa'.l!ansas q~v). Prairie Grove, Ark.: Ozark PubJishing, 2005. [Kan.]
- - ' M~soun (j~v). Prairie Grove,Ark.: Ozark Publishing, 2005. [Hannibal, Mo.; Tom Sawyer]
Saul, Jrume M. LIght of Day (N). NY: William Morrow, 2005. [Ind.]
Sawaski, James H. The Chess Team (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Mich.]
Schaap, James C. Startling Joy (S). Grand Rapids, Mich.: Revell, 2005.
Schaefer, Judith Blake. Though the Wlilds Blow (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris Corp., 2005. [S.D.]
Schaffert, TImothy. The Singing and Dancing Daughters of God (N). Denver Colo'
Unbridled, 2005. [Neb.]
,
..
Schanilec, ~~est Fr~n~is. Sleep Six (N). Gwinner, N.D.: McCleery & Sons, 2005. [Minn.]
Schaub, Chris?ne. Findmg Anna (N). Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany House, 2005. [Chicago, m.1
Scheeres, J~1ia. Jesus ~nd: A Memoir (M). NY: Counterpoint, 2005. [Ind]
Schloss, JulIa. Centralm Verse (P). Warrensburg, Mo.: Central Missouri State U, 2005.
Schl~eter, Tom. Lake Journal (M). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005. [Wis.]
Schrueders, David. Dand~lions on 2~O North (~. Indianapolis: Dog Ear PubliShing, 2005. [Ind.]
Schrempp, J. Gordon. Ltckety-Split (N). Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2005. [Neb.]
Schumacher, Jube. The Chain Letter (juv). NY: Delacorte, 2005. [Minn.]
Schwartz, Howard and Barbara Raznick, eds. New Harvest: Jewish Writing ill St. Louis,
1998-2005 (A). St. Louis: Brodsky Library Press, 2005. [St. Louis, Mo.]
Schwegel, Theresa. Officer Down (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Scott, Harper. How I Helped the Chicago Cubs (Finally!) Will the World Series (N).
Durham, N.C.: AardwolfPress, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Sellars, M.R. Lo~e Is the ~ond ~N). Minneapolis: E.M.A. Mysteries, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Sem~en, S. H. P1C~ Up S~lck City (N). Stillwater, Minn.: River's Bend, 2005. [Iowa1
Sergi, Paula Famtly Busmess (P). Georgetown, Ky.: Finishing Line Press, 2005. [Wis.]
Shallbetter, Bonnie see Williams, Arvid Lloyd
Sh~pherd, Paul. More Like Not Running Away (N). Louisville, Ky.: Sarabande, 2005. [Mich.1
Sh~anna: Peter. Take OffeN). Superior, Wis.: Port Town Publishing, 2005. [111.]
S~el, Usa A. Lord ofthe Dead (N). Lake Unden, Mich.: Slipdown Mountain, 2005. [MiCh.]
Sh~ma, Frank. Vencl~ (N). St. Cloud, Minn.: North Star Press, 2005. [Minn.1
ShIOTI, Sharon. MystiC and Rider (N). NY: Berkley, 2005.
Short, Sharon Gwyn. Death in the Cards (N). NY: Avon Books, 2005. [Ohio1
S?r'eve, Porter. Drives Like a Dream (N). Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.]
S~dor, Steven. Bone Factory (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Midwest1
S~lver, Marisa. No Direction Home (N). NY: Norton, 2005. [Mo.]
SIms, Kelso G. Northwest Train: "Enjoy the Ride" (N). Poplar Bluff, Mo.: Butler County
Publishing, 2005. [IlL]
, Si~c1air, Da~i. D.B. Hayes, Detective (N). Toronto: Harlequin, 2005. [Ohio]
Skinner,. QU1?ton. 14 I!egrees Below Zero (N). NY: Villard, 2005. [Minn.]
Sle?Odruk, Lmda F. WmdAcross the Prairie (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Kan.J
Snuley, Jane. Cold Front (M). New Yorker, 81 (18 Apr. 2005), 165.
S~th, Greg Leitich. Tot:' and T. Rex Guv). NY: Little, Brown, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Snuth, Thorn. It Began In Derby (N). N.p.: T. Smith, 2005. [St. Louis, Mo.]
SmIther, Dwayne. The Deal (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Kan.]
Smucker,ArmaEgan. To Keep the South ManitouLight(juv). Detroit: Wayne State Up, 2005. [Mich.]
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Snelling, Lauraine. Amethyst (N). Minneapolis: Bethany House, 200S. [N.D.]
_ _ . Opal (N). Minneapolis: Bethany House, 2005. [N.D.]
Solensten, John. Swing (N). Richmond, Ky.: Wings ePress, 2005. [Minn.]

Urrea, Luis Alberto. The Hummingbird's Daughter (N). NY: Little, Brown. 2005.
Vachon, Mary Beth: Macs Macki1lac IslandAdventure Guv). Traverse City, Mich.: Arbutus
Press, 2005. [MIch.]
Vachss, ~ndrew. Two Trains Running (N). NY: Pantheon, 2005.
VanOostin~, James. Walking Mary Guv). NY: HarperCOliins, 2005. [Il1.]
Van Voorh!s, Mark. The Well House (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse.
[BloomlTIgton, Ind.]
2005.
V~rallo, Anthony. This Day in History (S). Iowa City: U Iowa P, 2005.
VlOhl, Lynn. IfAngels Bum (N). NY: Signet EClipse, 2005. [Chicago, II!..]
Vonnegut, Kurt. Joe Heller (P). New Yorker, 81 (16 May 2005), 38.
- _ . A Man Without a Country (M). NY: Seven Stories Press, 2005.

Sata, Gary. Marisol Guv). Middleton, Wis.: Pleasant Co., 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Spallone, Jeannie. Deadly Chaices (N). Siena Vista,Ariz.: WhoooDoo Mysteries, 2005. [Chicago, TIl]
Sparrow, Thomas. Northwoods Standoff(N). Duluth, Minn.: Bluestone Press, 2005. [Minn.]
Spencer, Darrell. One Mile Past Dangerous Curve (N). Ann Arbor: UMichigan P, 2005. [Ohio]
Spooner, Michael. Last Child (N). NY: Holt, 2005. [N.D.]
Staadt, Ann. Claire in Love (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005.
Stai, Linda Ruth. The Rose Journal (N). Brooklyn Park, Minn.: DokkaPublications, 2005. [Minn.]
Starbuck, Diane. To Love an Ajricall Violet (N). Cannel, Ind.: Little Island Press, 2005. [Ind.]
Stauffacher, Sue. Harry Sue (juv). NY: Knopf, 2005. [Mich.]
Steel, Mark. Grosse Pointe Inferno (N). Clinton Twp., Mich.: Riveting Publishing, 2005. [Mich.]
Steinwendtner, Brita. 1m Bemstein (N). Innsbruck: Haymon, 2005. ESt. Louis, Mo.]
Stemple,Adam. Singer of Souls (N). NY: Tor, 2005. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Stephan, Nioma. Low Bridge (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Ohio]
Stewart, BrendaRobertson. Power in the Blood(N). Pittsburgh, Pa.: SterlingHouse, 2005. [Ind.]
Stockwell, Robyn B. Archetype (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Mich.]
Stone, Katherine. The Cinderella Hour (N). Don Mills, Ont.: Mira, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Storkamp, Roger L. Just Thelma (N). N.p.: Star Publish, 2005. [Minn.]
Strand, Ginger. Flight (N). NY: Simon & Schuster, 2005. [Mich.]
Strause, Brian. Maybe a Miracle (N). NY: Ballantine, 2005. [Columbus, Ohio]
Strayed, Chery\. Torch (N). Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2005. [Minn.]
Strohmeyer, Sarah. Secret Lives of Fortunate Wives (N). NY: Dutton, 2005. [Ohio]
Styles, Cyndie M. Snakes in PahaSapa (N). Van Nuys, Calif.: CMS Enterprises, 2005. [S.D.]
Summer Rain, Mary. Ruby (N). Charlottesville, Va.: Hampton Roads, 2005. (Chicago, Il1.]
Sutherland, Paul H. Mani & Pitouee Guv). Traverse City, Mich.: Karuna Press, 2005. [Mich.1
Swan, Marsha. Dirty Sky (N). Dublin, Ireland: Hag's Head Press, 2005. [Midwest]
Swannell, Cate. No Ocean Deep (N). Nederland, Tex.: Yellow Rose Books, 2005. [Chicago, IlL]
Swensen, Cole. The Book of a Hundred Hands (P). Iowa City: U Iowa P, 2005.
Tavares, Matt MudbalL Guv). Cambridge, Mass.: Candlewick Press, 2005. [Minneapolis, Mnn.]
Taylor, James Henry see Kinder, R.M.
Teeter, Tim R. Swinging Bridges (N). Stockton, Calif.: Delta Vaney Press, 2005. (Iowa]
Temple, Lou Jane. The Spice Box (N). NY: Berkley Prime Crime, 2005.
Tennal, Ralph. The Short Stories of Ralph Tenllal (S). Ed. R.D. Tennal. Topeka, Kan.:
Caplinger, 2005. [Kan.]
Terrell, Whitney. The King of Kings County (N). NY: Viking, 2005. [Kansas City, Mo.]
Thomason, Cynthia. Grave Review (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Mo.]
Thompson, Jil1. The Dead Boy Detectives (N). NY: Vertigo, 2005. [Chicago, 111.]
Tierney, Ronald. Platinum Ca1lary (N). Sutton: Severn House, 2005. [Indianapolis, Ind.1
Tindell, Charles. This AngeL Doesn't Like Chocolate (N). Frederick, Md.: Hilliard & Harris,
2005. [Minneapolis, Minn.]
Tippett, Arney S. Alison s Journey (N). Baltimore, Md.: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Ohio]
Tomasovich, Bryan. Ouisconsill: TIle Deadin Our Clouds (p). NY: Emergency Press, 2005. [Wis.]
Toombs, Jane. Out ofthe Blue (N). Goose Creek, S.C.: Vintage Romance, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Tracy, P. 1. Dead Run (N). NY: Putnam, 2005. [Minnesota; Wis.]
Trevor, Douglas. The Thin Tear in the Fabric of Space (S). Iowa City: U Iowa p, 2005.
Turow, Scott. Ordinary Heroes (N). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005.
Ungvari, Tamas. Hemingway Hdboruja (N). Budapest Ulpius-Haz Konyvkiad6, 2005
(Hemingway, Ernest1
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Wag~oner, Sandra.
City, Kan.]

Maggies Treasure (N). Glendale,Ariz.: Sable Creek Press, 2005. [Dodge

Waggoner, S.usan. Better than Chocolate (N). NY: Morrow, 2005. [Minn.]
Walker, DaVId J. All the Dead Fathers (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur 2001 [Chicago Ill]
Waller, Robert. James. High Plains Tonga (N). NY: Shaye Arehear!, 2005. [S.D.]
,.
Waltman, Kev1O. Learning the Game Guv). NY: Scholastic, 2005. [Ind.]
Warner: Gertrude Chandler. The Mystery of the Orphan Train Guv). Morton Grove Ill.
WhItman, 2005. [Kan.]
, ..
Warren, Mickey. All One Gives (N). Kearney, Neb.: Morris, 2005. ESt. LOUis, Mo.]
Warren, Susan May. In Sheep s Clothing (N). NY: Steeple Hill Cafe, 2005.
Warren, TIffany.L. W~at a Sista Should Do (N). New York: Warner, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Watershed:· A RlverVOlces,Ant~ology (P). Maple Grove, Minn.: Nystrom Publishing, 2005.
Wattley, LlTIda D. Daddy s Girl (N). Copley, Ohio: Angel Press, 2005. [Akron, Ohio]
Weaver, Ingnd. LoVing the Lone Wolf(N). NY: Silhouette, 2005. [Chicago, III.]
Weaver, Will. Full Service (juv). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005. [Minn.]
Webber. Heather S. Trouble i·n Spades (N). NY: Avon Books, 2005. [Ohio]
Weber, Bren~a M. John Hom: Legend of a Lumberjack (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica
2005. [MIch.]
,

Weide~,

Ed",:,ard C. Hobo Life in the Great Depression: A Regional Narrative from the
AmencanMldwest(S). Ed. by R.W. Crump. Lewiston,N.Y.: Edwin Mellen, 2005. [Midwest]
Welch, Don. Gutter Flowers (P). Winside, Neb.: Logan House, 2005.
Welch, Nancy. Th~ Roadjrom Prosperity (S). Dallas: Southern Methodist Univ. Press, 2005. [Ohio]
Well, Chris. ForglVl1lgSolomonLong(N). Eugene, Or.: Harvest House 2005 [Kan Cty M ]
Whead Ord P
P
,
.
sas 1 , o.
ey, 10 a. asta erfecl (N). BlOOmington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Ind.]
Wh~eler, Susan. Record PaLace (N). St. Paul, Minn.: GraywolfPress, 2005. [Chicago,III.]
Wh~te, Edmund. My Lives (M). London: Bloomsbury, 2005.
Wh!te Chocolat:. Sex in the Ho?d (N). Dix Hills, N.Y.: Urban Books, 2005. [Detroit, Mich.1
~tson, ~tepharneGrace. Footpnnts on the Horiwn (N). Minneapolis: Bethany House, 2005. [Neb.]
W~g, Ch~suan. An1losanah (N). Westminster, Md.: Fireside Fiction, 2005. [Ohio]
Wlkarski, Nancy S. Shrouded in Thought(N). Waukegan, III.: Northgate, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Wilkins, Ceba. A Llttle House of Their Own Guv). NY: HarperColIins, 2005. [Wis.· Wilder
Laura Ingalls1

,

'

W~lI~d, Naner.

Sweep Dreams (juv). Boston: Little, Brown, 2005.
WIlliams, AI:ld Lloyd and Bonnie Shallbetter. Sophie's Hawk (N). Minneapolis: Evergreen

2005. [Mmn.]

W~n~ams, Jeanne.

The Trampled Fields (N). Waterville, Me.: Five Star, 2005. [Kan]

W~ll~ams, Mardo. One Last Dance (N). NY: Calliope, 2005.

W~ll~ams, Marie Sheppard.

.

The Soap Game (M). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [Minn.]
WIlhams, Quan. The Leopard Man (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [Flint, Mich.]

,

,
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Willis, Donald B. The Secret ofLightllillg Ridge (juv). Lyndhurst, Ohio: Anubis, 2005. (Ohio)
Willis, Sarah. The Sound of Us (N). NY: Berkley, 2005. [Cleveland, Ohio]
Wilson, Christopher P. Cotton (N). Orlando: Harcourt, 2005. CSt. Louis, Mo.]
Wilson, Jason Carson. Power of the Pen (P). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005.
Wilson, Mary L. Ghetto Luv (N). Florissant, Mo.: Prioritybooks, 2005. CSt. Louis, Mo.]
Wilson, Robley. The World Still Melting (N). NY: Thomas Dunne, 2005. [Iowa]
Wilson, W. Edward. Tribes (N). Naperville, 111.: Little Shaggy Dog, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Wingate, Lisa. The Language a/Sycamores (N). NY: NALAccent, 2005. [Mo.]
Winkowski, Jackie. Miki's Challenge Guv). Gwinn, Mich.: 1. Winkowski, 2005. [Mich.]
Winston, Andrew. Looped (N). Chicago: Agate, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Winters, Donna Fayette: A Time to Laugh (N). Garden, Mich.: Bigwater, 2005. [Mich.]
Witmer, Karyn. A Simple Gift (N). NY: Dell, 2005. [Kan.]
Wolff, Maritta. Sudden Rain (N). NY: Scribner, 2005.
Wolff, Tarah L. see Harris, Sharon
Wood, Gillen D'Arcy. Hosock's Folly (N). NY: Other Press, 2005.
Woods, Nikki. Easier Said Than Done (N). Chicago: EbonyEngergy, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
Woodworth, Chris. When Ratboy Lived Next Door Guv). NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2005. [Ind.]
Woollen, Ian. Stakeout on Millennium Drive (N). Shreveport, La.: Ramble House, 2005.
[Indianapolis, Ind.]
Worth, Lenora. Echoes of Danger (N). NY: Steeple Hill, 2005. [KaD.]
Wright, Anne see Wright, James
Wright, James. A Wild Perfection: The Selected Letters of James Wright (carr). Ed. by Anne
Wright and Saundra Rose Maley. NY: Farrar. Straus & Giroux, 2005.
Wright, Nick. Spirits Remembered (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Mo.]
Wright, Nina. Whiskey on the Rocks (N). St. Paul, Minn.: Midnight Ink, 2005. [Mich.]
X, Sulayman. Bilal's Bread (N). Los Angeles: Alyson Books, 2005. [Kansas City, Mo.)

Yobrotha. Sho' Call Pick 'Em (N). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.)
Young, Dean. Elegy on Toy Piano (P). Pittsburgh: U Pittsburgh p, 2005.
Zaruba, Cassandra. Liquid Bones (N). Baltimore: PublishAmerica, 2005. [N.D.)
Zemsky, Jonathan. Beyond/he Shadows ofSummer(J'l). West Conshohocken, Pa.: Infinity, 2005. [TIl.]
Ziniel, Dennis Wayne. Deception in Dakota (N). NY: iUniverse, 2005. [N.D.)
Zubro, Mark Richard. Nerds Who Kill (N). NY: St. Martin's Minotaur, 2005. [Chicago, Ill.]
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General
Beasecker, Robert, ed. Annual Bibliography of Midwestern Literature: 2003 (bibl).
MidAmerico, 32 (2005), 120-76.
Fraim, John, ed. Literary Arts Directory: An Essential Tool for Central Ohio Writers! (pub;
Ohio). Upper Arlington, Ohio: Cultural Arts Commission, City of Upper Arlington, 2005.
Kaufmann, Dorothea and Heidi Thomann Tewarson. Willkommen undAbschied' Thirty-Five
fears of German Writers-in-Residence at Oberlin College (crit; Ohio). Rochester, N.Y.:
Camden House, 2005.
Kirch, Claire. A Tale of Twin Cities (pub). Publishers Weekly, 252 (6 June 2005), 27-28, 30, 32.
Lutz, Tom. The Cosmopolitan Midland (crit). American Periodicals, 15 (I) 2005, 74-85
Maharidge, Dale and Michael Williamson. Denison, Iowa: Searching for the Soul ofAmerica
through the Secrets of a Midwest Town (social conditions). NY: Free Press, 2005.
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Spears: Timothy~. Chicago Dreaming: Midwestemers and the City, 1871-1919 (crit).
Chicago: U ChIcago P, 2005.
Wi~gand, Wayne. ~onecting Contested Titles: The Experience of Five Small Public Libraries
10 the Rural Midwest, 1893-1956 (bibl; pub). Libraries & Culture 40 (Summer 2005)
368-84..
"
Addams, Jane

Knight, ~ouise W. Citizen: Jane Addams and the Struggle for Democracy (biog). Chicago:
U Chtcago P, 2005.
Ade, George

Pekar, Harvey. Harvey Pekar on Frank Norris, Daniel Fuchs, & George Ade (crit).
Manasquan, N.J.: Iniquity PressNendetta Books, 2005.
Algren, Nelson

~orvath, Brooke. Understa~ding Nelson Algren (ceit). Columbia: U South Carolina P, 2005.
StrrlIUons, Jerold. Chall~nglOg the Production Code: The Man with the Golden Arm (ceit).
Joumal of Popular Flim and TeleviSion, 33 (April 2005), 39-48.
Anderson, Sherwood

Dunne, Robe,rt. A Nr:w. Book. of Grotesques: Contemporary Approaches to Sherwood
,Anderson s Early FlctlOll (cnt). Kent, Ohio: Kent State U P, 2005.
Gmadek. Melissa. T~ A~ of Becoming: Sherwood Anderson, Frank Sargeson and the
Gr~te~queAesthetic (cnt). Journal oJNew Zealand Literature, 23 (2) 2005, 21-35.
Luo, Ymun. An ~ quan: Yi ~e ~ian .wen xue de yin yu-Shen Congwen de Brian cheng yu
~ndersen de Lm zhong zhi SI (cnt). Foreign Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue fan
JIU, 3 (June 2005), 143-49, 175-76.
Merva, Michael. An Illusion of Understanding: Listeners and Tellers in Sherwood
A~derson's Wi~esburg, Ohio and Carson McCullers's The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter (crit).
Midwestern Miscellany, 33 (Fall 2005), 36-47.
William. ~g Regional ,Arts Center. Sherwood Anderson and the American Modernists
(exhIbIt catalog). Abmgdon, Va.: The Center, 2005.

Arnow, Harriette Simpson
Arnow, Thomas L. On Being Harriette Arnow's Son (biog). Appalachian Journal 32 (July
2005),460-67.
'
Billips, Martha. The Writer and the Land: Harriette Simpson Arnow and the Genesis of Her
Novel Between the Flowers (crit). Appalachian Joumal, 32 (July 2005), 468-82.
Austin, Mary

King, Robert W. Tales of Enchantment: Southwest Literature and Its Cultural Work 18851930 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Utah, 2005.
'
Stapl.es, Joe. "Discovering" New Talent: Charles F. Lummis's Conflicted Mentorship of Sui
Sm Far, Sharlot Hall, and Mary Austin (crit). Western American Literature 40 (July
2005), 175-205.
'

Baum, L. Frank
Bell, J.L. Dorothy the Conqueror (crit). Baum Bugle, 49 (April 2005), 13-17.
Cox, .J. Ra~dolph. Bibliographical Notes: Aunt Jane's Nieces on Tour: A Probable Phantom
Title (bIbl; ceit). Dime Novel Roundup, 74 (October 2005), 187-90.
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Duffley, Sean P. Baum Under Scrutiny: Early Reviews of Queen Zixi ojIx(crit). Baum Bugle.
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Melnyczuk, Askold. Shadowboxing: An Open Letter to My Students About Captain Violin
'
Saul Bellow, the War, and the Art of Fiction (crit). AGNI, 62 (2005), 156-61.
Probst-Salomon, Barbara. Sa.~l Bellow: En el Fin, Siempre esta· el Misterio (crit).
Suplemento Cullura La NaclOn (Buenos Aires), April 2005 1 3.
M). New Yorker. 81 (25
Roth, Philip. "I've Got a Scheme": The Words of Saul Bel1o~
Apr. 2005), 72-85.
'

49 (October 2005), 15-19.
_ _ , Oz Under Scrutiny: Early Reviews of the Oz Film Manufacturing Company's The
Patchwork Girlo/Oz and The New Wizard o/Oz (crit). BawnBugle, 49 (January 2005), 25-3\.
Hanff, Peter E. Her Majesty, Queen Zixi of Ix: L. Frank Baum's Exploration of the Dark Side
(crit). Bourn Bugle, 49 (October 2005), 7-14.
Heiss, Lokke. The Man Who Would Be Disney: The Hollywood Career of L. Frank Baum
(crit). Nassau Review, 9 (I) 2005, 30-37.

Royal, Derek Parker, et al. Looking at Saul Bellow (1915-2005) (crit). Philip Roth St d'
I (October 2005), 115-24.
u leS,

Matthews, Gareth B. Children, Irony and Philosophy (crit). Theory and Research in
Education, 3 (March 2005),81-95.

Scotchie, Joe. Saul Bellow: An Appreciation (crit). South Carolina Review 38 (October
2005), 60-6\.
'

Mebes, Marcus and Jeff Rester. Dorothy: An Interview and an Examination (crit), Baum
Bugle, 49 (April 2005), 7-12.
Pickren, Alan. L. Frank Baum 's Aunt Jane's Nieces: Pseudonyms Can Pay Off (crit). Dime
Novel Roundup, 74 (October 2005), 163-75.
Riley, Michael O. L. Frank Baum and the Early Motion Picture Industry (erit). Baum Bugle,
49 (January 2005), 13-24.
Rutter, Richard R. Oz Imageryfiom Other Lands (crit). Bourn Bugle, 49 (October 2005), 20-24.
Sherman, Fraser A. The Wizard ofOz Catalog: L Frank Baum's Novel, Its Sequels and Their
Adaptations for Stage, Television, Movies, Radio, Music Videos, Comic Books,
Commercials, and More (bibl; crit). Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co., 2005.

Shibutani, Yuzaburo. Shikan Bero (crit). Eigo SeinenIRising Generation, lSI (August 2005),291-93.
Terakado, Yasuhlko. Soru Bero to Genjitsu (crit). Eigo SeineniRising Generation 151
(August 2005), 300-02.
'

Baxter, Charles
Kaneko, W. Todd, S~en G. Palmer, and Lena BertoneRosenfield. NineAnswers from Charles
Baxter (I). Hayden's Ferry Review, 37 (October 2005),58-61.
Kula, Michael. What Have Bagels Got to Do with Midwesternness? (crit). Reconstruction:
Studies in Contemporary Culture,S (April 2005), unpaginated.

Bell, Marvin
Bunge, Nancy. Influencing Each Other through the Mail: William Stafford's and Marvin
Bell's Segues and Jim Harrison's and Ted Kooser's Braided Creek (crit). Midwestern
Miscellany, 33 (Fall 2005), 48-56.

(I;

Turow, Scott. Missing Bellow: A Family Story (cdt). Atlantic Monthly, 296 (December
2005), 79-80, 82, 84, 86, 88.

Berryman, John
Horvath, Rita. "Never Asking Why Build-Only Asking Which Tools": Confessional Poetry
. and the Construction of the Self(crit). Budapest: Akademiai Kaido, 2005.
Kirsch, Adam. The Wounded Surgeon: Confession and Transformation in Six American
Poets: Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Bishop, Jolm Berryman, Randall Jarrell, Delma
Schwartz. and Sylvia Plath (crit). NY: Norton, 2005.
re

Bierce, Ambrose
Duban, James and Solomon Sallfors. A Phenomenal ''Occurrence'' at Owl Creek Bridge: The
Presence of Emanuel Swedenborg and Henry James, Sr. (crit). English Language Not
42 (March 2005), 33-38.
es,
Guelzo,Allen. Bierce's Civil War: One Man's Vision (crit). Civil War Times 44 (Oct 2005)
35-40, 60. .
'
.
,
See also Periodicals, below.
Black Elk

Bellow, Saul
Akimoto, Hidenori. Rekishi to Chozetsu: Soru Bero no "Kaiso" (crit). Eigo SeinenIRising
Generation, lSI (August 2005), 297-99.
Bajpai, Shobha. Paradox of Confrontation in the Novels of Saul Bellow (crit). Delhi:
Adhyayan Publishers, 2005.
Birinde1li, Roberto. lndividuo e Societa in Herzogdi Saul Bellow (crit). Naples: Ligouri, 2005.
Birkerts, Sven. As Above: Saul Bellow (crit). AGNI, 62 (2005), 1-9.
Cusac, Anne-Marie. Saul Bellow Reconsidered (crit). Progressive, 69 (June 2005), 45-48.
Gold, Herbert. In Bellow's Company (biog; crit). Commentary, 120 (September 2005), 38-44.
Griffith, Michael. Jostling with the Actual: My Summer with Saul Bellow (crit; M). Southern
Review, 41(October 2005), 726-36.
Hiriart, Hugo. Elocuencia de Saul Bellow (crit). Letras Libres, 7 (May 2005), 66-67.
Hirose, Yoshiji. Shadows of Yiddish on Modem Jewish Writers (crit). Osaka: Osaka Kyoiku
Tosho, 2005.
Katabuchi, Etsuhisa. Soru Bero: Shisaku to Mosaku (crit). Eigo SeineniRising Generation,
lSI (August 2005), 294-96.
McEwan, Ian. La Encamaci6n de Chicago (crit). Suplemento Cultura La Nadon (Buenos
Aires), April 2005, 1-2.
Mehlman, Jeffrey. EI Maestro de Boston (crit). Suplemento Cullura La Nacion (Buenos
Aires), Apri12005, 1-2.

Costello, Da~an. Black Elk: Colonialism and Lakota Catholicism (biog; crit). MaryknOll,
N.Y.: OrblS Books, 2005.

Bradbury, Malcolm

Stierst~rfer!

Klaus. "P~stmortemism": Malcolm Bradbury's Legacy in To the Hermitage
(cnt). Etudes Anglatses: Grand-Bretagne, Etats-Unis, 58 (April 2005), 154-65.

Bradbury, Ray
Chappell, Fred. In the Shadows of a Shade (crit). Greensboro, N.C.: lG. Hensley, 2005
Morgan. Martian Legacy: Ray Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles (crit). War
LIterature, and the Arts, 17 (\-2), 311-14.
'

Harl~w,

Pollin, Burt~n. Poe and Ray Bradbury: A Persistent Influence and Interest (crit). EdgarAlian
Poe ReVIeW, 6 (October 2005), 31-38.
A Tribute to Ray ~radbury: Thirty Three Years of Inspiration at the Santa Barbara Writer's
Conference (crlt). Santa Barbara, Calif.: Santa Barbara Writer's Conference, 2005.
Weller, Sam The Bradbury Chronicles: The Life ofRay Bradbury (biog; crit). NY: Morrow, 2005.

BrOmfield, Louis
Waterman, Jayne. Suburban Self-Alienation: Louis Bromfield's Mr. Smith (crit).
MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 61-66.
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Wooster Book Company. The Farm for Me: Louis Bromfield &Malabar Farm (biog).

Wooster, Ohio: Wooster Book Co., 2005.
Brooks, Gwendolyn

Cummings, Allison. Public Subjects: Race and the Critical Reception of Gwendolyn Brooks,
Erica Hunt, and Harryette Mullen (crit). Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies, 26 (2)
2005,3-36.
Deba, Annette. Reflecting Violence in the Warpland: Gwendolyn Brooks's Riot (crit).
African American Review, 39 (Spring-Summer 2005), 143-52.

Duncan, James Bryan. Literary Labor: Reform and Resistance in American Literature, 19361945 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Oregon, 2005
Frazier, Valerie. Domestic Epic Warfare in Maud Martha (cdt). African American Review,
39 (Spring-Summer 2005), 133-41.
Hill, Christine M. Gwendolyn Brooks: "Poetry Is Life Distillecf' (biog; crit). Berkeley
Heights, N.J. : Enslow Publishers, 2005.
Jack, Z.M. "That No Performance May Be Plain or Vain": Self as Art in Gwendolyn Brooks'
Bronzeville (crit). Wasafiri: The Transnational Journal of International Writing, 45 (July
2005),5-10.
Burroughs, William S.
Beales, Brodie Jane. Becoming~Dionysian: Art, Exploration and the Human Condition in the
Works of Rimbaud, Burroughs and Bacon (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Adelaide, 2005.
GuIll, Bruno. The Folly of Utopia: A Contribution to the Critique of Cultural Disorder (crit).
Situations: Project of the Radical Imagination, 1 (1) 2005, 161-91.
Hungerford, Amy. Postmodern Supernaturalism: Ginsberg and the Search for a Supernatural
Language (crit). Yale Journal of Criticism, 18 (October 2005), 269~98.
Long, John. Drugs and the "Beats": The Role of Drugs in the Lives and Writings ofKerouac,
Burroughs, and Ginsberg (crit). College Station, Tex.: Virtualbookworm.com, 2005.
Okun, Kirsten. Unbegrenzte Moglichkeiten: Brinkmann, Burroughs, Kerouac: Sexualitiit,
Geschlecht, Korper und Transgression als Subversion Dualistischer Dellkmuster (crit).
Bielefeld: Aisthesis, 2005.
Pepper, Andrew. State Power Matters: Power, the State and Political Struggle in the PostWar American Novel (crit). Textual Practice, 19 (December 2005), 467-91.
Sumner, David Thomas. "That Could Happen": Nature Writing, the Nature Fakers, and a
Rhetoric of Assent (crit). Isle: Imerdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Ellvironment,
12 (July 2005), 31-53.
Vrbancic, Mario. Burroughs's Phantasmic Maps (crit). New Literary History, 36 (April
2005),313-26.
Caspary, Vera
Emrys, A.B. Laura, Vera, and Wilkie: Deep Sensation Roots of a Nair Novel (crit). Clues:
A Journal of Detection, 23 (April 2005), 5-13.
Cather, Willa
AI-Ghalith, Asad. Willa Cather'S Use ofInner Light (cdt). International Fiction Review, 32
(1-2) 2005, 32-37.
Blythe, Hal and Charlie Sweet. Should Willa Cather Be Taught? Going Beyond the Canon
Wars (crit). Eureka Studies ill Teaching Shorf Fiction, 6 (October 2005), 10-15.
Burgauer, Deb. Willa Cather's "Neighbor Rosiclcy": A Most "Complete and Beautiful" Story
(cdt). Eureka Studies in Teaching Short Fiction, 6 (October 2005), 31-39.
Cardinal, Katy. Object Lesson: The Beaded Dress (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review,
49 (October 2005), 45, 47.
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Chaney, Carer St. Peter: Blue Mesa, "Ruins;' and "Archaic Forms" in Willa Cather's The
Prof~ssor sHouse (cnt). Willa ~~ther Newsletter & Review, 48 (January 2005), 62-63.
Defrancls, Theresa M. Women-Wntmg-Women: Three American Responses to the U1
. (cnt.
.) PhD
.
"oman
Q uestlOn
. . Dissertation,
U Rhode Island, 2005.
Despain, Max. Fruit Trees and Acacia Blossoms: Grafting a Unique Perspective of A
.
H"t
. w'n Cth ' D hC
mencan
IS or~ III 1 a a er s eat omes for the Archbishop (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter
& ReView, 49 (October 2005), 32-33.
Dolezal, Joshua~. The Re-Imagination of the Scientific Physician in American Literature
- 1850-1930 (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Nebraska, 2005.
'
Dare, Florence. The Novel and the Obscene: Sexual Subjects in American Modernism (cdt)
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford U P, 2005.
.

Fara~do, Rosario. Willa Cather's Deep Southwest (erit). Textxet: Studies in Comparative
Literature, 47 (2005), 573-81.

Ferlaz~o, Paul. A Note Documenting Cather in Winslow, Arizona (crit). Willa Cather
Newsletter & Review, 49 (July 2005), 14.
Gano, Geneva Outland Over There: Cather's Cosmopolitan West (crit). Willa Cather
Newsletter & Review, 49 (October 2005), 27~28.
Gardam, Sarah C. Subverting the Male Gaze: Willa Cather's Lena Lingard and William
Fa~lkner'.s Lena Grove \crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (October 2005), 35-36.
Garv~link, LIsa B~uma. ~llla Cather: The Letters and Novels ofaRomantic Modernist (carr;
cnt). Ph.D. DissertatIon, Western Michigan U, 2005.
Giannone, Richard. Music, Silence, and the Spirituality of Willa Cather (crit). Renascence'
Essays on Values in Literature, 57 (January 2005), 123-49
.
Glover, Angel~. Usi~g Willa Cather's My Antonia as a Collection of Short Stories to Teach
How to Wnte a FIrst Person Narrative (crit). Eureka Studies ill Teaching Short Fiction 6
(October 2005), 40-59.
'
Gustafson, Neil. Willa Cather and Hamlin Garland: Parallel Early Lives (biog; crit). Willa
Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (July 2005), 9-11.
Harris, Richard C. Getting Claude "Over There": Sources for Book Four of Cather's One of
Ours (crit). Journal oiNorrative Theory, 35 (July 2005), 248-56.
Hill, David. The Quotidian Sublime: Cognitive Perspectives on Identity-Formation in Willa
Cather's My Antonia (cdt). Arizona Quarterly, 61 (Autumn 2005), 109-27.
Hutson, Thomas R .. "Two Friends": Another Version of the Willa Cather Classic (crit).
Omaha, Neb.: River Junction Press, 2005.
Jackson, Phoebe. The "Critical" Work of Edited Collections: Re-Viewing the Texts of Willa
. Cather and Edith Wharton (crit). College Literature, 32 (Fal! 2005), 211-16.
King, Robert W. Tales of Enchantment: Southwest Literature and Its Cultural Work. 18851930 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Utah, 2005.
Kort, Betty and Steven B. Shively, eds. Aging and Dying in Willa Cather's Fiction: Essays
from the 2004 Willa Cather Spring Festival and a Guide to Webster County CatherRelated Cemeteries (crit). Red Cloud, Neb.: Willa Cather Pioneer Memorial &
Educational Foundation, 2005.
Krentz, Christopher. A "Vacant Receptacle"? Blind Tom, Cognitive Difference and
Pedagogy (crit). PMU, 120 (March 2005), 552-57.
'
Lavin, ~~tt. Intellectual Warfare in Colliers Magazine: Art Versus Advertising in Cather's
Senahzed Novel, The Professor's House (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49
(October 2005), 31-32.
Lindemann, Marilee, ed. The Cambridge Companion to Wi'lla Cather (crit). NY: Cambridge
UP, 2005.
Lindner, Christoph. Willa Cather, David Libeskind, and the Creative Destruction of
Manhattan (cdt). Journal ofAmerican Culture, 28 (March 2005),114-21.
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Logsdon, Loren. Teaching Willa Cather's "Neighbor Rosicky" (crit). Eureka Studies in
Teaching Short Fiction, 6 (October 2005), 101-13.

Lovelady, Stephanie. Walking Backwards: Coming of Age in My Antonia and How the Garcfa
Girls Lost Their Accents (crit). Modem Language Studies, 35 (April 2005), 28-37.
Mack, Elizabeth. Finding a Connection: How to Use Willa Cather's Short Fiction in the
Composition Classroom (erit). Eureka Studies in Teaching Short Fiction, 6 (October
2005), 69-7l.
Marquis, Margaret Emily. The Producing Male Body in Willa Cather's "Neighbor Rosicky"
(erit). Journal of Men Studies, 13 (January 2005), 185-97.
Middleton, JoAnn. Cather Studies (bibl). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (July 2005),
\5-17.
Nodelman, Joshua Nelson. Reading Engineered Spaces: Bridges as Texts in Modern
American Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Alberta, 2005.
Noe, Marcia and Leslie S. Taylor. Developing the Narrative Imagination: Teaching
"Neighbor Rosicky" in Context (crit). Eureka Studies in Teaching Short Fiction, 6
(October 2005), \6-30.
Park, Haein. Rome in America: Protestant Literary Responses to Catholicism, 186S-1940
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, D California, San Diego, 200S.
Petrie, Paul R. Conscience and Purpose: Fiction and Social Consciousness in Howells,
Jewett, Chesnutt, and Cather (ctit). Tuscaloosa: U Alabama P, 2OOS.
Polley, Diana Hope. Transhistorical Emerson: "Republic of the Spirit" in Twain, James,
Wharton, and Cather (ctit). Ph.D. Dissertation, City U of New York, 200S.
Porter, David H. Cather on Cather III: Dust Jacket Copy on Willa Cather's Books (crit). Willa
Cather Newsletter & Review, 48 (January 200S), SI-60.
Privett, Ronna. The Western Woman and the Cowboy Hero: Power and Stoicism in the
Western Landscape (crit). Conference of College Teachers of English Studies, 70
(September 2005), 81-89.
Romines, Ann. Kolache Controversies (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (October
2005),46-47.
Ryder, Mary R. "Looking for Love in All the Wrong Places": Voyeurism in Cather's 1920s
Fiction (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (July 2005), 3-8.
Saskova-Pierce, Mila. Did Willa Cather Read Grandmother? Bozena Nemcova and Willa Cather
(crit). Kosmas: Czechoslovak and Central European Journal, 19 (October 2005), 1-8.
Scala, J. Gabriel. Willa Cather's Autobiographical Act and the Need for (Dis)Closure (crit).
Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (October 2005), 34-3S.
Schneider, Cynthia A. Willa Cather's 0 Pioneers! as a Response to Kate Chopin's The
Awakening (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Nebraska, Lincoln, 200S.
Schueth, Michael A. "Blank Isolation": Cather, Celebrity, and the "Long Strain" in The
Professor's House (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (October 2005), 29-30.
_ _ . Willa Cather and Celebrity: The Writer's Self-Image and the Literary Marketplace
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Nebraska, Lincoln, 2005.
Seaton, James. Religion and Literature in Sinclair Lewis and Willa Cather (erit).
MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 31-37.
Singley, Carol J. and Ann Moseley. Wharton and Cather (bibl). American Literary
Scholarship, 2005, 141-63.
Smith, Jennifer A. Cather's Death Comes for the Archbishop (crit). Explicator, 63 (Winter
2005),90-93.
Stacy, Gerald. Teaching "Paul's Case" (crit). Eureka Studies in Teaching Short Fiction, 6
(October 2005), 60-68.
Stout, Janis P. Brown and White at the Dance: Another Word on Cather and Race (crit). Willa
Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (October 2005), 37-39.
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- - ' Response to RichardC. Harris's Getting Claude "OverThere": Sources for Book Four
of Cather's One of Ours for the Journal of Narrative Theory (erit). Journal of Narrative
Theory, 35 (July 2005), 259-66.
Swenson, Jeffrey. Art and the Immigrant: The Other as Muse in Cather's My Amonia and
R~lvaag's Boat of Longing (crit). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 16-30.
Trout.' Steven. From "The Namesake" to One of Ours: Willa Cather on War (crit). American
Literary Realism, 37 (Winter 2005), 117-40.
- - ' Seeing the Rattlesnake in Willa Cather's My Antonia (crit). Isle: Interdisciplinary
-Studies in Literature and Environment, 12 (January 2005), 99-114.
Vanderlaan, Kimbe~ly Marie. T~e Arts and Artists in the Fiction of Henry James, Edith
Wharton and WIlla Cather (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Delaware, 2005.
Wilson, Anna.. Ca~o~cal Relations: Willa Cather, America, <l;nd The Professor's House (crit).
Texas StudIes III Literature and Language, 47 (Spring 2005), 61-74.
Worden, Da~el. "I Like to Be Like a Man": Female Masculinity in Willa Cather's 0 Pioneers.'
and My Antonia (crit). Willa Cather Newsletter & Review, 49 (October 2005), 28-29.

Chesnutt, Charles Waddell
Bentley, ~ancy: The Strange Career of Love and Slavery: Chesnutt, Engels, Masoch (crit).
Amencan Lllerary History, 17 (Fa112ooS). 460-85.
Cash, W~ley. "Those Folks Downstairs Believe in Ghosts": The Eradication of Folklore in
the Llt~rature ?fC~arles W. Ches~utt (crit). CLAJoumal, 49 (December 200S), 184-204.
Negrea, Irma C. ThiS Damned Busmess of Colour": PaSSing in African American Novels
and Memoirs (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Lehigh D, 2005.
Okuda, Akiyo Ito. Literary Re-Constructionists: The Makers and Makings of Charles Chesnutt's
The Marrow o~Tradition, ~homas .Dixon's The Leopard's Spots, and Walter Hines Page's The
Southerner (cnt). Ph.D. DissertatIon, D North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 200S.
Petrie, Paul R. Conscience and Purpose: Fiction and Social Consciousness in Howells
Jewett, Chesnutt, and Cather (crit). Tuscaloosa: U Alabama P, 200S.
•
Rutle?ge, G.regory~. The Epic Trickster: From Sunjata to Jim Crow (erit). Ph.D.
DIssertation, U Wisconsin, Madison, 2005.
Tucker, ~s P. ~har1es Waddell Chesnutt: Redefining Family as a Means of Establishing
IdentIty, QualIty, and Freedom (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana D Pennsylvania, 2005.

Cisneros, Sandra
Alvarez, M~a Antonia. Chicana Deconstruction of Cultural and Linguistic Borders (crit).
In~eractlOns: ~egean ~ournal of English and American Studies, 14 (April 2005), 49-59.
BolaI?, Stel!a. The Bndge We Call Home": Crossing and Bridging Spaces in Sandra
Cisneros s The House on Mango Street (crit). eSharp: Electronic Social Sciences
Humani~ie~, ~ndArts Review for Postgraduates, S (July 2005), 1-14.
•
Brackett, Vrrgmta. A Home in the Heart: The Story of Sandra Cisneros (biog; crit).
Greensboro, N.C.: Morgan Reynolds, 2005.
Dalleo, Raphael. How Cristina Garcia Lost Her Accent, and Other Latina Conversations
(crit). Latino Studies, 3 (April 2005), 3-18.
Romo,. Leticia~. ~andr~ Cisneros' "Barbie-Q": A Subversive or Hegemonic Popular Text?
(cnt). StudIes 111 Latm American Popular Culture, 24 (2005), 127-37.
Wilson, Charles E. Race and Racism in Literature (crit). Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 200S

Clemens, Samuel L.
Amare, Nicole and Alan Manning. Lynching Mark Twain, the Prophet (crit). Mark Twain
Annual, 3 (2005), lOS-H.
Arac, Jonathan. Revisiting Huck: Idol and Target (crit). Mark TwainAfinual, 3 (200S), 9-12.
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Avalos, Julio C. "An Agony of Pleasurable Suffering": Masochism and MatemalDeprivation
in Mark Twain (erit). American Imago, 62 (April 2005), 35-58.
Bausch, Susan Elaine. Crimes of Passing: The Criminalization of Blackness and
Miscegenation in U.S. Passing Narratives (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, UCLA, 2005.
Berger, Sidney E., ed. Pudd'nhead Wilson; and, Those Extraordinary Twins: Authoritative
Texts, Textual Introduction, Tables of Variants, Criticism (bib1; erit). 2nd edition. NY:

Kiskis, Michael J. Critical Humbug: Samuel Clemens' Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn (crit)
Mark Twain Annual, 3 (200S), 13-22.
.

Klau~a,. Matthew~. ".The Luminous Flash of a Single Sentence": Using Mark Twain's
DigItal Manuscnpts 10 the Pedagogy of Composition (crit). Mark Twain Annual 3 (2005)

5m

'

,

Knoell~r, Cm;istian. "A ~ofession Older Than Writing": Echoes of Huckleberry Finn in

Norton,200S.
Bennel, Sabine. Jonathan Swifts Gulliver's Travels ond Mark Twains The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn in Deutscher Sprache als Kinder- uod Jugendbuch (crit). Ph.D.

Stembeck s Travels with Charley: In Search of America (crit). Midwestern Miscellany
33 (Fa1l200S), 22-3S.
'
Krentz, C~istopher. A "Vacant Receptacle"? Blind Tom, Cognitive Difference and
Pedagogy (crit). PMlA, 120 (March 200S), SS2-S7.
'
Leath~rwood, Eric.S. M~k Twain at the Circus: Circus Culture and the Literary Ringmaster
(cnt). Ph.D. DlssertatlOn, U Southern Mississippi, 2005.
Locher, Albert. Ma.rk Tw~in Entdeckt Europa: Samuel L. Clemens in der Alten Welt (1867
und 1878179) (blOg; cm). Oberaudorf: Meissner-Druck, 2005.
- - : Mit ~ark Twain durch Europa: Samuel Langhorne Clemens in Europa (1891-1904)
(blOg; cnt). N.p., n.pub., 200S.
Messent, Peter. Mark Twain, Manhood, the Henry H. Rogers Friendship, and "Which Was
the Dream?" (crit). Ariwna Quarterly, 61 (Spring 2005), 57-84.
Messent, Peter and Louis J. Budd, eds. A Companion to Mark Twain (crit). Malden, Mass.:
Blackwell,2ooS.

Dissertation, U Bonn, 2005.
Brahm, Gabriel Noah and Forrest G. Robinson. The Jester and the Sage: Twain and Nietzsche
(crit). Nineteenth-Century Literature, 60 (September 2005),137-62.
Camfield, Gregg. In the Mirror of the Imagination: Mark Twain's Kipling (cdt). Arizona
Quarterly, 61 (Spring 200S), 8S-107.
Chadwick, Jocelyn. Huck Finn: Icon or Idol-Yet a Necessary Read (crit). Mark Twain
Annual, 3 (200S), 37-40.
Cheng, Xin. LUn Hake de Gong Li Shu yi Dao de Guan (crit). Foreign Literature StudieslWai
Guo WenKue Yan Jiu, 2 (Apri1200S), 81-86.
Chin, Jim Cheung. Realism and the Hierarchy of Racial Inclusion: Representations of
African Americans and Chinese Americans in Post-Civil War Literature and Culture (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, U Washington, 2005.
Donoghue, Denis. The American Classics: A Personal Essay (crit). New Haven, Conn.: Yale
UP,200S.
Ensor, Allison R. "Our Big New Organ Industry ": Mark Twain and the Hope-Jones Organ
Company of Elmira, New York (crit). Elmira, N.Y.: Elmira College Center for Mark Twain
Studies,200S.
Eutsey, Dwayne. God's Real Message: No.44, the Mysterious Stranger and the Influence of
Liberal Religion on Mark Twain (crit). Mark Twain Annual, 3 (2005), 53-66.
_ _. Was Huck a Unitarian? Christian Liberalism, Joseph Twichell, and Mark Twain's
Huckleberry Finn (crit). Soundings: An Interdisciplinary Journal, 88 (Apri12oo5), 43-70.
Fishkin, Shelley Fisher. Mark Twain and the Jews (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 61 (Spring
200S), 137-66.
Fulton, Joe B. The Lost Manuscript Conclusion to Mark Twain's "Corn-Pone Opinions": An
Editorial History and an Edition of the Restored Text (bibl; crit). American Literary
Realism, 37 (Spring 200S), 238-S8.
Gair, Christopher. Whitewashed Exteriors: Mark 1Wain's Imitation Whites (crit). Journal of
American Studies, 39 (August 2005), 187-205.
Gillman, Susan. In Twain's Time (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 61 (Spring 2005), 7-39.
Gribben, Alan. Mark Twain (bibl). American Literary SchOlarship, 2005, 103-26.
Gussow, Adam. Beaten Boys and Frantic Pets (crit). American Scholar, 74 (October 2005),
94-99.
Harrington, Paula. Dawson's Landing: On the Disappearance of Domesticity in a
SlaveholdingTown (crit). Mark Twain Annual, 3 (2005),91-97.
Haynes, Alexis. Mark Twain, Travel, and Transnationalism: Relocating American Literature,
1866-1910 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Oxford, Christ Church, 2005.
Hochbruck, Wolfgang. The Private History of Ambivalent Nostalgia: Mark Twain's Civil
War (crit). Zeitschrift for Anglistik undAmerikanistik, 53 (1) 2005, 39-51.
Howell, Elmo. Notes on Southern Lit. (crit). Memphis, Tenn.: Langford & Associates, 2005.
Hurt, Matthew. Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (crit). Explicator, 64 (Fall 2005),
41-44.
Ishihara, Tsuyoshi. Mark Twain in Japan: The Cultural Reception of an American Icon (crit).
Columbia: U Missouri P, 2005.
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Morris, Linda A The Eloquent Silence in "Hellfire Hotchkiss" (crit). Mark Twain Annual
3 (200S), 43-S1.
'

I

I

Nissen, Ax~1. A ~ramp at Home: Huckleberry Finn, Romantic Friendship, and the Homeless
Man (cnt). Nmeteemh-Century Literature, 60 (June 2005), 57-86.
Obenz.inger, ~mton. Better Dreams: Political Satire and Twain's Final "Exploding" Novel
(cnt). Amana Quarterly, 61 (Spring 200S), 167-84.
- _ . On Being a Traitor (crit). JAC, 2S (2) 200S, 24S-S6.
Park, Haein. Rome in America: Protestant Literary Responses to Catholicism 1865-1940
(crtt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U California, San Diego, 2005.
'
Polley, Diana Hope. Trans~istorical Emerson: "Republic of the Spirit" in Twain, James,
Wharton, and Cather (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, City U of New York, 2005.
Powers, Ron. Mark Twain: A LIfe (biog). NY: Free Press, 2005.
Pratt, ~. Michael. A Fossil Guide to Mark Twain's Essay, "Was the World Made for Man?"
(cnt). Mark Twain Annual, 3 (200S), 80-89.
Railton, Stephen. Mark Twain Tries to Get the Last Laugh: Hadleyburg and Other
Performances (crit). Mark Twain Annual, 3 (2005), 23-36.
Rasmussen, R. ~ent. ~ritical Companion to Mark Twain: A LI'terary Reference to His Lfe
and Work (bIOg; cnt). 2nd ed. NY: Facts on File, 2005.
Robinson, Forrest G. The General and the Maid: Mark Twain on Ulysses S. Grant and Joan
of Arc (crit). Arizana Quarterly, 61 (Spring 200S), 41-S6.
Rohman, Cha~. A Great Dark: Mark Twain's Continuing Voyage into Uncertainty (crit).
Mark Twam Annual, 3 (2005), 67-80.
Rowe, John Carlos. Mark Twain's Critique of Globalization (Old and New) in Following the
Equator, a Journey Around the World (1867) (crit). Arizona Quarterly 61 (Spring 2005)
109-3S.
'
,
Ryan, Ann Marie. Missing the Joke: Twain, Freud, and the Fate of Women's Humor (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, U Virginia, 2005.
Scott, Kevin Mic?ael. ."There's More Honor": Reinterpreting Tom and the Evasion in
Huckleberry FInn (cnt). Studies in the Novel, 37 (July 200S), 187-207.
Sloan, Karen. Twain'sAdventures of Huckleberry Finn (crit). Explicator. 63 (Spring 2005)
lS9-64.
"
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Smith, David Lionel. Mark Twain, Pretexts, Iconoclasm (crit). Arizona Quarterly, 61 (Spring
2005), 185-95.
Takahashi, Sakutaro. "Kotoba~Zukai no Yoi" Hakku: Huckleberry Finn no Otsu no Hogen
(crit), Eigo SeineniRising Generation, 151 (September 2005),347-51.
Trombley, Laura Skandera. "She Wanted to Kill": Jean Clemens and Postictal Psychosis
(crit). American Literary Realism, 37 (Spring 2005), 225-37.
Wilson, Charles E. Race andRacism ill Literature (crit). Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2005.

Yi, Jihoon. Problems of the Comic Devices of Pseudo-Death and Transvestism in Mark
Twain's Is He Dead? (erit), Journal oj Modern British alld American Drama, 18
(December 2005),137-63.
Youngberg, Quentin. Morphology of Manifest Destiny: The Justified Violence of John
O'Su11ivan, Hank Morgan, and George W. Bush (crit). Canadian Review of American
Studies, 35 (3) 2005, 315-33.
Connell, Evan S.
Oppenheimer, Mark. An Era of Awkward Obsession: Evan Connell's WASPS, Spent and
Repressed, Offered the Truest View of American Alienation (crit). Believer, 3 (February
2005),9-15.
Cook, George Cram
Murphy, Brenda. The Provincetown PLayers and the Culture of Modernity (crit). NY:
Cambridge U P, 2005.
Noe, Marcia and Robert Lloyd Marlowe. Suppressed Desires and Tickless Time: An
Intertextual Critique of Modernity (crit). American Drama, 14 (January 2005), 1-14.
Coover, Robert
Domsch, Sebastian. Absenz, SimuLation, Karneval: Eine Untersuchung der Postmodernen
Erzahlveifahren in Robert Coovers Romanwerk (crit). Trier: Wissenschaftlicher Verlag
Trier, 2005.
Heuer, Renko. Pierre, the Lucky Avatar: Linking Robert Coover's The Adventures of Lucky
Pierre with Hyperfiction (crit). PhiN: Philologie im Netz, 34 (2005), 28-47.
Hildago Downing, Laura. Reading R. Coover's "Quenby and Ola, Swede and Carl": An
Empirical Study on Reference and Story Interpretation (crit). European Journal of
English Studies, 9 (August 2005),155-68.
Seibel, Markus. The Reservoir of Robert Coover's Lucky Pierre (crit). PhiN: Philologie im
Netz, 34 (2005), 70-91.
Crane, Hart
Combs, Robert. Affinities Between the Poetry of Hart Crane and the Plays of Eugene O'Neill
(crit). Eugene O'Neill Review, 27 (2005), 51-60.
Golding, Alan C. The Dial, The Little Review, and the Dialogics of Modernism (crit).
American Periodicals, 15 (1) 2005, 42-55.
Hodge, Deckard Francis. Expatriate Modernisms: Border Crossing in the 1920s (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U California, Riverside, 2005.
Miyake, Akiyoshi. Hart Crane, "Chaplinesque": Yuki to Kibo no Gensen to Shite no Shi
(crit). Eigo SeineniRising Generation, 151 (May 2005),104-05.
Nodelman, Joshua Nelson. Reading Engineered Spaces: Bridges as Texts in Modern
American Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Alberta, 2005.
Rehder, Robert. Stevens, Williams, Crane, and the Motivefor Metaphor (crit). NY: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2005.
Snediker, Michael. Hart Crane's Smile (crit). ModerniSm/Modernity, 12 (November 2005),
629-58.
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Delbanco, Nicholas
Baker, John F. PW Interview: Nicholas Delbanco, Past as Prologue (I). Publishers Weekly,
252 (10 Jan. 2005), 35.
Mewshaw, Michael. Travel, Travel Writing, and the Literature of Travel (crit). South Central
Review, 22 (Summer 2005), 2-10.
Dell, Floyd
Wakesberg,'Si. Concerning Floyd Dell (crit). Bloomsbury Review, 25 (January 2005), 18.
Derleth, August
Grant, Kenneth B. August Derleth's Self-Promotion (cdt). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 46-52.
_ _. Friendship, Finance, and Art: Charles Scribner's Sons' Relationship with Ernest
Hemingway and August Derleth (crit). Midwestern Miscellany, 33 (Spr. 2005), 29-41.
Donnelly, Ignatius L.
Tyree, J .M. Ignatius Donnelly, Prince of Cranks (crit). Believer, 3 (August 2005), 5-14.
Dorn, Edward
Brinton, Ian. Black Mountain in England, 2 (crit). PN Review, 31 (May 2005),74-77.
Dos Passos, John
Carr, Virginia Spencer. ''Looking Homeward" Was Not the Problem, But Dealing with It If One
Dared Make the Leap: A Biographer Examines Its Toll Upon Carson McCullers, John Dos
Passos, Paul Bowles, and Thomas Wolfe (crit). Thomas Wolfe Review, 29 (1-2) 2005, 91-97.
Herget, Winfried. "All Words Are Created Equal": Uber Amerikanische Versuche, Sich von
den "Hofischen Musen" Freizuschreiben (crit). LiteratunvissenschaJtliches Jahrbuch im
Auftrage der Gorres-Gesellschaft, 46 (2005), 149-67.
Hock, Stephen. "Stories Told Sideways out of the Big Mouth": John Dos Passos's Bazinian
Camera Eye (crit). Literature/Film Quarterly, 33 (1) 2005, 20-27.
Juncker, Clara. Dos Passos and Hemingway (biog). Odense: Center for American Studies,
U Southern Denmark, 2005.
Koch, Stephen. The Breaking Point: Hemingway, Dos Passos, and the Murder ofJose Robles
(biog). NY: Counterpoint, 2005.
Koloze, Jeff. An EthicalAnaLysis of the Portrayal ofAbortion in American Fiction: Dreiser,
Hemingway, Faulkner, Dos Passos, Brautigan, and Irving (crit). Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin
Mellen, 2005.
Packer, George. The Spanish Prisoner: When Hemingway and Dos Passos Went to War (rev)
New Yorker, 81 (31 October 2005),82-87.
Packer, Matthew 1. Mimetic Desire in John Dos Passos's U.S.A. Trilogy (crit). Papers on
Language and Literature. 41 (Apri12005), 215-31.
Pala, Mauro. Allegorie Metropolitane: Metropoli Come Poetiche Moderniste in Berlin
Alexanderplatz diAlfredDoblin e Manhattan Transfer diJohn Dos Passos (crit). Cagliari:
Cooperativa Universitaria Editrice Cagliaritana, 2005.
Douglas, Lloyd C.
Bourget, Jean-Loup. God Is Dead, or Through a Glass Darkly (crit). Bright Lights Film
lournal, 48 (May 2005), unpaginated.
Dove,Rita
Dungy, Camille. Interview with Rita Dove (I). CallaLoo, 28 (October 2005),1027-40.
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Card~zo-Kane, ~aren M. !rauma's Palimpsests: The Narrative Cycles of Louise Erdrich and
Richard Rodriguez (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Massachusetts, Amherst, 2005.
Kirch, Claire. Marching to the Beat of Her Own Drum (I). Publishers Weekly, 252 (19 Sept.
2005),38-39.
Schoeffel, Melis~a A. What the Mother Teaches, What the Mother Learns: Representing
Motherhood 10 Novels by Barbara Kingsolver, Louise Erdrich, Ruth Ozeki, and Ana
Castillo'(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U WisconSin, Madison, 2005.
Treuer, David. Smartberries: Interpreting Erdrich's Love Medicine (crit). American Indian
Culture and Research Journal, 29 (1) 2005, 21-36.

Dreiser, Theodore
Armstrong. Stephen R. Persistent Optimism and Recurrent Skepticism: Herbert Spencer and
the United States (erit). Ph.D. Dissertation, City U New York, 2005.
Devlin, Athena. Between Profits and Primitivism: Shaping White Middle-Class Masculinity
in the United States, 1880-1917 (erit). New York: Routledge, 2005.
Dore, Florence. The Novel and the Obscene: Sexual Subjects in American Modernism (erit).
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford U P,2005.
Dvorak, Jack. May Calvert: Dreiser's Lifelong Teacher (crit), Dreiser Studies, 36 (Winter
2005),3-29.
England, Melanie. Thoroughly Modern Carrie: Theodore Dreiser, Modernism and the
Historical Moment (erit). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 88-94.
Gross, Andrew S. Cars, Postcards, and Patriotism: Tourism and National Politics in the
United States, 1893-1929 (crit). Pacific Coast Philology, 40 (2005), 77-97.
Juras, Uwe. Pleasing to the "I": The Culture of Personality and Its Representations in
Theodore Dreiser and F. Scott Fitzgerald (crit). New York: Peter Lang, 2005.
Koloze, Jeff. An EthicalAnalysis of the Portrayal ofAbortion in American Fiction: Dreiser,
Hemingway, Faulkner, Dos Passos, Brautigan, and Irving (crit). Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin
Mellen, 2005.
Loving, Jerome. The Last Titan: A Life of Theodore Dreiser (biog; crit). Berkeley: U
California P, 2005.
Markov, Nina. Class, Culture, and Capital in Sister Carrie (crit). Dreiser Studies, 36
(Summer 2005), 3-27.
Smith, Roger W. ADreiser Checklist, 2004 (bibl). Dreiser Studies, 36 (Summer 2005), 49-54.
Supriya. The Duality of Mind and Material in American Literature: Theodore Dreiser; the
Man and the Novelist (biog; crit). Jaipur: Book Enclave, 2005.
Totten, Gary. Dreiser and the Writing Market: New Letters on the Publication History of
Jennie Gerhardt (bib1; crit). Dreiser Studies, 36 (Summer 2005), 28-48.
Walker, Maggie. Dreiser's "Other Self': The Life of Arthur Henry (biog). McKinleyville,
Calif.: Fithian Press, 2005.
Zaluda, Scott. Opera Review: An American Tragedy at the Metropolitan Opera (crit; rev).
Dreiser Studies, 36 (Winter 2005), 30-41.

Ets, Marie Hall
Mari' Horu Ettsu Rushi Kazunzu Ehon no Tsukurikata Nisengo (biog; crit).

Eugenides, Jeffrey
Collado-Rodriguez, Francisco. Back to Myth and Ethical Compromise: Garcia Marquez's
Traces on Jeffrey Eugenides s The Virgin Suicides (crit). Atlantis: Revista de fa
Asociaci6n Espanola de Estudios Anglo-Norteamericanos, 27 (December 2005), 27-40.
Grabbe, Katharina. Geschwisterliebe: Verbotenes Begehren in Literarischen Texten deT
Gegenwart (crit). Bielefeld: Aisthesis-Verlag, 2005.
Farmer, Philip Jose
Eckert, Win Scott, ed. Myths for the Modern Age: Philip Jose Farmer's Wold Newton
Universe (crit). Austin, Tex.: MonkeyBrain Books, 2005.
Farrell, James T.
Onkey, Lauren. James Farrell's Studs Lonigan Trilogy and the Anxieties of Race (crit). EireIreland: A Journal of Irish Studies, 40 (October 2005), 104-18.
Ferber, Edna
Meade, Marion. Bobbed Hair and Bathtub Gin: Writers Running Wild in the Twenties (crit).
Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt, 2005.
Parry, Sally E. If George Babbitt Were a Woman (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter,
13 (2) 2005, 4.
Ficke, Arthur Davison
Churchill, Suzanne W. The Lying Game: Others and the Great Spectra Hoax of 1917 (crit).
American Periodicals, 15 (1) 2005, 23-41.

Eberhart, Mignon G.
Cypert, Rick. America's Agatha Christie: Mignon Good Eberhart, Her Life and Works (biog;
crit). Selinsgrove, Pa.: Susquehanna U P, 2005.

Engle, Paul
Clemente, Vince. Paul Engle's Long Reach: From Iowa City to Long Island (crit). South
Carolina Review, 37 (Apri12005), 186-91.
Erdrich, Louise
Brozzo, Shirley. Food forThought: APostcolonial Study of Food Imagery in Louise Erdrich's
Antelope Wife (crit). Studies in American Indian Literatures, 17 (1) 2005, 1-15.

Tokyo:

Bijutsushuppansha,2005.

Dunbar, Paul Laurence
Black, Daniel P. Literary Subterfuge: Early African American Writing and the Trope of the
Mask (crit). CIA Journal, 48 (June 2005), 387-403.

Elkin, Stanley
Couturier, Maurice. The Subjects in and out of the Text (erit). Critique, 46 (Apn12005), 179-89.
Dougherty, David C., ed. A Casebook on Stanley Elkin! The Dick Gibson Show (crit).
Normal, I!l.: Da1key Archive, 2005.
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Fitzgerald, F. Scott
Berman, Ronald. Modernity and Progress: Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Orwell (crit).
Tuscaloosa: U Alabama P, 2005.
Broccoli, Matthew J. Getting It Wrong: Resetting The Great Gatsby (crit). Columbia, S.C.:
N.puh., 2005.
Caldicott, Mark John. The Post-Expressivist Tum: Four American Novels and the AuthorFunction (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Adelaide, 2005.
Cervo, Nathan A. Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby (crit). Explicator, 63 (Spring 2005), 169-70.
Coka1, Susann. Caught in the Wrong Story: Psychoanalysis and Narrative Structure in Tender
. Is the Night (c.rit). Texas Studies in Literature and Language, 47 (Spring 2005), 75-100.
Glbb, Thomas. FItzgerald's The Great Gatsby (crit). Explicator, 63 (Winter 2005), 96-98.
Goldleaf, Steven. "Our Local Heavens": F. Scott Fitzgerald's Years on Long Island and iiI
New York City, 1922-1924 (exhibit catalog). New York: Hofstra Museum, Hofstra U
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loge, M. Thomas. Jay Gatsby and the Little Tramp: F. Scott Fitzgerald and Charlie Chaplin
(crit). Studies if! Popular Culture, 28 (October 2005), 61-69.
James, Pearl. History and Masculinity in F. Scott Fitzgerald's This Side oj Paradise (erit),
Modern Fiction Studies, 51 (Spring 2005),1-33.
Juras, Uwe. PleaSing to the "1": The Culture of Personality and Its Representations in
Theodore Dreiser and F. Scott Fitzgerald (erit). New York: Peter Lang, 2005
Justice, Hilary K. and Robert W. Trogdon. Fitzgerald and Hemingway (bibl). American
Literary Scholarship, 2005, 201-13.
McDonald, larorn Lyle. Sport, Status, Narrative, and Nation: Sport Culture as Social Analysis
in the Fiction ofF. Scott Fitzgerald (erit), Ph.D. Dissertation, U Maryland, 2005.
McGowan, Philip. The American Carnival of The Great Gatsby (crit). Connotations: A
lournalfor Critical Debate, 15 (1-3) 2005, 143-58.
Magistrale, Tony. AModest Letter in Response to The Great Gatsby, Bakhtin's Carnival, and Professor
Bevilacqua (crit). Conllotations: Aloumalfor Critical Debate, 15 (1-3) 2005, 167-70.
Mori, Shin'ichiro. Fittsujerarudo Idaina Gyatsubi to "Shojikisa" no Mondai (crit). Eigo
SeineniRising Generation, 151 (April 2005), 33-37.
Noble, Donald R., ed. Zelda & Scott/Scott & Zelda: New Writings on Their Works, Lives,
and Times (biog; crit). Albany, N.Y.: Whitson, 2005.
Noma, Shoji. Nikku wa Doshite Sonnani Hayaku Kokyo ni Modotta no Ka?: Idaina Gyatsubi
Saidoku (crit). Studies in American Literature [Osaka], 42 (2005), 35-50.
Rielly, Edward J. F. Scott Fitzgerald: A Biography (biog; crit). Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 2005.
Schafer, Gerd. Hilftexter in Hollywood: F. Scott Fitzgeralds Werk Zwischen Kontinenten
und K,sten (crit). Merkur: Deutsche Zeitschriftfiir Europdisches Denken, 59 (August
2005),720-23.
Shephard, Richard. F. Scott Fitzgerald (biog; crit). Harpenden, Herts.: Pocket Essentials,
2005.
Tosches, Nick. A Jazz Age Autopsy (crit). Vanity Fair, 47 (May 2005), 174, 176, 178, 180,
182, 184-91.
Tratner, Michael. Bakhtin and History: A Response to Winifred Bevilacqua (crit).
Connotations: A lournalfor Critical Debate, 15 (1-3) 2005, 159-66.
West, James L. W. The Perfect Hour: The Romance ofF. Scott Fitzgerald and Ginevra King,
His First Love (biog; crit). NY: Random House, 2005.
Will, Barbara. The Great Gatsby and the Obscene Word (crit). College Literature, 32 (Fall
2005), 125-44.
Franzen, Jonathan
Marcus, Ben. Why Experimental Fiction Threatens to Destroy Publishing, Jonathan Franzen,
and Life as We Know It (crit). Hatper~, 311 (October 2005),39-52.
Ribbat, Christoph. The Washcloth at the Bottom of the Pile: A Conversation with Jonathan
Franzen (I). Anglistik und Englischunterricht, 66 (2005),83-91.

Frederick, John T.
Lutz, Tom. The Cosmopolitan Midland (crit). American Periodicals, 15 (1) 2005, 74-85.
French, Alice
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Fuller, Henry Blake
Slide, Anthony. Lost Gay Novel: Henry Blake Fuller's Bertram Copes Year (Ralph Fletcher
Seymour, 1919) (crit). Harrington Gay Men's Fiction Quarterly, 7 (1) 2005,137-42.
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Gag, Wanda
Swain, Gwenyth. Wanda Gag: StorybaokArtist (biog; crit). St. Paul, Minn.: Borealis Books, 2005.
Gale, Zona,
Knight, Denise D. "All the Facts of the Case": Gilman's Lost Letter to Dr. S. Weir Mitchell
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Stanton, David M. Rediscovering John Gardner: A Moral Writer in Search of His Legacy
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Gass, William H.
F~gel, Stanley. William H. Gass (crit). Review of Contemporary Fiction, 25 (Summer 2005), 745.
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Archive, 2005.
Schenkenberg, Stephen. William H. Gass (Writer) (I). Believer, 3 (November 2005), 61-67.
Schwerdtfeger, Barbara. Ethics in Postmodern Fiction: DonaldBarthelme and William Gass.
Heidelberg: Winter, 2005.
Glaspell, Susan
Ben-Zvi, Linda. Susan Glaspell: Her Life and Times (biog; crit). NY: Oxford U P, 2005.
Black, Cheryl. "M~ng Queer New Things": Queer Identities in the Life and Dramaturgy of
Susan ~laspell (cnt). lournal afDramatic Theory and Criticism, 20 (October 2005), 49-64.
Bryan, Patncia L. MidnightAssassin: A Murder in America 's Heartland (biog). Chapel HilI,
N.C.: Algonquin Books, 2005.
Marsh, Kelly A. Dead Husbands and Other "Girls' Stuff': The Trifles in Legally Blonde (crit).
Literature/Film Quarterly, 33 (3) 2005, 201-06.
Murphy, Brenda. The Provincetown Players and the Culture of Modernity (cnt). NY:
Cambridge U P, 2005.
Noe, Marcia and Robert Lloyd Marlowe. Suppressed Desires and Tickless Time: An
Intertextual Critique of Modernity (crit). American Drama, 14 (January 2005), 1-14.
Grey, Zane
King, Robert W. Tales of Enchantment: Southwest Literature and Its Cultural Work, 18851930 (ctit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Utah, 2005.
Pauly, Thomas H. Zane Grey: His Life, His Adventures, His Women (biog; crit). Urbana: U
Illinois P, 2005.
Pfeiffer, Charles G. Zane Grey: A Study in Values; Above and Beyond the West (crit). Aurora,
,
Colo.: Zane Grey's West Society, 2005.
Ventura, Michael. A Strange Up-Flinging (crit). Black Clock, 4 (October 2005), 11-13.
Gunn,James E.
Bengels, Barbara. The He(art) of Communication in James E. Gunn's The Listeners (crit).
New York Review of Science Fiction, 17 (February 2005), 12-14.
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Hansberry, Lorraine
Ardolino, Frank. Hansberry's Raisin in the Sun (crit). Explicator, 63 (Spring 2005), 181 ~83.
Bean, Annemarie. Black (play) Is ... Black (Play) Ain't: The Gumbo of Theatrical Blackness
(crit). Theatre Journal, 57 (December 2005), 608-10.
Gill, Glenda. Sean Combs's 2004 Broadway Portrayal of Walter Lee Younger in Lorraine
Hansberry's Raisin in the Sun (crit). Journal of American Drama and Theatre, 17 (4)
2005,57-76.

Harrison, Jim
Bunge. Nancy. Influencing Each Other through the Mail: William Stafford's and Marvin
Bell's Segues and Jim Harrison's and Ted Kooser's Braided Creek (crit). Midwestern
MisceliallY, 33 (Fall 2005), 48-56,

Engel, Terry. Jim Harrison's True North: A Contemporary Nick Adams Grows up in
Hemingway's "Big Two-Hearted River Country" (crit). Philological Review, 31 (April
2005),17-3\.
Passot, Agnes. Jim Harrison, la Vie en Ses Extremes (crit). Etudes, 403 (December 2005),
698-701.

Hassler, Jon
Plut, Joseph. Conversation with Jon Hassler: Grand Opening (crit). Renascence: Essays on
Values in Literature, 57 (Spring 2005), 219-36.

Hayden, Robert
Bloom, Harold, ed. Robert Hayden (biog; cnt). Philadelphia: Chelsea House, 2005.

Heinlein, Robert A.
West, Chris. Perverting Science Fiction: Thinking the Alien Within the Genre (crit).
Foundation: The International Review of Science Fiction, 34 (July 2005), 100-17.

Hemingway, Ernest
Affinati, Eraldo. EraldoAffinati Legge Quaramanove Raccollti di Herest Hemingway (crit).
Pesaro: Metauro, 2005.
Aguilera Linde, Mauricio D. Hemingway and Gender: Biography Revisited (biog; crit).
Atlantis: Revista de la Asociacidn Espaifola de Estudios Anglo-Norteamericanos, 27
(December 2005), 15-26.
Azevedo, Milton M. Addio, Adieu, Adi6s: A Farewell to Anns in Three Romance Languages
(crit). Hemingway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 22-42.
Bajpai, Virendra Kumar. Ernest Hemingway: A Study of His Prose (crit). New Delhi: Rajat,
2005.
Barloon, Jim. Very Short Stories: The Miniaturization of War in Hemingway's In Our Time
(crit). Hemingway Review, 24 (Spring 2005), 5-17.
Barnard, Timothy L. "Far out Past"; Hemingway, Manhood, and Modernism (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, College of William and Mary, 2005.
Beegel, Susan F. A Guide to Marine Life in Ernest Hemingway's The Old Man alld the Sea
(crit). Resources for American Literary Study, 30 (2005), 236-315.
Berman, Ronald. Modernity and Progress: Fitzgerald, Hemillgway, Orwell (cdt).
Tuscaloosa: U Alabama P, 2005.
Bittner, John. "Vie Hors Serie, Fin Dramatique": The Paris Press Coverage of the Death of
Ernest Hemingway (crit). Hemingway Review, 24 (Spring 2005), 73-86.
Bredendick, Nancy. Death in the Afternoon as Seen by Tomas arts-Ramos (Uno al Sesgo)
(crit). Hemingway Review, 24 (Spring 2005), 41-61.
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Bren?en, Carlene. Hemingway's Cats: An Illustrated Biography (biog). Sarasota, Fla.:
PIneapple Press, 2005.
Calloway, Katherine. "Pulvis et Umbra Sumus": Horace in Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises
(crit), Hemillgway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 120-31.
Chakrabarty, Prosanta. Papa's Fish: A Note on Neomerinthe Hemingwayi (biog). Hemingway
Review, 25 (Fall 2005), lO9-11.
Cirino, Mark. "You Don't Know the Italian Language Well Enough": The Bilingual Dialogue
of A Farewell to Arms (crit). Hemingway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 43-62.
Cohen, Milton A. Hemingway's Laboratory: The Paris In Our Time (crit). Tuscaloosa: U
Alabama P, 2005,
Cope: Karin. Passionate Collaborations: Learning to Live with Gertrude Stein (crit).
VIctoria, B.C.: ELS Editions, 2005.
Dai, Gui~u .. Co~g S.ang Zho~g wei Shei er Ming Guan kui Haimingwei de Sheng tai N. Xing
Zhu yl YI Shl (cnt). Forelgn Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue YanJiu, 2 (April 2005)
lO5-ll,174-75.
'
DeFazio, Albert 1., III and Patrick Gregg. Current Bibliography: Annotated (bib).
Hemingway Review, 24 (Spring 2005), 106-12.
- - ' Current Bibliography: Annotated (bibl). Hemingway Review, 25 (Fa112005), 146-50.
Dow, Wit.liam. The Perils of Ir~ny in Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises (crit). Etudes
Anglmses: Grande-Bretaglle, Etats-Unis, 58 (April 2005), 178-92.
Eby, Carl. "He Felt the Change So That It Hurt Him All Through": Sodomy and Transvestic
Hallucination in Hemingway (crit). Hemingway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 77-95.
Engel, Terry. Jim Harrison's True North: A Contemporary Nick Adams Grows up in
Hemingway's "Big Two-Hearted River Country" (crit). Philological Review, 31 (April
2005),17-31
Fantina, Richard. Ernest Hemingway: Machismo and Masochism (biog; crit). NY: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2005.
G6mez, Marlene. Ernest Hemingway: La Pasion de Escribir (biog; crit). Mexico: Editores
Mexicanos Undos, 2005.
Grant, Kenneth B. Friendship, Finance, and Art: Charles Scribner's Sons' Relationship with
Ernest Hemingway and August Derleth (cdt). Midwestem Miscellany, 33 (Spr. 2005), 29-41.
Hishmeh, Richard Emile. Romantic Genius and Literary Celebrity in American Literature
(cdt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U California, Riverside, 2005.
Hodge, Deckard Francis. Expatriate Modernisms: Border Crossing in the 1920s (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U California, Riverside, 2005.
Imamura, Tateo. Heminguwei no Kotoba (crit). Tokyo: ShinchMsha, 2005.
Juncker, Clara. Dos Passos and Hemingway (biog). Odense: Center for American Studies,
U Southern Denmark, 2005.
Justice, Hi~ary~. Music a~ the Finca Vigia: A Preliminary Catalog of Hemingway s Audio
CollechOn (blbl), Hemmgway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 96-108,
- - and Robert W. Trogdon. Fitzgerald and Hemingway (bibl). American Literary
Scholarship, 2005, 201-13.
Kaufmann, Michael. The Solace of Bad Form: Tim O'Brien's Postmodemist Revisions of
Vietnam in "Speaking of Courage" (crit). Critique, 46 (Summer 2005), 333-43.
K~rn, Alfred. About Literary Wars (cdt). War, Literature, and the Arts, 170-2), 146-61.
Killmann, Hans-Joachim. Ernest Hemingwayfs Short Story Technique: A Study (crit).
Frankfurt am Main: Selbstverlag, 2005.
Koch, Stephen. The Breaking Point: Hemingway, Dos Passos, and the Murderof Jose Robles
(biog). NY: Counterpoint, 2005.
Koloze, Jeff. An EthicalAnalysis of the Portrayal ofAbortion in American Fiction: Dreiser,
Hemingway, Faulkner, Dos Passos, Brautigan, alld Irving (crit). Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin
Mellen, 2005,
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Kusaka, Yosuke. Heminguwei Hirointachi no Shozo (biog; erit). Tokyo: Sairyksha, 2005.
Libedinsky, Juana. Un Crimen Contra Todo 10 Bueno (crit). Suplemento Cultura La Naci6n
(Buenos Aires), January 2005, 3.
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(crit). Marburg: Tectum Verlag, 2005
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Germanisch~Romanische Monatsschrift, 55 (4) 2005, 441-50.
Pustienne, Jean~Pierre. Ernest Hemingway (biog; crit). Paris: Fitway, 2005.
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Correspondence (crit). Hemingway Review, 24 (Spring 2005), 87~93.
Rovit, Earl and Arthur Waldhorn, eds. Hemingway and Faulkner in Their Time (crit). NY:
Continuum, 2005.
Sanderson, Rena, ed. Hemingway's Italy: New Perspectives (ccit). Baton Rouge: Louisiana
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Schmigalle, Gunther. "How People Go to Hell": Pessimism, Tragedy, and Affinity to
Schopenhauer in The Sun Also Rises (crit). Hemingway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 7~21.
Seals, Marc. Trauma Theory and Hemingway's Lost Paris Manuscripts (crit). Hemingway
Review, 24 (Spring 2005), 62-72.'
Shimamura, Norio. Heminguwei: Hito to Bungaku (biog; crit). Tokyo: Benseihuppan, 2005.
Sigurd, Jan. Hemingways Sista Flamma (biog; crit). Malmo: Bra Bocker, 2005.
Sollars, Werner. Hemingway, Film Nair, and the Emergence of a Twentieth~Century
American Style (crit). REAL: The Yearbook of Research in English alld American
Literature, 21 (2005), 45-55.
Stoltzfus, Ben. Sartre, Nada, and Hemingway's African Stories (crit). Comparative
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Strathern, Paul. Hemingway in 90 Minutes (biog; crit). Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2005.
Traber, Daniel S. Performing the Feminine inA Farewell to Arms (crit). Hemingway Review,
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Umun y, Himmet. Hemingway in Turkey: Historical Contexts and Cultural Intertexts (crit).
Belletell, 69 (Apri12005), 629-42.
Vince, Raymond Michael. War, Heroism, and Narrative: Hemingway, Tolkien, and Ie Carre,
Storytellers to the Modern World (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Florida, 2005.
Voeller, Carey. "He Only Looked Sad the Same Way I Felt": The Textual Confessions of
Hemingway's Hunters (crit). Hemingway Review, 25 (Fall 2005), 63~76.
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Wu, Ran. ''fing Han" Haimingwei: Zuo Pin yu Ren Sheng de yan Yi (biog; crit). Beijing:
Kun Lun Chu Ban She, 2005.
Yi, Seung~Bok. The Meaning of Courage in Relation to Gender Identification in the War
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Zhang, Wei. Haimingwei Xiao Shuo de Xu Shi yi Shu (crit). Shanghai: Shanghai she Hui ke
Xue Yuan Chu Ban She, 2005.
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Beecher Stowe to Edith Wharton (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Boston U, 2005.
Browne, Neil. Pivots, Reversals, and Things in the Aesthetic Economy of Howells's The Rise
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Ph.D. Dissertation, U Washington, 2005.
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Hughes, Langston
De Santis, Christopher C., ed. Langston Hughes: A Documentary Volume (crit). Detroit:
Thomson Gale, 2005.
Dolinar, Brian ..Where .History Turned Another Page: The Black Popular Art of Langston
Hughes, OllIe Harnngton, and Chester Himes (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Claremont
Graduate U, 2005.
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Miller, R. Baxter. Reinvention and Globalization in Hughes's Stories (crit). MEL US, 30
(Spring 2005), 69-83
Ponce, Martin Joseph. Langston Hughes's Queer Blues (crit). Modern Language Quarterly,
66 (December 2005), 505-37,
Scott, William. Motivos of Translation: Nicolas Guillen and Langston Hughes (crit). New
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Smith, Arthur E.E. Langston Hughes: Life and Works Celebrating Black Dignity (biog, crit).
Freetown, Sierra Leone: Spectrum Production Books, 2005.
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Bordat, Francis. Two Puzzling Shots (erit),
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Bunge, Nancy. Influencing Each Other through the Mail: William Stafford's and Marvin
Bell's Segues and Jim Harrison's and Ted Kooser's Braided Creek (crit). Midwestern
Miscellany, 33 (Fall 2005), 48-56,
Challander, Craig. A Sure Sign (cnt). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 352-54.
Dacey, Philip. The School of Ted (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 355-56.
Evans, David Allan. Ted Kooser: An Appreciation (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer
2005),356-59,
Hansen, Twyla. Tuesdays with Ted (crit; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 359-60.
Homer, Art. Fathers and Sons and Favorite Dogs: A Letter to Ted Kooser (crit). Midwest
Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 360-65,
Kennedy, JackL. Critics and Gyros (crit; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005),365-66.
Kloefkorn, William. Inhalations (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 366-72.
Kuzma, Greg. Ted (crit; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 372-78.
Low, Dennis. Sight in Motion: The Poetry of Ted Kooser (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46
(Summer 2005), 396-401,
McCallum, Paul. Teasing Out the Lies, Stitching in the Life: Ted Kooser's Poetry Writing
Seminar, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Spring 1988 (cnt; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46
(Summer 2005), 407-10,
McDougall, Jo. Of Time, Place, and Eternity: Ted Kooser at the Crossroads (crit). Midwest
Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 410-13,
Mason, David. Ted Kooser at Home (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 401-07.
Meats, Stephen. An Interview with Ted Kooser (I), Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 335-43.
Nathan, Leonard and Carol Nathan. "A Glimpse of the Eternal" (crit). Midwest Quarterly,
46 (Summer 2005), 413-15,
Sanders, Mark. Portraits of Kooser (crit; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 415-20.
Sheldon, William. Evening Light: The Importance of Ted Kooser's Poetry (crit). Midwest
Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 420-22,
Stewart-Nunez, Christine. For Ted (crit; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 422-24.
Vinz, Mark. The Poet's Eye (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 424-26.
Walker, Jeanne Murray. Watching Kooser Hand Over Nebraska (cdt). Midwest Quarterly,
46 (Summer 2005), 426-30,
Welch, Don. The Love of the Well-Made (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 431-32.
Winger, Debra. Ted Kooser Plus (crit; M). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 432-33.
Woessner, Warren. Let Us Now Praise Rusty Tractors-Ted Kooser and the Midwest Poetry
Renaissance (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 434-38.

Interdisciplinary Journal for Germanic

Linguistics and Semiotic Analysis, 10 (October 2005), 177-85.
HandzQ, Stephen. Imitations of Lifelessness: Sick's Ironic Tearjerker (erit). Bright Lights
Film Journal, 48 (May 2005), unpaginated.
JosephLynch, Nathalie. "They Worked, of Course": Women's Entrepreneurial Labor in 19101950's America (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U California San Diego, 2005.
Niu, Greta Ai-Yu. Perfonning White Triangles: Joan Riviere's "Womanliness as a
Masquerade" and Imitation of Life (1959) (crit). Quarterly Review of Film and Video, 22
(2) 2005, 135-44.

Inge, William
Johnson, Jeff. William Inge and the Subversion of Gender: Rewriting Stereotypes in the
Plays, Novels, and Screenplays (crit). Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 2005.
Shaffer, Bill. The Summer of Picnic (crit). Kansas Heritage, 13 (Spring 2005), 6-12.
Johnson, Josephine
Rattray, Laura. Editing the 1930s: The Lost Work of Josephine Johnson (crit). Women: A
Cultural Review, 16 (Summer 2005), 189-202.
Keillor, Garrison
Heller, Janet Ruth. The Nature of Learning in Garrison Keillor's ''Drowning 1954" and
"After a Fall" (crit), MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 53-60,
Kenyon, Jane
Hall, Donald. The Best Day the Worst Day: Life with Jane Kenyon (biog). Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 2005.

Larsen, Nella
Kinsella, W.P.
Reising, R.W. From the Big Top to the Big Leagues: Burt Lancaster's Baseball Odysseys
(Oddities?) (crit). Journal of Popular Culture, 38 (Febmary 2005), 552-63.

Askew, Gregory. Envy, Ambivalence, and the Culture of Consumption in Nella Larsen's
Passing (crit). Soundings: An Interdisciplinary Journal. 88 (3-4), 307-29.
Bausch, Susan Elaine. Crimes of Passing: The Criminalization of Blackness and
Miscegenation in U.S. Passing Narratives (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, UCLA, 2005.
Bernard, Emily. Unlike Many Others: Exceptional White Characters in Harlem Renaissance
Fiction (crit). Modernism/Modernity, 12 (3) 2005, 407-23.
DeFalco, Amelia. Jungle Creatures and Dancing Apes: Modern Primitivism and Nella
Larsen's Quicksand (crit). Mosaic, 38 (June 2005), 19-35.
Defrancis, Theresa M. Women-Writing-Women: Three American Responses to the Woman
Question (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Rhode Island, 2005.
Hodge, Deckard Francis. Expatriate MOdernisms: Border Crossing in the 1920s (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U California, Riverside, 2005.
Jenkins, Candice M. Decoding Essentialism: Cultural Authenticity and the Black
Bourgeoisie in Nella Larsen's Passing (crit). MELUS, 30 (Fall 2005), 129-54.

Kirkland, Caroline
Obuchowski, Mary Dejong. "Murdered Banquos of the Forest"; Caroline Kirkland's
Environmentalism (crit). Midwestern Miscellany, 33 (Spr. 2005), 73-79.
Kooser, Ted
Baker, David. Ted's Box (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 343-47.
Brummels, J.V. To Ted, from Two Cow (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer 2005), 347-49.
Budy, Andrea Hollander. The Things Themselves (crit). Midwest Quarterly, 46 (Summer
2005),349-51.
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Kim, Miehyeon. Race and Women's Relationship in Nella Larsen's Passing (erit). Feminist

Dooling, Michael Carroll.

Clearing the Smoke: Babbitts "Curious Inscription" (crit).
Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 14 (1) 2005, 9-10.
_ _. On a First Name Basis (biog; crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 14 (1) 2005,

Studies in English Literature, 13 (1) 2005, 27-41.

Negrea, Irina C. "This Damned Business of Colour": Passing in African American Novels
and Memoirs (erit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Lehigh U, 2005.
Prepelita-Raileanu, Brandusa. Harlem Tradition Against the Passing Solution (erit). B.A.S.:
British and American Studies, 11 (200S), 59-65.
Ransom, Portia Boulware. Black Love and the Harlem Renaissance (The Novels of Nella
Larsen, Jessie Redmon Fauset. and Zora Neale Hurston): An Essay in Ajrica/l American
Literary Criticism (eIit). Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen, 2005.

7-8.17-19.
Goldstein, Ralph. The Great American Jewish Nightmare (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society
Newsletter, 13 (2) 2005, 1, 4.
Gross, Andrew S. Cars, Postcards, and Patriotism: Tourism and National Politics in the
United States, 1893-1929 (crit). Pacific Coast Philology, 40 (2005), 77-97.
Krones, Mary. The Lorinda Mystique (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 14 (1) 2005, 5-7.
Lingeman, Richard R. "Dear Mr. Lorimer": Letters from Sinclair Lewis (corr; crit).
Minnesota History, 59 (Spring 2005), 213-19.
McGUire, David. An Empty Vision: The American Dream on Main Street (crit). Midwestern
Miscellany, 33 (Spr. 2005), 55-72.
McInnes, Paul-Vincent. Sinclair Lewis and Bret Easton Ellis "He Man" to "It-Boy": A Study
of Commodity Culture through Generations (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 13
(2) 2005, 3, 6, 11.
- - ' Surviving Modernity: Sinclair Lewis and the 1920s (erit). eSharp: Electronic Social
Sciences, Humanities, and Arts Review for Postgraduates, 4 (April 2005), 1-15.
Parry, Sally E. If George Babbitt Were a Woman (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter,
13 (2) 2005, 4.
Raymor, Thomas P. Love on the Run: BalanCing Marriage and Work (biog; crit). Sinclair
Lewis Society Newsletter, 13 (2) 2005, 15, 18.
Rowe, Dave. One View of the God-Seeker (cnt). Sinclair lewis Society Newsletter, 13 (2) 2005, 7.
Seaton, James. Religion and Literature in Sinclair Lewis and Willa Cather (erit).
MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 31-37.
Symes, Colin. From Tomorrow's Eve to High Fidelity: Novel Responses to the Gramophone
in Twentieth Century Literature (crit). Popular Music. 24 (2) 2005,193-206.

Least Heat~Moon, William
Gregory-Guider, Christopher C.
"Deep Maps": William Least Heat-Moon's
Psychogeographic Cartography (crit). eSharp: Electronic Social Sciences, Humanities,
and Arts Review for Postgraduates, 4 (Apri12005), 1-17.
Maher, Susan Naramore. Deep Mapping History: Wallace Stegner's Wolf Willow and William
Least Heat-Moan's Prairyerth: A Deep Map (crit). Heritage of the Great Plains, 38 (1)
2005,39-54.
Leiber, Fritz
Herron, Don. Dark Prince: Collecting Fritz Leiber (bib!; crit). Firsts: The Book Collector[s
Magazine, 15 (May 2005), 34-49.
Leonard, Elmore
Chow, Leslie. Pulp with a Soundtrack: Getting Elmore Leonard on Film (crit). Bright Lights
Film Journal 49 (August 2005), unpaginated.
Haut, Woody. Maximum Elmore (crit). Sight and Sound, 15 (4) 2005, 26-27.
Havis, Richard James. Cool Operator: F. Gary Gray Heats Up Travolta's Chili Return (cdt).
Film Journal International, 108 (March 2005), 10,65.
Pelecanos, George. The Best of Elmore Leonard (crit). Sight and Sound, 15 (4) 2005, 28-30.

Lovelace, Maud Hart
Sweeney, Meghan M. Checking Out America: Libraries as Agents of Acculturation in Three
Mid-Century Girls' Books (crit). Children's Literature, 33 (2005), 41-65.
See also Periodicals, below.

Leopold, AIda
Carroll, John E. The Wisdom of Small Farms and Local Food: Aldo Leopold's Land Ethic
and Sustainable Agriculture (crit). Durham, N.H.: U New Hampshire, 2005.
Dixon, Benjamin. Toward Leopoldian Theory of Moral Progress (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation,
Bowling Green State U, 2005.
Greenfield, Daniel. The Land as the Forgotten Teacher: How a Naturalistic Land Ethic, as
Exemplified in Thoreau, Leopold and Wilson, Informs Environmental Education. Ph.D.
Dissertation, Kent State U, 2005.

Lowry, Robert
Reidel, James. Robert Lowry (biog; crit). Review of Contemporary Fiction, 25 (Summer
2005), 46-83.
McGrath, Tom
Boehnlein, James M. Embracing Contraries: The Competing Narratives of Tom McGrath's
Letter to an Imaginary Friend, Part One (crit). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 38-45.

Le Sueur, Meridel
Alaimo, Stacy. "Comrades of Surge": Meridel Le Sueur, Cultural Studies, and the Corporeal Turn
(crit). Isle: Interdisciplinary Studies in.Uterature and Environment, 12 (2) 2005, 55-74.
Obermuel1er, Erin V. Reading the Body in Meridel Le Sueur's The Girl (crit). Legacy: A
Journal of American Women Writers, 22 (1) 2005, 47-62.
Lewis, Sinclair
Allred, Rusty. Erumaa Gantorii (crit). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 14 (1) 2005,1,13-15.
Betz, Frederick. The German Translator of It Can't Happen Here (crit). Sinclair Lewis
Society Newsletter, 14 (1) 2005, 3-4,15-17.
Cook, Dana, compo Meeting Sinclair Lewis: First Encounters and Initial Impressions, Part
II (crit; M). Sinclair Lewis Society Newsletter, 13 (2) 2005,11,13,16-17.
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MacLeish, Archibald
See Periodicals, below
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Marnet, David
Barton, Bruce. Imagination in Transition: Marner's Move to Film (erit). NY: Peter Lang, 2005.
Brewer, Gaylord. Marne's Divided Magics: Communion and Duplicity in The Shawl, The
Cryptogram, and Other Works (crit). American Drama, 14 (Summer 2005), 16-38.
Bruster, Douglas. How to Listen to Marnet: A Response to Maurice Charney (erit).
Connotations: A Journal for Critical Debate, 15 (1-3) 2005, 177-85.
Callens, Johan. Remediation in David Mamet's The Water Engine (crit). American Drama,
14 (Summer 2005), 39-55.
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Doyle, Emily Fammartino. An Interview with Professor Dan Shea (crit; I), Theatron, April
2005,69-75,

Foster, Vema A Stylistic Self-Consciousness versus Parody in David Mamet: A Response to
Maurice Charney (erit). Connotations: A lournalfor Critical Debate, 15 (1-3) 2005, 186-94.
Geerts, Ronald, Klaas Tindemans, and Karel Vanhaesebrouck, eds. Willen Jullie in zo'n Wereld
Leven? David Marner in Vlaanderen en de Wereld (crit). Brussels: VUB Press, 2005.
Kraft, Katrin. Die Gestaltung ludischer Kultur im Modernell Amerikanischen Drama (crit).
Marburg: Tectum, 2005.
McIntire-Strasburg, Jeffrey O. Performing Pedagogy: Teaching Confidence Games in David
Marnet's House of Games and The Spanish Prisoner (crit). Journal of the Midwest
Modern Language Association, 38 (1) 2005, 31-37.
Mason, David. Mamet's Self-Parody: A Response to Maurice Charney (crit). Connotations:
A Journalfor Critical Debate, 15 (1-3) 2005,195-99,
Pearce, Howard. David Mamet's Old Neighborhood: Journey and Geography (crit).
American Drama, 14 (Winter 2005), 46-62.
Martone, Michael
Davis, Todd F. Anthrax, Plexiglas, and the Writing Life: An Interview with Michael Martone
(I). Interdisciplinary Literary Studies, 7 (1) 2005, 116-26.
Maxwell, William
Burkhardt, Barbara A. William Maxwell: A Literary Life (biog; crit). Urbana: U Illinois P,
2005,
M1cheaux, Oscar
Bronski, Michael. The Return of the Repressed: Leo Frank through the Eyes of Oscar
Micheaux (crit). Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish Studies, 23 (Summer
2005),26-49,
Minty, Judith
Virtanen, Beth L. Female Poets in the Finnish Diaspora: An Analysis of Identity Presented
in Four Poets' Works (crit). Journal of Finnish Studies, 9 (1) 2005, 39-59.
Moberg, Vilhelm
Andrew Peterson: Forebild till Karl-Oskar :::. The Original Karl-Oscar: 100 Likheter :::. 100
Similarities (crit). Osterbymo, Sweden: Andrew Petersonsallskapet, 2005.
Holmgren, Ola. Emigrant i Modemiteten: Vilhelm Mobergs Mansfantasier (crit).
StokholmJStehag: Ostlillgs Bokjb"rlag Symposion, 2005.
Tornehed, Stig, ed. Av Och om Wilhelm Moberg (crit). Stockholm: Carlsson, 2005.
See also Periodicals, below
Monroe, Harriet
Newcomb, John Timberman. Poetry's Opening Door: Harriet Monroe and American
Modernism (cdt). American Periodicals, 15 (1) 2005, 6-22.
Morrison, Toni
Antonucci, Clara. La Poesie della Storia: Parola del Mito e Grido della Memoria in Song of
Solomon di Toni Morrison (crit). Cuadernos de Literatura Inglesa y Norteamericalla, 8
(1-2) 2005, 39-59,
Bickford, Leslie Walker. Encountering the Real: A Lacanian Reading of Faulkner and
Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Carolina, 2005.
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Bryant, Cedric Gael. "The Soul Has Bandaged Moments": Reading the African American
Gothic in Wright's "Big Boy Leaves Home," Morrison's Beloved, and Gomez's Gilda
(crit). African American Review, 39 (Winter 2005), 541-53.
Chroninger, Betty J. From Strange Fruit to Fruitful Kitchens: The Space of the Kitchen in
Toni Morrison's Novels (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U South Florida, 2005.
Closser, Raleen. Morrison's Sula (cnt). Explicator, 63 (Winter 2005),111.
Coonradt, Nicole M. To Be Loved: Amy Denver and Human Need~Bridges to Understanding
in Toni Morrison's Beloved (crit). College Literature, 32 (Fa112005), 168-87.
Daly, Brenda. Taking Whiteness Personally: Learning to Teach Testimonial Reading and
Writing in the College Literature Classroom (crit). Pedagogy: Critical Approaches to
Teaching Literature, Language, Composition. and Culture, 5 (Spring 2005), 213-46.
Dauterich, Edward. Hybrid Expression: Orality and Literacy in Jazz and Beloved (crit).
Midwest Quarterly, 47 (Autumn 2005),26-39,
Dickson-Carr, Darryl. The Projection of the Beast: Subverting Mythologies in Toni
Morrison's Jazz (crit). CIA Journal, 49 (December 2005), 168-83.
Escoda Agusu, Clara. Strategies of Subversion: The Deconstruction of Madness in Eva:S
Man, Corregidora, and Beloved (crit). Atlantis: Revista de la Asociaci6n Espaiiola de
Estudios Anglo-Norteamericanos, 27 (June 2005), 29-38.
Evans, Shari Michelle. Navigating Exile: Contemporary Women Writers Discover and Ethics
of Home (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U New Mexico, 2005.
Frank, Armin Paul and Rolf Lohse, eds. Internationality in American Fiction: Henry James,
William Dean Howells, William Faulkner, Toni Morrison (crit). NY: Peter Lang, 2005
Fukasae, Yukiko. Burakku Neitiviti no Unmei: "Kurosurodo Narativu" to Shite no Paradaisu
(crit). Studies in American Literature [Osaka], 42 (2005), 89-102.
Fulton, Dawn. A Clear-Sighted Witness: Trauma and Memory in Maryse Conde's Desirada
(crit). Studies in Twentieth and Twenty First Century Literature, 29 (Winter 2005), 47-62.
Fulton, Lorie Watkins. Hiding Fire and Brimstone in Lacy Groves: The Twinned Trees of
Beloved (crit). African American Review, 39 (Spring 2005), 189-99. .
Frampton, Edith. "You Just Can't Fly on off and Leave a Body": The Intercorporeal
Breastfeeding Subject of Toni Morrison'S Fiction (crit). Women: A Cultural Review, 16
(Summer 2005),141-63,
Gauthier, Marni. The Other Side of Paradise: Toni Morrison's (Un)Making of Mythic History
(crit). African American Review, 39 (Fa112005), 395-414.
Gooden, Phyllis R. Religion, Voodoo, Conjuring, and Ghosts: The Rhetoric of the African
American Cultural Language as a Theory for Literary and Film Criticism in Analyzing
Toni Morrison's Beloved (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Northern Illinois U, 2005.
Harris, Ashleigh. "If She Hollers/Let Her Go": Toni Morrison as Public Intellectual (cnt).
English Studies in Africa, 48 (2) 2005, 47-59,
Hogan? Monika I. To~ching Whit~ness: Race, Grief, and Ethical Contact in Contemporary
Umted States Ethmc Novel (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Massachusetts, Amherst, 2005.
Jag?i, Maya. An Interview with Toni Morrison (I). Brick, 76 (2005), 97-103.
John, Philip. GlobaleParadys of PIaas like Hel? 'n Lesingvan Duiweiskloof(Andre P. Brink),
Lituma en los Andes (Mario Vargas Llosa) en Paradise (Toni Morrison) (crit). Tydskrif
vir Letterkunde, 42 (1) 2005, 147-59,
Jones, Jacqueline M. When Theory and Practice Crumble: Toni Morrison and White
Resistance (crit). College English 68 (September 2005), 57-7l.
Kelly, Marian Herstein. ''The Distance of Proximity": James Joyce's and Toni Morrison's
Re-envisioning of the Readerly Space (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Tulane U, 2005.
King, Jeannette. The Victorian Woman Question in Contemporary Feminist Fiction (crit).
NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005.
Kremins, Kathleen A. An Ethics of Reading: The Broken Beauties of Toni Morrison, Nawal
EI Saadawi, and Arundhati Roy (crit). D.Litt. Dissertation, Drew U, 2005.
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Lee, Joan Oluchi. The Joy of the Castrated Boy (crit). Social Text, 23 (Fall-Winter 2(05), 35-56.
LeSeur, Geta. "Sweet Desolation" and Seduction in Toni Morrison's Jazz (crit). Popular
Culture Review, 16 (1) 2005, 21-30.
Liang, Iping. Tropical Edens: Colonialism, Decolonization, and the Tropics (erit). Tamkang
Review, 35 (3-4),327-52.
Lindqvist, Yvonne. Hogt och Lagt i Skonlitteriir Dversiittning till Svenska (crit). Uppsala:
Hallgren & Fallgren, 2005.
Luszczynska, Ana. The Opposite of the Concentration Camp: Nancy's Vision of Community
(erit). New Centennial Review,S (Winter 2005),167-205.
McCoy, Beth A. Trying Toni Morrison Again (crit). College Ellglish, 68 (September 2005), 43-57.
Melancon, Trimiko C. Disrupting Dissemblance: Transgressive Black Women as Politics of
Counter-Representation in African American Women's Fiction (erit), Ph.D. Dissertation,
U Massachusetts, Amherst, 2005.
Morgenstern, Naomi. Literature Reads Theory: Remarks on Teaching with Toni Morrison
(crit). University of Toronto Quarterly, 74 (Summer 2005),816-28.
Oforlea, Aaron Ngozi. Discursive Divide: (Re)coveringAfricanAmerican Male Subjectivity
in the Works of James Baldwin and Toni Morrison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Ohio State
U,2005.
Pascarelli, Laura E. John Winthrop's "Modell of Christian Charitie" and the Configurations
of the Puritan American Covenant (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Claremont Graduate U, 200S.
Pocock, Judy. "Through a Glass Darkly": Typology in Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon
(crit). Canadian Review ofAmerican Studies, 3S (3) 200S, 281-98.
Read, Andrew. "As If Word Magic Had Anything to Do with the Courage It Took to Be a
Man": Black Masculinity in Toni Morrison's Paradise (crit). African American Review,
39 (Winter 2005), 527-40.
Romero, Channette. Creating the Beloved Community: Religion, Race and Nation in Toni
Morrison's Paradise (crit). African American Review, 39 (Fa11200S), 415-30.
Sathyaraj, V. and G. Neelakantan. "Dragon Daddies and False-Hearted Men": Patriarchy in
Toni Morrison's Love (crit). Notes on Contemporary Literature, 3S (November 200S), 2-4.
Schur, Richard. Dream or Nightmare? Roth, Morrison, and America (crit). Philip Roth
Studies, 1 (Spring 2005), 19-36.
Spaulding, A. Timothy. Re-Forming the Past: History, the Fantastic, and the Postmodem
Slave Narrative (crit). Columbus: Ohio State U P, 200S.
Stone, Patricia. Chronotypes in the Cross-Cultural Novel: Time, Space and Meaning in
Novels by Toni Morrison, Louis Owens, and Leslie Marmon Silko (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U New Mexico, 2005.
Terry, Jennifer. Reading Toni Morrison Critically (crit). Literature Compass, 2 (1) 2005,
unpaginated.
Tewarson, Heidi Thomann. Toni Morrison (biog; crit). Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt
Taschenbuch, 200S.
Vega-Gonz.1Jez, Susana. A Comparative Study of Danticat's 17le Fanning ofBones and Morrison's
Beloved (crit). Estudios Ingleses de la Universidad Complutense, 13 (200S), 139-53.
_ _. Toni Morrison's Love and the Trickster Paradigm (crit). Revista Alicantina de
Estudios Ingleses, 18 (November 200S), 27S-89.
Wall, Cheryl A. Resounding Souls: Du Bois and the African American Literary Tradition
(crit). Public Culture, 17 (2) 2005, 217-34.
Wang, Yukuo. Molisen Yon Jiu (crit). Beijing: Ren Min Wen Xue Chu Ban She, 200S.
Wardi, Anissa Janine. Freak Shows, Spectacles, and Carnivals: Reading Jonathan Demme's
Beloved (crit). African American Review, 39 (Winter 2005), S13-26.
_ _. A Laying on of Hands: Toni Morrison and the Materiality of Love (crit). MELUS.30
(Fall 2005), 201-18.
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Washington, Teresa N. The Mother-Daughter Aje Relationship in Toni Morrison's Beloved
(crit). African American Review, 39 (Spring 200S), 171-88.
Weathers, Glenda B. Biblical Trees, Biblical Deliverance: Literary Landscapes of Zora
Hurston and Toni Morrison (cnt). African American Review, 39 (Spring 200S), 201-12.
Weinstock, Jeffrey Andrew. Ten Minutes for Seven Letters: Reading Beloved's Epitaph (crit).
Arizona Quarterly, 61 (Autumn 200S), 129-S2.
Werrlein, Debra T. Not So Fast, Dick and Jane: Reimagining Childhood and Nation in The
Bluest Eye (crit). MELUS, 30 (Winter 2005), 53-72.
Yoo, JaeEun. "Talking to You and Hearing to You Answer-That's the Kick": History and
Dialogue in Toni Morrison's Jazz (crit). Exit 9: The Rutgers Journal of Comparative
Literature, 7 (2005), 87-101.
Yoon, Seongho. Home for the Outdoored: Geographies of Exclusion, Gendered Space, and
Postethnicity in Toni Morrison's Paradise (crit). CEA Critic, 67 (Spring 200S), 65-80.
Zhu, Ying. Fiction and the Incompleteness of History: Toni Morrison, V.S. Naipaul, and Ben
Okri (cnt). Ph.D. Dissertation, Chinese U of Hong Kong, 2005.

Mueller, Lisel
Foster, Linda Nemec. Transformation of the World: The Metaphor of Fairy Tale in the Poetry
of Lisel Mueller (crit). MidAmerica. 32 (200S), 78-87.
Heller, Janet Ruth. The Theme of Isolation in Recent Poems by Lisel Mueller (crit).
Midwestern Miscellany, 33 (Spr. 200S), 43-S4.
Mukherjee, Bharati
Grewal, Inderpal. Transnational America: Feminisms, Diasporas. Neoliberalisms (crit).
Durham, N.C.: Duke U P, 2005.
Malandrino, Raffaella. Immigrant Narratives of a Gendered American Dream: A Reading of
Bharati Mukherjee's The Middleman and Other Stories (crit). Anglistica: Istituto
Universitario Orientale di Napoli Dipartimento di Studi Letterari e Linguistici
dell'Occidente, Annali Studi di Anglistica, 9 (1) 2005, 107-24.

Maxey, Ruth. "The Messiness of Rebirth as an Immigrant": Bharati Mukerjeefs Changing
Language of Migration (crit). South Asian Review. 26 (2) 200S, 181-201, 307.
Ray, Brian. Metempsychosis in Bharati Mukherjee's Jasmine (crit). Notes 011 Contemporary
Literature, 35 (March 2005), 4-6.
Zimmermann, Jutta. Multikulturalismus und die Zeitgenosische Kanadische und
Amerikanische Erzahlliteratur: Ein Vergleich (crit). Literaturwissenschaftliches
Jahrbuch im AUftrage der Gorres-Gesellschaft, 46 (200S), 347-73.

Niedecker, Lorine
Dossier: Tribute to Lorine Niedecker (crit). Court Green, no. 2 (200S), 87-152.
DuPlessis, Rachel Blau. Lorine Niedecker's "Paean to Place" and Its Fusion Poetics (crit).
Contemporary Literature, 46 (Fall 2005), 393-421
Upton, Lee. Defensive Measures: The Poetry ofNiedecker, Bishop, Gliick, and Carson (crit).
Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell U P, 200S.
Willis, Elizabeth. The Poetics of Affinity: Lorine Niedecker, William Morris, and the Art of
Work (crit). Contemporary Literature, 46 (Winter 200S), S79-603.
Norris, Frank
Armstrong, Stephen R. Persistent Optimism and Recurrent Skepticism: Herbert Spencer and
the United States (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, City U New York. 2005.
Berte, LeighAnn Litwiller. Mapping The Octopus: Frank Norris' Naturalist Geography (crit).
American Literary Realism, 37 (Spring 2005), 202-24.
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Hsu, Hsuan L. Literature and Regional Production (edt). American Literary History, 17
(Spring 2005), 36-70.
Long, Denise Howard. A Dentist No More: The Destruction of Masculinity in McTeague
(crit). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 67-77.
Olsson, Jan. Trading Places: Griffith, Patten and Agricultural Modernity (ccit), Film History,
17 (I) 2005, 39-65.
Pekar, Harvey. Harvey Pekar on Frank Norris, Daniel Fuchs, & George Ade (ccit).

Manasquan, N.J.: Iniquity Press/Vendetta Books, 2005.
Wood, Adam Harrison. Naturalizing ViolenceNiolating Nature: Conflict and Closure in

American Literary Naturalism (ecit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Georgia State U, 2005.
Norris, Kathleen
Gray, Timothy. "A World Without Gravity": The Urban Pastoral Spirituality of Jim Carroll
and Kathleen Norris (erit). Texas Studies in Literature and Language, 47 (Fall 2005), 213~
52.
Oates, Joyce Carol
Bjorkman, Stig. Joyce Carol Oates (1). Stockholm: AlfabetalAnamma, 2005.
Cologne-Brookes, Gavin. Dark Eyes on America: The Novels of Joyce Carol Oates (crit).
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 2005.
Cruise, James. "Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?" and Cold War Hermeneutics
(crit). South Central Review, 22 (Summer 2005), 95~109.
Hoffmann, Hauke. Joyce Carol Oates, Big Mouth & Ugly Girl (crit). Paderbom: Schoningh,2oo5.
Muzaffer, Hanan. Violence as Proof of Existence: Joyce Carol Oates and the Construction
of Shelly the Schizoid (crit). American Journal of Psychoanalysis, 65 (June 2005),18996.
Schilling, Timothy P. The Shape of Our Despair: The Fiction of Joyce Carol Oates (crit).
Commonweal, 132 (15 July 2005), 21-23.
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Ladany, Mary. The Sacred Landscape of Mary Oliver (crit). Proceedings of the Northeast
Region Annual Meeting, Conference on Christianity and Literature: Christ Plays in Ten~
Thousand Places: The Christ-figure in Text and Interpretation. Caldwell, N.J.: Caldwell
College, 2005.
Olsen, Tillie
Assif, Maria. Mother-Daughter Relationships in Asian and Jewish American Literatures:
Story(ing) Identities (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Case Western Reserve D, 2005.
Biagiotti, Ciuzia. Silenzi Infranti: La Scrittura di Tillie Olsen (crit). Urbino: Quattroventi, 2005.
Weber, Myles. Consuming Silences: How We Read Authors Who Don't Publish (crit).
Athens: U Georgia P, 2005.
Peattie, Elia Wilkinson
Bloomfield, Susanne George, ed. Impertinences: Selected Writings of Elia Peattie, a
Journalist in the GildedAge (A; biog; crit). Lincoln: U Nebraska P, 2005.
Piercy, Marge
Calvert, Bronwen. Cyborg Utopia in Marge Piercy's Body of Glass (crit). Foundation: The
International Review oj Science Fiction, 34 (October 2005), 52~61.
Plumly, Stanley
PlUln1y, Stanley. In the Studio (M; crit). American Poetry Review, 34 (January~February 2(05), 23.
Polacca, Patricia
Dorr, Christina H. A Descriptive Study of Intermediate~Grade Students' Extended
Transaction with the Picturebooks of Authorllllustrator Patricia Polacco (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, Ohio State U, 2004.
Zambo, Debby: Using the Picture Book Thank You, Mr. Falker to Understand Struggling
Readers (cnt). Journal ofAdolescent and Adult Literacy, 48 (March 2005), 502-12.

O'Brien, Tim
Bloom, Harold, ed. TIm 'Brien s The Things They Carried (crit). Philadelphia: Chelsea
House, 2005.
Donovan, Christopher. Postmodern Countemarratives: Irony and Audience in the Novels of
Paul Auster, Don DeLillo, Charles Johnson, and TIm O'Brien (crit). NY: Routledge, 2005.
Hicks, Patrick. A Conversation with Tim O'Brien (1). Indiana Review, 27 (Winter 2005), 85~95.
Kaufmann, Michael. The Solace of Bad Form: Tim O'Brien's Postmodernist Revisions of
Vietnam in "Speaking of Courage" (crit). Critique, 46 (Summer 2005), 333~43.
Smith, Patrick A. TIm 0 'Brien: A Critical Companion (crit). Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 2005.
Stuart, Chris. Tim O'Brien: Shades of Green and Blue (crit). Bluegrass Unlimited, 40 (4)
2005,32-37.
Trimble, Steve. A Novel Look at History (crit). Ramsey County History [Minnesota], 40
(Spring 2005), 29-31.
Yi, Seung-Bok. The Meaning of Courage in Relation to Gender Identification in the War
Texts of Stephen Crane, Ernest Hemingway and Tim O'Brien (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation,
U Tulsa, 2005.
Yu, Jung~Wan. Postimperial Narrative: Paul Auster, Don DeLillo, and Tim O'Brien (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, City U New York, 2004.

Raz, Hilda
Stillwell, Mary K. The Art of Alchemy: Transfonnation in the Poetry of Hilda Raz (crit).
Midwestern Miscellany, 33 (Spr. 2005), 7-27.

Oliver, Mary
Bryson, 1. Scott. The West Side ofAny Mountain: Place, Space, and Ecopoetry (cdt). Iowa
City: U Iowa P, 2005.

Robinson, Marilynne
Acocella, Joan. "A Note of the Miraculous" (rev). New York Review of Books, 52 (9 June
2005),14,16, 18.

o

Powers, Richard
Michaud, Charles. Collecting Richard Powers (bibl; crit). Firsts; the Book Collectors
Magazine, 15 (Feb. 2005), 34-39.
Miller, D. Quentin. Deeper Blues, or the Posthuman Prometheus: Cybernetic Renewal and the Late
Twentieth~Century American Novel (crit). American Literature, 77 (June 2(05), 379-407.
Pellegrin, Jean-Yves. Le Language Systeme au les Enjeux de la M6taphore dans Plowing the
Dark de Richard Powers (crit). Cahiers Charles V, 38 (2005), 187-213.
Purdy, James
Barber, Lester E. Literature and Daily Life: Looking for Love in All the Wrong (and Right)
Places (erit). ELOPE: English Language Overseas Perspective and Enquiries, 2 (1-2)
2005, 119-25.
Vidal, Gore. James Purdy: The Novelist as Outlaw (crit). New York Times Book Review, 27
Feb. 2005, 6-7.
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CarduIla, Bert. Fiction into Film: Notes on One Paradigmatic Scene and Two Emblematic
Adaptations (crit). Lamarloumal a/the Humanities, 30 (2) 2005, 5-20.
Harken, Amy Lignitz and Lee Hull Moses. Gifts a/Gilead (crit). St. Louis, Mo.: Chalice
Press, 2005.
Ryan, Katy. Horizons of Grace: Marilynne Robinson and Simone WeB (erit). Philosophy
and Literature, 29 (October 2005), 349-64.
Silverblatt, MichaeL Falling to Grace (I). Brick, 75 (July 2005),104-16.

Roethke, Theodore
Kirsch, Adam. Primal Fear: Roethke, Wright, and the Cult of Authenticity (crit). New Yorker,
81 (8 August 2005), 89-92.
Lin, Yupeng. Guan Zhu Iii se Sheng Ming, tan suo Jing SheD he xin Ling-Ping Xi'aoduo
Luoteke de Shi (crit), Foreign Literature StudieslWai Gum Wen Xue Yan liu, 2 (April
2005),32-39, 171.
O'Sullivan, Michael. "Bare Life" and the Garden Politics of Roethke and Heaney (crit).
Mosaic, 38 (December 2005), 17-34.
Towle, Parker. The Sage and the Pedagogue (crit). Worcester Review, 26 (1-2) 2005, 51-62.
Rfflvaag,O.E.
Muthyala, John. Gendering the Frontier in D.E. R¢lvaag's Giants in the Earth (crit). Great
Plains Quarterly, 25 (Fall 2005), 229-44.
Swenson, Jeffrey. Art and the Immigrant: The Other as Muse in Cather's My Antonia and
R¢lvaag's Boat of Longing (crit). MidAmerica, 32 (2005), 16-30.
Sandburg, Carl
Maas, David F. Using GS Extensional Devices to Explore Carl Sandburg's Poetry (crit).
ETC.: A Review of General Semantics, 62 (October 2005), 411-19.
Sandoz, Mari
West, Elliott. Bison R Us: The Role of the Buffalo in American Popular Culture (crit).
Chadron, Neb.: Mari Sandoz Heritage Society, 2005.
Santos, Bienvenido N.
Cruz, Isagani R. The Lovely Bienvenhlo N. Santos (biog). Quezon City: U Philippines Press, 2005.
Shepard, Sam
Ciment, Michel. Entretien avec Wim Wenders: Ne pasAvoir Peurdes Couteurs (crit). Positif:
Revue Mensuelle de Cinema, 536 (October 2005), 8-12.
Gabriella, Varr6. Acts of Betrayal: Arthur Miller's The Price and Sam Shepard's True West
(crit). Hungarian Journal of English and American Studies, 11 (2) 2005, 63-76.
Henry, Michael. Entretien avec Eva Marie Saint: Ne Descends pas de l'Autobus (crit).
Positif: Revue Mensuelle de Cinema, 536 (October 2005), 13-16.
Saddik, Annette 1. "You Just Forge Ahead": Image, Authenticity, and Freedom in the Plays of
Tennessee Williams and Sam Shepard (crit). South Atlantic Review, 70 (Autumn 2005), 73-93.
Weiss, Katherine. Cultural Memory and War Trauma in Sam Shepard's A Lie of the Mind,
States of Shock, and The Late Henry Moss (crit). Xchanges, 4 (2) 2005, unpaginated.
Westgate, J. Chris. Negotiating the American West in Sam Shepard's Family Plays (crit).
Modern Drama, 48 (Winter 2005), 726-43.
Wynands, Sandra. Sam Shepard's Anti-Western Silent Tongue as Cultural Critique (crit).
Canadian Review ofAmerican Studies, 35 (3) 2005, 299-313.
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Shepherd, Jean
Bergmann, Eugene B. Excelsior, You Fathead! The Art and Enigma of Jean Shepherd (biog,
erit). NY: Applause Theatre & Cinema Books, 2005.
Simak, Clifford D.
Shaw, Bruce. Clifford Simak's City (1952): The Dogs' Critique (and Others') (crit).
Extrapolation, 46 (Winter 2005), 488-99.
Simic, Charles
Hart, Henry. Charles Simic's Dark Nights of the Soul (crit). Kenyon Review. 27 (Summer
2005), 124-47.
Simon, Paul
Hartley, Robert E. Paul Simon, Crusading Editor from Troy, Illinois (crit; jrnl). Journal of
Illinois History, 8 (Spring 2005), 2-24.
Sinclair, Upton
Kress, Melville. Mightier Than the Sword: The Era of Upton Beall Sinclair (biog; crit).
Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005.
Piep, Karsten H. War as Proletarian BiIdungsroman in Upton Sinclair's Jimmie Higgins (crit).
War, Literature, and the Arts, 17 (1-2) 2005, 199-226.
Smiley, Jane
Amano, Kyoko. Alger's Shadows in Jane Smiley's A Thousand Acres (crit). Critique, 47
(Fall 2005), 23-39.
LindM, Anna. Interpersonal Complications and Intertextual Relations: A Thousand Acres
and King Lear (crit). NJES: Nordic Journal of English Studies, 4 (1) 2005, 55-77.
O'Dair, Sharon. Horror or Realism? Filming "Toxic Discourse" in Jane Smiley'sA Thousand
Acres (crit). Textual Practice, 19 (Summer 2005), 263-82.
Stafford, William
Bunge, Nancy. Influencing Each Other through the Mail: William Stafford's and Marvin
Bell's Segues and Jim Harrison's and Ted Kooser's Braided Creek (crit). Midwestern
Miscellany, 33 (Fall 2005), 48-56.
Nishihara, Katsumasa. William Stafford, "Traveling through the Dark": Yami no Naka de
Seki'nin ga Hajimaru (crit). Eigo SeineniRising Generation, 150 (January 2005), 614-15.
Ricou, Laurie. Pacifist Poetics (crit). Canadian Literature. 185 (Summer 2005), 6-9.
Stegner, Wallace
Karrell, Linda. The Postmodern Author on Stage: Fair Use and Wallace Stegner (crit).
American Drama, 14 (Summer 2005), 70-89.
Maher, Susan Naramore. Deep Mapping History: Wallace Stegner's Wolf Willow and William Least
Heat-Moon'sPrairyerth: A Deep Map (crit). Heritage oflhe Great Plains, 38 (1) 2005, 39-54.
Stevens, James
Maguire, James H. James Stevens (biog; crit). Boise, Idaho: Boise State U, 2005 [Boise State
U Western Writers Series, 165].
Swander, Mary
Davis, Todd F. Writing Back through tbeBody: Flesh and Spirit in the Work of Mary Swander
(crit). Mosaic, 38 (June 2005), 79-94.
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Voelker, John D.
Kavanagh, Eileen. Robert Traver as Judge Voelker: The Novelist as Judge (crit). Scribes
Journal of Legal Writing, 10 (2005-2006), 91-126.
Vonnegut, Kurt

Cacicedo, Alberto. "You Must Remember This"; Trauma and Memory in Catch-22 and
Slaughterhouse-Five (crit). Critique, 46 (Summer 2005), 357-68.

Frank, Robert V. Postmodern Laughter: The Use of the Comic in the Fiction of Kurt
Vonnegut, Donald Barthelme, and Ishmael Reed (erit), Ph.D. Dissertation, U Western

Ontario, 2004.
McInnis, Gilbert. Evolutionary Mythology in the Writings of Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. (crit).
Critique, 46 (Summer 2005), 383-96.
Peebles, Stacey. Fighting to Understand: Violence, Fonn, and Truth-Claims in Lesy,
Vonnegut, and Herr (crit). Philological Quarterly, 84 (Fall 2005), 479-96.
Pinternagel, Stefan T. Kurt Vonnegut fr. und die Science Fiction: Kilgore Trout, Tralfamadore
und Bokononismus (biog; crit). Berlin: Shayol, 2005.
Ren, Xiaojin and Jiawei He. Timequake: A Unity of Incredulity to Metanarratives and
Historiographic Metafiction (ceit). Foreign Literature StudieslWai Guo Wen Xue Yan Jiu,
6 (December 2005), 48-55, 171-72.
Walker, Margaret
Davis, Amanda 1. Shatterings: Violent Disruptions of Homeplace in Jubilee and The Street
(crit). MELUS, 30 (Winter 2005),25-51.
Waller, Robert James
Wahl, Gregory R. ''The Bridges of Madison County" and Iowa: Production, Reception, and
Place (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Maryland, College Park, 2005.
Wescott, Glenway
Vargo, Marc. Noble Lives: Biographical Portraits of Three Remarkable Gay Men-Glenway
Wescott, Aaron Copeland, and Dag Hammarskjold (biog). NY: Harrington Park Press, 2005.
White, William Allen
Pope, Julie A. The White House Called Red Rocks: A Lasting Memorial to William Allen
White, His Family, His Legacy, His Time (biog). Kansas Heritage, 13 (Summer 2005),
16-22.
Smith, Karen Manners. Father, Son and Country: William Allen White, William Lindsay
White, and American Isolationism, 1940-1941 (biog; crit). Kansas History, 28 (Spring
2005), 30-43.
Wilder, Laura Ingalls
Benge, Janet and Geoff Benge. Laura Ingalls Wilder: A Storybook Life (biog). Lynnwood,
Mass.: Emerald Books, 2005.
Larkin, Susan. Hear Me Whisper, Hear Me Roar: Life Writing, Literature for Children, and
Laura Ingalls Wilder (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Illinois State U, 2005.
Wilder, Thornton
Nodelman, Joshua Nelson. Reading Engineered Spaces: Bridges as Texts in Modern
American Culture (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Alberta, 2005.
Schwab, Roxanne Y. The Lexical Challenge of the Perfonnative Ueye in Gertrude Stein's
Dramas (ccit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Saint Louis U, 2005.
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Williams, Tennessee
Bak, John S. Suddenly Last Supper: Religious Acts and Race Relations in Tennessee
Williams's "Desire" (crit). Journal of Religion and Theatre, 4 (Fall 2005), 122-45.
Cafiadas, Ivan. The Naming of Jack Straw and Peter Ochello in Tennessee Williams's Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof(erit). English Language No~es, 42 (June 2005),57-62.
Colacchia, Maria Letizia. Ciao Tennessee (biog). Rome: Edizioni Interculturali, 2005.
Durham, Joyce. Portrait of a Friendship: Selected Correspondence Between Carson
McCullers and Tennessee Williams (corr; crit). Mississippi Quarterly, 59 (Winter 2005. Sping 2006), 5-16.
Fambrough,Preston. Williams's The Glass Menagerie (crit). Explicator; 63 (Wmter2005), 100-02.
Fordyce, Ehren. Inhospitable Structures: Some Themes and Fonns in Tennessee Williams
(crit). Journal ofAmerican Drama and Theatre, 17 (2) 2005, 43-58.
Gilbert, James. Men in the Middle: Searching for Masculinity in the 1950s (crit). Chicago:
U Chicago P, 2005.
Heintzelman, Greta and Alycia Smith Howard. Critical Companion to Tennessee Williams
(crit). NY: Facts on File, 2005.
Hill, Lena Michelle. Frames of Consciousness: Visual Culture in Zora Neale Hurston,
Tennessee Williams, and Ralph Ellison (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale U, 2005.
Jenekes, Nanna. Structures of Feeling in Tennessee Williams's The Night of the Iguana and
Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance (erit). South Atlantic Review, 70 (Autumn 2005), 4-22.
Kolin, Philip C. Tennessee Williams and Sports (crit). Popular Culture Review, 16 (2) 2005, 5-22.
_ _ . Williams's "Sand" (crit). Explicator, 63 (Spring 2005), 173-76.
Lansky, Ellen. "A Bottle of Whiskey Between Them": Williams, McCullers, and the
Influence of Alcohol (crit). Carson McCullers Society Newsletter, 7 (2005),4-6.
Mendelsohn, Daniel. Victims on Broadway (rev). New York Review of Books, 52 (26 May
2005),23-25.
_ _ _ . Victims on Broadway II (rev). New York Review of Books, 52 (9 June 2005), 31-33.
Paller, Michael. Gentlemen Callers: Tennessee Williams, Homosexuality, and Mid-Twentieth
Century Broadway Drama (crit). NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005.
Poteet, William Mark. Ritual, Initiation, and the Construction of Masculinity by Gay Men in
Modern Southern Literature (erit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana U Pennsylvania, 2005.
Pritner, Cal and ScottE. Walters. Introduction to Play Analysis (crit). Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2005.
Radavich, David. You Can Go Home Again: Tennessee Williams'sA Lovely Sunday for Creve
Coeur (ceit). Midwestern Miscellany, 33 (Fall 2005), 7-21.
Saddik, Annette J. "You Just Forge Ahead": Image, Authenticity, and Freedom in the Plays of
Tennessee Williams and Sam Shepard (erit). South Atlantic Review, 70 (Autumn 2005), 73-93.
Staggs, Sam. When Blanche Met Brando: The Scandalous Story ofA Streetcar Named Desire
(crit). NY: SI. Martin's, 2005.
Traver, Milton. Enropic Commonalities: The Affective Presence of Tennessee Williams in
the Drama of Lanford Wilson (ceit). South Atlantic Review, 70 (Autumn 2005), 23-42
Worley, Daryl. Tennessee's Texas Tornado: Margo Jones and Summer and Smoke (cdt).
Texas Theatre Journal, 1 (January 2005), 71-77.
Zetssu, Tomoyuki. Namida to Amerika Bungaku, 2 (crit). Eigo Seinen/Rising Generation,
151 (May 2005),101-03.
Willson, Meredith
Oates, Bill. Meredith Willson, America's Music Man: The Whole Broadway-SymphonicRadio-Motion Picture Story (biog; crit). Bloomington, Ind.: AuthorHouse, 2005.
Wilson, Lanford
Traver, Milton. Enropic Commonalities: The Affective Presence of Tennessee Williams in
the Drama of Lanford Wilson (crit). South Atlantic Review, 70 (Autumn 2005), 23-42.
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Winters, Yvor
Reid, David Rationality in thePoelIy ofYvorWmters (crit). Cambnage Quarterly, 34(1)2005.1-21.

ladonisi, Richard. "I Am Nobody": The Haiku of Richard Wright (crit). MELUS, 30 (Fall
200.5), 179-200.
JanMohamed, Abdul R. The Death-Bound Subject: Richard Wrights Archaeology of Death
(crit). Durham, N.C.: Duke U p. 2005.
Kay, John Richard. Urban Migration and the Theme of Defiance in the Works of Richard
Wright and James Baldwin (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Indian U Pennsylvania, 2005.
Lucy, Robin. Fables of the Reconstruction: Black Women on the Domestic Front in Ann
Petry's World War II Fiction (crit). CIA Journal, 49 (September 2005), 1-27.
Namekata, Hitoshi. Kioku no Katari to Katari no Kioku: nesuto jei Geinzu Deividdo
Buraddori Richado Raito (crit). Tokyo: Nan undMfenikkusu, 2005.
Rutledge, Gregory E. The Epic Trickster: From Sunjata to Jim Crow (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Wisconsin, Madison, 2005.
Walters, Wendy W. At Home in Diaspora: Black International Writing (crit). Minneapolis:
U Minnesota P, 2005.
Wilson, Charles E. Race and Racism in Literature (crit). Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2005.

Woolson, Constance Fenimore
Coulson, Victoria. Teacups and Love Letters: Constance Fenimore Woolson and Henry
James (erit). Henry James Review, 26 (Winter 2005),82-98.
Hall, Carolyn. An Elaborate Pretense for the Major: Making Up the Face of the PostbeIlum
Nation (crit), Legacy: A Journal ofAmerican Women Writers, 22 (2) 2005, 144-57.
Kreiger, Georgia. East Angels: Constance Fenimore Woolson's Revision of Henry James's The
Portrait afa Lady (crit). Legacy: A loumal ofAmerican Women Writers, 22 (1) 2005, 18-29.
Wright, Harold Bell
Ketchell, Aaron K. Holy Hills: Religion and Recreation in Branson, Missouri (crit). Ph.D.
Dissertation, U Kansas, 2004.
Smith, Eric A. Melodrama, Popular Religion, and Literary Value: The Case of Harold Bell
Wright (crit). American Literary History, 17 (Summer 2005), 217~43.

Wright, James
Blunk,Jonathan. Praise the Winters Gone: Introduction to a Selection ofTen Letters by James
Wright (corr; crit). Georgia Review, 59 (Spring 2005), 10-18.
- - ' A Selection of Letters: An Introduction to Twelve Letters by James Wright (corr; crit).
American Poetry Review, 34 (July-August 2005), 23~30.
Kirsch, Adam. Primal Fear: Roethke, Wright, and the Cult ofAuthenticity (crit). New Yorker,
81 (8 August 2005), 89-92.
Wright, Richard
Abston, Carmen Patrice. Representation and Signification: The Street and Dutchman as
Revisions of Richard Wright's Portrayal of Black Identity and Experience in Native Son
(crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Southern Mississippi, 2005.
Atteberry, Jeffrey. Entering the Politics of the Outside: Richard Wrightfs Critique of Marxism
and Existentialism (crit). Modern Fiction Studies, 51 (Winter 2005), 873~95.
Bryant, Cedric Gael. "The Soul Has Bandaged Moments": Reading the African American
Gothic in Wright's "Big Boy Leaves Home;' Morrison's B'e/oved, and Gomez's Gilda
(crit). African American Review, 39 (Winter 2005), 541-53.
Butler, Robert. The Loeb and Leopold Case: A Neglected Source for Richard Wright's Native
SOil (crit). African American Review, 39 (Winter 2005), 555~67.
Coleman, Kendric. Power, Money, and Sex(uality): The Black Masculine Paradigm (crit).
Ph.D. Dissertation, Louisiana State U, 2005.
Davis, Lauren A. The Black Masculinist Agenda: Desire and Gender Politics of Protest Era
Literature (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, Purdue U, 2004.
Demirtiirk, L,le. Mapping the Interstitial Space of "Black" and "Western": Richard Wright's
White Man, Listen! (crit). CIA Journal, 49 (September 2005), 45~55.
_ _. Reinscribing the Racial Subject in "Public Transcript": Richard Wright's Black Boy
(American Hunger) (crit). AlB: Auto/Biography Studies, 20 (2) 2005, 268-8l.
Dore, Florence. The Novel and the Obscene: Sexual Subjects in American Modernism (crit).
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford U P, 2005.
Duncan, James Bryan. Literary Labor: Reform and Resistance in American Literature, 19361945 (crit). Ph.D. Dissertation, U Oregon, 2005.
Gibson, Richard. Richard Wright's "Island of Hallucination" and the "Gibson Affair" (crit).
Modern Fiction Studies, 51 (Winter 2005),896-920.
Hopson, Mark C. The Talking Drum: Critical Memory in Intercultural Communication
Research (crit). Ph.D: Dissertation, Ohio U, 2005.
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The Ambrose Bierce Project Journal. Vol. 1-

1

j

I
I
j
J

(Fa112005- ). Annual. Craig A. Warren,
editor; School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Penn State Erie, The Behrend College,
5091 Station Road, Erie, Penn. 16563. [Bierce, Ambrose]
Arcade: A Student Literary Magazine. No. 1- (2005~ ). Annual. Creative Writing Club,
Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, Mo. 64093.
The Archibald MacLeish Journal. Vol. 1- (Summer 2005- ). Irregular. Nat Herold, editor. Friends of the Archibald MacLeish Collection, Greenfield Community College, 1
College Drive, Greenfield, Mass. 01301. [MacLeish, Archibald]
Blood Orange. No. 1- (Summer 2005- ). Three times a year. Morgan Barrie, editor; facUlty supervisor, Tom Zimmerman. Writing Center, Washtenaw Community College, 4800
East Huron River Dr., t Ann Arbor Mich. t481 05.
Deep Valley Sun: Newsletter of the Betsy-Tacy Society. Vol. 1(February 2005).
Irregular? Betsy-Tacy Society, P.O. Box 94, Mankato, Minn. 56002. [Lovelace, Maud
Hartl
Donkey Jaw. No. 1- (Spring 2005- ). Irregular? [Ceased publication?] Jacob Tompsett,
Racine, Wis.
Illumination: The Undergraduate Journal of Humanities. No. 1(Spring 2005).
Biannual. Adam Blackboum, editor. 4112 Helen C. White Hall, 600 N. Park Street,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 53706
Make; a Chicago Literary Magazine. No. 1- (Summer 2005- ). Biannual. Sarah Dodson
and Mike Zapata, editors. p.o. Box 478353, Chicago, Ill. 60647.
Swallow the Moon: A Literary Journal. No. 1- (Spring 2005- ). Annual. Luise Bolleber,
editor. Student Writers Group of Oakland University, Rochester, MiCh. 48309.
Vilhelm Moberg-Stillskapets Smaskrifter. No. 1- (2005- ). Annual. Vilhelm MobergSallskapets, Box 201, 351-04 Vaxjo, Sweden. [Moberg, Vilhelm]
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The Societey for the Study of Midwestern Literature salutes

Dictionary of Midwestern Literature
Volume 1: The Authors

Loren Logsdon
of
Eureka College, winner of the 2009 MidAmerica Award
and

Scott Russell Sanders
of
Indiana University, winner of the 2009 Mark Twain Award
These awards, along with four writing prizes, will be presented on May 8th at
the Society's 39th annual meeting, May 7-9, Michigan State University
Union, East Lansing, Michigan.

Don't miss the following special panels ~t this conference:
.:.

Universal Writers from the Heart of the Country, chaired by Loren
Logsdon
.

.:.

Landscape and Nature in the Writing of Scott Russell Sanders,
chaired by Christian Knoeller

•:.

Remembering Jon Hassler, chaired by Scott Emery

.:.

Centennial Roundtable on Gene Stratton Porter's Girl of the
Limberlasl, chaired by Mary Obuchowski

.:.

Presidential Panel on Wisconsin Women Writers, chaired by
Kenneth Grant

For registration information, go to the
"annual symposium" link at ssml.org

A sweeping survey of nearly 400 Midwestern authors
that identifies the most important criticism on their
writings. It presents their lives and literary orientations
while offering a broader expression of the Midwestern
experience form its diverse peoples over time. First of
a projected three volumes, sponsored by the Society for
the Study of Midwestern Literature .
Volume 2: Dimensions of the Midwestern Literary
Imagination is tentatively projected for 2010
publication.

-From http://www.ssml.org/publications
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GWENDOLYN BROOKS POETRY PRIZE
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

John Matthias
Sylvia Wheeler
Diane Garden
MarilNowak
Alice Friman
Margo LaGattuta
Daniel James Sundahl
Sharon Klander
Edward Haworth Hoeppner

PAUL SOMERS PRIZE FOR CREATIVE PROSE

I
I
I

Mary Ann Sarnyn
Terrence Glass
Rod Phillips
Ann Bardens
Jim Gorman
Diane Kendig
Patricia Clark

I

Leonora Smith
Rane R. Arroyo
Patricia Clark
Claire van Breemen Downes
EllenArI
Todd Davis

1991
1992
1993.
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Mario Bruno
Etta C. Abrahams
Linda Ryeguild-Forsythe
Christopher Stieber
No prize given
David Diamond
Jim Gorman
David Diamond
Etta C. Abrahams
Paul P. Somers
Claire van Breemen Downes
David Diamond
Jim Gorman
Michael Kula
No prize given
No prize given
Maria Bruno

DAVID DIAMOND STUDENT WRITING PRIZE

j
J

I

2006
2007

Michael Merva
Nick Kowalczyk
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JILL BARNUM MIDWEST HERITAGE ESSAY PRIZE
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Philip A. Greasley
Bruce P. Baker
MarciaNoe
Kenneth A. Robb
William Barillas
James Seaton
Paul W. Miller
Michael Wentowrth
Ronald F. Dorr
Guy Szuberla
Thomas Wetzel
Nora Ruth Roberts
Nancy McKinney
Thomas Wetzel
Kenneth B. Grant
Robert Dunne
No prize given
Jeffrey Swenson
Luchen Li
No prize given
James Seaton
Christian P. Knoeller

